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Manual of Investigative Operations and Guidelines
Part I T_ PAGE 46

SECTION 46. FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT, ET AL.; RENEGOTIATION ACT -
CIVIL SUITS, ET AL.; FALSE CLAIMS - CIVIL SUITS

46-1 FRAUD STATUTES :

Purpose - to protect the U.S.;Government from any attempt
to interfere with its lawful functions by deceit or dishonesty; not
only where a pecuniary loss may be involved, but whenever the
Government&#39;s functions are defeated by misrepresentations. The
following are only the most commonly used statutes in prosecuting
these crimes.- "

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84 92

46�1.1� Conspiracy to Defraudi Title§l8§ usc, Section 286

Two or more persons, by agreement obtained, or aided in
obtaining, payment from the U.SL Government through the submission of
false claims. .

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84

46�1.2 False, Fictitious, or Fraudulent Claims, Title 18, USC,
Section 287 -

The elements are �! to make or present a false claim
against the U.S. Government while �! knowing such claim to be false.

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84
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46-1.3 "False Statements, Title 18, USC, Section 1001

To knowingly and willfully falsify a material fact; or
make a false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement; or make/use false
writing or documents in any matter within&#39;the jurisdiction of the U.S.
Government. IA false complaint given to the FBI, or any other Federal
law enforcement agency, that initiates a criminal investigation
resulting in the expenditure of time and resources, is a matter within
the jurisdiction of the U.S. Government and a violation of this
statute. A false statement in an application for Federal employment
is also a violation of this statute. A false statement in an
application for civilian employment violates this statute if the
applicant knows or should reasonably foresee that the application will
be submitted to a Federal Government agency for a security check. A
false statement may be written or oral, sworn or unsworn. This
statute does not apply to false statements made under oath before
grand jury or in a judicial proceeding. False statements made in
interview initiated by a Federal law enforcement agency, or by an
employee in a noncriminal personnel matter may, in some instances,
constitute a violation of Section 1001. &#39;See 46-1.8% Policy, �!, �!
and �!.

the

an

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84

46�l.4 Conspiracy to Commit Offense or Defraud the United States,
f Title 18, USC, Section 371

If two or more.persons �! conspire either to commit any
offense against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or
any agency thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and �! one or

to effect the object of themore of such persons commit any act
conspiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

howemer, the offense, thenot more than 5 years or both. If,
commission of which is the object of the ponspiracy, is a misdemeanor
only, the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum
punishment provided for such misdemeanor.  For additional details see
Part I, 62-16 of this manual.! 1

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84
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46*l.4.1 Mail Fraud, Title 18, USC, Section 1341

The U.S. Postal Service is specifically charged with the
duty of investigating use of the mails in furtherance of a scheme or
artifice to defraud. The above notwithstanding, this statute, which
carries penalties of a $1,000 fine and/or&#39;5 years� imprisonment, has
been effectively used by the FBI in pursuing Fraud Against the
Government  FAG! investigations and should be thoroughly familiar to
Agents investigating such matters. The statute citation, key
elements, and Bureau policy can be found in Part I, Section 36 of this
manual captioned "Mail Fraud."

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/86

46-1.5 Other Fraud Statutes

It is noted that Congress, when approving legislation
establishing various federally funded programs, incorporated into that
legislation specific criminal statutes which are to be used in
prosecuting frauds against such programs or thefts of program funds.
when program fraud allegations are received, it will be necessary to
determine from the administering agency the identity of specific fraud
statutes, if any, which may have been created solely to aid in
prosecutions relative to the affected program.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/86

46-1.5.1 Theft or Bribery Concerning Programs Receiving Federal
Funds, Title 18, USC, Section_666

I
When a state or local government or organization receives

$10,000 or more annually in Federal funds; it is unlawful �! for an
agent or employee to embezzle or misapply $5,000 or more � for an
agent or employee to accept a bribe in a matter involving $5,000 or
more or �! for anyone to offer a bribe to an agent or employee.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/86

,.. �
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|46�1.5.2 National Organ Transplant Act  NOTA!; Prohibition of Organ
Purchases  Title 42, USC, Section 274e!

&#39; �! Section 274e, Prohibition of organ purchases, reads
as follows: &#39;

" a! Prohibition -

,"It shall be unlawful for any person to
knowingly acquire, receive, or otherwise transfer any human organ for
valuable consideration or use in human transplantation if the transfer
affects interstate commerce.

" b! Penalties _

"Any person who vidlates subsection  a! of this
fined not more than $5O,QOO or imprisoned not more
or both. _

section shall be

than five years,

" :9 Definitions

"For purposes of subsection  a! of this
92 section: - |

i "�! The term �human organ� means the human
1 kidney, liver, heart, lung, pancreas, bone marrow, cornea, eye, bone,
92 and skin, and any other human organ specified by the Secretary of

Health and Human Services by regulation.

� "�! The term �valuable consideration� does

not include the reasonable payments associated with the removal,
transportation, implantation, processing, preservation, quality
control, and storage of a human organ or the expenses of travel,
ihousing, and lost wages incurred by the donor&#39;of a human organ in

J connection with the donation of the organ:

- "�! The term �interstate commerce� has the
meaning prescribed for it by section 321 b! of title 21."

�! Violations of the above law should be opened in
Bureau case classification 209  Fraud Against the Government  FAG! -
�Health and Human Services  HHS!!, and captioned in communications as
"FAG�HHS-NOTA," with the addition of Fraud by Wire, Mail Fraud, or

others, asiappropriate. S

E�, �! Reporting requirements for FAG cases should be
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adhered to in conducting these investigations.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/86 &#39;

46�1.5.3 Major Fraud Against the United States  Title 18, USC,&#39;
Section 1031!  See also Part�I; Section|46-1.l3|of this

manual!

�! Prohibits anyone from execution or attempted
execution of a scheme with intent: &#39;

"�! to defraud the United States; or
n

"�! obtain money or property from the United States
by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or 1
promises, in any procurement of property of.services as a prime
contractor with the United States or as a&#39;subcontractor or supplier on
a contract in which there is a prime contract with the United States,
if the value of the contract, subcontract or any constituent part 1
thereof for such property or services is $1,000,000 or more,
shall...be fined not more than $1,000,000 or imprisoned not more than
ten years, or both."

�! Subsection B provides for&#39;a maximum fine of
$5,000,000 if the scheme involves a conscious or reckless risk of
personal injury. s "

�! Subsection F provides a statute of limitations of
seven years. 1

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97
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46�1.e Anti-Kickback Act of 1936, Title 41, usc, Sections 51-54

I v Prohibits any person, as defined in the statute, in all
Government contracts from �! providing or attempting or offering to
provide any kickback to employees of a prime contractor, or higher
tier subcontractor; or �! soliciting, accepting, or attempting to
accept any kickback for purposes of securing a Government contract or
including amount of kickback in contract price charged by a
subcontractor to a prime contractor or a higher tier subcontractor or
in contract price charged by a prime contractor to the U.S.

EFFECTIVE: O2/20/90

46-1.7 FAG-Federal Lending and Insurance Agencies  FLIA! p

Congress has passed legislation establishing a number of
federal lending and insurance agencies, some of which are independent
agencies, while others operate within the framework of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture  USDA! and the Department of Housing and
Urban Development  HUD!. These agencies engage in direct lending of
federal funds, and/or guarantee loans disbursed by private sector
 banking/finance industry! sources. Certain agencies offer federal
lending insurance. The FBI&#39;s PRIMARY investigative jurisdiction
regarding violations involving FLIA is limited to the following
federal agencies: i

�! Small Business Administration

�! Deleted

�! Federal Crop Insurance Corporation - a corporation
within USDA.

�! Federal Emergency Management Agency - this
independent agency was chartered to enhance/coordinate emergency
preparedness and response resources of the federal, state and local
governments with respect to the full range,of emergencies - natural,
man-made and nuclear.

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97
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46�l.7.1 Fraud Statutes Pertaining to FLIA

 I! Title 18, USC, Section 212. Prohibits
or gratuity to bank examiner. �

�! Title 18, USC, Section 213. Prohibits
loan or gratuity by bank examiner.

offer of loan

acceptance of

�! Title 18, USC, Section 215. Prohibits
commission or gifts or procuring loans. - receipt of

�! Deleted -

�! Title 18, USC, Section 217. Prohibits acceptance of
consideration for adjustment of farm indebtedness.

�! Title 18, USC, Section 657. Prohibits embezzling,
abstracting, or misapplying funds, securities, etc., by officers,
agents, employees, or receivers of lending, credit, and insurance
institutions;

�! Title 18, USC, Section 658. Prohibits concealment,
removal, disposal, or conversion to personal use of property mortgaged
or pledged to farm credit agencies. -

 8! Title 18, USC, Section 1006. Prohibits false entries
in Federal credit institution books, reports, and statements.

 9! Title 18, USC,92Section 1011. Prohibits false
statements and overvaluing of land in-Federal land bank mortgage
transactions. .

�0! Title 18, USC, Section 1013. Prohibits making false
pretenses or representations in connection&#39;with farm loan bonds and
credit bank debentures.

�1! Title 18, USC, Section 1014. Prohibits falsification
of loan applications submitted to certain FLIA.  Refer to statute.!

�2! Title 18, USC, Section 1907. Prohibits disclosure of
information by farm credit examiner.

�3! Title 18, USC, Section 1908. Prohibits disclosure of
information by national agricultural credit examiner.

�4! Title 18, USC, Section 1900. Prohibits performance
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of services for compensation by examiners.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90 &#39;

46-1.8 Policy

�! Except to the extent that investigations involve
allegations of corruption on the part of U.S. Government employee s!,
which require a greater degree of administrative scrutiny and more
expeditious reporting, other policy and investigative guidelines
appearing in this  "46"! section of the manual pertain to all FAG
violations. &#39; T

�! FAG cases must be given prompt and continuous
attention. The level of manpower devoted to, and the priority placed
upon completion of these investigations should be governed by the
circumstances of each case in relation to,the entire case load. There
is a heightened necessity to promptly resolve those allegations
pending against Federal employees due to the fact that the affected
Federal agency may delay, or otherwise coordinate, administrative
action contemplated against-their  subject! employees, with receipt of
the results of the completed criminal investigation.

�! All FAG allegations which&#39;serve as predication for
opening an investigation must be discussed with the U.S. Attorney
early in the investigation. Should the USA concur in the initiation
of an investigation, this PRELIMINARY PROSECUTIVE OPINION should cite
the applicable statute s! which applies to the alleged violation, AND
a commitment to pursue prosecution shou1d.the allegations be
substantiated through investigation. If the initial
complaint/allegation is not sufficiently specific to enable the Agent
to hold an informative discussion with the USA,�conduct appropriate
investigation to "round out" the allegation such that an adequately
detailed discussion may be held.  It should not be necessary for the
USA to request such investigation.! Regardless of whether the USA
expresses a willingness to prosecute, or declines prosecution out of
hand, the opinion  and all AUSA opinions!&#39;should be confirmed in
writing. The initial 30�day LHM, or closing LHH in the event of a
prosecutive declination, is sufficient for this purpose. | See MIOG,
Part 1, 46-1.3, a 46-1.12�!.!| " -

�! with regard to referrals&#39;wherein the victim
Government agency has conducted significant investigation in efforts
to determine whether or not a Federal violation has been committed,
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consideration should be given to having the agency investigator
present during the preliminary discussions of the case with the USA.
Much of the background can then be explained by the agency
investigator, thereby minimizing needless duplication of effort.

|[ See �!.!| _ &#39;

�! Pay close attention to SPECIFIC TITLES of Federal,
state and local agencies involved  defrauded! in FAG cases, as
frequently there exist confusing similarities among such agency or
program titles. Failure to properly identify the agency involved may
lead to a misunderstanding of the facts. :In those instances where a
state or local agency which receives PARTIAL FEDERAL FUNDING has been
defrauded, a Federal violation MAY have occurred. The COMINGLING of
Federal and state  or local! funds should not ordinarily in and of
itself be a bar to Federal prosecution. Consideration should be given
to advising FBIHQ of those instances wherein comingling of funds is
indicated as the reason behind a declination of prosecution. Under �
appropriate circumstances, FBIHQ will discuss such decisions with the
Department of Justice. &#39; ~

�! Complaints/allegations concerning FLIA and other FAG
violations  a! which through legislation or through mutual agreement
are not within the FBI�s primary investigative jurisdiction or  b!
which cannot be afforded adequate investigative attention_due to
manpower constraints within division and/or the failure of the
allegation to "measure up" to prosecutive guidelines of the USA,
should be referred to the appropriate local or regional office of the
Inspector General for the affected Federal agency. Where no such
local or regional office exists, forward the matter to FBIHQ with a
request that the matter be referred to the national headquarters of
the appropriate agency.  For example, violations relating to Farmers
Home Administration matters are investigated by the Office of
Inspector General, Department of Agriculture. The FBI does, however,
investigate violations which indicate criminal misconduct on the part
of usm employees.! | See moo, Part 1, 46��1.3.!|

SPECIAL NOTE: In all instances wherein investigative matters are
referred by a field division to another Federal agency BASED UPON
MANPOWER CONSTRAINTS, FBIHQ must be advised by LHM; the cover
communication should clearly state that pending investigative matters
being addressed by the field division are of greater significance than
the item of referral. A copy of each such referral should be routed
to a special field office file entitled "Fraud Against the Government
Matters-Referrals to other Agencies." Ensure proper indexing of such
referrals.
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�! FBIHQ should-be promptly notified, by telephone
and/or teletype, of the initiation of MAJOR or OTHERWISE SIGNIFICANT
FAG cases which may prompt news media  or other! inquiries to be X
directed to FBIHQ. A - _

 8! Promptly report significant investigative/prosecutive
developments to FBIHQ in a form suitable for dissemination to the
appropriate Government agency, as that agency may have deferred
administrative or civil action regarding.contracts, contract
negotiations, loan or loan guarantees, etc., pending the outcome of
the criminal investigation.

 9! FAG investigations which fail to disclose evidence
that a Federal violation has_been committed may be "closed" without
consultation with the USA, provided all logical investigation has been
completed. Prosecutive declinations should include the underlying
reason for same  e.g., "no Federal violation substantiated through
investigation," "lack of prosecutive merit due to  exp1anation!,"
etc.!. The PROSECUTIVE DECLINATION of the USA should be confirmed by-
means of the closing LHM. J A

¢

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

46-1.9 Investigative Procedure

�! Determine the identity of
agency program  source of funds! which has
the complaint or allegation, ascertain the specific title and section
of Federal law which may have been violated. - The "United States
Government Manual" is an invaluable guide to understanding
departments, independent establishments and Government corporations of
the Executive Branch of the Federal Government, as well as the
departments and offices of the LegislativeIand Judicial Branches. All
field divisions are issued a copy of this yearly manual.!

the governmental agency and
been defrauded. Based upon

�! Identify those governmental officials having
administrative responsibility for the victim agency and/or program.
Ascertain which agency procedures have been misapplied or subverted in
furtherance of the alleged FAG violations. Take note of any agency
practices or procedures, formal or informal, which may adversely
affect the investigation and/or future prosecutive action. Be certain
to bring such items to the attention of the prosecuting attorney.

J
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Determine in advance the substance of testimony which Government
officials,wil1 provide if called upon during trial. -

�! Identify the subject s! and_verify the means by which
the subject s! is alleged to have defrauded the Government.

�! Identify and obtain any false or fraudulent
documentary evidence which will prove the&#39;existence of a violation.

�! Gather evidence of willful intent on the part of the
subject s!. Be mindful to obtain/ascertain:

�! Special Agents of the FBI are empowered to take
signed statements, under oath from witnesses and subjects in those
investigations where a Government employee is implicated in
criminal|misconduct or irregularity, and in those investigations of
fraud on, or attempts to defraud, the United States Government.|
Consideration should be given to obtaining such statements in those
instances where such a form of evidence will tend to strengthen.the
findings of an investigation. It is recognized that this is a
judgmental decision, requiring the thoughtful consideration of the
experienced investigator. Legal/Evidentiary ramifications of such
statements may warrant consultation with the division&#39;s principal
legal advisor or with the prosecuting attorney associated with the
investigation.  Statutory authority for placing witnesses and
subjects under oath is contained in Title 5, USC, Section 303.!

�! Complex FAG cases frequently demand that a close
working relationship be maintained with the USA&#39;s Office in order to
assure that the case "develops" at a pace that will facilitate the
prosecutor&#39;s comprehension of the complexities of the matter and
therefore lend to a timely prosecution of the vio1ation s!. Keep
alert to avoid unnecessary investigationJ iConsideration should be
given to the utilization of manpower from other Government agencies t
review  audit/examine! their inrhouse records when such a review does
not threaten the integrity of the investigation.
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EFFECTIVE: 03/28/84

46-1.10 Venue _

�! False claim or document r Judicial district where the
false document was submitted to or received by the Government.

�! Oral false statement or the concealment of a material
fact s! - Judicial district where the false statement was uttered or
where the concealment occurred. 9

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

46�l.1l Fraud Against the Government f Security Aspect

There are special provisions-in this manual, in»addition
to those contained within this section, with respect to FAG violations
which have a�"security" aspect. These may be found in other FBI
investigations; e.g., Applicant investigations, Security of Government
Employee investigations, Domestic Security investigations concerning
individuals, and investigations of Atomic Energy Act violations.
Appropriate special considerations contained within this manual  as
indicated below! should be reviewed prior to the initiation of certain
investigations, as follows: &#39; &#39; &#39;_

�! Applicant and Employee Investigations Conducted for
Other Government Agencies - General Instructions: See Part II,
Section 17, of this manual; _

�!
Part I, Section

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 - Criminal Violations: See
117, of this manual;

Security of Government Employees: See Part I,�!
Section 140, of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90
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46-1.12 Reporting Requirements I See MIOG, Part I, 86-5, 206*4.!|
 l! |De1eted| "

�! Submit a letterhead memorandum
four copies! within 30 days of receipt of a FAG
The LHM should be suitable for dissemination to
Justice,  b! the Office of Personnel Management

 LHM!  original and

complaint/allegation.
 a! the Department of
 in those instances

where a federal employee is the SUBJECT of the investigation!, and  c!
the federal agency s! affected by the allegation/investigation. The
initial LHH should, at a minimum, detail the predication for opening
the investigation, summarize the investigation conducted in order to
"round out" the allegation s! and reflect the preliminary prosecutive
opinion obtained  see 46-1.8�! abohe!. eBe CERTAIN to DATE the
receipt of the complaint and ALL other significant events.

�! The LHM is the main vehicle utilized for conveying
notification of the initiation, status and disposition of FBI D
investigations to affected federal agencies, as well as the Department
of Justice. Inclusion of Rule 6 e!  federal grand jury source!
material in an LHM will most often preclude dissemination of that
communication outside of the Department of Justice. Thus, Rule 6 e!
material should be excluded from LHMs, absent a federal court order
authorizing access to other interested parties/agencies. The LHM is
NOT to serve as a prosecutive or investigative report.

0

 Q! Federal agencies  Offices&#39;of Inspector General! have
a statutory right to be informed of the-existence of investigations
affecting their agencies. Requests for withholding dissemination
indicated in �! above must be SUBSTANTIAL&#39;and documented in the
"Administrative" section of the cover[communication.

�! The decision regarding preparation of a "prosecutive
report" is left to the discretion of the SAC/Field Supervisor and
should be considered on a case�by-case basis. The complexity of the
investigation and needs of the prosecuting attorney may be determining
factors in this decision. USAs&#39; requests for prosecutive reports
should be honored in all instances. Prosecutive reports are not
routinely disseminated outside of the Department of Justice.

�! Preparation of interim, advisory LHMs MAY be
warranted in certain high profile investigations or in those
investigations which are being followed closely
federal agency. I
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�! TITLE�CHANGES should be noted in the opening
paragraph of LHMs, in order to assist recipients  Offices of Inspector
General, etc.! in referencing prior LHMs or correspondence regarding
the investigative subject. Other identifiers, agency "titles" or file
numbers when known, should be included in LHMs to assist in
referencing other agency files. 1 ;

i  8! In those investigations where the USA declines
prosecution AND the subject is a federal employee, obtain a specific
comment from the USA as to the merits of administrative and/or civil
remedies against the federal employee who is the subject of the case
in which prosecution is being declined. Ensure the specific comments
are confirmed in writing. The comment must be included in the closing
LHH. If the USA advises no merit exists,1so state. If the USA
advised merit does exist, a statement such as "the foregoing
declination is made due to the matter not meeting the standards
required for federal prosecution by the USA. It should not be _
construed by your agency, or by other affected agencies, in such a way
as to preclude the initiation of such administrative and/or civil
remedies as may be appropriate" is suitable;

 9! Deleted �

�0! A CLOSING LHM must be prepared for each investigation
which has been concluded. This final LHM MUST restate the predication
for opening the investigation, summarize investigative findings and
detail the disposition of the investigation. Prosecutive action
should be DETAILED from indictment, information or complaint, through
plea acceptance, trial disposition and/or sentencing, as appropriate.
Ensure that 3 FULL DESCRIPTION of the subject s! is included in this
communication. Again, be certain to DATE all significant events. In
209A matters involving health care providers, one copy of pertinent
FD-3025 which do not contain grand jury information protected pursuant
to Rule 6 e! of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure or information
that would jeopardize an informant or confidential witness should be
sent to FBIHQ for dissemination to the Department of Health and Human
Services-Office of the Inspector General  HHS*OIG!. The FD-302s
should be attached to one copy of the LHM and listed as enclosures for
dissemination to HHS-DIG. The FD-302s should be listed by date and
name on the cover|communication.| This could assist the HHS-OIG to
recover funds pursuant to the Civil Monetary Penalties Law of 1981.
This law can be found at Section 1128A of the Social Security Act or
at Title 42, USC, Section 1320-7a. It authorizes the HHS-OIG to
impose civil monetary penalties on health care providers who have
defrauded HHS. The HHS-OIG will report these recoveries to FBIHQ.
FBIHQ will thereafter notify the office of origin, or in accordance
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with the Manual~of Administrative Operations and Procedures, Part II,
3�5.2.7, �!  b!, "Joint Investigation Recoveries," a recovery may be
claimed by the appropriate field division.&#39;| See MIOG, Part I, 209-2.!

�1! SPECIAL NOTE: Every effort should be made to furnish
the victim federal agency with constructive criticism concerning
weaknesses within the agency&#39;s procedures or internal controls which
may predispose the agency to fraudulent practices or limit the
agency&#39;s ability to uncover fraudulent acts after the fact. Such
observations on the part of the investigating Special Agent are
valuable, and the inclusion of same within the closing LHH  or a
separate LHM, if appropriate! is to be encouraged in all instances.

EFFECTIVE: 04/02/97

J .

46-1.13 Penalties  Maximum! &#39;

�! Title 18, USC, Section 286 ~pp $10,000 and/or 10 years

�! Title 18, USC, Section 287 - $10,000 and/or 5 years

�! Title 18, USC, Section 371 � $10,000 and/or 5 years
for felony; if misdemeanor, no more than penalty for misdemeanor

�! Title 41, USC, Sections 51�54 � A fine in accordance
with Title 18, Section 3571 ET SEQ.  a fine of not more than $250,000!
and/or 10 years.

-�! Title 1s, usc, Sections 212 0 213 - $5,000 and/or 1
year and fined a further sum equal to money loaned or gratuity given

�! Title 18, USC, Section 215 - $5,000
if amount involved does not exceed $100, then $1,000

and/or 5 years,
and/or 1 year.

E �! Title 18, USC, Section 217 �-$1,000

 8! Title 18, USC, Sections 657 & 658 -
years, if amount involved does not exceed $100, then
year

and/or 1 year

$5,000 and/or 5
$1,000 and/or 1

 9!

�0!

Title 18, USC, Section 666 � $100,000 and/or 10 years

Title 18, USC, Section 1001 - $10,000 and/or 5 years
1

-~ .

Sensitive:
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�1!
years

�2!

�3!

�4!
years

&#39; �5!

year

�6!

|�7!

Title 18,

Title

Title 18

Title

Title 18,

Title Q2,

Title 18,

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

18,

18,

, USC,

Sensitive

USC, Section

SectionUSC,

Section

USC, Section

USC,

USC,

1006
1

1011

1013

1014

of Investigative Operations and Guidelines
PAGE 46

$1,000,000]and/or|20|

$5,000 and/or 1 year

$5,000 and/or 1 year

]$1,000,000|and/or|20|

Sections 1907-1909 - $5,000 and/or 1

Section 274e - $50,000 and/or 5 years

USC, Section 1031 - $1,000,000 and/or ten
years  $5,000,000 if conscious or reckless endangerment!|

46-1;14 Character  See MAOP, Part 11,�3-1.1 & 3-1.2; MIOG,
Introduction, 2-1.5.3; Part If 206-6 & 207-2.!

�! With the exception of 200 cases, Fraud Against the
Government - followed by  a! the name of the Federal department or
agency concerned and  b!  Identity of the program or activity where
fraud occurred!

� �! Unique classification numbers have been assigned to
FAG cases pertaining to certain major Government agencies.
Instructions for these classifications are the SAME as contained
within this section. The "46" classification will be used for all FAG
cases involving Government agencies not specifically identified below
 NOTE: BE CERTAIN to include the appropriate ALPHA DESIGNATION within
therclassification "number." Refer to the substantive section of this
manual for the distinction between such alpha components of the
classification "number."!

92 17

46

86

A&B FAG

A&B FAG

A&B FAG

Department of Veterans Affairs  VA!

Agency involved�

Small Business Administration  SBA!

Sensitive:
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147

Development  HUD!

206

A&B

A&B

Branch of Military

206

. 206

206

207

207

Administration  NASA!

207

207

208

209

210

213

C&D

E&F

I&J

A&B

C&D

E&F

G&H

A&B

A&B

A&B

A&B

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/93

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

FAG

Department of

Department of&#39;

Department of

of!Department

Department 0F

Environmenta1_

National Aeron

Department of_

Department of

General Servic

Health Care Fraud

Housing and Urban

Defense  DOD! � Appropriate

Agriculture  USDA!

Commerce  DOC!

Interior  DOI!

Protection Agency  EPA!

autics and Space

Energy  DOE!

Transportation  DOT!

es Administration  GSA!

FAG � Department of Labor  DOL!

FAG - Department of Education  DOED!

46-Z RENEGOTIATION ACT - CIVIL SUITS

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73
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46�2.l Background p

�! The Bureau conducts investigation in Renegotiation
Act  Civil! suits brought under the Renegotiation Act of 1951 - Title
50, USC, App., Section 1211 et seq. �j

�! The Renegotiation Act of 1951, in general, provides
that Renegotiation Board is to review thejtotal profit derived by a
contractor during a year from all of his renegotiable contracts and
subcontracts in order to determine whether or not this profit is
excessive. The Board is empowered to eliminate those profits, found
to be excessive in accordance with certain statutory factors. Thus,
renegotiation is determined with respect to all receipts or accruals
from renegotiable contracts and subcontracts of a contractor during a
year. �

�! The renegotiation pr0cess]al10ws an after-the�fact
review of the profits on renegotiable contracts and subcontracts
relating to the national defense and space contracts and related
subcontracts. This is a renegotiation of a contractor&#39;s fiscal-year
aggregate profits on these contracts; thus} it is completely different
from price adjustments or redeterminations&#39;with respect to individual
contracts.

�! Petitions for redeterminations of excessive profits
determined by the Renegotiation Board are filed with the U. S. Court
of Claims. The Court of Claims has exclusive jurisdiction to
determine the amount of excessive profits received or accrued by a
contractor or subcontractor in these cases. The Court of Claims may
determine that the amount of excessive profits is less than, equal to,
or greater than the amount determined by the Board.

�! The proceeding in the Court of Claims is not a
proceeding to review the determination of the Renegotiation Board, but
is a de novo proceeding. The decision of the Court of Claims is
subject to review only by the Supreme Court upon certiorari in the
manner provided in the United States Code for the review of other
cases in the Court of Claims.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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46*2.2 Policy &#39;

�! Investigations are requested by Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Civil Division. I

�! These requests, which contain detailed instructions
as to what is desired, usually are accompanied by the renegotiation
file and certified copies of all pertinent tax returns and a
memorandum entitled, "General Instructions to the Auditor,� which are
forwarded to assist the Agent in the_accounting investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46*2.3 Investigative Procedure

�! These investigations are of a civil nature resulting
from actions filed by contractors against the U. S. Government in the
Court of Claims. These suits pertain to instances where unilateral
determination has been made by Government as to the amount of
excessive profits realized by the contractor under renegotiation.

�! In usual cases, all negotiations between plaintiff
and Renegotiation Board are based on unverified accounting submissions
supplied by plaintiff. It is imperative that a thorough audit be
made, and all accounting data be verified or reasons given as to why
it could not be verified. _

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

46*2.3.1 Renegotiable v. Nonrenegotiable Sales

�! Government is primarily concerned with profits made
on plaintiff&#39;s renegotiable business. Unless total sales are broken
down between renegotiable and nonrenegotiable sales, no determination
can be made as to amount of excessive profits earned by plaintiff for
year under review. Experience has indicated it is often difficult to
classify some portion of plaintiff&#39;s sales; therefore, investigating
Agent must make some decision in this respect. Various methods of
arriving at this decision can be suggested and a few are set out
below.

 a! What is opinion of company officials and

Sensitivej
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accountants, including outside auditors who may have prepared
plaintiff&#39;s renegotiation reports and forms?

 b! Were companies to whom the sales were made
renegotiated and, if so, what percentage of renegotiable business was
arrived at in these cases? f

 c! If it is necessary to obtain this information
from other sources, leads should be set forth for appropriate offices.
Do purchase orders or other records relating to purchase of materials
used in construction of items sold show this material was obtained for
defense or space contracts and related subcontracts?

�! Examination should be made of cost records to
determine whether direct and indirect costs are properly attributed to
renegotiable and nonrenegotiable sales. �Basis for plaintiff&#39;s
allocation of overhead and other indirecticosts should be commented
on. If any costs are improperly attributed, adjustments and reasons
therefore should be clearly indicated. There is no objection to
discussing the determination of these sales and related costs with
company officials. Should company&#39;s stand as to this determination
unreasonable, Agent should point out his neason for believing the
stand unreasonable but should not enter into any controversy with
officials or their counsel. Agent should, at all times, be in
position to support his contention when appropriate time arrives.

be

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46�2.3.2 Foreign Contracts -

The 1951 act provided Renegotiatibn Board may specifically
enumerate contracts to be exempted from renegotiation. Any sales so
exempted should be listed separately. I

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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46*2.3.3 Profit and Loss Statements

�! The profit and loss statement should be comparative
statement separated as to renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business,
setting forth in adjoining columns the accounting data obtained from
the plaintiff&#39;s submission, the defendant&#39;s audit and the differences.
A breakdown should be shown as to total business, renegotiable
business and nonrenegotiable business; for the plaintiff, the
defendant, and the differences. All differences from one column to
another should be explained. Where difference is appreciable, account
where difference occurs should be analyzed to explain this difference.
Comments should be made on accounting theories applied by plaintiff in
reallocation of items of income and expense. It is only necessary to
submit summary schedules. Auxiliary schedules will be contained in
Agent&#39;s work papers. The report should emphasize discussion of
discrepancies.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46-2.3.4 Prior Years I

The memorandum from the Civil Division will request
balance sheets and profit and loss statements for certain years prior
to the year for which the plaintiff was renegotiated. Usually it is
also requested that comparative statements&#39;for this prior period be
prepared. The prior period serves as a guide in determining what
percentage of profit the.p1ainti£f should be allowed in the
renegotiable year under review. _

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46~2.3.5 Accounting Working Papers I

Copies of all accounting working papers and schedules�
prepared should be made and forwarded to FBIHQ as an enclosure to the
accounting report for transmittal to Civil Division. When a closing
report is received from Washington|Metropolitan|Field Office original
working papers should then be forwarded to FBIHQ by cover LHM for
transmittal to Civil Division for completion of their file.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46-2.3.6 Office of Origin _

FBIHQ will designate office of origin. The office of
origin, upon completion of its investigation, is to submit a letter to
FBIHQ with a copy to the Washington|Metropolitan|Field Office
requesting that the Washington|Metropolitan|Fie1d Office be designated
office of origin and instructing the Washington|Metropolitan|Field
Office to follow the|Claims Courtldocket until a final decision has
been rendered. Included in the letter shonld be a brief background of
the case and the amount involved in the suit. It is not necessary to
furnish Washington|Metropolitan|Field|0ffice|copies of all reports
upon being designated origin inasmuch as these reports serve no useful
purpose. All cases are to be followed by Washington|Hetropo1itan|
Field Office until a decision is rendered by the court.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90 &#39;

46�2.4 Privacy Act - Requirements

|�!] When interviewing anyone in the above
classification, in order to solicit information about|himself/herself[
or|his/her|own activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the
procedures described in MIOG, Part I, l90�5, subparagraphs �! and
�!.

_ [�!| when interviewing an individual to solicit
information concerning someone other than the interviewee  thereby
classifying that individual as a source of information! the
interviewing Agent must follow the procedure relating to promises of
confidentiality as described in HIOG, Part I, 190-7.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46-2.5 Character � Renegotiation Act r Civil Suits

Sensitive
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1

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46-3 FALSE CLAIMS - CIVIL SUITS

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

46-3.1 Statutes

Title 31, USC, Section 231; Title 41, USC, Section 119;
Title 40, USC, Section 489

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46-3x2 Section 231

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/76 , &#39;

46-3.2.1 Elements -

�! Person liable to suit must be civilian.

�! Claim is present. �

�! Claim involved must be upon or against U. S.
Government or any department or officer thereof.  In conspiracies to
defraud U. 5., there is no requirement that claim, payment, or
allowance of which conspiracy seeks to achieve, be upon or against
u.s.! &#39;

�! Claim must be false, fraudulent or fictitious.  If
claim itself is not fraudulent, enumerated documents used to aid in
obtaining payment of claim against U. S. must contain fraudulent or
fictitious statement or entry.!

�! Person liable to suit had knowledge of false,
fraudulent or fictitious character of claim or supporting documents.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVEi 01/31/78

46-3.2.2 Liability of Persons Making False Claims, Section 231,
States That I

"Any person not in the military or naval forces of the
United States, or in the militia called into or actually employed in
the service of the United States, who shall make or cause to be made,
or present or cause to be presented, for payment or approval, to or by
any person or officer in the civil, military, or naval service of the
United States, any claim upon or against the Government of the United
States, or any department or officer thereof, knowing such claim to be
false, fictitious, or fraudulent, or who, for the purpose of obtaining
or aiding to obtain the payment or approval of such claim, makes,
uses, or causes to be made or used, any false bill, receipt, voucher,
roll, account, claim, certificate, affidavit, or deposition, knowing
the same to contain any fraudulent or fictitious statement or entry,
or who enters into any agreement, combination, or conspiracy to
defraud the Government of the United States, or any department or
officer thereof, by obtaining or aiding to&#39;obtain the payment or
allowance of any false or fraudulent claim, or who, having charge,
possession, custody, or control of any money or other public property
used or to be used in the military or naval service, who, with intent
to defraud the United States or willfully to conceal such money or
other property, delivers or causes to be delivered, to any other
person having authority to receive the same, any amount of such money
or other property less than that for which;he received a certificate
or took a receipt, and every person authorized to make or deliver any
certificate, voucher, receipt, or other paper certifying the receipt
of arms, ammunition, provisions, clothing,:or other property so used
or to be used, who makes or delivers the same to any other person
without a full knowledge of the truth of the facts stated therein, and
with intent to defraud the United States and every person who
knowingly purchases or receives in pledge for any obligation or
indebtedness from any soldier, officer, sailor, or other person called
into or employed in the military or naval service any arms,
equipments, ammunition, clothes, military stores, or other public
property, such soldier, sailor, officer, or other person not having
the lawful right to pledge or sell the same, shall forfeit and pay to
the United States the sum of $2,000, and, in addition, double the
amount of damages which the United States may have sustained by reason
of the doing or committing such act, together with the costs of suit;
and such forfeiture and damages shall be sued for in the same suit."

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

46�3.3 Section 119

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Elements�

�!

�!

46-3.3.1

Any person is liable to suit.

Claim is present. ~

�! Claim is presented, or caused to be presented, to any
officer agent or employee of any U.S. Government agency.

Claim is false, fraudulent or fictitfous;�!

�! Person or persons, for purpose of benefiting any
person in connection with contract procurement, performance,
negotiation, cancelation or termination have knowledge of false,
fraudulent or fictitious statements or entry; or endeavor to cover up
or conceal a material fact; or use or engage in any other fraudulent
trick, scheme, or device. I 92

EFFECTIVE:�O1/31/78

46-3.3.2 Liability of Persons Making False Claims Under Contract
Settlement Act. Section 119 States That

"Every person who makes or causes to be made, or presents
or causes to be presented to any officer, agent, or employee of any
Government agency any claim, bill, receipt, voucher, statement,
account, certificate, affidavit, or deposition, knowing the same to be
false, fraudulent, or fictitious or knowing the same to contain or to
be based on any false, fraudulent, or fictitious statement or entry,
or who shall cover up or conceal any material fact, or who shall use
or engage in any other fraudulent trick, scheme, or device, for the
purpose of securing or obtaining, or aiding to secure or obtain, for
any person any benefit, payment, compensation allowance, loan,
advance, or emolument from the United States or any Government agency

Sensitive
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in connection with the termination,_cancelation, settlement, payment,
negotiation, renegotiation, performance, procurement, or award of a
contract with the United States or with any other person and every
person who enters into an agreement, combination, or conspiracy so to
do,  l! shall pay to the United States an amount equal to 25 per!
centum of any amount hereby sought to be wrongfully secured or
obtained but not actually received, and �! shall forfeit and refund
any such benefit, payment, compensation, allowance, loan, advance, and
emoulent received as a result thereof and �! shall in addition pay to
the United States the sum of $2,000 for each such act, and double the
amount of any damage which the United States may have "sustained by
reason thereof, together with the costs of suit."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46-3.4 Section 489

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46-3.4.1 Elements

�! Any person is liable to suit.

�! Person has participated in fraudulent trick, scheme,
or device. . &#39;

/ �! The fraudulent trick, scheme, or device is for
purpose of obtaining some payment, property or other benefit from U.S.
Government or any U. S. Government agency in connection with
procurement, transfer or disposition of U. S, Government property.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

I
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46-3.4.2 Liability under Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949. Section 489 States That,

"...Every person who shall use or engage in, or cause to
be used or engaged in, or enter into an agreement, combination, or
conspiracy to use or engage in or to cause to be used or engaged in,
any fraudulent trick, scheme, or device, for the purpose of securing
or obtaining, or aiding to secure or obtain, for any person any
payment, property, or other benefits from the United States or any
Federal agency in connection with the procurement, transfer, or
disposition of property under this chapter, chapter 11B of Title 5,
chapter 4 of Title 41, and chapter 11 of Title 44--

" a! shall pay to the United States the sum of
$2,000 for each such act, and double the amount of any damage which
the United States may have sustained by reason thereof, together with
the cost of suit; or

&#39; " b! shall, if the United States shall so elect, pay
to the United States, as&#39;1iquidated damages, a sum equal to twice the
consideration agreed to be given by the United States or any Federal
agency to such person or by such person to the United States or any
Federal agency, as the case may be; or

" c! shall, if the United States shall so elect,
restore to the United States the money or property thus secured and
obtained and the United States shall retain as liquidated damages any
property, money or other consideration given to the United States or
any Federal agency for such money or property, as the case may be..."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46-3.5 Suits by Individuals .

�! Statutory provisions  Title 31, USC, Section 232!

 a! Suits may be brought and carried on by any
person at his own expense in name of U. S. but cannot be withdrawn or
discontinued without written consent of judge and USA.

 b! Copy of complaint must be served upon USA for
district in which suit is brought and c0py_0f complaint with written
disclosure of evidence and information material to prosecution of suit
must be sent to Attorney General, Washington, D. C., via registered

Sensitive
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mail. , &#39;

 c! U. S. has 60 days after service within which to
enter appearance in suit. Person filing suit may carry it on if U. S.
fails to enter suit during that period. If U. S. enters case within
the 60-day period, suit will be carried on solely by U. S.

 d! In carrying on suit, U. S. is not bound by
action taken by person bringing suit except that, in event U. S. does
not carry on suit with due diligency within six months from date of
its appearance or within time allowed by court, person bringing suit
may carry it on.

 e! Court shall have no jurisdiction to proceed with
suit by person if suit was based upon information or evidence in
possession of agency, officer, or employee of U. S. at time suit was
brought. - . _

 f! Court may award person bringing suit, if suit is
carried on"by U. 5., fair and reasonable compensation not to exceed�
10% of proceeds of suit or settlement.

 g! Court may award person bringing suit and
prosecuting it to final judgement or settlement a fair and reasonable
amount not in excess of one fourth of proceeds of suit or settlement
in addition to reasonable expenses incurred and court costs.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

46�3.6 Handling of Complaints

�! From sources other than FBI to effect that private
individual has filed a civil suit

- �! Check field office records to determine whether
there is or has been criminal investigation.

_  b! Furnish FBIHQ with pertinent facts in court
action and results of search of indices.

 c! If no prior investigation has been undertaken,
contact individual filing suit and obtain all evidence in his
possession regarding alleged fraud. Forward information to FBIHQ and
take no further action unless specifically authorized by FBIHQ.

I
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. �! Departmental letter transmitted to field office by
FBIHQ. Obtain facts with regard_to c1aim�and nature of fraud
immediately since Department has limited time in which to consider
whether U. S. Government will become party to the suit.

92

92
EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 �

92

46�3.7 Policy
1

_Case in which criminal investigation has been undertaken
or completed. No action should be taken regarding civil phases of
case unless one of two following actions pccurs:

�! Receipt of FBIHQ authority based upon written letter
from Civil Division of Department usuallyicontaining outline of
alleged false claim, statute under which proceeding, facts available,
and specific information desired. l

l .

�! Receipt of request for investigation from USA based
upon instructions from Civil Division.- In this instance FBIHQ should
be immediately notified upon receipt of request and communication
should state that investigation will proceed UACB.

�! Receipt of request for investigation from USA without
instructions from Civil Division. USA has authority on|his/her|own
initiative to handle civil fraud aspect of following: A

. 4

 a! Claims arising under Dependents Assistance Act
of 1950 p _

>
&#39;  b! Claims against veterans arising out of

educational provisions of Servicemen&#39;s Readjustment Act but excluding
educational institutions I

T
1 .

 C! Claims against applicants for|Department of
Veterans Affairs|hospitalization, dental care, medical care, and
domiciliary care n 4

 d! Claims against applicants for unemployment and
self�em loyment benefits under Servicemen&#39;s Readjustment ActP }

&#39; 1

 e! Claims against applicants for|Department of
Veterans Affairs|pension and disability compensation -

J ,
i
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�! In these instances FBIHQ should be immediately
notified upon receipt of request and communication should state-that
investigation will proceed UACB. i

�! Case in which investigation is requested by Civil
Division and it is found that no previous complaint of a criminal
nature has been received relating to activity to be investigated in
civil action. Investigation should havejas purpose the development of
both civil and criminal phases. FBIHQ will transmit copies of reports
to both Criminal Division and Civil Division of Department.

92I

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

4
92

46�3.8 Investigative Procedure

�! Essential data to be obtained
92

 a! Proof of fraud involved
5

 b! Aggregate amount of fraud which can be included
in civil suit I

1 /
 c! Proof of damages, if any, suffered by U. S.

Y
 d! Itemization of individual claims involved

Government

 e! Pertinent details regarding contracts and
contract specifications including tYP6 of contract involved

�! Handling of original statement, exhibits, and
evidence. Do not destroy any original investigationiof sabotage and
fraud against the Government cases, evenjthough statute of limitations
has appeared to run under false claims statute, without presenting
such matters to FBIHQ for referral to the Civil Division.

92 .

�! Maintain case in pending status to report results of
civil suit even though all requested investigation has been conducted.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

i

�92
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46-3.9 Statute of Limitations &#39;

�! False Claims statute  Title 31, USC, Section 235! �
suit must be commenced within six years after commission of the act.

1
92

�! Contract Settlement Act  Title 41, USC, Section 119!
- no limitation

92
�! Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of

1949  Title 40, USC, Section 489! - U. S.lCourt of Appeals, Sixth
Circuit, held 3�22-54, in U. S. v. Witherspoon �11 F.  Znd! 858! that
suit must be commenced within five years from date when claim first
accrued, pursuant to Title 28, USC, Section 2462. Court ruled that
exception exists in regard to any suit pertaining to offenses
involving fraud or attempted fraud against U.S. during war, in which
case statute of limitations is suspended until three years after
termination of hostilities as proclaimed by President or Congress
 Title 18, USC, Section 3287!.

�! U. S. Court of Appeals, fifth Circuit§ had previously
held in U. S. v. Weaver �07 F. �nd! 796! that there was no
applicable statute of limitations under section 26  b! of the Surplus
Property Act  Title 50, USC, Section 1635y b! which was repealed and
re�enacted as section 209  b! of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949  Title 40, USC, Section 489!.

1

�! The Civil Division has advised Bureau that policy of
the Department will be to press the issue as to applicability of
five-year statute before other circuit courts and to urge soundness of
decision in U. S. v. Weaver.

L

�! Common law action - no l�mitation on action by U. S.
for actual damages arising out of fraud against it.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90
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1 I
46-3.10 Privacy Act - Requirements l

< &#39; �

|�!| When interviewing anyone in the above
classification, in order to solicit infornation about|himself/herself]
0r|his/her|own activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the
procedures described in MIOG, Part I, 19045; subparagraphs �! and

�!. �
| |�!| When interviewing an individual to solicit

information concerning someone other thanithe interviewee  thereby
classifying that individual as a source of information! the &#39;
interviewing Agent must follow the procedbre relating to promises of
confidentiality as described in MIOG, Part I, 190-7.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

46-3.11 Character � False Claims " Suits

&#39;.i 92J. l
l

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

1
1- ,

>1. �

i
92
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1 SECTION 47. IMPERSONATION AND RELATED STATUTES

47-1 STATUTES

915, and 916.Title 18, USC, Sections 912

EFFECTIVE:y05/O8/80

47�1.1 Section 912. Officer or Emphbyee of the United States
l

"Whoever falsely assumes or pketends to be an officer or
employee acting under the authority of t�e United States or any
department, agency or officer thereof, and acts as such, or in such
pretended character demands or obtains-any money, paper, document, or
thing of value, shall be fined not more than~$1,DOU or imprisoned~not
more than three years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/80 �

47-1.1.1 Elements _

�! Pretends to be officer or employee of U.S. Government
�! Acts as such, or 1

�! Demands or obtains a thing of value
I 1

Either �! or �! coupled with �! satisfies the statute.
1
1

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/80 *

4

 E I
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47-1.1.2 Policy l
�! �So called "no violation? cases where element �!, the

false impersonation, is present and the other elements are absent,
there is no violation of this Statute. In such cases in which the
false impersonation is that of an FBI Agent or a Department of Justice
employee the FBI policy is that the impensonator should be
appropriately admonished and cautioned td desist if he/she can be
located with reasonable effort. |In the absence of aggravated
circumstances, no more than the basic inquiries to locate the
subject should be pursued. If successfutly located, a statement that
the subject has been so admonished should be set forth in the
investigative case file.| This should also be done in actual
violations in which prosecution is declined. If the false
impersonation is that of another Government agency, no effort is made
to admonish the impersonator unless he/she is immediately available.

l

�! U.S. Government employee violators - Where the
impersonator is already an employee of the U.S. Government and the
violation is consummated bylhis/herImisrepresenting|his/herlposition;
FBIHQ has no objection to the institution of an investigation without
specific authority from FBIHQ unless the§employee is highly placed.
In any event, however, FBIHQ should be immediately advised by letter,
airtel, or teletype, as the exigencies of the case may dictate, of the
institution of such investigation and the identity of the employee

involved. %
�! One file with one offici of origin only on each

impersonator - Due»to the fact that impersonators are often repeat .
offenders, the FBI policy is to consolidate physically all files at
FBIHQ dealing with one impersonator and designate one office as the
office of origin having supervisory duties over all his/her current
activities. Frequently, when an active impersonator starts across the
country using various aliases, a number of offices, having no
knowledge of his/her previous activities, open new case files carrying
themselves as office of origin. When a field office establishes this
impersonator to be identical with the subject of other cases with
other offices of origin, FBIHQ should belaffirmatively requested to
designate the one office of origin and~order the necessary file
consolidations. It is observed this policy is an exception to the
general rule concerning opening files iniother violations.

�! The Department follows these cases and accordingly a
copy of the indictment returned or information filed is to be included
as enclosure to report. .

Sensitiye
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- �! These cases should be presented to the USA at an
early date to avoid unnecessary investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/80 [

47�l.1.3 Investigative Procedure i

�! Interviews with complaidants or victims: Established
basic investigative techniques should bejused in the interviewing of
witnesses and the collection of evidences However, when an

» impersonation complaint is received, thelfirst step should be to
obtain immediately from the complainant or the person who actually
heard the statements of impersonation a detailed and accurate account
of what actually happened. It is well in most cases to obtain a brief
signed statement from the victim. In addition, it should be ,
immediately established as to whether orinot the victim relied solely
upon the representations of the impersonator in parting with something H I of value. I

i#~: �! Verification of non*Federal employment: It should be
immediately verified that the alleged impersonator is not employed in

l the capacity|he/shelhas alleged. If it should be determined the
impersonator was recently employed by the Federal Government, it
should be ascertained exactly whenlhis/her[compensation ceased, as it
has been held that even though a Federaliemployee resigns and ceases
active duty,[he/shelis considered a Federal employee
until|his/herlcompénsation actually ceases.

EFFECTIVE: O5/O8/80 _

47�1.2 Section 913.- Impersonator Making Arrest or Search

"Whoever falsely represents himself to be an officer,
agent, or employee of the United Statesl and in such assumed character
arrests or detains any person or in anyjmanner searches the person,
buildings, or other property of any person, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more thanlthree years, or both.�

92

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/80
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�! Falsely represent oneself to be an employee of the
U.S. Government

�! Do one of 5 things:

 a!

 b!

 c!

 a!

 e!

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

47-1.2.2 Policy

Arrest

Detain

Search

Search

Search

a person 1

a person y

a person

a person&#39;s éroperty
~ Aa person s {uildings

These cases should be presented to the U. S. Attorney at
an early date to avoid unnecessary investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

47-1.2.3 Investigative Procedure

A detailed and accurate account of what actually happened
should be obtained immediately from the�complainant so that a verbatim
statement can be executed setting forthythe exact words of the

. 1impersonator

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90
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9247�l.3 Section 915. Foreign Diploma�s, Consuls, or Officers

"Whoever, with intent to defraud within the United States,
falsely assumes or pretends to be a diplomatic, consular or other
official of a foreign government duly accredited as such to the United
States and acts as such, or in such pretended character, demands or
obtains or attempts to obtain any money, paper, document, or other
thing of value, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten years, or both."

I

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

47�l.3.l Elements

�! Intent to defraud or deceive
,.

�! The impersonation of a diplomatic or consular or gig other official of&#39;a foreign government duly"accredited as such to the
Til U. S. Government. &#39; Y

. ._ _  � &#39;1
�! Taking upon oneself to act in the role of the

impersonator, demanding a thing of valuei or obtaining a thing of
value.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

47-1.3.2 Policy

The false personation of an foreign official notified to
the State Department will fulfill the requirements necessary to
establish a violation of this section. lThe Department has advised
that the Department of State does not_cdnsider delegates to the United
Nations as being "duly accredited...to dhe Government of the United
States," as officials of a foreign government and consequently themere impersonation of a delegate of a foreign government to the United
Nations would not be a violation of this section. Beyond theforegoing, each case should be presented to the USA for an opinion-as
to whether the official named is capable of being impersonated.

r-92,,,_

__ 92
J
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90 �
F

- 47-1.3.3 Investigative Procedure
1

As additional investigative procedure to those previously
mentioned under Title 18, USC, Section 912, it is pointed out that to
determine the nonforeign employment of an impersonator under this
section it is necessary in every instance to request the

| Washington|Metropolitan|Field Office to obtain the desired evidence
from the State Department and the representatives of the foreign

t &#39; 1 a.governmen invo ve _

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

47-1.4 Section 916. 4-H Club-Members or Agents
gr 3 "Whoever, falsely and with intent to defraud, holds
�4~: himself out as or represents or pretends_himself to be a member of,

associated with, or an agent or representative for the 4-H clubs, an
organization established by the Extension Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture and the land grant colleges, shall be fined
not more than $300 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both."

92

�EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

47�l.4.l Elements

�! Intent to defraud or dpceive
�! Impersonate or represeht oneself to be a member of,

associated with, or agent or representative for the 4-H Club

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/73

<:i*� 92
~ 4
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47-1.4.2 Policy

1 These cases should be presented to the U. S. Attorney at
an early date to avoid unnecessary investigation.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

92

47-1.4.3 Investigative Procedure ;

The procedures set out for Title 18, USC, Section 912, are
applicable to this section.

92

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

47-2 VENUE

Impersonation violations are Lrosecutable only in the
Federal judicial district where the offense occurred. Where the
impersonation is by telephone the venue is in the district of the
hearer.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/73

/

47-3 CHARACTER - IMPERSONATION

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78
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SECTION 48. POSTAL vi
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delines
PAGE 43 -

OLATIONS  EXCEPT MAIL FRAUD!

43-1 POSTAL VIOLATIONS  EXCEPT MAIL FRAUD!
1

Inquiries concerning the postal service and complaints
pertaining to the theft of mail or postal
to the Postmaster General, Washington, D.
to field offices should be transmitted tq
charge whose address can be obtained from

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

92
92

1

1

matters are forwarded by FBIHQ
C. Similar information reported

inthe nearest postal inspector
any postmaster.
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SECTION Q9. BANKRUPICY FRAUD
1
� .

49-1 STATUTES  CRIMINAL!

11:19 18, usc, Sections 151-1s5

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/as

49-1.1 Section 151. Definitions Y

"Term debtor means|an individual, partnership,
corporation,1or municipality concerning which a1bankruptcy1petition
has been filed under Title 1l,1of the USC1 commonly referred to as the
Bankruptcy Code!.| Term bankruptcy Irelates to|any proceeding,
arrangement, or plan pursuant to Title lltlincluding Chapter 7
 liquidation!, Chapter 11  reorganization!, Chapter 12  family
farmers!, and Chapter 13  wage earners!. 1Refer to Title 11, USC,
Section 101 for additional definitions."1

1
EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88 1

49-1.2 Section 152. Concealment of1Assets, False Oaths and
Claims; Bribery 1

1

"Whoever knowingly and frauddlently conceals from a
custodian, trustee, marshal, or other officer of the court charged
with the control or custody of property,1or from creditors in any
_bankruptcy proceeding, any property belonging to the estate of a
debtor; or 1 1 ; -

1

"Whoever knowingly and fraudulently makes a false oath or
account in or in relation to any bankruptcy proceeding; or

"Whoever knowingly and fraudL1ently makes a false,
declaration, certificate, verification, or statement under penalty of
perjury as permitted under Section 17�6,1Title 28, or in relation to
any case under Title ll; or _

" "Whoever knowingly and fraudplently presents any false
" 1

Sensitiye
PRINTED: 02YI8/98
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8 1
claim for proof against the estate or a debtor, or uses any such claim
in any bankruptcy proceeding, personally,92or by agent, proxy or
attorney, or as agent, proxy, or attorney; or

"Whoever knowingly and fraudulently receives any material
amount of property from a debtor after the filing of a bankruptcy
proceeding, with intent to defeat the bankruptcy law; or

i
"Whoever knowingly and fraudulently gives, offers,

receives or attempts to obtain any money Pr property, remuneration,
compensation, reward, advantage, or promise thereof, for acting, or
forbearing to act in any bankruptcy procefding; or

L
l "Whoever, either individually or as an agent or officer of

any person or corporation, in contemplatfon of a bankruptcy proceeding
by or against him her or any other person or corporation, or with
intent to defeat the bankruptcy law, knodingly and fraudulently
transfers or conceals any of his/her property or the property of such
other person or corporation; or i

"Whoever, after the filing of-a bankruptcy proceeding or
in contemplation thereof, knowingly and fraudulently conceals, _
destroys, mutilates, falsifies, or makesia false entry in any recorded
information, including books, documents,,records, and papers relating
to the property or financial affairs of a debtor; or

"Whoever, after the filing oi a bankruptcy proceeding,
knowingly and fraudulently withholds from a custodian, trustee,
marshal,-or other officer of the court entitled to its possession, any
recorded information including books, documents, records, and papers
relating to the property or financial affairs of a debtor,

1

"Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88
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49-1.2.1 Elements

�! Concealment of assets tion 152! �
l

 a! Estate in bankruptcy existed.
92

 b! Duly qualified officer of court, charged with
control or custody or property of such estate, appointed.  In
composition cases, concealment may be from creditors if no officer of
court appointed.! i &#39;

 c! Property of such estate knowingly and
fraudulently concealed from officer.  Proof of first two elements
contained in official records of clerk oflcourt, U.S. Trustee, and/or
Interim Trustee. Third element may be susceptible to direct proof of
physical concealment of property, in which event the evidence
necessary is that which will establish the property is that of
bankrupt estate, that it was not delivered to the officer from whom
the concealment is charged, and that it was concealed by individual
charged. In other instances, concealment�may be established.by
circumstantial evidence consisting primarily of testimony of qualified
accountant, which is designed to show from records that bankrupt
should have had, at bankruptcy, certain amount of merchandise or other
property, that he/she delivered to officibls of the bankruptcy court a
lesser~amount, and that shortage not satisfactorily explained.!

92 .
�! Concealment or transfer of assets in contemplation of

bankruptcy  Section 152! �

 a! Accused is an individual or an officer or agent
of person or corporation.

 b! Accused contemplatéd bankruptcy proceedings
would be instituted as to himself/herself or such person or
corporation or intended to defeat the operation of the act.

 c! Accused knowingly and fraudulently concealed or
transferred any property of debtor. l p &#39;

�! Destruction of records  Section 152! "
 a! Petition filed or iccused contemplated

bankruptcy proceeding would be institutedu

 b! Accused knowingly ind fraudulently concealed,
destroyed, mutilated, falsified, or madela false entry in any recorded

9292 92

&#39; Sensitiie
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92
information including books, documents, records, and papers relating
to the property or financial affairs of aTdebtor.

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88

49-1.3 Section 153. Embezzlement byia Trustee or Officer
"Whoever knowingly and fraudulently appropriates to

his/her own use, embezzles, spends, or transfers any property or
secretes or destroys any document belongihg to the estate of a debtor
which came into his/her charge as trusteet custodian, marshal, or
other officer of the court, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or bbth.�

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88

Q9-1.4 Section 154. Adverse Interest and Conduct of Officers

"Whoever, being a custodian, trustee, marshal, or other
officer of the court, knowingly purchases, directly or indirectly, any
property of the estate of which he/she is such officer in a bankruptcy
proceeding; or

"Whoever, being such officer, knowingly refuses to permit
a reasonable opportunity for the inspection of the documents and
accounts relating to the affairs of estates in his/her charge by
parties in interest when directed_by thelcourt to do so -

i

"Shall be fined not more than $500, and shall forfeit.
his/her office, which shall thereupon become vacant."

l.
92

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/as
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49-1.5 Section 155. Fee Agreements in Cases under Title ll and
Receiverships

"Whoever, being a party in interest, whether as a debtor,
creditor,lreceiver,Itrustee, or representative of any of them, or
attorney for any such party in interest, in any receivership
or|bankruptcy proceedinglin any United States court or under its
supervision, knowingly and fraudulently enters into any agreement,
express or implied, with another such party in intereitfor atto�ney
for another such party in interest, for the purpose o ixing t e
fees|or any|compensation to be paid to any party in interest or to any
attorney for any party in interest for services rendered in connection
therewith, from the assets of the estate,

"Shall be fined not more than�$5,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.�

EFFECTIVE: O3/23/33

49-2 BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURES

�! Constitutional provisions � Aiticle 1, Section 8, of
Constitution gave Congress the exclusive power to establish uniform
bankruptcy laws. |The National BankruptcylAct was passed in 1898 and
amended in 1933. The Bankruptcy Reform Apt of 1978 superseded prior
bankruptcy laws and enacted Title 11, USC, as the bankruptcy code.
The Bankruptcy Judges, United States Truétees, and Family Farmer
Bankruptcy Act of 1986 revised Title 11, USC, Section 101, and
expanded the United States Trustees Prog�am  USTP!. The Act  a!
establishes 52 additional bankruptcy judgeships throughout the United
States;  b! expands on a nationwide basis, the USTP, which was
established as a pilot project in 1978 td test a new method of
bankruptcy administration in 18 Federal judicial districts;  c!
provides for funding of the operations of the USTP through fees paid
by users of the bankruptcy system;  d! establishes Chapter 12 of the
Bankruptcy Code to provide bankruptcy relief for "family farmers"; and
 e! authorizes, on a two-year pilot basid, the establishment of anElectronic Case HanTgement Demonstrationlfroject in three Federal
judicial districts.

�! |Purpose of Title 11, usc -
92

Chapter 1 � general provisions, including definitions and
basic concepts.
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administration.
&#39; I

Chapter 5 - general provisions regarding creditors, the
debtor, and the estate.

prescribes the prgcedure for bankruptcy case

Chapter 7 - procedures for liduidations and distribution
of property.

Chapter 11 - procedures for reorganization, whereby the
debtor restructures debt without being forced to liquidate the estate
and may continue operation of his/her business as a
"debtor-in-possession."

Chapter 12 - procedures for bankruptcy relief for "family
farmers."

Chapter 13 - procedures for bankruptcy relief for "wage
earners,� which emphasize prob1ems&#39;peculiar to consumer credit for
individuals.|

|�!| Civil provisions of thehbankruptcy 1aws|-
L .

 a! |United States Bankruptcy Courts are|adjuncts of
U.S. District Courts. |The principal officers are the "United States
Bankruptcy Judges," appointed for 14 year? by the President to _
adjudicate matters in his/her bankruptcy district; and "United States
Trustees," appointed by the Attorney Genekal to handle day-to-day
administration of bankruptcy cases within his/her region. The United
States Trustees also have the responsibi�ity for appointing "case
trustees"  to be selected from panels ofiqualified and approved -
individuals! to assist the United StateslTrustees in the performance
of their responsibilities. The Executive Office for United States
Trustees, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., oversees the
administration of the United States Trusdee Program.l

 b! Attorneys, accountints, appraisers, auctioneers,
or other professional persons may be appointed on|alshowing of
necessity to represent or assist the United States Trustee or|case

trustee.| p
_  c! Proceedings are begun by filing of a petition

either by the debtor  voluntary!, or by creditors  involuntary!.
After filing of|a| voluntary&#39;petition,]the|court automatically issues
an order for relief. This meanslthe debtorlis under|the|jurisdiction

Sensitive&#39; PRINTED: U2{13/93
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of|the|court for|purposes|of|adjudication|of his/her estate. In
involuntary cases,|a|petition must be filed by three creditors with
claims aggregating $5,000, except that onetcreditor claiming $5,000 is
sufficient where|the|tota1 number of creditors is less than 12. If
the petition is timely controverted, the cburt, after trial, shall
order relief against the debtor in an invoduntary case if:

1. The debtor is geberally not paying his/her
debts when due, or l

92
&#39; 2. Within 120 dayslbefore the date of the

filing of the petition, a custodian  othed than a trustee, receiver,
or agent appointed by the court to collect for a lien against the
debtor&#39;s property! was appointed and tooklpossession of less than all
of the debtor&#39;s property. If the petition is not timely controverted,
the court shall order relief against the debtor.

 d! The commencement ofla bankruptcy case creates an
estate and that estate|which[isicomprisedlof all the debtor�s
property, including all legal and equitable interest in property.

 e! Until an order for relief in a bankruptcy case,
and except to_the extent that the court orders otherwise, any business
of the debtor may continue to operate, and the debtor may continue to
use, acquire, or dispose of property as if an involuntary case
concerning the debtor had not been commenped.

 f! An involuntary caseimay onlyIbe|£iled under
Chapter 7  liquidation! or Chapter 11  reorganization! of[Title-1l|and
only by a person  except a farmer!, a notrfor-profit corporation, or a
commercial corporation that may be a debtbr under the chapter under
which such case is commenced. Involuntary cases are not permitted for
municipalities. l

 g! The court may, at ahy time after the filing of
an involuntary case under Chapter 7, but before an order for relief is
issued, appoint an interim trustee to tak@_possession of the debtor&#39;s
property, if deemed necessary, to preventyloss to the estate or to
preserve the property of the estate. The court may make such an order
only upon the request of a party in intenest after notice to the
debtor and a proper hearing. The debtor]may regain possession of such
property, before an order for relief by posting a sufficient bond as
required by the court. l

 h! |Involuntary caseslmay not be filed|against
foreign banks that are not engaged in business in the United States
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but that have assets located here, unlessla foreign proceeding against
the bank is pending under foreign law. � .

 i!, The court may awardicosts, reasohable attorneys�
fees, or damages if an involuntary bankruptcy petition is dismissed
other than by consent of all creditors and the debtor. In addition,
if a petitioning creditor filed the petition in bad faith, the court
may award the debtor any damages proximately caused by the filing of
the petition. . l

 j! Compositions, extensions, reorganization, and
adjustment plans - Sections of the Act provide that private persons,
farmers, rai1roads,lor|any corporation, ptovided for in Chapter 11 of
the Act, municipalities, or other political subdivisions of a state
may file a petition or answer at any timelduring a voluntary or
involuntary case saying they desire to effect a composition, an
extension of time in which to pay obligations, a plan of
reorganization, or a plan of readjustmentlof their liabilities.
Purpose of extension provisions is to permit debtors, in|the|absence
of fraud, to readjust their financial-structures, pay off their
obligations and eliminate their debts. With some variations, the
various sections relating to the above classes of debtors provide
jurisdiction and powers of court. The-title, powers, and duties of
officers are same as if a voluntary peti�ion had been filed and order
for relief entered on day when the debton�s petition or answer had
been filed. The various sections relating to the above debtors
provide that United States Bankruptcy Codrts exercise original
jurisdiction in proceedings for relief of debtors.

l

 R! The appointment ofia trustee is mandatory for a
public company, which is defined as a company that has $5 million in
liabilities, excluding tax and trade obligations, and 1,000 security
holders. The appointment of a trustee is discretionary in nonpublic
company cases, considering the interests92of the estate and its
security holders. i t

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88
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49�3 DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS AND OPINIONS

�! Search Warrants - Searchlwarrant to search for
concealed property in a bankruptcy case may be issued under Title 28,
USC, Section 1651, after appointment and dualification of trustee and
property seized under such warrant may beiintroduced in evidence in a
criminal proceeding. ¬

�! Accounting evidence � Acdounting testimony only
showing a merchandise shortage on basis of the debtor&#39;s books and

I records|is|sufficient to make a prima facie case under either of the
following circumstances: 1

- J

 a! If books indicate quantities of goods purchased
and sold, thereby allowing determination of quantities of goods that
should be on hand at time of bankruptcy. �

 b! If books indicate cbst of merchandise purchased
and sold, thereby making it possible to make a deduction as to how
much merchandise, measured in cost, should have been on hand at the
time of the bankruptcy.  If the books disclose only the amount
received from sales, evidence would not be sufficient, on the theory
that it is impossible to determine how much merchandise was actually
sold; however, if testimony of accountantlis properly supported
reflecting sales were made on an average bf a certain percentage above
cost, such evidence would be sufficient because it indicates
merchandise not sold below cost and, therefore, there must be a
shortage. If accountant testified to merchandise shortage computed
after deducting the markup on sales admitded to by debtor or testified
to by an employee, such evidence would support a prima facie case of
concealment of assets.!

�! Theft of property of a dankrupt estate � Where
property belonging to estate of debtor id stolen from custody of an
officer of court, charged with the control or custody of property, and
retained by the thief, thief may be prosecuted for concealment, if
shown accused had some knowledge of the dankruptcy.

92

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/88 I
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92

49-4 IMMUNITY OF DEBTOR&#39;S Tssrlnoni
-I

|Prior to 1978,|the debtor was immune from prosecution
concerning the subject of his/her testimony at the first meeting of
creditors and at one subsequent specifiedlhearing. This immunity
extended to any evidence derived from his/her testimony and could not
be used for lead purposes. |Current 1aw,|ihowever, prescribes that a
debtor|is|allowed to invoke his/her FifthlAmendment right concerning
selfrincrimination at hearings without resulting in a denial of a
discharge. If the debtor, however, waivei invocation oflthis right,]
he/The is not immune from prosecution concerping|the|tTstimonyand the testimony may also be used for lead purposes. United
States|Trustees, who preside over all hearings, are not authorized to
grant immunity, and any request for immunity must be initiated by the
Attorney General or by the appropriate|United States Attorney|through
the appropriate U.S. District Court. 1

EFFECTIVE: as/23/as i

49"5 POLICY

�! When instituting investigations of violations by
officers of the Bankruptcy Court,[the Ecohomic Crimes Unit  ECU!,
White-Collar Crimes Section, FBIHQ,|shou1d be promptly notified by
airtel or more expeditious means if circumstances dictate. The LHM
should set forth allegations and fact that USA has been notified
 where matter was not referred by USA&#39;s Qffice! and that he/she is
aware of need to notify presiding Federab Judge that an investigation
of a court official is in progress

�! Circulations to creditons_or customers - No circular
letters to be mailed to debtor�s customers_or creditors withoutlprior
submission to the ECU for authorization.|

�! Investigations relating to solicitation of proxies,
etc., during a railroad reorganization or receivership:

 a! Interstate Commerce Commission may investigate
to determine whether any person has violated or is about to violate
provisions of this subsection and may aid in its enforcement.

 b! Promptly refer tolthe ECU|complaints relating to
alleged violations of this provision.

l
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 Q! Accounting investigationsir Responsibility of SAC to
assign to accounting phases of bankruptcy�cases those Agents who are .
qualified to handle such assignments. a

�! Investigations at request of USA pertaining to
his/her opposing debtor&#39;s discharge: i

 a! Statute provides USA, when requested by court,
shall examine into debtor&#39;s conduct and if he/she finds probable cause
to do so, oppose discharge if public interest warrants it.

 b! Upon request of USA, Bureau will conduct
investigations of this type; however, immediately notify|the ECU92of
any such request giving pertinent circumstances of case.

�! When initial complaint mlde by officer of court and
USA declines prosecution, case may be closed. Communication
indicating declination should contain statement that USA was
specifically informed that complaint was made by officer of court.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

§9*6 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

�! Complaints �

 a! Investigations based on information received
from USA, United States Trustees, Bankruptcy Judge, creditors, and
attorneys for trustees, and interested parties. Refer to MIOG, Part
I, Section 58, for policy regarding allegations of bribery and/or
conflict of interest involving court orders.

I
 b! Maintain contact with all persons in position to

have information as to violations., I
 c! Responsibility for instituting investigations

rests with SAC. I

g _  d! USA must be consulted at beginning of
investigation for opinion as to whether facts complained of, if true,
constitute prosecutable violation s!. i

F 92

�! Initial steps -

92
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 a! Obtain from complainant all information relative

to alleged violation. &#39; % _
 b! Specific facts indicating exact nature of

violation should be sought as it is not desirable to engage in general
investigation in nature of a "fishing expsdition" on general
allegations of fraud. A 92

l .
 c! Bankruptcy records should be examined and

necessary preliminary facts obtained to establish jurisdiction.92 4

_  d! Preliminary survey thould not interfere withprompt investigation of leads requiring immediate attention, such as
direct information as to the location of concealed assets.

92

�! Planning the investigatipn "
&#39;  a! From preliminary idformation obtained, it is

possible to plan subsequent course of acsion to be followed.
 L i  b! Determine as soon ss possible in concealment~¥5 case whether facts indicate simple physisal concealment by debtor of

identified articles or a scheme formulated in anticipation of
bankruptcy with or without connivance oftothers.

 c! Any association of92debtor with individuals known
to have been connected with other bankruptcies should be givenattention. l . &#39;

 d! Determine whether it will be possible to
establish violation by direct evidence or whether expert testimony of
accountants will be necessary and whether it appears likely evidencecan be developed as to other alleged violations; i.e., destruction of
records, false claims, mail fraud, fraud by wire, etc.

K

 e! Where indications§of more than one violation
present, it is desirable that the investigation be directed toward
establishment of those most susceptibleito proof. _

V
�! Types of evidence and tource of leads - t

 a! Official bankruptty records are sources of
necessary and useful information; should be examined at beginning of
investigation; will be found with the Bankrupt

i :i@;_ Trustee case trustee, or attorne r La/L75
1 .

SensitivePRINTED: Q2/18/98 &#39;
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to be reviewed.on behalf of corporate bankrup
Transcripts of other witnesses to be revi

led by trustee for a summary
alleged to be in his/her

�to account; Evidence in
should be examined. Should a

"  b! A petition may be f
order directing debtor to turn over asse
possession or for which he/she has failed
support of such petition is valuable and pcompliance with turnover order be noted, it would indicate concealment
of assets and in such instances a comprehensive investigation should
be conducted, particularly to determine source of funds used in
complying with turnover order. One of bases for an objection to
discharge which may be filed by creditorslis that bankrupt has
violated one of criminal provisions of the Act. Issue thus raised is
one with which Bureau&#39;s investigation is boncerned and evidence
presented at�hearing upon the specificatibn may be admissible in a
criminal prosecution.

 c! In some instances it is possible to prove
existence of unaccounted-for assets by téstimony of an accountant who
has made examination of bankrupt&#39;s booksjand records. Such

h d&#39; b t ma.unaccounted-for assets are ordinarily figured in merc an ise, u y
&#39; &#39; *- ---L --...&#39;.-.¢�u-92i- ein-r-n|1f�|l&#39;.¢{ OI� notes receivable,

r _

oan�.-,-, -_ --.L _
books are not complete, it may be necessary, in order to determine
beginning inventory, to resort to financial statements issued by
debtor. In addition, data regarding beginning inventory may be
obtained by interviewing debtor and his/her employees and examination
of work papers of debtor&#39;s accountant. To determine purchases of
debtor in instances in which records of the debtor not complete, it

ircularize creditors upon obtaining FBIHQmay be necessary to c inancial records deemedauthority. Copies of pertinent invoicesland f
pertinent may be requested in circular lftter. .

-  d
1
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4    �
L2/he

._L

__-is  E! Facts in every bankruptcy 1�VeSL1g3L10u aic
necessarily unique, and it must lie in discretion of Agent conducting� &#39; h&#39;ch canth &#39;nvesti ation counselled by SAC, to determine evidence w ie 1 g ,and should be developed, and to shape course of inquiry along logical

 C&#39;1, lines. �
#5; 92  g! [Deleted]

�! Recovery of concealed assets -
92 . . a! Recovery of concealed assets in possession of

debtor or associates is of great value in establishing violation.92
92

 b! When concealed assets are discovered, follow
procedures pertaining to searches and seizures.

 c! Persons taking inventor of recovered, Y
merchandise should properly indicate, onleach article if necessary,

&#39; &#39; " f sistance intheir identifying mark, or take appropriate notes or as
their possible testimony.

�! Scam bankruptcy or "Bustout"

 a! "Bustout" is the slang term used to describe a
h lo ed in establishing or acquiring a business, buying large

sc eme emp yquantities of merchandise on credit andithereafter disposing of the
merchandise without paying the creditors.

. 1 ,
 b! Most of these operations are reported by

t d industry sources before d voluntary or involuntaryZ/TT; informan s an _ P" * bankruptcy petition is filed. Investigations are to be instituted
I &#39;~¢_ �_;,>-
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promptly and discreetly to develop evidence before the operator has
terminated his/her scheme and destroyed any records evidence which may
exist. Other violations which may be present in a "bustout" include
fraud by wire  Title 18, USC, Section 1343!, mail fraud  Title 18,
USC, Section 1341!, and interstate transportation of stolen property
 Title 18, USC, Section 2314!. i

_ l
 c! The National Association of Credit Management

 NACH! is an organization of over 45,000 representatives of
manufacturers, distributors, service companies, and financial
institutions which extend credit to the nation&#39;s businesses. NACM is
committed to prevention and detection of Susiness credit frauds
assisting law enforcement agencies in obtaining successful
prosecutions of individuals involved in these frauds. The NACH Loss
Prevention Department maintains a computerized data base, with
information dating to 1963, relating to actual and suspected business
credit frauds, including names, aliases, background information,
addresses, prior businesses, and modus operandi of individuals
involved. This information is available to law enforcement agencies
upon request. NACH members additionally alert the Loss Prevention
Department as suspicious credit matters come to the members�
attention, such as unsolicited or unusualimerchandise orders,
fraudulent credit references, nonpayment of credit invoices, etc. The
NACM Loss Prevention Department is located at 401 Wythe Street, Suite
2A, Alexandria, Virginia 22314, telephone �03! 684�3436.

�! Use of charts or graphs in court "
4 ,

D-iv� �

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92 i
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49-7 REPORTING RULES

�! Bankruptcy cases must be presented to the USA and
cannot be closed administratively.

�! Upon initiating a bankruptcy investigation  except
investigations initi;g3d083!receipt of a eitizen&#39;T complaint alleginga loss of less than , , submit an a�rtel to the Economic Crimes
Unit  ECU!, White-Collar Crimes Section,l�BIHQ, with an accompanying
LHM setting forth a summary of allegations and, if known, name and
ph sical description of any subject s! developed.� I

�! Two copies of prosecutive report, when required, are
to be submitted to|ECU,lone of which is disseminatedlby the ECU|to the
Criminal Division, Department of Justice.� A copy of the report should
be furnished to the USA.

�! �The ECU|must be advised of the final disposition of
each case. At the conclusion of the casei an LHH should be submitted
containing�the ultimate prosecutive disposition.

�! Where no prosecutive reports are necessary, such as
in an-immediate declination or when USA declines prior to required
submission�oE a prosecutive report, an LHM containing a synopsis of
the case, identity of the subject s!, andiprosecutive disposition may
be submitted in lieu of a report. 1

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

49-3 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

�! Five years from date ofloffense except in concealment
of assets. I

1

�! Concealment cases - is dontinuing offense -
Limitation begins to run on date discharge granted or denied debtor.
 Title 18, USC, Section S284! L

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

92
l

1

i
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49+9 VENUE

�! Lies in district in whic� offense committed
�! In concealment cases - in district in which petition

filed or in district in which ancillary proceeding instituted if
assets concealed from such ancillary trustee

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90
92

49�10 PENALTY -  MAXIMUM!

�! Section 152 - $5,000 or 5 years, or both
�! Section 153 � $5,000 or 5 years, or both

�! Section 154 - $500 and forfeiture of office
= -,._ I{Q H; �! Section 155 - $5,000 or�1 year, or both

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

49-11 CHARACTER � BANKRUPTCY Fniunf
92

"92

92

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90
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SECTION 50. INVOLUNTARY SERVITFDE AND SLAVERY
I S 92

-i

50-1 STATUTES �
nt; Title 18, USC, SectionsU.S. Constitution, 13th amendm

1581-1588, 241 and 242.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/s9

50*1.1 Constitution of the United States, 13th Amendment92 .
4

Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a
&#39; whereof the party sha�l have been duly convicted,

punishment for crimeshall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their. p. bjurisdiction. Congress shall have power to enforce this article y

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/39

50-1.2 Section 1581. Peonage; Obstructing Enforcement
�! Whoever holds or returns any person to a condition of

eonage or arrests any person with the intent of placing him/her in
.&#39;P 1 _or returning him/her to a condition of pepnage, or

J .
�! Whoever obstructs, or atlempts to obstruct, or in any

events the enfoncement of this section, shallway interferes with or pr ned not more than five years,
92
92be fined not more than $5,000 or impriso

or both.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89 �
1

I
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50-1.3 p Section 1583. Enticement IntolSlavery
�! Whoever kidnaps or carrie% away any other person,

with the intent that such other person be sold into involuntary
servitude; or held as a slave; or | _

92

�! Whoever entices, persuades or induces any other
erson to go on board any vessel or to anyyother place with the intent

P
that he/she may be made or held as a slavet or sent out of the country

&#39; &#39; i th n $5,000 orto be so made or held, shall be fined not Fore a
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

92

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

50-1.4 Section 1584. Sale Into Involuntary Servitude
Whoever knowingly and willfully holds to involuntary

servitude or sells into any condition of involuntary servitude, any
f r an term or brings within the United States anyother person o y ,person so held, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not

more than five years, or both. -

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

I

50�1.5 Section 241. Conspiracy Agaihst Rights
5 " �! If two or more persons donspire to injure, oppress,� threaten or intimidate any|inhabitant o� any State, Territory orI&#39; &#39; t|&#39; the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilegeDistric in �secured to him/her by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
or because of his/her having so exercised the same; or

�! If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway
or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or hinder. .1his/her free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privi ege sosecured; � »

I �! They shall be fined not�more than|$l0,000|orimprisoned not more than ten years, or both, and if death results,
Ethey shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or or

life. 51

1
Sensitive
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I
.L�! Inpthe event a victim is not a U.S. citizen, then a

possible violation of Title 18, USC, Section 371, Conspiracy, is to be
considered. Policy and procedure relatingito this statute is I

. - . 162*l6.8 of this manua .contained in Part I, Section 62-16 through

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/39

50�1.6 Section 242. Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law
92 .Whoever, under color of any lay, statute, ordinance

re ulation or custom, willfully subjects any inhabitant of any State,
S lTerritory, or District to the deprivationlof any rights, privileges or1 I u E t himmunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws 0 e

U &#39;t d States or to different punishments, pains, or penalties, onni e ,account of such inhabitant being an alieni or by reason of his/her
olor or race than are prescribed for the punishment of citizens,

C s 1shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than oneI I Q � I I I
year, or both; and|if bodily IHJUIY resu
not more than 10 years. Ifldeath result
imprisonment for any term of years or £0

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

50-1.7 Other Applicable Statutes "

�! Title 18, USC, Section

18, USC, Section
of slaves

�! Title
transportation or sale

�! Title 18, USC, Section
slave trade

�! Title 18, USC, Section
aboard vessel

�! Title 18, USC, Section
slaves from United States

Sensit

lts, fined and/or impriso
5; shall be subject to
r]1ife.

92

Slave Trade
1

lb82. Vessels for slave trade

£585. Seizure, detention,
1
I
1586. Service on vessels in

§
1587. Possession of slaves

1588. Transportation of

ive
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92
92

EFFECTIVE: O2/16/89 _

1

1
EFFECTIVE: 02/19/as

1

50-Z ELEMENTS

50-2.1 Section 1581

�! A person must hold or re�urn any other erson; or� P
�! A person must arrest anyiother person with intent to

placelhim/herlin or return|him/herl }
1
1 provided by law�! To compulsory service no?

�! Because of a debt, eithep-real or pretended
92

�! Against the victim&#39;s will

EFFECTIVE: O2/19/85

Section 1583
l»

�! A person must kidnap orlcarry away any other person
5O*2.2

1

�! With intent that the otder person will be sold into
compulsory service, or held as a slave; or
A �! A person must induce an}&#39;other person to board a
vessel or to go to any place L92

that the other person will be made or1 �! With intent 92of the country to be so made or heldheld as a slave, or sent out

victim&#39;s wiil�! Against the

EFFECTIVE: 02/19/85

1 1
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50-2.3 Section 1584

�! A person must knowingly and willfully hold in
com ulsor service or sell into compulsorylservice any other personP Y
against that person&#39;s will; or

�! A person must knowingly atd willfully bring into the
United States any other person held in compulsory service.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89 l�

50�2.4 Section 241
92

�! Two or more persons mustlconspire
92
92

�! To deprive anylinhabitant of any State, Territory or
District|of rights secured to citizen by the Constitution specifically in this violation - the"rignt to be free from slavery
and involuntary servitude!

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/B9

50-2.5 Section 242

�! A person must act under color of law
92
{

�! To deprive any inhabitant of rights secured to
inhabitant by the Constitution  specifically in this violation P the
right to be free from slavery and involuntary servitude!

1 .

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89 &#39;
i

V
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50-3 POLICY I
In De artmental Circular #3591J&#39;dated 12/12/41, addressed

Pto all USAs, the Department noted that in numerous alleged peonageE thviolations, prosecution had been declined by the USAs because o e
1 t E debt The Department pointed out that,absence of the e emen o . ewhile case law under Title 18, USC, Section 444  now Title 18, USC,

&#39; 1581! holds that debt is the "basal element of peonage,"
Section ,Sections 443, 51, and 52  now Sections 158?, 241, and 242&#39; . Th USAs wererespectively! disregard entirely the element of debt eadvised of the Department&#39;s desire to emphasize and depend upon theissue of involuntary servitude and slavery92in lieu of peonage  debt
plus involuntary service!. , .

92

This Department circular alsoiadvised as follows:
"In the matter of control by dne over the person of

d t beanother, the circumstances under which each person is place mus&#39; &#39; the subservience of thelwill of one to the other.
determined, i.e., 92Open force, threats or intimidation need not be used to cause a person>to go involuntarily from one place to another to work and to remain a
such work; nor does evidence of kind treatment show an absence of
involuntary servitude." .

EFFECTIVE: OZ/16/39

9250-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE  See;MIOG, Part I, 50 4.2 �!.!
92

For purpose of this classifieation, a complaint is anyallegation made or information received from any source not known to
be unreliable, which includes legitimateapublic press or otherlegitimate news media, indicating a posseble violation exists.

/ �! Upon receipt of a complaint, a request for&#39; sti ation by the USA or a request for investigation_by the U.S.inve g 92Department of Justice, the field division must promptly submit Formcomplaint!. All itemsFD-610  within five �! workdays of receipt ofon the form are to be completed on the initial submission or later bysupplemental submission. This action i§_to be taken prior to the
f ch case in all Civil Rights Hatters. Along these lines,

close 0 ea 92the field division should make an efforq to provide the maximum amountof information on the initial submissiom. Do not delay submission of
-610 &#39;f all data is not immediately available. Submit a

FD 1supplemental form when additional information necessary to complete
!
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th form is secured. In those instances wgere FBIHQ is advised by
etelephone or teletype of a new case, the FQ-610 should be submitted at .

the earliest possible moment. Specific instructions regarding thecompletion of the FD-610 are set forth in fart I, 282-8.1 of this
manual. If death has occurred, advise FBIHQ immediately and conduct
no investigation. If preliminary investigation conducted, closingreport must be submitted to FBIHQ with a cppy to the USA within 21
workdays of receipt of complaint.  See MAQP, Part II, 2�5.2.4.!

�! Investigations under thesb statutes are to be given
immediate, preferred, and continuous attention in order that they may
be promptly and meticulously completed in an impartial manner. These
cases are to be handled by experienced Agehts. Controversy, ecriticism, or unusual publicity arising in connection with these cases
is to be immediately reported to FBIHQ. l

92
92

�! Department has authorized USA to request up to and y
including preliminary investigations of routine violations of these
statutes. Advise FBIHQ by wire of any such requests and conductinvestigation desired. If request is illpgical or unwarranted orother circumstances exist indicating investigation is not desirable,
furnish details of request to FBIHQ by wife and conduct noinvestigation UACB. Full investigation should not be conducted unless
approved by FBIHQ. 92If a field office strongly disagrees with therequirements of the DOJ investigative reqhest s! and taskings, the
field office should contact the D01 attorhey generating the&#39; vesti ative request and attempt to resohve any issues. If the field
in goffice cannot resolve the matter with D0�, contact the CRU.|

�! No complaints are to beifiled and no arrests are to
be made in cases of this type without FBIHQ authority.l

5 The services of local law enforcement officers must
 !

not be used without FBIHQ authority. i
�! The Agents should be alert to the possibility thatthe victim and other witnesses might suffer abuse or mistreatment as alt of their furnishing information. iAny such situation should be

resu
immediately brought to the attention of FBIHQ and the USA.

er�

�! When exhibits are obtaihed, sufficient copies are to
be made so that two may be furnished to�FBIHQ, one to the USA, and one
kept in the field office file. }

 8! Contact the USA for USA&#39;s views as to the merits and
as to whether further investigation appears desirable.

Sensitive
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I. 9! All investigative activity is to be completed and
reported within 21 work days of receipt oflthe complaint. Any delays
in meetin this reporting requirement should be reported to FBIHQ,

s
Civil Rights Unit, by FD-205.

Par

�0! Signed statements should be obtained from the
original complainant and other persons whoifurnish pertinent
information, as well as from the victim s!92and subject s! whenever
possible.

 ll! Interview victims and witnesses out of the presence
of and without knowledge of the subject, if possible.

�2! In all interviews, efforts should be made to develop
information showing the nature of the alleged compulsory service and

� l t�whether the victim is held against victim;s_will. All facts re a ive
to alleged physical mistreatment of the victim should also be
obtained. 1. ~

c . �3! Efforts should be made to corroborate the victim&#39;sstatements through interviews with otherslwho may have been in a. . . . ,&#39;t&#39; to observe the relationship between the victim and victim s
posi ion 92employer. Among those who should be considered for interview are
other employees of the subject, neighborsiand their employees,tradesmen, and others who may have had ocfasion to contact the
subject. 92

�4! If the allegations involve the arrest of the victim
for the purpose of returning victim to v�ctim&#39;s employer, the exact
nature of the charges and the full details of all local action should
be ascertained. {

�5! Detailed information asito how the victim s! and
witnesses, as well as the subject s! can be located at a future date,
if required, should be obtained

EFFECTIVE: 08/10/94
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92
50*�.l Investigations Involving Higranf Labor Camps

The Civil Rights Division  CRD!tby memorandum on 2/4/80,
nded by CRD memorandum on 11/2/81, requdsted the following3.1116procedures for conducting ISS investigatioTs involving migrant labor

camps 92

"This memorandum sets forth thd_procedures that should be&#39; f

E ll d in instituting and conducting preliminary investigations oo owecomplaints of involuntary servitude or peonage which involve the
i d not beo eration of migrant labor camps. These procedures nee

Pfollowed in situations not involving migrant labor camps.
"The preliminary investigation92set out in this memorandum

should be conducted! y
"�! When the Federal Bureau pf Investigation receives �

direct complaints, or otherwise receives ipformation regarding anh&#39; h indicates a possible violation of Title 18, Unitedincident w ic 92States Code, Sections 1581 a! or 1584, involving migrant laborers.
I 92

"�! When the Civil Rights Division, or a United States
Attorney requests a preliminary investigation of a possible violation
of these statutes involving migrant laborers.

"Upon receipt of such complaint or request, please conduct
the following preliminary investigation: Y ,

92"l. Interview the-complainant and all other non-worker
witnesses identified by the complainant.

"2. Interview all alleged victims who have left the labor
camp. Interview of these victims shouldldetermine the method ofrecruitment, the method of payment, whether the worker is indebted to
the crewleader, how such indebtedness was incurred, force used or
threatened to be used against laborers, and the identities anddescriptions of all foremen, cooks, bookkeepers, and truckdrivers. Inaddition, determine the name.or descriptions of other workers who may
wish to leave the camp. Determine how the alleged victims made their
way from the camp. Photograph any visible injuries to the allegedvictims. Photographs should be tahen, even if no injuries are claimed
to assist in locating victims in the future. Obtain from the alleged
victims any physical evidence, such as pay receipts, pay envelopes,
etc., which relate to their employment. l _

92 .

"3. The labor camp should be promptly visited to conduct

1 .
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92 92appropriate investigation regarding any other alleged victims. Thiswill include identifying any persons who want to leave the camp.
Possible victims should be advised that U.$. laws provide no personshould be forced to work against his will even if he owes money tosomeone at the camp. Necessary arrangements should be made with local
authorities and social agencies for transportation and otherassistance needed by those persons desirous of leaving the camp.t should insure that any workers are permitted to leave and that
Agen sreasonable assistance is rendered to them En this regard.

"h. If any workers identified as possible victims do not
indicate a desire to leave on their own on to be transported from thecamp, they should be privately interviewed to determine if they fear
reprisal from anyone for leaving. I

92
92

"5. T ke all persons desiring to leave the camp to anaappropriate place for interview and condugt full interviews as in #2
above. 92

"6. In view of the difficulty in securing Grand Juryattendance of migrant workers after interyiew, the alleged victims andwitnesses should be told that it is important for them to provide someaddress through which they can be contacted. In effort to keep trackof alleged victims, they should be encounaged to contact state orlocal employment services and migrant assistance programs so that theycan be reemployed. Each potential witness should be advised of theimportance of informing the FBI frequently of his or her location.
Photographs should be taken to assist inilocating victims and
witnesses in the.future. 92

"7 Determine whether any cbmplaints have been made to
D&#39;visionlocal police or sheriff&#39;s offices or local Wage and Hour irepresentatives of the U.S Department ofiLabor concerning the subjector workers under the subject&#39;s control �If so, obtain copies of all

relevant documents.

"8. Interview the crewleader and the foremen, cooks,
bookkeepers, and truckdrivers working fdr him.  These interviewsshould be conducted after interviews specified in #5 above.! These
individuals should specifically be questioned concerning specificincidents mentioned by the alleged victims. In addition, they shouldbe questioned concerning methods of recruitment, methods ofbookkeeping, methods of payment, methods of charging the workers forroom, board, work materials  e.g., gloves, alcohol, tobacco and the
like!, and the indebtedness of each particular worker to thecrewleader. Determine whether the crewleader and each regular

92

1
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� 11

employee thereof has the registration certificate required to be kepti S.C. Sectionby the Farm Labor Contractor&#39;s Registration Act. � U.2045! c 1
1

U S"9. Copy of your reports shoubd be sent to the . .
Attorney as well as the CRD. In matters which may have prosecutive�t the appropriate U S. Attorney shouldpbe orally apprised of themeri .facts developed, and a detailed teletype summary should be sent to!
FBIHQ for relay to the CRD, prior to preparing the written report,since prompt resort to grand jury processes may be necessary to secure
attendance of witnesses." l

EFFECTIVE: 02/19/85

9250�4.2 INVESTIGATIONS INVOLVING wnlrs SLAVE TRAFFIC ACT  WSTA!,
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN AND INTERSTATE

IN AID OF RACKETEERING  ITAR!-PROSTITUTION
% .

FBI lic and procedure involving WSTA, Sexual�! po yExploitation of Children and ITAR-Prostitdtion are set forth in Part
I, Sections 31, 145, and 166 of this manuTl,

TRANSPORTATION

�! Agents should be alert when conducting Sections 31,. . . . . ma1&5, and 166 investigations to facts which indicate that victims y�have been held or sold into conditions oflinvoluntary servitude orslavery by subjects through use of force,92threat of force, orcoercion. If such information is develo�ed, a separate investigationis to be conducted pursuant to 50-4�! through �5!. If circumstancesexist which would dictate that a separate 50 case not be opened,advise FBIHQ so that the matter can be discussed with the CRD, DOJ.
�! In addition to these investigative steps, Agents areto photograph any visible injuries to the alleged adult victim s!,I  minor children should not be photographed as such action couldcause additional trauma if they have been the victims of sexual

abuse where photographs were taken!,
 Q! Obtain any medical records pertinent to victim�s s&#39;!

al personnel;injuries and interview appropriate medic
�! If possible, secure frdm the alleged victim s! anyphysical evidence such as pay records, photographs, etc., which mayA relate to conditions of their being held and forced to perform work

i, or services against their will.� 92
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EFFECTIVE: 02/19/as I

i

50-5 venue 1 _
The venue of Involuntary Servitude and Slavery cases.is in

the judicial district where the offense occurred. In Conspiracy&#39; &#39; &#39; d&#39;cia1 district in which the parties conspired
cases, it is in any JU ior where an overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy was committed.

EFFECTIVE: 02/19/85

5O*6 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
92"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN FEDERAL BUREAU

OF INVESTIGATION AND THEiDEPARTMENT OF_LABOR&#39;OYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION WAGE AND HOUR
EMPL
DIVISION REGARDING VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL STATUTESll
RELATING TO INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE AND SLAVERY

�!

92

" f this memorandum is to develop a close working
The purpose o _relationship between the Federal Bureau of Investigation  FBI! and the

d d Administration, WageU.S. Department of Labor, Employment Stan ar s&#39; &#39; &#39;  WHD! with respect to the enforcement of Federal
and Hour Divisionlaws which involve Involuntary Servitude and Slavery  ISS!.

92
"POLICY 92

"It shall be the policy of both the FBI and the WHD to exchangeinformation relative to violations disclosed or alleged during the
&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; Th Federal statutescourse of their investigative activity. 92 eprimarily involved in this agreement areilnvoluntary Servitude andSlavery  FBI!, the Farm Labor Contractor;Registration Act  WHD!, and

the Fair Labor Standards Act  NHD!.
"PROCEDURE

7"FBI
When the FBI receives information during the course of investigativeactivity indicating a possible violation of the Farm Labor Contractor

92
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Registration Act or the Fair Labor Standards Act, the WHD Office
covering the area in which the alleged violation occurred will be
notified in a timely fashion. This initial contact will be followed
with a written summary of the allegati0n s! set forth in an FBI _
letterhead memorandum. This memorandum will be furnished to the WHD
Office which was provided the initial information by the FBI. A copy
of the memorandum will be forwarded to FBI headquarters for
transmittal to the WHD National Office, ATTENTION: Office of the
Administrator. 1

IIWHD l l
When the HHD receives information, during the course of investigative
activity, indicating a possible violation of the Involuntary Servitude
and Slavery Statutes, the FBI Office covering the area in which the
alleged violation occurred will be notified in a timely fashion. This
initial contact will be followed with a written summary of the
allegation s! set forth in a HHD memorandum.- This memorandum will be
furnished to the Special Agent in Charge of the FBI Field Office which

rovided the initial information by the WHD. A copy of the
was p.memorandum will be forwarded to the Regional NHD Office and thereafter
to the WHD National Office for transmittallto FBI Headquarters,
ATTENTION: Civil Rights Unit, Criminal Investigative Division.

92 .

The Civil Rights Unit, FBI Headquarters, and the Office of the
Administrator, WHD National Office will maintain liaison concerning
matters of mutual interest relating to policy matters as set forth in
this memorandum. A portion of this liaison will involve the
dissemination of information concerning the final action s! taken in
each case developed and investigated underlthe terms of this
memorandum.

�INTER*AGENCY FEEDBACK

92

/s/ William H. Webster
WILLIAM H. wtssrsa

Direct@r
Federal Bureau92of investigation

i
92

12-8�32
DATE

/s/ Robert B.�Collyer
ROBERT B.92COLLYER

Deputy Under Secretary for
Employment Standards

12-27-82
DATE

I U.S. Department of Labor"

1. ¢ __ _r .__ H-
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�! "MEMORANDUM or UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN FEDERAL BUREAU
TIGATION AND IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATIONOF INvEs 1sERvIcE REGARDING VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL STATUTES

RELATING TO INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE&#39;
l

"The urpose of this memorandum is to develop a close

AND SLAVERY

r working
P t the Federal Bureau ofllnvestigation  FBI! and the

relationship be weenImmigration and Naturalization Service  INS! with respect to the
. . . 1 tenforcement of Federal laws which relate primarily

Servitude and Slavery  ISS!.
"POLICY q

to Invo un ary

"It hall be the policy of both the FBI and the INS to exchange
sinformation relative to violations of Federal law disclosed or alleged

&#39; &#39; �t&#39;v&#39;t . The Federalduring the course of their investigative ap i i y
statutes primarily involved in this agreement are Involuntary

! d Alien Smuggling  INS!.Servitude and Slavery  FBI , an

"PROCEDURE

"FBI . ,1
&#39; 1

When the FBI receives information during the cours
activity indicating a possible violation of Alien

&#39; &#39; &#39; which thelalleged

e of investigative
Smuggling laws, the
violation occurred

INS Office covering the area inwill be notified in a timely fashion. This initial contact will be&#39;th itten summary of the allegation s! set forth in an
followed wi a wrFBI letterhead memorandum. This memorandum will be furnished to the

&#39; &#39; " &#39; " &#39; th FBI. AINS office which was provided the 1n1t131L1�fOfm3t1O� by ecopy of the memorandum will be forwardedlto FBI Headquarters for&#39; &#39; ENTION: Anti-Smuggling.transmittal to the INS Headquarters, ATT�
"INS �

When the INS receives information, during the course of investigativeactivity, indicating a possible violation of the ISS statutes, the FBI
Office covering the area in which the alleged violation occurred will
be notified in a timely fashion. This initial contact will be&#39; &#39; 1 t&#39; n s! set forth in anfollowed with a written summary of the al ega io
INS memorandum. This memorandum will beyfurnishe
Agent in Charge of the FBI Field Office which was
information by the INS. A copy of the memorandum
th Re ional INs Office and thereafter th the INSE 8Headquarters for transmittal to FBI Headquarters;

92

I
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Rights Unit, Criminal Investigative Division.
92

"INTER�AGENCY FEEDBACK

Th C&#39;v&#39;l Ri hts Unit FBI Headquarters, add the Anti-Smuggling Unit,e 1 1 g ,INS National Headquarters will maintain liaison concerning matters of
mutual interest relating to policy mattersjas set forth in this
memorandum. A portion of this liaison will involve the dissemination

&#39; &#39; &#39; � 1&#39; d andof the final prosecutive action taken in each case deve ope
investigated under the terms of this memorandum.

92
12&#39;8-82 /s/ William H. Webster
DATE WILLIAM H. WEBSTER

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

92

/s/ Alan C. Nelson
ALAN C. NELSON

Commissioner
Immigration and Naturalization Service"

12�15-82
DATE

EFFECTIVE: O2/19/85 92

50*? CHARACTER - INVOLUNTARY SERVIFUDE AND SLAVERY

EFFECTIVE: 02/19/85
i
<
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SECTION 51. JUR PANEL INVESTIGATIONS

51-1 POLICY �.
Jury panel investigations are qonducted by a field office only

92after FBIHQ authorization. ~ I
�! FBIHQ will authorize investigation only upon receiving

specific written request from appropriate assistant Attorney General.
92

�! USAs are required to submit their requests for jury panel
investigations directly to the appropriateiAssistant Attorney General

&#39; t regardless of time element involved! and to make any follow�up reques s
or inquiries by the same procedure. K

�! In preparing the report,ithe names of the prospective&#39;
jurors should be listed in alphabetical order and the information as toeach such person set forth on a separate pfge or pages.
EFFECTIVE: U1/31/78

51-2 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES
92

When a jury panel investigation is authorized, specific
t&#39; s to the nature of the investigation are forwarded to theinstruc ions a qfield office by FBIHQ. Ordinarily, theselinvestigations are restricted to

certaining arrest records of the individuals and checking their names
as
through the field office indices. Creditichecks are not to be made due to

t&#39; b the Fairrestrictions placed on dissemination of credit informa ion y
C d&#39;t Re orting Act. No inquiries should be made concerning a person&#39;sre i preligious or political beliefs, or his membership in, or affiliation with,&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; h uld belabor unions or other organizations. No neighborhood inquiries s o

surveillances of any type should be conducted.made and no
I I

1

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

»
M
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51�3 CHARACTER - JURY PANEL 1NvEsTIcATi0N

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 1

J
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92SECTION 52. GOVERNMENT PROPERTY - THEFTL ROBBERY, EHBEZZLEMENT, ILLEGAL
POSSESSION, ET AL.; GOVERNMENT PROPERTY - DESTRUCTION OF, ET AL.;
_INTERFERENCE WITH GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONSlSYSTEM

1

52-1 STATUTES

Title 18, USC, Sections 641, 1660, 2112, and 2114.

EFFECTIVE: 08/23/91

52�1.l Section 641. Public Money, Property or Records

EFFECTIVE: O3/28/91

52�1.2 Elements

�!&#39; Theft

1  a! That the property belonged to the U. S. or any
department or agency thereof

 b! That it was taken and carried away by the
subject 92

 c! That the subject took and carried away the
property with the intention of converting92it to his/her own use or the
use of another I

I �! Embezzlement

 a! That the property was U. S. Government property

.  b! The official statuszof the subject

 c! That the property came into subject&#39;s possession
lawfully, together with the manner in whikh he/she received it,
including information as to whether it was received by virtue of

Sensitive

PRINTED: 02/18/98
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H  d! That such property was fraudulently converted or
appropriated to the use of the subject �

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

52~l.3 Policy  Section 6Q1!
�! In handling complaints involving minor thefts oft 0 1nt ro erty where there are no known aggravating or unusua

Governme p pcircumstances, immediately present facts to&#39;USA for a prosecutive
opinion. If USA will not consider Federal�prosecution, conduct noinvestigation, advise complainant, and confirm conversations to USA
and complainant in writing. Hhere appropriate, refer matter to lawenforcement agency having jurisdiction ovef violation and also furnish
this information to USA and complainant.

92

�! For administrative reporting requirements and
rocedures governing the loss and/or~theft%of Government property from-

PFBI space, refer to MADP, Part II, Sectioni6-7.5.
l �! Investigations Regarding Criminal Allegations

Against Public Officials

 a! It is recognized that during the course of an
investigation within this classification information is sometimesdeveloped alleging that a Federal, state or local official is in
violation of Federal law. If the focus of_the investigation continues
t b this substantive classification and�or Federal crimes committedo e 92by a person who merely happens to be a Federal, state or local

" d d t theofficial, "Corruption-Related Matter, should be ad e 0
character of the case, and it will continue to be managed under theViolent Crimes and Major Offenders Program. If, however, the focus of
the investigation shifts to the abuse of his/her position of trust by
the Federal, state or local official in_vioiation of Federal criminalnew "Corruption of Federal Public Officials" �8! or
law, a �"Corruption of State and Local Public Officials" �94! matter should
�be opened within the White Collar Crimes Program.

I  b! |Deleted|
I  c! |Deletedl

_ |  d! |Deletedl
&#39; 92

V
1
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 e!�|De1eted92

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94 }

52-1.4 Section 1024. -Purchase or Receipt of Military, Naval, or
Veteran&#39;s Facilities Property ~

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

52-1.5 Elements _

�! That the property was furnished by the U. S. to any
person enumerated in this section.soldier or other

�! d such propertyThat*the subject purchased or receive
in pledge

That the subject had knonledge or reason to believe
�!

that:

Ca! The property had been furnished by the U. S.
under a clothing allowance to a soldier or other person enumerated in
this section, or

 b! That the property had been taken from the
possession of the U.S. ]Pursuant to Tit1e92l8, USC, Section 21, theelement of guilty knowledge may also be established by proof that the
defendant believed that the property had been taken from the
possession of the U.S., after or as»a result of an official&#39; �   MIOG Part II,representation as to the nature of the property see ,
1 1.12!.} pi .

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

Sensitive
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52-1.6 Section 1660 Receipt of Pirate Property
"Whoever without lawful authority, receives or takes into

9custody any vessel, goods or other property feloniously taken by any
robber or pirate against the laws of the United States, knowing thesame to have been feloniously taken, shall be imprisoned not more than
ten years."

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

112 Robbery  Personal Property of United52-1.7 Section 2
States!

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

52-1.8 Elements

�! Personal property of Government

�! In the lawful custody of some person

�! Taken by the 5Ub]BCt from the person or prese
such person

EFFECTIVE: O8/28/91

1 M e or Other Property of52�1.9 &#39; Section 2114 Robbery  Mai on y
United States!

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

1
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52-1.10 Elements

�! That property of t
custody of some person

L

he U. S.lwas lawfully in the

�! That the subject either:

 a! Robbed such person ofithis property, or
 b! Assaulted such person with intent to

rob92him/her|of this property

EFFECTIVE: 11/Z0/90

52-1.11 Penalties

�! Section 641. Property over $100 in value, maximum of

$10,000 or ten years, or both

Property $100 or less in value;
year, or both.

maximum of $1,000 or one

500 r im risoned not more�! Section 1024. Maximum of�$ 0 p
than two years,

�! Section 1660. Maximum of not more

�! Section 2112. Maximum of not

or both.

than ten years.

more than 15 years.

S Mail! � first offense, maximum&#39; Section 2114  u . 1
f r�second

of ten y

�! . .
ears. If wounds, or puts life inljeopardy, or 0

offense, maximum of 25 years.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

52-1.12 Venue

all theft or robbery of Government property casesVenue inare ordinarily in the district where the crime was perpetrated.

Sensitive
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I 92

EFFECTIVE: ll/20/90

52-1.13 _Investigative Procedure 92
eTo show that the property in question is that of th

United

and/or

entered into NCIC. The quantity and value of the property should be
learned. ./

BI�

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90
l

52-1.14 Miscellaneous 92 .

e considered under the Theft
rstate Transportation of

manual.

For food stamp thefts that ar
�of-Government Property violation, see Inte

| Stolen Property, Section 87-4.7.1, of this�
4

EFFECTIVE: 09/13/93 4
<

52-1.15 Theft of Government Property Qutside the United States
Th FBI exercises primary investigative jurisdiction overeall violations of Section 641 occurring outside the United States.Violations participated in by American nationals who are outside of

the jurisdiction of military authorities nust either be disposed of by
local authorities in the country in which the offense occurred or by
the FBI. Since the foreign power may have little or no interest in

" thefts of U.S. property, the majority of these violations would be
Thefts b$3 handled by the FBI and prosecuted in U.S.<District Court. y92- &#39;;.=&#39;.:-�
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military personnel abroad is usually prosecuted by military
authorities unless the military offender isfreturned to the
jurisdiction of the U.S. District Court andiinvestigation can
economically be handled by the FBI.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

H52-1.16 Tracing of Firearms Stamped U.S. Property"
FBI Agents are frequently furnished information concerning

private individuals who are alleged to have in their possessionfirearms stamped "U.S. Property." No active investigation or
circularization of military establishmentsiis warranted in these
instances in the absence of additional facts. In such cases, adescription of the weapon should be searched through NCIC, and if no

ff&#39; ofI record is located a letter should be prepared for the local o icesthe Air Force, Army, and Navy intel1igence_setting out the information
which has been=obtained,

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

52-1.17 Character 1

The character of such cases depends on the exact naturegof
the offense; that is, whether it related to a theft, embezzlement,robbery, illegal possession, or destruction of Government property.
For example, in a theft case the character could be Theft ofGovernment Property and in a robbery, Robbery of Government Property,
etc.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

52-2 STATUTES

Title 18, USC, Sections 1361, 1855, 1856, 2071.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

1
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52�2.l Section 1361. Government Property 0

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/73

52�2.2 Elements

r Contracts

8 �! That the property was U. S. property
r dama ed�! That the subject without lawful right injured 0 g

such property

�! That such injury or depredation was willfully co

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

mmitted

<��; 52�2.3 Section 1855. Timber Set Afire

�--_&#39;.
EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52�2.4 Elements

�! That timber, underbrush, grass, or other inflammable

b1&#39; domain was set on firematerial upon the pu ic
horit set th�! That the subject willfully and without aut y

fire

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 �

52-2.5 Section 1856.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

Fires Left Unattended and Unextinguished

Sensitive
PRINTED: 02/18/98
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52-2.6 Elements

�! Set a fire upon the public d
and leave without extinguishing itmaterial

omain near any inflammable

�! Permits it to spread beyond his control

�! Allows i

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52-2.7 Section 2071.
Generally

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52-2.8 Elements

t to burn unattended

Concealment, Removal, or Mutilation

�! That the record, book, paper or document was on file or
deposit with

 a! Any court of the U. S., or

 b!

 c! With any judicial or public officer

�! That it was concealed, remove ,
destroyed by the subject

In any public office, or
of the U. S.

d mutilated, obliterated or

l t was willfully done�! That such concealment, remova , e c.,
without lawful right

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Sensitive
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52*2.9 Penalties

�! Section 1361. Damage to property over $100 in value,
maximum of $10,000 or ten years, or both.

Property $100 or less in value, maximum of $1,000 or one
year, or both.

�! Section 1855. Maximum of $5,000 or imprisoned not more
than five years, or both

�! Section 1856. Maximum of $500 or imprisoned not more than
six months, or both.

2 000 &#39;m risoned not more Q! Section 2071. Maximum of S , or 1 p
than three years, or both; and shall forfeit his office and be

&#39; &#39; &#39; St tdisqualified from holding office under the United a es.

EFFECTIVE:-01/31/78"

52*2.10 Policy -

In general, the FBI will investigate forest fires in the more. . . . . . haggravated cases or those cases which are incendiary in origin, or w ere
numerous fires have occurred that are malicious in nature, upon thecondition that the complaint is immediately reported to the FBI. It is
not desired that investigation be conducted&#39;in cases inconsequential in&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; more aggravatedscope but that activities be confined to the larger,
types.

EFFECTIVE: 01[31/78

52-2.11 Character - Destruction of Government Property

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Sensitive
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52-3 STATUTE

Title 18, USC, Section 1362

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52-3.1 Section 1362. Interference With Government Communications
"Hh v r willfully or maliciously injures or destroys any of the

oe eworks, property, or material of any radio, telegraph, telephone or cable,
line, station, or system, or other means of communication, operated orcontrolled by the United States, or used or intended to be used for
military or civil defense functions of the United States, whether
constructed or in process of construction, or willfully or maliciouslyinterferes in any &#39; &#39; f such line or system,way with the working or use o any ,
or willfully or maliciously obstructs, hinders, or delays the transmissionof any communications over any such line, or system, shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not&#39;more than ten years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52-3.2 Miscellaneous

"In the case of any works, property, or material, not operated
t 1 to anyor controlled by the United States, this section shall no app y

lawful strike activity, or other lawful concerted activities for thepurposes of collective bargaining or other mutual aid and protection which
&#39; &#39; destroy any line or system used or intended to be used&#39; Hdo not injure orfor the military or civil defense functions of the United States.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

52�3.3 Character - Interference With Government Communications
System

Sensitive
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Part I

SECTION 5h. CUSTOMS LAWS AND SMUGGLING

54-1 CUSTOMS LAWS AND SMUGGLING
I The U. S. Customs Service administers the powers and duties

vested in the Secretary of the Treasury pertaining to the importation andentry of merchandise into and the exportation of merchandise from the U.
5., and the regulation of certain marine activities. The principalfunction of the U. S. Customs Service is the assessment and collection of
import duties and, incident to this, the prevention of smuggling.Complaints received on such matters by field offices should be referred tothe nearest district office of the U. S. Customs Service. Those receivedat FBIHQ are referred to the Commissioner of Customs, Washington, D. C.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78
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. |

SECTION 55. COUNTERFEITING

55-1 COUNTERFEITING

The U. S. Secret Service, which is part of the TreasuryDepartment, is empowered to suppress the counterfeiting of U. S. coins,
notes, and other obligations and securities of the Government. Violations

&#39; &#39; orted to FBIHQ are referred to the Director,
of this nature which are rep &#39; Washington D C. .U. S. Secret Service, Department of the Treasury, , .

t&#39; n of a similar nature received by field offices should beInforma ioreported to the nearest office of the U. S. Secret Service.
0 .

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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SECTION 56. ELECTION LAWS

56"1 BACKGROUND

Primary responsibility for conducting elections in general
rests with the states. Federal laws selectively seek to protect&#39; &#39; &#39; f thesignificant Federal interests and ensure that the dictates 0
Constitution are not willfully abridged.r Investigative jurisdictionconcerning Federal election law violations is shared between the FBI

El t&#39;on Commission  FEC! The 1971 Federal Electionand Federal ec i .Campaign Act  FECA! with subsequent amendments of 1974, 1976, andI th1979, has transferred to the FEC numerous matters that were e
primary investigative responsibility of theIFBI. These include
statutes dealing with reporting and campaign finance violationsincluding contributions to, and expenditures of, Federal political
candidates. The FEC has the power to initiate civil injunctiveproceedings against violators of statutes for which it has primaryinvestigative jurisdiction. Should the FEC determine there is -
probable cause to believe that a knowing and willful violation of theFECA has been committed, it may refer the matter to the Department ofJustice  DOJ! for criminal prosecution. Only in the circumstances ofaggravating factors, or in the presence of knowing and willful

t t forth below, does the DOJ address possible criminalmisconduc as se Iprosecution administrative enforcement remedies of the FEC.

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

56-2 DEFINITIONS

The following general definitions are applicable to&#39; &#39; 1 &#39; risdiction
F deral election laws to initially determine if crimina ]U

emay exist. More specific or qualifying definitions within a given
statute may override these definitions. -

EFFECTIVE: 01/15/91
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56-2.1 Election
Any ballot procedure in which candidates for elective

office are voted upon which includes a general, special, primary or
run off contest. I

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

56*2.2

Supportive
taking the
nomination
about this

EFFECTIVE:

56�2.3

Candidate

An individual who seeks nomination or election to office.
actions by individuals to meet this definition include
action necessary under the law of-a state to qualify for
for election and/or the receipt or expenditure to bring
desired result.

01/18/91

Contribution or Expenditure

The receipt or disbursement of anything of value for the
purpose of influencing an election.

EFFECTIVE:�01/18/91

56-3

.-......s1 _ ._.. ...,--..a»_,;H¢. .._.¢.-..92.H.»....-_.-.-.»...-�...,.-._._._...__. _ _

SUMMARY OF CRIMINAL STATUTES FOR WHICH THE FBI HAS PRIMARY
INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION j

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

Sensitive
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56&#39;3.l Title 18, USC, Section 241 � Conspiracy Against Rights of
Citizens ,

�! Makes it unlawful for two or more persons to conspire
to injure, oppress, threaten or intimidate any|inhabitant of anyState, Territory or District|in the exercise&#39;of a right or privilege

d to him/her by the Constitution or laws of the United States.
secureElection law violations under the statute are felonies punishable by

&#39; &#39; E nfines up to $10,000 and/or imprisonment up to ten years, or or a y
E l&#39;fe if death results. This statute must affectterm of years or or 1 , _a Federal election in some manner; however, if racial discrimination

exists, refer to civil rights.

�! Possible violations cover conspiracies by election
officials to stuff ballot boxes, conspiracies to prevent the official. . . . . . 1 11count of ballots in primary elections, conspiracies to il ega yregister voters and/or cast absentee ballots in their names, and

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; t&#39; &#39;date a voter in theconspiracies to IHJUIE, oppress, threaten or in imi
exercise of his or her right to vote. _

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

I56-3.2 Title l8, USC, Section 242 r Deprivation of Rights Under
Color of Law

Makes it unlawful for anyoneqacting under color of law,
statute, ordinance, regulation or custom to willfully deprive a person
of any rights, privileges or immunities secured or protected by theConstitution or laws of the United States. .Prosecutions under Section
242 need not demonstrate the existence of a conspiracy; however, thedefendants must have acted illegally under color of law. Election law
violations under the statute are misdemeanors punishable by fines up
t $1,000 and/or imprisonment up to one year, or for any term of years

Oor for life, if death results. This is the substantive statute of
92 Title 18, usc, Section 241.]

EFFECTIVE: 01/as/32

.
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l56*3.3 Title 18, USC, Section 245 � Federally Protected
Activities

p Prohibits interference by violence or threat of violence
with exercising the right to vote or run for office or otherwise in
any election, Federal, state or local. If racially motivated, handle
as civil rights matter under the 44 c1assification.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

56-3.4 Title 18, USC, Section 592 � Troops at PollsI l
Makes it unlawful to place troops or armed men at the

polls in a general or special election except when necessary "to repel
armed enemies of the United States." This statute is not applicable
to primaries. It has been interpreted by the Department to prohibit
Agents of the FBI from conducting investigations inside the polls on

_ election day. It is_a felony statute and violations are punishable by
If a fine up to $5,000 and/or up to five years 1H pr1son.|

Q-c -.5�-

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

||56�3.5 _Title 18, USC, Section 593 - Interference by Armed Forces
"Makes it unlawful for members of the armed forces to

interfere with election processes. The statute is a felony statute
and violations are punishable by a fine of up to&#39;$5,000 and/or up to
five years in prison.|

EFFECTIVE: O1/D3/32

|l56-3;6 Title 18, USC, Section 594 � Intimidation of Voters
Prohibits the intimidatiob or coercion of voters for the

purpose of interfering with the right to vote for a candidate for
Federal office. The statute is not applicable to primaries. It is a
misdemeanor statute and violations are punishable by a fine of up to
$1,000 and/or up to one year in prison.|

r��@.
.&#39;{;
V.

lea?
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

Title 18, USC, Section 595 � Interference by
Administrative Employees of Federal, State, or Territorial
Government

56-3.? A

Prohibits any public officer or employee within the
Federal, state, or local Government in connection with an activity
financed wholly or partially by the United States from using his or
her official authority to interfere with or affect the nomination or
election of a candidate for Federal office. This statute is aimed at
the misuse of official authority and does not prohibit normal campaign

&#39; b F deral state or local employees that are consistentactivities y e , _with the_Hatch Act restrictions on political activities. The statute
ressl exempts employees of any educational institution or agency.

exp yIt is a misdemeanor statute, and violations are punishable by fines of
up to $1,000 and/or up to one year in prison.l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

[56-3.8 Title 18, USC, Section 596 - Polling Armed Forces
Prohibits any person from polling any member of the armed

forces with reference to his or her choice of, or vote for, political
candidates. "Polling" is defined to include questioning»which implies
that an answer is compulsory. It is a misdemeanor statute and
violations are punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or up to one
year in prison.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/32

E1
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56-3.9 Title 13, USC, Section 597 � Expenditures to Influence

Voting _

Prohibits making or offering to make an expenditure to any
person to vote or withhold his or her vote, or to vote for or against
any candidate for Federal office, and soliciting, accepting or
receiving any such payment. It applies to vote buys directed at all
stages of the nomination and election process. The vehicle used to
buy the vote may be anything of value. Violations are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or imprisonment up to one
year, except as to willful violations which are felonies punishable by

&#39; &#39; d th&#39;sfines up to $10,000 and imprisonment up to two years. Un er 1
t tute it must be shown that the Federal election was impacted. Sees a ,Title 42, USC, Section 1973 i c! below concerning vote buying for

state or-local candidates.

EFFECTIVE: 01/O8/82

|56-3.10 Title 18, USC, Section 598 - Coercion by Means of Relief
Appropriations -

Prohibits the use of funds appropriated by Congress for
relief or public-work projects to interfere&#39;with, restrain or coerce
any person in the exercise of his or her right to vote at any
election. Violations are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to
$1,000 and/or imprisonment for up to one year.| l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82 i

l56*3.11 Title 18, USC, Section 599 * Promise of Appointment by
Candidate -

I frohibits a candidate for Federal office from promising
appointments to any public or private position or employment in return
for support of his or her candidacy. It is&#39;a misdemeanor statute, and
violations are punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or imprisonment
for up to one year except that willful violations are felonies

* punishable by fines of up to $10,000 and imprisonment for up to two
years. This statute has potential utility in situations where one92 . ff .candidate attempts to secure the withdrawal of an opponent by 0 ering
him or her a private job.|
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

�! Section 600 applies
considerations into the award of any
It applies to federally funded jobs,
Federal jobs. It reaches situations
out to induce
where Federal

political fidelity.

degree of political loyalty is a e
performance.�

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

PAGE 56

56-3.12 Title 18, USC, Section 600 - Promise of Employment or
Other Benefit for Political Activity

�! Section 600 makes it unlawful for anyone to promise
em lo ent or benefit derived from an Act of Congress as3�Y P Ym Nconsideration, favor, or reward for past or future political activity,

. . . _ t .or for support or opposition to any candidate or any par y in any
1 t&#39; Violations are misdemeanors punishable by fines up toe ec ion.$10,000 and[or imprisonment up to one year.  See also Title 18, USC,

Section 599 and Title 18, USC, Section 595;!
to the interjection of political
Federal.benefit or employment.
grants&#39;or benefits as well as to
where Federal benefits are held

future political activity, as well as those instances
benefits are used as patronage rewards for past

�! This statute has been interpreted by the DOJ to not
d th inter&#39;ection of political considerations in the hiring ofinclu e e 3 _ 1high level Government personnel who perform "policy" making functions&#39; &#39; &#39; " &#39; t tedfor elected public officials. This statutelhas also been in erpre

by the Department to not intend to criminalize the interJection ofpolitical considerations in the termination of public employees whoperform "policy making" for elected officials with respect to which a
&#39; &#39; &#39; n cessary aspect of competent
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56-3.13 Title 13, USC, Section 601 - Deprivation of Employment or
Other Benefit for Political Contribution "

�! Section 601 makes it unlawful for any person
knowingly to cause or attempt to cause any other person to make a
contribution on behalf of any candidate or political party by
d &#39; &#39;n or threatening to deprive employment or benefits made

eprivi gpossible by an Act of Congress. The statute applies to candidates and
litical arties at the Federal state or local level, and the termP° P »"contribution" includes anything of value, including services. It is

&#39; ta misdemeanor statute and violations are punishable by fines up 0
$10,000 and/or imprisonment up to one year. &#39;

�! Like Section 600, Section 601 reaches all employment
and benefits_that are funded by the Congress. The statute is not

. . 1restricted to Federal ]Ob5, although threats to terminate Federaemployment are specifically covered in such situations. Section 601
offenses are lesser included crimes within Title 18, USC, Section 606,
where the threatened employee is a Federal civil servant.

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

[56-3.14 Title 13, usc, Section 602 � Solicitation of Political
Contributions .

This statute prohibits Senators, Representatives,-candidates for Congress, officers and employees-of the United States,
&#39; &#39; id &#39;vedand persons receiving compensation for services from money eri

from the U.S. Treasury, from knowingly soliciting any contribution
&#39; The statute appliesfrom any other such officer, employee or person.t &#39;b t&#39;ons made for the purpose of influencing Federal electionsto con ri u ionly Violations are felonies punishable by fines up to $5,000 and/or

kb im risonment for up to three years. The Department has ta en a
Y Pconsistent and public position that this statute does not reach

l Howevervoluntary political interaction between Federal emp oyees. ,
&#39;t d each any situation where factors are present in a politicali oes rtransaction which indicate that the contribution being solicited was. . . 1less than voluntary, and that the solicited employee was conscious y

p placed in a position where he or she felt obliged to give.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82
1

-L
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56~3.15 Title 18, USC, Section 603 - Making Political
Contributions

This statute prohibits any Federal officer or employee, or
person receiving compensation for services from money derived from the

ofU.S. Treasury from making a contribution for the purpose
&#39; E1 ncin a Federal election to any other such officer, employee, or
in ue gperson, or to any Senator or Representative in the Congress, if the

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; " l r em loyingperson receiving the contribution is his or her emp oyer 0 p
&#39; " Th statute covers contributions for Federal electionsauthority. eonly and treats contributions to authorized committees as tantamount

to contributions to the individual who authorized the committee. It
is a felony statute and violations are punishable by fines up to
$5,000 and/or imprisonment up to three years.[

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

[56-3:16� Title 18, USG, Section 604 - Solicitation From Persons on
Relief -

i Prohibits any person from soliciting or receiving
contributions for any political purpose from any person known to be

&#39; &#39; &#39; th b nefitsentitled to or receiving compensation, employment or 0 er e
made possible by Act of Congress appropriating funds for reliefurposes It is a misdemeanor statute and violations are punishableP - _by fines of up to $1,000 and or up to one year&#39;s imprisonment.l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

[56-3.17 Title 18, USC, Section 605 - Disclosure of Names of
_ Persons On Relief

Prohibits the furnishing, disclosure, or receipt for any
&#39; na er ofolitical purpose, to a candidate, committee, or campaign ma g ,

P . &#39; t f rsons receiving compensation, employment or benefitsany lis o pemade possible by Act of Congress appropriating funds for reliefpurposes. It is a misdemeanor statute 3Hd,l5 punishable by fines up
to $1,000 and/or imprisonment up to one year.�

1
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

56*3.l8 Title 18, USC, Section 606 - Intimidation to Secure
Political ContributionsY1

Makes it unlawful for a Senator, Representative, Federal �
kI officer or employee to discharge, promote, or reduce the ran or

compensation of any other Federal officer or employee for making or
&#39; &#39; &#39;t&#39; 1 ur ose. It is ay failing to make any contribution for any poli ica p pf I statute and violations are punishable by fines up to $5,000

e onyand/or imprisonment for up to three years. The Department has taken
&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; d t a 1 tothe position that this statute, like Section 601, oes no pp y

the termination of policy making political appointees.l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

i792|5e�3.19 Title 18, usc, Section 601 - Place of Solicitation92

� S ction 607 makes it unlawful for anyone to solicit orereceive a political contribution in any room or building where Federal. . . . t 1lo ees are engaged in the conduct of official duties. I a soemp y _ pforbids political solicitations on Federal military reservations. Its
&#39; &#39; fE&#39; ace frompurpose is to protect the integrity of Federal o ice sp� politicalization, and to protect the Federal work force from being" subjected to political demands while they are on duty. Unlike Section&#39; rial.�602, the employment status of the solicitor,is immate

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

�I56-3.20 Title 42, USC, Section 1973 1 8! � False Information in
�I Registering or Voting
I This statute makes it unlawful in an election in which a

Federal candidate is on the ballot:
�! to knowingly and willfully give false information as

to name, address, or period of residence to a voter registrar for the
n _ purpose of establishing one&#39;s eligibility to vote,
~,92..,

.__: .
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or illegally vote; or

�! to pay, offer to pay, or accept payment for
registering to vote or voting.

ble by a fine up to $10,000 and/or
It is sufficient under this statute
the ballot at the time the illegal
It is not necessary to show that the

is the case with Title 18, USC,

Violations are felonies punisha
imprisonment up to five years.
that a Federal candidate was on
conduct in question took place.
Federal contest was impacted as
Sections 241, 242, and 597.1

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

[56r3.21 Title 42, USC, Section 1973 i e! - Voting More than Once
This statute makes it unlawful to vote more than once in

t&#39; with any general, special, or primary election in which aconnec ion ,Federal candidate is on the ballot. Violations are felonies
&#39; &#39; t &#39;f&#39;vepunishable by fines up to $10,000 and/or imprisonment up o 1years. It is not necessary to prove under Section 1973 i e! that the

multiple vote in question be proven to have&#39;actual1y affected a
Federal contest.l .

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

�[56-3.22 Title 1a, usc, Section 1341 - Mail Fraud
Through the Mail Fraud Statute, Federal jurisdiction may

be obtained over any activity which improperly corrupts the electoral
rocess, as long as the mails can be shown to have been used to

is most frequently the case in mattersP
further this objective. Thisinvolving misuse or tampering with absentee ballots since the casting
of absentee ballots normally involves the transmission of materialsthrough the mails. It is not necessary that Federal candidates have
been on the ballot during the election-at issue in order for Federaljurisdictioh to be obtained through this theory. Federal jurisdiction

f th U.S. mails. Violations of the Mail Fraudrests on the use 0 eStatute are felonies punishable by fines up to $1,000 and imprisonment
I for up to five years.|
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

�[56-4

1 FBI

The

1 1974, 1976, and
jurisdiction in

92 determines i

VIOLATIONS WHICH ARE PRIHARILY INVESTIGATED BY THE FEDERAL
ELECTION COMMISSION BUT WHICH MAY BE INVESTIGATED BY THE

UPON REQUEST OF THE DOJ j _

Federal Election Campaign Act  FECA! and Amendments of
1979, to a large measure superseded FBI investigative
favor of the noncriminal remedies of the FEC. The

FECA contains financing and reporting statutes for Federal candidates
&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; 1&#39; th t criminaland political committees. It is Department po icy a
t&#39; n of these matters will only be entertained when violations

prosecu ioare committed with aggravated intent and which involve substantial&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39;th the FEC andamounts of money. The Department maintains liaison wi
f FBI should investigate  see 56711 of this manua1!.|

&#39; EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82 A �

1|56-4.1 Campaign Financing Statutes

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

and Expenditures

1 �! This
contribution limits.

:

 a!

 b!

p or

I  c! $5,000 to any

 Section 44la a! �!!.

1 �! Contributions from
committees"  i.e., those registered
received contributions from over 50
five candidates! may not exceed:

" &#39; &#39;t t&#39; s on Contributions.|s6-4.1.1 Title 2,-usc, Section 4413 Liqi 3 10D

statute contains two separate sets of
Contributions from individuals may not exceed:

$1,000 to a candidate per election,

$20,000 to a national party committee per year,

other political committee per year

"multicandidate political
six months with FEC that have
persons�and that support at least
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 a! $5,000 to a candidate per election,

 b! $15,000 to a national party committee per year,
or

 c! $5,000 to any other political committee per year
 Section 4�la a! �!!. �

I dd&#39;t&#39;on individuals are also subject to an over-all annualnaii,aggregate contribution limitation of $25,000  Section 44la a! �!!.
�! The above contribution limits do not apply to the

transfer of funds between national, state, and local party committees.. . . . 1
1&#39; �t &#39;also do not apply to transfers between affiliated politicaThe imi s _ _committees  i.e., those operated by the same person, corporation or

&#39; 1 tributionunion!; however, all affiliated committees share a sing e con
limit with respect to contributions they make to candidates and other
committees  Section h41a a! �!!. A separate provision permits the
R blican and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, as well

epuas the national party committees, to contribute up to a combinedd &#39; the ear inmaximum of $17,500 to any candidate for the Senate uring y
which he or she is standing for election  Section 44la h!!.

 Q! Section Q41a b! imposes limits on expenditures bypresidential candidates who have elected to receive Federal funds for
their primary or general election campaigns. Under Section 441a d!,

-the national party committees are permitted to spend certain amounts
ton behalf of the general election campaigns of candidates affiliatedwith their parties who are running for the office of President, or for
Congress. -

�! Violations of the statute must have been committed in
� a "knowing and willful" manner in order to be.criminally prosecutable

under Title 2, USC, Section 437g d!. Accordingly, most of the cases
t d under this statute involve grossly excessive transactionsprosecu ethat are effected either surreptitiously  e.g., through cash or&#39; t&#39; such as aconduits! or in the furtherance of some felonious ob3ec ive

bribe.l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/32
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connection with any election

contribution or expenditure
Finally, Section éhlb makes
bank, corporation, or labor
contribution or expenditure

Section 441b does not apply
activity of corporate or uni
from personal sources.

�! The core of

Political Action Committees

and provi e u
separate accounts.

�! In view of

Section 437g d!!. the FBI&#39;s
type of matter is generally
or union funds are taken di

�! Although S
i expenditures by national ba

apply to funds expended in

3.-
IF

92 propositions.

Sensitive

56-�.1.2 Title 2, USC, Section 44lb - Contributions or Expenditures
by National Banks, Corporations,&#39;or Labor Organizations

� �! This statute prohibits a national bank or federally
chartered corporation from making a contribution or expenditure in

to Federal, state or local office. It
also prohibits any corporation or any labor organization from making a

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; F d l lection.in connection with any e era e
it unlawful for any officer of a national
organization to_consent to a prohibited
and for any candidate, political

committee, or other person knowingly to accept such a contribution.. . . 1
to or restrict the personal politica
on officers that is financed exclusively

this complex statute is its ban on the
use of corporate treasury funds and monies required as a condition for. . . H
membership in labor organizations to engage in "active electioneering

&#39; f h f nds toin Federal campaigns. It does not apply to the use o suc u
finance communications on any subject between labor unions and their
membership or between corporations an
it apply to nonpartisan expenditures or to costs of publishing

d their stockholders. Nor does

&#39; &#39;n le itimate corporate or union�ownedstatements of editorial opinion 1 g
newspapers. This statute does not forbid corporations or unions from
using their treasury money to establish and operate affiliated

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39;t&#39; of the PACs!, provided the activi ies
PACs are confined to soliciting voluntary political donations from

b s and their respective families,corporate stockholders or union mem er
&#39;d d f rther that the funds thus raised were maintained in

the fact that criminal violations of the
" &#39;llf 1" intent  Title 2, usc,FECA must have been committed with wi u

involvement in the investigation of this
confined to instances where the corporate

rectly out of the corporate or union
l treasury and laundered on their way to politicians.

ection 44lb reaches contributions and
nks to local election contests, it does not
connection with referenda or ballot
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EFFECTIVE: 01/O8/82

Title 2, USC, Section 441c - Contribution by Government[56-4.1.3
Contractors

�! This statute prohibits any person who has or is
negotiating for a contract to furnish material, equipment or supplies
to the U.S. Government, from making, or promising to make a political
contribution. This statute has been construed by the Department of
Justice and by the FEC to reach only donations that are made or
promised for the purpose of influencing the nomination or election of
candidates for Federal office. The statute applies to all types of
businesses: sole proprietorships, partnerships, as well as
corporations. It reaches gifts that are made from the "business" or
"partnership" assets of such firms. However, with respect to
unincorporated businesses, the FEC has ruled that this statute does

l not prohibit donations that are made from the personal assets of the
firm&#39;s constituent owners. Officers and stockholders of incorporated
Government contractors are not covered by Section 44lc since the

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; h te entit andGovernment contract in such instances 15 with t e corpora y
1 not its constituent officers.

�! Section 441c applies only to business entities that
have or are negotiating for a contractual relationship with an agency
of the United States. Thus, the statute does not reach those who have
contracts with non-Federal agencies to perform work under a Federal
program or grant. Nor does this statute reach businessmen and

T professionals who provide services to third party beneficiaries under
Federal programs that necessitate the signing of agreements with the
Federal Government such as physicians performing services for patients
under the medicare program.

�! The same exemptions that apply to Section 441b also
n apply to Section 441c. Thus, Government contractors may make certain
� types of nonpartisan expenditures, may establish and administer PACs,

and may communicate with their stockholders concerning political
subjects.

�! As with Section 441b, the role of the Justice
Department in enforcing this statute is confined to instances of
"willful" avoidance of the statutory dictates. See Title 2, USC,
Section 437g d!. Other less aggravated violations are handled

,;
administratively by the FEC.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/O8/82

156-4.1.4 Title 2, USC, Section b41d " Publication and Distribution
of Statements and Solicitations F

i  l! Section �éld requires that ahy political
communication which is made in writing or through a broadcasting
station which

 a! expressly advocates the election or defeat of a
clearly identified candidate or &#39;

-  b! solicits contributions, state who paid for and
authorized the communication.

In addition, if the communication is not authorized by any candidate,
the communication must specifically state that it is not so
authorized;

�! Note that this section does not prohibit all
anon ous campaign materials buy only anonymous literature orYmadvertisements which solicit contributions or expressly advocate a
candidate&#39;s election or defeat. This statute is applicable only to
Federal elections.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/32

Title 2, USC, Section 44le - Contributions by Foreign
Nationals

156-a.1.5

This statute prohibits any foreign national from making
directly or through any other person, any contribution in connection
with any Federal, state, or local e1eption.p It also prohibits any
person from knowingly soliciting or accepting such a contribution.. . . 1 .th.nThe term "foreign national" is defined as a foreign principa wi i
th meanin of the Foreign Agents Registration Act  Title 22, USC,B sSection 611!, or an individual who is not a citizen of the United

92 States and who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence.�
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

56&#39;4.l.6 Title 2, USC, Section 441E - Contributions in the Name of
Another Prohibited P

�! This statute makes it unlawful for any person to make
a contribution in the name of another person, or for any person
knowingly to permit his/her name to be used to make such a
contribution. This statute also prohibits any person from knowingly
accepting a contribution made by one person in the name of another
person.

�! Violations of Section 44lf can arise from a defendant
giving.funds to a middleman for the purpose of having the middleman
complete the contribution to a Federal candidate. Violations may also
occur where the defendant reimburses someone;who has already given to
a candidate, thus converting the original-donor&#39;s contribution to
his/her own. Under such circumstances, the motive is usually
preservation of anonymity since the donation will be reported publicly
as having been made by the middleman rather than by the true source.
The use of middlemen is also frequently a means by which a single
donor may give more than the contribution limits in Title 2, USC,
Section 441a allow.

�! Violations of Section 44lf sometimes take the form of
a "slush fund" generated through fictitious bonuses to corporate or
-union executives to enable them to make contributions to politicians
which their corporate or union employers would be prohibited from
making by Title 2, USC, Section 44lb.

�! Although the donor and the middleman are equally
liable under Section 441E, the customary approach to this type of case
is to use the conduits as witnesses to convict the person who supplied
the funds. This approach recognizes the principal purpose of the FECA
as a law designed to assure public disclosure of large campaign
donations, and to prevent certain types of donations which Congress
has deemed potentially damaging to the public good. It also is in
keeping with the fact that most Section 4415 violations are merely
means to other illegal ends.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82
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56-4.1.7 Title 2, USC, Section �élg - Limitations on Contribution
of Currency �

- �! This statute makes it unlawful for any person to make
contributions of currency of the United States or of any foreign
country to any candidate for Federal office which exceed $100. The
limitation is cumulative and applies to the candidate&#39;s entire
campaign for nomination and election.

�! This limitation on currency giving differs from the
contribution limitations in Section 441a.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/O8/B2

I56-4;1.8 Title 2, USC, Section é�lh - Fraudulent Misrepresentations
* of Campaign Authority

�! This statute prohibits any federal candidate; or any
agent of a Federal candidate from fraudulently misrepresenting
himself/herself as having authority to speakgor act on behalf of any
other candidate or party. It also makes it unlawful for anyone
willfully and knowingly to participate in, or conspire to participate
in, any plan to misrepresent someone as acting for another candidate
or party. -

H
�! The statute is directed toward "dirty tricks

activities-such as the infiltration of an opponent&#39;s campaign
or anization for the purpose of damaging the|opponent&#39;s campaign.BUnlike most of the provisions of the FECA, Section 441h 1S not subject
to any monetary threshold before criminal jurisdiction attaches

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82
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56�4.1.9 Title 2, USC, Section 441i - Acceptance of Excessive
Honorariums -

 l! This statute imposes limitations on the amount of
honoraria which may be accepted by elected or appointed officers and
employees of the Federal Government. Such individuals may accept
honoraria which do not exceed:

 a! $2,000 per appearance, speech, or article, or

 b! an aggregate of $25,000 per calendar year.

The statute excludes from the limits amounts accepted for travel and
subsistence expenses for the individual and his/her spouse or an aide,
as well as amounts paid for agent&#39;s fees or commissions.

�! The FEC has defined "honorarium" to mean a payment of
money or anything of value received by an officer or employee of the
Federal Government if it is accepted as consideration for an
appearance, speech or article.

�! Although the honorarium statute is part of the FECA,
Congress has specifically exempted honoraria from the definition
"contribution." Thus, an incumbent Congressman or Congresswoman
running for reelection may accept both a $2,000 "honorarium" and a
$1,000 "contribution" from the same person without violating the
contribution limits in Section 441a.

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82 7

�I56-4.1.10 Title 2, USC, Section 439a P Use of Surplus Campaign Funds
�! This statute establishes principles governing the

permissible use of surplus campaign funds donated to Federal
candidates and the political committees supporting them.

�! As a general rule, such surplus funds may be used to
defray the expenses of the candidate in connection with the discharge
of his/her duties as an elected public official. They may be
contributed to charities entitled to tax exempt status under Title 26,
USC, Section 501 c!; they may be transferred to political committees
directly affiliated with the national, state or local apparatus of a

1&#39;t&#39; 1 art &#39; or they may be used for "any other lawful purpose."_ 3 po i ica p y, w &#39; l&#39;t&#39; l committees affiliatedTransfers of surplus campaign funds to po i ica
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with political parties are also exempted from the contribution;
limitations contained in Title 2, USC, Section 441a, which would
normally apply to transfers between political-committees.

&#39; �! The 1979 amendments to the FECA provided that as a
general rule the personal use of surplus funds is prohibited. This is
considered a violation of the FECA, and as such is subject to the

f rcement machinery which governs the rest of the Act. An exception_en o p
to this general rule exists with respect to personal conversions by
Congressmen or Congresswoman who were members of the 96th Congress on
January 8, 1980, when the 1979 FECA became law. The amended version
of Section 439a allows such incumbents to use surplus funds for
personal purposes.� -

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

56�4.2 * FECA Reporting Statutes

�!9 Title 2, nsc, Sections n31�a3a, and Title 2, usc,
Sections Q38-439 set forth reporting of campaign organizational
requirements that are imposed by the FECA. The statutes also set
forth the organization and powers of the FEC, definitions applicable
to the FECA, organization and registration of political committees and

tvarious reporting and disclosure statements which must be reported 0
the FEC. Violations of the recordkeeping, reporting and campaign
organization provisions of the FECA that are committed in a knowing
and willful manner and involve more than $2;000 may be subject to
criminal prosecution. &#39;The.Department, however, rarely intervenes in
offenses of this type and customarily defers them to the FEC for
noncriminal disposition. Further information concerning the above
statutes is found in the Department publication entitled, Federal
Prosecution of Election Offenses, furnished to all field divisions.

filed by Federal candidates regarding campaignFEC recordscontributions and expenditures are available to the FBI without regard
. . . . t.to subpoena and may have utility in certain Federal corrup ion

investigations. They may be obtained via a specific lead to the
&#39;| Washington|Hetropo1itan92Field Office.

" �! A rare exception to the policy outlined in �! above
exists where information originally furnished in the form of a

&#39; violation also reflects evidence that a violation of another
reporting
criminal statute for which the FBI has investigative jurisdiction is
involved.

92
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

56-5 PENALTY FDR FECA VIOLATIONS

Title 2, USC, Section 437g d! provides as follows:

�! Any person who knowingly and willfully commits a
violation of any provision of this Act which involves the making,
receiving, or reporting of any contribution or expenditure aggregating&#39; &#39; &#39; ned for$2,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined or impriso

t more than one year, or both. The amount of this fine shall not
no
exceed the greater of $25,000 or 300 percent&#39;of any contribution or
expenditure involved in such violation.

�! In the case of a knowing and willful violation of
Section 44l b! �!; the penalties set forth in this subsection shall
apply to a violation involving an~amount aggregating&#39;$250 or more
during a calendar year. Such violation of Section 441b b! �! may
incorporate a violation of Section 441c b!, 44lf, or 441g of this
title. s

�! In the case of a knowing,and willful violation of
Section 441h of this title, the penalties set forth in this subsection
h ll a 1 without regard to whether the making, receiving, or5 3 PP Yreporting of a contribution or expenditure of $1,000 or more is

involved.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

56-6 EFFECT ON STATE LAW

Title 2, USC, Section #53, provides that the FECA controls
and supersedes inconsistent state laws where the subject of campaign

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; concerned.finance matters with respect to Federal campaigns is
Accordingly, for all practical purposes campaign finance matters
involving candidates for Federal office are exclusively matters of
Federal jurisdiction and concern.
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56-7 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

The statute of limitations for FBCA offenses is three
years. The statute of limitations for statutes over which the FBI has
exclusive jurisdiction is five years.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

l56�8 POLICY
 l! Prosecution of election law matters generally rests

with U.S. Attorneys  USA!. The Election Crimes Branch  ECB!, Public
Integrity, Criminal Division, D01, requires that all complaints,

M� d &#39; d&#39; tments charging election offenses must be

-__.-

f? � cleared through ECB. The use of subpoenas o secure
&#39; th e of rand jury in these matters also requires approval ofand e us gthe ECB. The obtaining of the above clearances is the responsibility

of the USA and may be obtained telephonically in emergency
situations. The ECB is also responsible for establishing overall

. . . . d &#39;prosecutive policy in this rapidly developing area of law an
� assuring a nationwide standard of prosecution.

1 � informations, an in ic
t election records

Th ECB DOJ, is staffed with attorneys knowledgeable in the sometimes9 9complex prosecutorial issues involved in this sensitive area.. . . . hFre uently, the ECB assists USAs in prosecutive strategy in t ese
qmatters. On occasion, due to workload, recusal or complexity

&#39; &#39; t h ndle theconsiderations, a departmental attorney maylbe assigned 0 a
� &#39; 1� u of USA &#39; In these instances, the investigative andmatter in ie .prosecutive functions between the DOJ attorney and the FBI will be the
92 same as has been established with USAs.

�! USAs are authorized to request the FBI to conduct
investigations in election law matters for which the FBI

preliminary
has sole investigative jurisdiction. See 56-9 of this manual for

euof reliminary investigation. Under all circumstances, fullscop p _investigations must be approved by the DOJ by way of communication
1 through FBIHQ  see 56�10 of this manual!.

{gift �! The quality of enforcement jurisdiction over campaigni;§§ financing offenses requires a close and continuing relationship
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b tween the DOJ and FEC. The official flow of information between theeD03 and the FEC is governed by a formal Memorandum of Understanding.
The DOJ is responsible for maintaining this liaison with FEC on a
case-by�case basis. All complaints alleging violations_of the

h� h arecampaign finance or reporting provisions of the FECA w ic
received by the FBI should be brought immediately to the attention of
the DOJ by way of FBIHQ  see 56-11 of this manual! and no further
action taken. USAs are not authorized to request preliminary
&#39; t&#39; ations in FECA matters The DOJ has advised USAs that theyinves ig .should not refer these matters directly to the FEC or otherwise .
ttem t to deal themselves with the FEC enforcement staff. In the

3 Pevent that an ongoing investigation into non-FECA offenses produces&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; tt ofevidence indicating that FECA crimes may be involved in the pa ern
conduct, the pertinent facts must be brought promptly to the attention
of_FBIHQ.

�! The policy of the FBI in election fraud matters is to
refrain from intervening in an ongoing elective contest in such a way
that the investigation is allowed to become a campaign issue. This
frequently requires that overt"investigation.of a matter occur at the
conclusion of the�election at issue.

�! The greatest amount of care and discretion must be
xercised in these cases due to their potential political sensitivity.e

They are to receive the close personal attention of the SAC and must
l r blemsbe completed at the earliest possible date.� Any unusua p o

ntered should be submitted immediately to FBIHQ. The
encou�investigations are to be handled by experienced and mature Agents.&#39; � e
The services of Agents best qualified by experience and-training ar

1 to be utilized. All deadlines set by the Bureau must be met. The
I investigations are to be conducted in a strictly fair and impartial

manner and no statements indicating prejudice are to be made. Two
i Agents should be present at all interviews of sub]ects and potential

&#39; &#39; A tssubjects. Other interviews should also be conducted by two gen
92 whenever circumstances indicate this should be done.
I �! Agents are not to be assigned to "police" elections

b ervers at the polls. Agents will not enter the polls oror act as o s _conduct any investigation inside any public§facility in which the
olls are located The Department has beenfadvised that in order to

92 P &#39;� fulfill its mandate they may be instances where it would be most
efficient and/or necessary for the FBI to perform related
&#39; v sti ations in the vicinity of the open polls. Such requests,I in e ghowever, should be immediately brought to the attention of FBIHQ and

. . dwill be approved only on the_instruction of the DOJ. Once approve ,
h t th otential for misunderstanding of theit must be realized t a e p
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purpose of the FBI&#39;s inquiry s! require that every effort be made to
&#39; &#39; t tlimit the investigation to only what is absolutely necessary o mee

the objective s!.| "
1

EFFECTIVE: 01/03/az

56-9 INVESTIGATIONS  See 56-8 �!.!

EFFECTIVE: O1/O8/B2

|56*9.1 &#39; Handling of Complaints
�! Upon receipt of a complaint, interview the _

lainant and obtain full circumstances of the alleged violation,
compincluding nature of the election, local,1state or Federal, names of

t es t es of�candidates, possible subjects or suspects and/or wi ness , yp
physical evidence which may exist and other immediately available
details. .

&#39; �! Present facts known to USA for opinion as to whether
a preliminary investigation should be conducted if allegation
sufficiently credib1e.|

EFFECTIVE: O1/O8/82

�I56-9.2 Preliminary Investigation
Preliminary investigations may be requested by the USA o

� by the DOJ through FBIHQ. They should entail some or»all of thef .
i following and should be described in the first sentence 0. . . . N
� communications as "This is a preliminary investigation.
&#39; �! Interview of complainants, victims, and immediately

available witnesses ~

ll �! Interview of subjects  only if specifically request
y by the Department!

I �! Obtaining of any physical evidence, including
documents, ballots and other pertinent evidence
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�! Taking of photographs, if appropriate, to the nature
of the alleged violation

�! Any other logical investigation to round out the
facts of the complaint. &#39;

�! Among other things, it should be determined what
&#39; &#39; &#39; ld b ffectedFederal and/or local candidates or political_issues wou e a

b th alle ed irregularities. If alleged irregularities involveY 9 Bhandling, marking or counting of ballots, determine whether each voter
executes single ballots or ballots containing multiple candidates
covering state and local, as well as Federal candidates and issues.

�! Take signed statements, if possible, from
complainants, victims, witnesses, and subjects.

 8! Upon referral to the Department of the results of a
reliminary investigation, the Department may later request additional

Pspecific investigation. In such instances, the request will be
&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; d theforwarded to the field by FBIHQ with appropriate instructions an

subsequent communication should contain a statement in the first
II &#39; dparagraph of the details to the effect, This is a continue

preliminary investigation."

 9! DOJ policy concerning the prosecution of election
fraud offenses for which-the FBI has exclusive investigative

h th factjurisdiction is to give selective consideration based on ow e
&#39;t t&#39;on im acts Federal interests The following generalsi ua i p .categories, in descending order of priority; are set forth to serve as

,a guide as to the extent of preliminary investigation that should be
conducted. _

 a! Category #1 - This category includes all
election�fraud matters that reflect a pattern of conduct which has as
&#39;ts ob&#39;ect to affect the outcome of Federal contests for Congressmen1 J .or Congresswoman, Senators, or President. Federal law preempt state
laws in all such instances. Thus when a case falls in this category,
Federal intervention is virtually mandatory.

 b! Category #2 � This category includes all
patterns of electoral abuse which occur in the setting of a Federal
election which can be shown to have impacted adversely upon the

T outcome of a Federal contest, but which wene directed at improperly
affecting the outcome of state or local contests.
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1  c! Category #3 - This category includes all
patterns of electoral abuse which occur in the setting of a Federal
election, but where the fraud in question cannot be shown to have

i impacted adversely upon a Federal contest.
 d! Category #4 - This_category includes all the

h� h ttern of electoral abuse occursremaining situations in w 1C a pa
V T during an election where Federal candidates were not on the ballot.

�C.

&#39; EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

�0! Other factors bearing on DOJ prosecutive policy:

l  a! The extent that the geographic area involved has
suffered voting abuses in the past.

i  b! The extent that the pattern of election abuse _
V may be related to a pattern of local corruption or other activity.
;  c! The ability and willingness of state election

enforcement agencies to deal with the problemil

[56-10 _ ADMINISTRATIVE AND REPORTING PROCEDURE FOR MATTERS UNDER
EXCLUSIVE FBI INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION

Advise FBIHQ via LHM  original and three copies! when
credible complaint results in USA opinion that a preliminary
&#39; vesti ation is not warranted Submit in closed status. LHM will bein g .disseminated by FBIHQ to DOJ for review. Include succinct summary of
facts and reason for USA opinion. Form FD-365 may be used to transmit
LHM to FBIHQ. One copy of LHM should be furnished to USA.l

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

4

92[56�1O.1 Where Preliminary Investigation Requested by USA&#39;
Advise FBIHQ via LHM  original and three copies! within

d ested b USA.ten days when preliminary investigation initiate as requ y
Include succinct summary of facts and AUSA opinion as to statute s!
believed violated.|

_ .-:_ 3;: .
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EFFECTIVE: O1/O8/32

56�1O.2 Upon Completion of Preliminary Investigation

�! Advise FBIHQ via LHM  original and three copies! of
facts obtained-and opinion of USA as to whether full investigation
should be conducted. If none requested, submit in closed status. One
copy of LHM should be furnished to USA. USAs may not decline
prosecution in these matters. LHM will be~disseminated by FBIHQ to
DOJ for review.

&#39; �! Should USA request full investigation, submit LHM in
pending status with request of FBIHQ to refer to DOJ for approval. A
recommendation for a full investigation should be supported by a
commitment to prosecute by the USA if allegations are supported by
facts developed. No further investigation should be conducted pending
response from FBIHQ. In urgent situations, this request should be
submitted by teletype with fol1ow�up LHM.| _

EFFECTIVE: O1/O8/82

||56-10.3 Upon Completion of Full Investigation
Submit closing LHM to FBIHQ  original and three copies!

for dissemination to DOJ following resolution of matter. Include
additional summary of facts developed and results of prosecution or
other disposition.| _

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82

|56�11 ADMINISTRATIVE ANO REPORTING PROCEDURE FOR MATTERS
RELATING TO FECA OFFENSES

Advise FBIHQ by LH  original and three copies! or by
teletype if significant allegation received. Conduct no further
investigation until advised by FBIHQ. pUSAs cannot authorize
preliminary investigation in FECA matters. The DOJ will determine if
matter to be referred to FEC or FBI for investigation.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82 &#39;

||56�12 CHARACTER - ELECTION LAws|

EFFECTIVE: 01/08/82
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SECTION 53. [CORRUPTION or FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIALS]

53-1 BACKGROUND

I �! The FBI defines a public corruption case aslanylcr&#39;m&#39; l &#39; &#39; &#39;1 ina investigationlopened under any classification I h &#39; &#39;
, w erein it isalleged that a public official has abused his/her position oftrustlwithin a governmental entitylin violation of a Federal criminallaw. A public official is defined as an individual elected orappointed to a position of trust in a governmental entity or politicalsubdivision thereof. FBI corruption cases can involve officialsranging from local government regulatory inspectors to officials atthe highest levels of the Federal Government. &#39;

�! There are a number of criminal statutes which may beapplicable to corruption cases. Although there is some overlap, theregenerally are specific Federal criminal laws applicable to corru t&#39;
p p ionof Federal, as opposed to state and local, officials.

�! This manual section deals with Federal bl�
pu ic &#39;corruption matters. MIOG, Part I,|Section l94]should also becons lt dl &#39; &#39; &#39;u e as it applies to corruption of state and local public

officials.] &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-2 SCOPE

�! The purpose of the 58 classification is toincorporate, within one classification, corruption matters involvingFederal public officials where the focus of the investigation is onthe Federal public officials� abuse of office, regardless of theFederal statute alleged to have been violated. However, allegationsagainst a Federal official which intertwine with contracts or programsbeing administered by a Federal executive branch, department or agencymay be classified under an appropriate Fraud-Against the Governmentclassification. ]Likewise, allegations against a Federal officialwhich intertwine with drugs and/or organized crime  OC! activity maybe classified under an appropriate OC/Drug Pro ram 1 &#39; &#39;
g _ c assification.The important factor is the PRIMARY FOCUS of the investigation.| This
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determination is to be made by the field office.
�! The 58 classification extends as well to the offer orsolicitation of bribes to or from a &#39; &#39;

Juror or witness in any Federalproceeding and others who are not identified as a Federal publicofficial.

�! The following criteria should b t&#39;1&#39;e u 1 ized in theclassification of a corruption matter as_a Corruption of FederalPublic Officials matter �8! within the White�Co1lar Crime Program.
 a! The public official involved is an individualelected or appointed to a position of trust in F

a ederal governmentalentity or an employee or person a t&#39;c ing on behalf of a Federalgovernmental entity.

"  b! The corrupt activity of the Federal officialrequires the use of his/her official os&#39;t&#39;
p 1 ion and is in violation ofFederal law. _

 c! The focus of the investigation is on the abuseof the position of trust by the Federal public official in violationof Federal law, as opposed to Federal cr&#39;
imes being committed by aperson who happens to be a Federal public official.

 d! When considerin thg e opening of an investigationof a Federal public officials it is extremel i t, y mpor ant to determine,immediately upon receipt of such all &#39;
egations, whether or not theFederal public official is considered a person covered under theIndependent Counsel provisions of the Ethics in Government Act  MIOG,Part I, Section 211-4!. Questions concerning coverage should beimmediately brought to the attention of the Public Corruption|Unit PCU!,IFBIHQ, for resolution before proceeding further.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94
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PAGE 5358*3 _FEDERAL STATUTES FREQUENTLY APPLIED TO FEDERAL PUBLICCORRUPTION INVESTIGATIONS

A variety of Federal criminal statutes can be applied inFederal public corruption investigations; The following is meant onlyto highlight the elements of th
e most frequently used statutes. Theopinion of the respective USA&#39;s office should be sought for furtherclarification of judicial interpret t&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39;a ions and the distinctions amongthe various Federal judicial &#39; &#39;

circuits. It is also important to notethat the following overview of the statutes &#39; l&#39; &#39;
I is imited to their use inI the public corruption context.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-3.1 Bribery of Public Officials a d N&#39;n itnesses  Title 18, USC,Section 201!  See MIOG, Part I, 49�6 l!.!
�! The major statute utilized in prosecuting corruptionof federal officials is the federal bribery statute. Federal publicofficials, including members of Congress and other officers,employees, or persons acting for or on behalf of the United States orits agencies; departments or branches in any official function may becharged under the federal bribery statute. This statute prohibits aPUBLIC OFFICIAL, directly or indirectly, from corruptly soliciting,seeking, accepting, receiving, or agreeing to receive anything ofvalue, either personally or for another person or entity, forhimself/herself in return for being influenced in the performance ofan OFFICIAL ACT by him/her, being influenced to get involved in any,fraud in the United States, or "being influenced to do or omit todoing any act in violation of his/her official duty." It furtherprohibits any individual, directly or indirectly, from giving,offering or promising anything of value to 5 public official, withintent to influence any official act, influence such public officialto get involved in any_fraud in the United States, or to induce suchpublic official t d &#39; &#39; &#39;o o or omit to do any act in violation of his/herofficial duty.

�! The term, "public official," for the purposes of thissection, is defined as a person who is a "Member of Congress,Delegate, or Resident Commissioner, either before or after suchofficial has qualified, or an officer or employee or person acting foror on behalf of the United States, or any department, agency, orbranch of government thereof, including the District of Columbia, in
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any official function, under or by authority of any such department,
agency, or branch of government, or a juror." It further includes any
person who has been nominated or appointed to be a public official, or
who has been officially informed that they will be nominated or
appointed. _

�! The term, "official act," means "any decision or
action on any question, matter, cause, suit, proceeding or controversy
which may at any time be pending, or which may by law be brought
before any public official, in such officia1&#39;s official capacity, or
in such official&#39;s place of trust or profit."

�! The federal bribery statute has, as an element of the
violation, an intent provision. That is to say that there must be a
QUID PRO QUO in which the bribery is paid and received in exchange for
influence with respect to an official act. Unlike other public
corruption statutes, this exchange must be proven. The gratuity
subsections of the bribery statute, Title 18, USC, Section 201 c!,
provide alternative means of addressing corruption by Federal

A� l officials when a QUID PRO QUO cannot be shown.

&"� �! The penalty for violating Section 201 is a fine not
more than three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of value,
or imprisonment for not more than 15 years, or both, and discretionary
disqualification from public office.

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

| 58-3.2 |De1eted|

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

I
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58-3.3 Interstate and Foreign Travel or Transportation in Aid of
" Racketeering Enterprise Act  ITAR!  Title 18, USC, SectionI l952!I See mos, Part 1, 194-3.3.!|

�! ITAR, often referred to as the Travel Act, makes it aFederal offense to travel interstate or use interstate facilities,with the intent to:

 a! distribute the proceeds of anyI unlawfulIactivity; orI ;
 b! commit a violent crime in furtherance of anyI unlawfulIactivity; orI

I  c! Iotherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on,Ior facilitate any unlawful activity

�! "Unlawful activity" is defined as including the actsof extortion and bribery.

_ �! A public official violates ITAR when he/she travels &#39;�~" interstate or uses interstate facilities,&#39;i.e., transportation _
carriers, mail couriers, United States mails, and telephones, infurtherance of the bribery scheme. This act is particularly useful inlieu of, or as an alternative, to Hobbs Act when there is no proof ofthe effect a victim&#39;s loss had on interstate commerce or where there
are no series of-predicate offenses as required under the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization Statute.

I �! The penalty for violating Section 1952Iis aIfine orimprisonment for not more than five years, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

,,
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58-3.4 Mail Fraud  Title 18, usc, Sections 1341 and l346!] See
HIOG, Part 1, 36-1 e 194-3.4.!J

�! A public official who uses the United States mails infurtherance of schemes to defraud a governmental entity or others hasviolated the Mail Fraud Statute. Examples of these schemes includeofficials who rig the awarding of contracts to benefit themselves.
Such schemes have almost always required mailings. It is not
necessary that the official mailed something himself/herself ordirectly received the item in the mail. It is sufficient that he/sheknowingly caused the mails to be used or reasonably should have knownthat the mails would be used in furtherance of the scheme.

�! The Mail Fraud.Statute has been used in a mosteffective manner in public corruption prosecutions under the theorythat a fraudulent scheme which extended to an official&#39;s acts,
deprived the citizens of the full and faithful services of the publicofficial. iThis theory was, however, limited considerably in a SupremeCourt decision, McNally v. United States,_which held that the intentof the statute did not extend-to this intangible right of citizens to
honest Government. For Acts prior to November 18, 1988, it must beshown that.the citizens were defrauded of actual money or property.The Omnibus Anti�Drug Abuse Act of 1988 amended the Mail Fraud Statuteby adding Section 1346, which "for the purposes of this chapter theterm scheme or artifice to defraud includes a scheme or artifice to
deprive another of the intangible right to honest services."
Therefore, the "intangible rights" theory may still be used toprosecute officials for acts occurring after November 18, 1988.

�! [The penalty for violating Sections 1341 or 1346 is afine or imprisonment for not more thanlfive years, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94
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58~3.5 Wire Fraud  Title 18,�USC, Section l343!l See MIOG,
Part I, l94~3.5.!|

�! A public official who transmits or causes to betransmitted by means of wire, telephone, radio, or television, anywritings, sounds, signals, pictures, or signs, in interstate commerce,for the purpose of defrauding a governmental entity or others, hasviolated the Wire Fraud Statute.

�! The penalty for violating Section 1343|is f&#39;
a ine orimprisonmentffor not more than f&#39;ive years, or both.

�! Similar to the Mail Fraud Statute, an example of theuse of the Wire Fraud.Statute in corruption matters would be toprosecute a public official who has used the telephone or
computersystems in interstate commerce in furtherance of a kickback schemeinvolving governmental contracts.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58*3.6 Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations  RICO! Title 13, usc, Sections 1961-1963!] See MIOG, Part 1,
194-3.s.!|

�! RICO, traditionally a powerful weapon a ai stg norganized crime, has also been used most effectively in publicCorr t. . . . . .up ion investigations, especially systemic corruption found in agovernmental entity.

�! As it relates to public corruption, RICO makes itfaFederal offense for any person to engage in a pattern of racketeeringactivity that has a specified relationship to an enterprise  i.e.,investing proceeds, acquiring or maintaining interest in or conductthe affairs of! that affects interstate commerce.
�! In the context of public corruption inv t&#39;

es igations, apattern of racketeering activity may be two or more state or Federalcrimes, to include traditional corruption�related offense such asbribery, extortion, mail fraud, wire fraud, obstruction of Federalcriminal investigations, tampering with Federal witnesses victims 0
, 1&#39;informants,_and violating currency transaction reporting requirements.

Sensitive I
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PAGE 58�! An enterprise includes any individual, partnership,corporation, association, or other legal entity, and any union orgroup of individuals associated in fact, although not a legal entity.Enterprises in previous prosecutions have included police departments,law firms, court systems, and even l f S
ess ormal associations ofindividuals joined in some corrupt scheme.

�! Section l962 d! make l�s it a crime to conspire tocommit the substantive RICO offenses.

�! �The penalty for violating Section 1962 is a fine orimprisonment for not more than 20 years  or life if the predicateviolation carries a life sentence! b, or oth, as well as significantcriminal and civil forfeiture provisions.�

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

53-4 [CONFLICT or INTEREST T :1  i e 18, USC, Sections 202, 203,205 � 211! �

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

58�4.l Section 203. Compensation to Members of Congress,Officers, and Others in Matters Affecting the Government
�! Solicitation or recei t fp o compensation by aGovernment em lp oyee, the elements are:

 a! Employed by the United States-
Rendered service or a re d t b! g_ e o for or on behalfof the United States

 c! In a matter in which the United States hasdirect or substantial interest

- d! Solicited or received compensation, or agreed to
�! Give or offer compensation to Gov

ernment employee,the elements are:

Sensitive
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58�4.6 Section 209. Salary of Government Officials and Employees
Payable Only by United States

�! Receipt from private sources of any salary,
contribution to or supplementation of salary as compensation for
services as a Government employee, as well as payment, contribution
to, or supplementation of a Government salary.

�! The penalty for|violating Section 209]is a fine
or|imprisonment for not more than one year,|or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-4.7 Section 210. Offer to Procure Appointive Public Office

�! Offer or payment to procure appointive Government
office.

�! The penalty for[violating Section 21O|is a
fine orlimprisonment for not more than one year,|or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-4.8 Section 211. Acceptance or Solicitation to Obtain
Appointive Public Office -

�! Solicitation or acceptance of payment to procure
appointive Government office.

�! The penalty for|violating Section 211]is a fine
or|imprisonment for not more than one year,|or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

202!
I|58-4.9 Section 202. Definitions  See Title 18, USC, Section
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EFFECTIVE: O1/22/90

58-4.4 Section 207. Disqualification of Former Officers and
Employees in Matters Connected with Former Duties or
Official Responsibilities; Disqualification of Partners

�! Former Government employees are prohibited for all
time from handling matters before the Government in which they
participated personally and substantially as United States employees.

�! Partners of former Government employees are subject
to the same limitations as employees under �! above. _

1�! Government employees who do not participate directly
in a Government matter, but who had it under their official &#39;
responsibility, cannot become involved in such matter for a private
interest forftwo years|after their responsibility has ended.

�! The penalty for|violating_Section 207|is a fine
orlimprisonment for not more than two years,|or both, except
subsection dealing withlpartners £or|which|the penalty is a fine or
imprisonment for not more than one year,|or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94 &#39;

58-4.5 Section 208. Acts Affecting a Personal Financial Interest

�! �Government employees personally and substantially
transacting official business with companies with which they, members
of their families, business associates, or prospective employers have
a pecuniary interest.

�! The penalty for[violating Section 203|is a fine
orlimprisonment for not more than two years,]or both.

Y .

EFFECTIVE: O9/16/94
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 a! Whoever gives or offers compensation
 b! To a Government employee

 c! For services rendered or to be rendered
-  d! In a matter in which the United States has adirect or substantial interest

I �! Partners of Government employees are also restricted
under this statute in line with provisions of Section 207, which
follows. &#39;

�! The penalty forlviolating Section 203|is a fineor|imprisonment for not more than two years,]or both, and the employeeshall be incapable of holding any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States.

 __;Y EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-4.2 Section 205. Activities of Officers and Employees in
-Claims Against and Other Matters Affecting the Government
�! Government employees and their partners prosecutingclaims against the United States. &#39;

"92 .

�! The penalty forlviolating Section 205|is a fineorlimprisonment for not more than two years,]or both.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

I58-4.3 Section 206. Exemption of Retired Officers of the
_ Uniformed Services

Exemption of Retired Officers of the Uniformed Servicesfrom provisions of Sections 203 and 205.] &#39; &#39;

/�*1 . _,&#39;.
Y1-�

92   r�. Q _&#39;..&#39;-4
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EFFECTIVE: O1/22/90

58-5 PREDICATION - See Section 194-4

| l!Predication may be defined as those facts andcircumstances that would provide a reasonable basis to suspect that apublic official has engaged in or is engaged in conduct which is aviolation of Federal criminal laws. Rumor or innuendo that oftencirculates throughout a community about public officials is not, initself, sufficient to initiate an investigation. Also, officialmisconduct, in itself, may not be a violation of Federal law.
Specific and articulable facts or circumstances from a credible sourceindicating a possible violation of Federal law are necessary. Unlike
reasonable suspicion, there are varying degrees of predication.Different types of investigative techniques require varying levels ofpredication. The amount of predication required is determined by theintrusiveness and sensitivity of the investigative technique being
contemplated.

�! Predication fluctuates throughout an investigation,going up and down dependent on the level of credible information
present at any point in time. Information developed during an
investigation which decreases the level of predication requires thatthe investigation be discontinued or that the type_of investigativetechniques being utilized be scaled back in terms of intrusiveness and
sensitivity. Therefore, predication must be CONTINUALLY evaluated foreach subject of the investigation. Before initiating an investigationor before initiating a new investigative technique within an ongoing
investigation, it is extremely important that the facts andcircumstances be thoroughly evaluated to the fullest extent possibleto ascertain the accuracy of the information and to determine whether
the amount of information currently on hand supports the type ofinvestigation to be conducted in terms of predication. This
corroboration must always be accomplished in a manner that not onlyavoids compromise of the investigation, but also averts premature
public disclosure of the a1legation s! which would likely cause harmto the public official&#39;s reputation. When corroborating the
information, careful consideration should be given to a number offactors, to incldde: _

 a! The CREDIBILITY OF THE SOURCE - It is importantto ascertain the specificity and basis of the source&#39;s knowledge ofthe allegation. It should be determined whether the information isbased on personal observations and conversations, or was learned from

Sensitive
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another source. Even an anonymous source may be deemed credible when
the information provided is in such detail that only an individual
with personal knowledge could have Provided it.

 b! The RELIABILITY OF THE SOURCE - The track record
of the source for dependability and truthfulness is most important.
In those cases where no track record exists, there are other
indicators of reliability which may be considered, such as admissions
against interests by the source, the risks of making false statements
to an Agent and/or the source&#39;s professional or personal standing in
the community.

 c! The MOTIVATION or THE souncs � Careful
scrutiny must be given to the possible factors which could motivate
the source to furnish the allegation. Interviewing Agents should be
alert for the source who is a political enemy of the official or may
in some way benefit from publicity about an investigation of the
official. In some cases, the source may believe that he/she has been
harmed in some way by the actions of the official. In addition, there
are many individuals who, while properly motivated to report official
corruption, misunderstand the operation of Government or an official&#39;s
action. Their complaint may be based on some misperception of what is
otherwise legitimate official conduct.

�! Every effort should be made to test the available
information i

ed to

d be

examined to determine if there exists some legitimate explanation for
the alleged misconduct. Public officials enjoy considerable
discretion in their positions and have many competing interests to
serve in making their decisions. Some very appropriate reason may be
offered later for the official action.

�!t By properly evaluating and verifying the information,
the potential for error and unnecessary injury is minimized, and the
public&#39;s confidence in the FBI&#39;s conduct in corruption investigations
will not be jeopardized. Each field office should be CONSISTENT in
the level of predication required to initiate investigations and
utilize various investigative techniques. EACH PUBLIC OFFICIAL
DESERVES CONSIDERATION AS TO PREDICATION, NO MATTER WHAT POLITICAL
PARTY, RACE OR RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION TO WHICH THAT PUBLIC OFFICIAL
BELONGS. In more difficult circumstances, FBIHQ should be consulted
to ensure consistency in the decision making process on a national
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EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-6 IPOLICY AND INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES]

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

58-6.1 |General

�! Public corruption investigations are viewed as among
the most sensitive investigative matters that the FBI handles. These
investigations demand a circumspect and prudent approach since much is
at stake for any public official who becomes the focus of a corruption
investigation. The livelihood of public officials is based on his/her
reputation and character. As there is usually intense media attention
surrounding these investigations, the reputation of the official may
be adversely and irreparably affected. Media attention and
accusations of unfair targeting often accompany these investigations
resulting in additional pressure on the investigating Agent s! and
field office management. Occasionally, political influences attempt
to affect the investigation and/or its outcome. It.is for these
reasons that executive management must play an active role in the
investigation by providing the attention, commitment and patience
necessary to accomplish the desired tasks. It is also for these
reasons that FBIHQ also maintains close oversight over public
corruption investigations.

�! The decision to investigate a public corruption
matter must be personally approved by the SAC, or in his/her absence,
the Assistant Special Agent in Charge  ASAC!, after a consideration of
the predication, i.e., facts or circumstances which reasonably
indicate a Federal violation for which the FBI has jurisdiction may &#39;
have occurred, is occurring, or will occur. Consideration should also
be given to the presence of reasonable investigative avenues_and
whether or not it can be reasonably expected that a resolution may be
achieved. The PCU, FBIHQ reviews the facts.contained in letterhead
memoranda  LHMS! submitted at the opening of each case to ensure
consistency of predication on a national basis. The complexity of
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� these matters will cause some difficult decisions concerning
initiating investigations. In those cases, it is recommended that the92 PCU be consulted for advice.

� �! Highrimpact public corruption cases include mattersinvolving present or former highrranking or prominent officials orcases highlighted by the national news media. High-ranking officialsinclude Federal elected officials, Federal judges, Presidential
appointees, departmental attorneys, U.S. Attorneys  USA!, ASSISTANTUSAs  AUSA!, and all persons covered by the Independent Counsel
provisions of the Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1994.

 a! FBIHQ authority is required whenever ahigh-ranking official, listed above, is to be interviewed inconnection with ANY investigative matter.

�! All 58 matters are to be afforded immediate and
continuous attention.

�! It is absolutely essential to prove that the actionor decision to be influenced is within the scope of the Federal
employee&#39;s authority and powers. Such scope is not necessarilyconfined to statutory authority, but embraces duties performed by theemployee as established by usage and customs of his/her agency.

�! In solicitation of bribe s! by a Government employee,if the action or decision he/she claims the ability to influence isclearly outside the scope of his/her owers violationp i , of Title 18,USC, Section 872  Extortion!, may be present. "

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-6.2 Preliminary Inquiry[Versus Full Investigations  See MIOG,
Part I, 194-5.2.!] -

�! [All investigations, whether preliminary or full, "should be designed to RESOLVE the allegations regarding each subjectin a TIHELY manner. Full investigations provide for the full range ofinvestigative techniques and should be initiated when the combinedpredicate information raises a reasonable suspicion that corruptionhas occurred and reasonable investigative avenues are available.
Frequently, however, the FBI receives or develops information not
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deemed sufficient to predicate the opening of a full investigation,
but warranting further inquiry on a limited basis to determine the
credibility of the allegation. -This limited inquiry usually consists
of interviews, source contacts, and/or record reviews. Under these ~
circumstances, the SAC may authorize the opening of a preliminary
inquiry.

�! |In an effort to minimize potential damage to
individuals� reputation and character, preliminary inquiries shall be
completed within 90 days after the initiation of the inquiry, with
extensions for each succeeding 30�day period on an "unless advised to
the contrary by the Bureau"  UACB! basis. Requests for extensions
should be furnished by teletype to FBIHQ no later than five working
days prior to the expiration of the 90-day and/or subsequent 30-day

eperiod. This teletype should include the reason the preliminary
inquiry could not be completed in the designated time frame and the

� need for the extension. A preliminary inquiry should be promptly
converted to a full investigation or closed as soon as appropriate
justification is achieved for either action.| u

/&#39; .

  _ �! |The investigative techniques employed during any _
&#39;" 92 investigation, absent exigent circumstances, must avoid to the extent

possible, adverse consequences to an individual&#39;s privacy and/or
damage to_reputation. As ore1im£n=rv ;na";,:s. 4- _-+ _ui - ~

T. be/L75

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

� 58-6.3 Initial Contact with the Prosecutor - See|HIOG, Part I,
194�s.3.|

� |�!Upon the decision to open a preliminary inquiry or
full investigation, the responsible USA/AUSA must be contacted as soon
as practical and an opinion obtained as to Federal jurisdiction and
commitment to prosecute if facts developed substantiate the
allegation. This does not imply that the responsible attorney

�Y authorizes or directs the investigation. If exceptional circumstances
6} logically preclude contact with the above prosecutors, FBIHQ should be<i_.f&#39; advised, at which time an opinion will be obtained from an appropriate�---.,l-» �
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official of the Public Integrity Section  PIS!, Department of Justice
�01!. .

�! The predicating facts presented to the prosecutor bythe FBI should be of sufficient clarity to suggest possible theories
of prosecution involving SPECIFIC STATUTES. Although specific details
of the alleged corruption may-be unclear, the prosecutor should set upguideposts as to what kind of factual situation would be prosecutable.
As the investigation develops additional facts, the prosecutor shouldrefine the opinion in an ongoing process until the indictment stage.
A refined early opinion allows the FBI to develop an investigative
plan directed toward proving identified elements of specific Federalcriminal statutes. A thorough initial discussion with the prosecutor
can eliminate wasted investigation, reinterviews of witnesses and
extraneous record reviews.

�! During contacts with the prosecutor, an Agent must beaware that the prosecutor is often primarily concerned with the legal
and prosecutive aspects of the investigation. As a result,
discussions with AUSA&#39;s normally progress towards discussing legalissues and often ignore the equally important issues of predication,
intrusiveness and third-party liability issues. AGENTS SHOULD ENSURE
THAT THESE ISSUES ARE THOROUGHLY DISCUSSED WITH THE AUSA PRIOR TO
CONDUCTING AN INVESTIGATION OR UTILIZING A PARTICULAR INVESTIGATIVE
TECHNIQUE. �

�! Although USAs are necessarily political appointees,
the quality of individuals appointed as USA makes it extremely rare
for a person&#39;s political affiliation to interject itself in a public
éoriuption investigation. However, it is always wise to avoid anyAPPEARANCE of political partisanship or conflict of interest, and
therefore, dependent on the circumstances, it may be advisable for theUSA to recuse himself/herself and/or his/her office from a particular
investigation. Most often, recusals are initiated by the USA. Somesituations call for recusal of the USA without the USA being advised
of any facts regarding the case. If a field office believes that
there should be a recusal and the USA is unwilling to recuse
himself/herself, or if the matter cannot be openly discussed
USA to initiate recusal, the PCU should be contacted so that
be consulted. In these instances, the PIS, DOJ will assume
prosecutive responsibility for the investigation.]

with the
DOJ can
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�[58-6.5 Arrest of Public Officials

Only under unusual circumstances should arrest warrants berequested from the USA or Strike Force Attorney in lieu of summonsesfollowing indictment or issuance of an information regarding
corruption of public officials. Such an unusual situation would exist
when information has been received that the sub&#39;ect t 1J con emp atesfleeing to avoid legal process. While it is recognized that the finald . . . .ecision to issue a warrant or summons is the responsibilit E th

Y ° e 1court and the USA&#39;s Office, FBI policy, in this regard, should be madeknown to the USA&#39;s Office.|
Yr�

92l92&#39; "-3-
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EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

58-6.6 Bribe Payments  See MIOG, Part I, 194-5.6; Part II,
10�l4.l.4.!

�! |Clearly, the controlled payoff of a public official
offers far more compelling evidence for the jury than the historical
testimony of witnesses of past events. In the latter situation, the
jury must rely on the recollection of observations of others. The
controlled payoff through an audio and/or video recording places the
juror right at the scene, and as it has been said before, "tapes don&#39;t
lie." Agents should always be alert for the possibility of making
controlled bribe payments.|

�! |Bribe payments to all public officials must be
authorized in advance by an appropriate FBI official, either SAC or
FBIHQ. The level of authority required depends on the amount of the
payoff and the level of official being bribed. Bribes to officials of
a managerial or executiverlevel or higher require FBIHQ approval.
FBIHQ authority is also required for bribe payments to an official in
less than a managerial/executive level, if the amount of the bribe
exceeds $20,000  $10,000 per recipient!. These approval levels apply
as well to UCOs. Approval of a Group I UCO does not automatically
include bribe payment authority.

�! FBIHQ authority to pay a bribe requires a teletype
forth the circumstances, particularly the details of the

official&#39;s solicitation or demand, the anticipated scenario, the
identity of the public official, the amount of the payoff, and an
AUSA&#39;s prosecutive opinion that the controlled payoff will provide
evidence of a Federal violation and he/she is committed to
prosecution. l

setting

 A! During the controlled payoff, the Agent shou1d_bg__

21
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&#39; �! FBIHQ generally will not approve payments to a
middleman in the absence of recorded conversations with the public
official indicating that the public official is aware&#39;that money is
being paid and what the money is being paid for and a commitment by a
prosecutor to prosecute the middleman. Payment authorization for
middlemen is based on the level of the public official the middleman
allegedly represents. If payments are authorized to a middleman,
appropriate measures should be made to follow the money to the public
officia1.i /

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

58-6.7 Closing Investigations

�! The ultimate goal of an-investigation is to RESOLVE
the allegations. This is particularly true in investigations that
have become known to the public and/or the media. The investigation
of a public official itself will do harm  deserving or not! to the,
official&#39;s reputation if the matter does not reach resolution.
Therefore, prior to closing a public corruption investigation a
thorough review must be conducted to ensure that all investigative
avenues have been pursued. Upon closing a public corruption
investigation without resolution, a field office must document why the
matter cannot be resolved. An example of the importance of this is
that frequently, public officials who have been subjects of FBI V
criminal investigations, are considered for Presidential appointments.
During the consideration process, the White House requests FBI records
checks which results in a review of the substantive criminal
investigative file s! concerning the official being considered. If
the case has been closed and the investigation and/or file is
incomplete as to how the matter was resolved or why it could not be
fesolved; the decision as to the appointment could be most difficult
and may result in either a deserving candidate not being appointed to
a job or an undeserving candidate being appointed.

�! Although it is advisable to seek prior concurrence of
the prosecutor, PRELIMINARY INQUIRIES may be closed administratively
with the personal approval of the SAC  ASAC in SAC&#39;s absence! when

Sensitive .
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allegations are determined to be false or baseless, or when the matter
obviously has no prosecutive merit. Full investigations may be_c1osed
upon completion of prosecutive action or upon declination by the
prosecutor. Upon the closing of all cases, preliminary inquiry or
full investigation, there must be written confirmation of the closing

, with the prosecutor within 30 days following closing. This may be
accomplished by furnishing the prosecutor a copy of the closing LHM
that is being forwarded to FBIHQ or by separate letter.

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

&#39; I 58-7 |INVESTIGATIONS|

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

 M g; |58�7.l Bribery Hatters
�! Ascertain the identities of the complainant and the

parties to the bribe, the purpose of the bribe  when possible!, and
the preliminary opinion of the USA regarding: �! the existence of a
Federal violation, �! jurisdiction, �! entrapment, and �!
commitment of prosecution if the allegation is substantiated.

�! Bribes, by their very nature, are secretive crimes.
Often payoffs are made in cash and are known only to the parties

, involved &#39;

Patti . u bag

to successful prosecution.

/mi� �! Since complaints of prospective payoffs generally
Q _.§P, indicate the existence of a promise or a solicitation of a bribe, a
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crime may have been committed within the definition of the statutes.
Discuss with the USA the desirability of obtaining an arrest warrant,

92 summons, or oral authorization to arrest, prior to making the payoff.

1. �! In those cases where a Government employee is the
� subject of the investigation, obtain documentary evidence detailing
§ the official status of the employee and the scope of that employee&#39;s
i duties. This should include those duties formally assigned to the

employee and those duties customarily executed by the employee, even
though there is no formal assignment of same. J

�! Ascertain the specific action to be taken by the~
Federal official or employee as a result of the bribe. -am

gar-+ -... -Q7.§&#39;_�J,� -;_=&#39;.&#39;;p.
�! In inyestigating complaints made?by%§ed£5ali;:é l=»f§§

K Government employees, be alert for indicationsit�§t§t�§%F3H3?§I§§§§�§�§g
 �Government employee may have�solicitedCthe_bribeCpayment,pbbt1report§d1_
the matteriwheq theremployee later be£§§§gd th¬�§?E§§tanc§?orj1�;Q%§%§_

y so1icit§ti5n§5f?§§b?ibe b§game_knownf¬§5dthers:&#39;**�W%@�W@@¢h�@"*�é%�%@l: �  I�  . 1.5--~-&#39;--=1~=1=,_;;I;_. migw h P _  i
K -I "$�¢ i �!£>Consu1t FBIHQ if the SAC believes circumstances make
92~~ it inadvisable to discuss the complaint or any investigative

developments with the USA. r

 9! If a suggestion or hint of a bribe is made to a
Special Agent, the Agent should immediately inform the SAC. The SAC
will-consult with the

inst

I

salms

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

||58�7.2 Conflict of Interest Matters

�! Since many alleged violations may be technical in
nature, consult the USA promptly upon receipt of a complaint to
ascertain whether the USA will consider prosecution if the allegations
are verified through investigation, and for legal guidance the USA may
have to offer which may be of assistance in planning the
investigation. .

Cf? $ I �! The investigation must establish that the subject was

Sensitive
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a Government employee at the time of the activity
the scope of Conflict of Interest sanctions.

I �! Diligent efforts must be made to
payoffs and to establish the nature and extent of

I compensation received by the Government employee,
indirect.

j be verified at the outset of the investigation.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

Officials

K�  ;

PAGE 53

alleged to be within

cover any impending
any prior
whether direct or

�! The sanctions against "Special Government Employees"
are less restrictive than those against regular employees; therefore,
the specific employment status of the Special Government Employee must

I58-7.3 Bribes to or From Jurors, Witnesses or Non-Federal

�! FBIHQ authorization is required to conduct
9 investigations based upon requests by U$As or Federal judges

j investigation was conducted by another Government

92 cases should be conducted only upon the direction

"Obstruction of Justice," in this manual.! Every
made to avoid&#39;incidents which might permit claims
provide grounds for a mistrial.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90
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concerning complaints arising from trials of matters in which the FBI
does not have primary jurisdiction, or in which the underlying

agency. FBIHQ
authorization is also required prior to initiation of investigation
into allegations of the bribery of jurors in pending trials.

�! Advise the USA immediately upon receipt of complaints
regarding violations connected with trials in progress or about to
begin. Obtain the USA&#39;s assurance that the presiding judge has been
informed and concurs with the initiation of an investigation prior to
undertaking same. Interviews with witnesses and jurors in such pending

of the USA with the

authorization of the presiding judge.  See also Section 72,
effort should be

of prejudice | or
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

[Due to the sensitive nature of these investigations, FBIHQ
ide close oversight to all public corruption matters,
rly as to predication, potential third�party liability and
" issues. Steps are taken by FBIHQ to ensure that the level
ation necessary to initiate an investigation is uniform
t the field. Also, as public corruption is a highly
ed investigative field with numerous issues, the PCU at FBIHQ
able to suggest investigative techniques which have proven to
sful and identify and offer solutions to various complicated
third-party liability and "look bad" issues. In order to

e oversight necessary to accomplish these tasks, certain
and administrative procedures have been established.|

: 09/16/94

|High Profile Investigations

�! The opening of investigations  preliminary or full!
icant interest, i.e., those matters which would logically be
to generate significant media attention and/or public
on a national scale, require an immediate teletype submitted
the day of opening in addition to required LHMs. This
should contain a synopsis of the same information to be
in the opening LHM. Significant developments in cases
high�1eve1 public officials must be communicated to FBIHQ by
or teletype. In these cases, expect periodic requests from
interim status teletypes/LHMs..

�! Any significant development in any public corruption
case which could receive national attention or cause high�level  i.e.,
congressi
be report
appropria

EFFECTIVE

onal or high-level executive branch! inquiry of FBIHQ should
ed immediately to FBIHQ by the most expeditious and
te means.]

: 09/16/94
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1 58�8.2 |Cover Airtel/LHM

92

the LHM by name or symbol number, as appropriate, in
administrative section of the cover airtel. The LHM
whether the matter is opened as a full investigation
inquiry and should include the facts predicating the

/&#39;4

K~»i% EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

53-3.3 {Case Conversion to Full Investigation

An airtel and LHM should also be submitted

subjects originally named in the title of the case.

appropriate AUSA.|

EFFECTIVE: O9/16/94
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PAGE 58

In ALL public corruption cases, an airtel  original only!
I and LHM  original and one copy! must be sent to FBIHQ within 30

calendar days of the opening of the case. The LHH is disseminated to
the appropriate DOJ section, usually BIS or the Office of Professional
Responsibility, or both. Sensitive information, statutorily
prohibited material, or source identities should not be disclosed in
the LHM. The field office should identify all sources referred to in

the

should note

or preliminary
case, the initial

I investigative steps contemplated and the USA&#39;s opinion that the
allegation s! indicate that a violation of Federal law may have
occurred and if proven, the USA is committed to prosecuting the
matter. A copy of the LHM should be provided to the USA&#39;s 0ffice.|

to FBIHQ at the

time a public corruption case is converted from a preliminary inquiry
to a full investigation, with justification for the conversion. It is

possible that preliminary inquiries opened on multiple subjects may
result in sufficient evidence being developed to convert the
investigation to a full investigation on some, but not all, of the

If any subject is
being eliminated as a subject of the case at the time of the

l conversion to a full investigation, that subject must be fully
1 identified in the LHM converting the case to a full investigation,

with complete justification for eliminating that individual as a
subject of the case. A copy of that LHM must be sent to the
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53�a.4 |C1osings

�! All full investigations in known subject public
corruption matters where no prosecutive action has resulted require
closings based on a prosecutive opinion. The prosecutive opinion
should address each individual who had been named as a subject of the
investigation at any time.

�! A closing airtel  original only! and LHM  original
and one copy! must be prepared for each investigation which has been
concluded. This final LHM must restate the predication for opening
the investigation, summarize investigative findings, detail the
disposition of the investigation AS TO EACH SUBJECT, and provide the
opinion of the AUSA. The LHM should also state why a matter cannot be
resolved if no resolution can be reached. Any prosecutive action
should be detailed from indictment, information or complaint, through
plea acceptance, trial disposition, and/or sentencing, as appropriate.
Ensure that descriptive data which will positively identify the
subject s! for indexing purposes is included in the cover airtel of
the closing LHM. THE DISPOSITION OF ALL ALLEGATIONS OF CRIMINALITY
MADE AGAINST ALL SUBJECTS IN A CASE, TO INCLUDE CODE NAME CASES, MUST
BE ADDRESSED AND REPORTED IN THE CLOSING LHM.

�! Administrative closings should show the steps taken
to address the allegations and explain why further investigation is
not warranted and/or possible.|

EFFECTIVE: O9/16/94

58-8.5 |Prosecutive Reports .

The decision regarding preparation of a prosecutive report
is left to the discretion of the SAC/field supervisor and should be
considered on a case�by-case basis. The complexity of the
investigation and needs of the prosecuting attorney may be determining
factors in this decision. Prosecutive reports are not to be routinely
disseminated outside the DOJ.

Sensitive A
PRINTED 02/18/98
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EFFECTIVE: O9/16/94

>

| 58*8.6 |De1eted|

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

I 58-8.7 |De1eted[

&#39;@"*tt EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94
 92 it  I

I58-9 , FIELD OFFICE REQUESTS FOR FI§ANCIAL
_ OF FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIALS

All field offices should direct all
t financial disclosure statements which are filed

92 officials under the Ethics in Government Act of

statement.|

EFFECTIVE: 01/22/90

�I??
I . ii
9292_ _. 4 �_:.."
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

requests for
by Federal public
1978 to FBIHQ,

Attention: White-Collar Crimes Section, for handling. Included among
these public officials are United States Members of Congress, members

I of the Federal judiciary, and high�ranking officials of the executive
I branch. The request should include a concise summary of the facts of

the investigation and justification for the financial disclosure
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SECTION 60. ANTITRUST

60-1 STATUTES

Title 15, USC, Sections 1-7, Sections 12-27 and Sections
13 a-c

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

6O�1.l Sections 1-7

Sherman Antitrust Act of July 2, 1390 �-7, Title 15!,
basic statute under which investigations conducted. Certain sections
read as follows:

�! Section l

 a! Trusts, etc., in restraint of trade illegal;
exception of resale price agreements; penalty

"Every contract, combination in the form of
trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce
among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be
illegal: Provided, that nothing contained in Sections 1 to 7 of this
title shall render illegal, contracts or agreements prescribing
minimum prices for the resale of a commodity which bears, or the label
or container of which bears, the trademark, brand or name of the
producer or distributor of such commodity and which is in free and
open competition with commodities of the same general class produced
or distributed by others, when contracts or agreements of that
description are lawful as applied to intrastate transactions, under
any statute, law, or public policy now or hereafter in effect in any
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia in which_such resale is
to be made, or to which the commodity is to be transported for such
resale, and the making of such contracts or agreements shall not be an
unfair method of competition under Section 45 of this titleti Provided
further, that the preceding provision shall not make lawful any
contract or agreement, provided for the establishment or maintenance
of minimum resale prices on any commodity herein involved, between
manufacturers, or between producers, or between wholesalers, or
between brokers, or between factors, or between retailers, or between
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persons, firms, or corporations in competition with each other. Every
person who shall make any contract or engage in any combination or
conspiracy declared by Sections 1 to 7 of this title to be illegal
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall
be punishable by fine not exceeding one million dollars if a
corporation, or, if any other person, one hundred thousand dollars or
by imprisonment not exceeding three years, or by both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court."  As amended 8-17-37 by
Miller-Tydings amendment!

�! Section 2 -

 a! Monopolizing trade a felony; penalty

"Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt
to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or
persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the
several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a
felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not
exceeding one million dollars if a corporation, or, if any other
person, one hundred thousand dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding
three years, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the
court." -

�! Section 3

 a! Trusts in Territories or District of Columbia
illegal, combination a felony

HEvery contract, combination in form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce in any
Territory of the United States or of the District of Columbia, or in
restraint of trade or commerce between any
Territories and any State or States or the
any State or States or foreign nations, is
person who shall make any such contract or
combination or conspiracy, shall be deemed

such Territory or &#39;

District of Columbia and

declared illegal. Every
engage in any such
guilty of-a felony, and, on

conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding one
million dollars if a corporation, or, if any other person, one hundred
.thousand dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding three years, or by
both said punishments, in the discretion of the court."

�! Section 4

 a! Jurisdiction of courts; duty of district
attorneys; procedure
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"The several district courts of the United
States are invested with jurisdiction to prevent and restrain
violations of section 1-7 of this title; and it shall be the duty of
the several district attorneys of the United States, in their
respective districts, under the direction of the Attorney General, to
institute proceedings in equity to prevent and restrain such
violations. Such proceedings may be by way of petition setting forth
the case and praying that such violation shall be enjoined or
otherwise prohibited. When the parties complained of shall have been
duly notified of such petition and the court shall proceed, as soon as
may be, to the hearing and determination of the case; and pending such
petition and before final decree, the court may at any time make such
temporary restraining order or prohibition as shall be deemed just in
the premises."

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

60-1.2 Other Provisions

There are a number of other laws which are supplementary
to Sherman Act and under which Bureau may be called upon to conduct
investigations. These include:

�! Clayton Act of 1914  Sections 12-27, Title 15!

 a! Section 13 prohibits arbitrary price
discrimination as between different purchasers of like commodities,
where effect of such discrimination may be substantially to lessen
competition or.tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce.
This prohibition does not prevent price differentials which make only
due allowance for differences in cost of manufacture, sale, or
delivery resulting from differing methods or quantities in which such
commodities are sold or delivered. Further, the act does not prohibit
price differentials caused by changes in market conditions or in the
marketability of goods, such as the actual or imminent deterioration
of perishable goods, obsolescence of seasonal goods, distress sales or
sales caused by discontinuance of business.

 b! Clayton Act_ Section 13! also prohibits payment
or acceptance of commission, brokerage or other compensation or
furnishing of services of facilities upon terms not accorded to all
purchasers on proportionally equal terms.
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 c! Section 14 declares unlawful sales or lease
agreements which contain conditions prohibiting buyer or lessee from
using or dealing in goods, machinery or other commodities of
competitors of lessor or seller where effect of such agreement may be
substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly.

 d! Section 15 provides that any person injured in
his business or property by violation of antitrust laws may sue
therefore in any district court of United States in district in which
defendant resides or is found or has an agent, and shall recover
threefold the damages sustained, plus cost of suit, including
reasonable attorney&#39;s fees. The Government may recover actual damages
and cost of suit.

_ e! With respect to suits by injured parties to
recover treble damages, mentioned above, Section 16 provides that a
final judgment or decree rendered in any criminal or civil prosecution
brought by Government under antitrust laws to the effect that
defendant has violated said laws shall be prima facie evidence against
such defendant in any suit brought by any other party as to all
matters established by such defendant&#39;s conviction in Government&#39;s
case. &#39;This does not apply to consent judgments or decrees entered
before any testimony has been
actions brought by Government

 f! Section
is not a commodity or article
that nothing contained in ant
existence and operation of no
horticultural organizations i
to forbid their members from

of such organizations.

 g! Section
of Clayton Act, prohibits acq
of the stock or assets of ano
commerce in any section of th
be substantially to lessen co
monopoly. This section does n
investment, nor does it preve
corporations.

 h! Section
antitrust laws against a corp
district whereof it is an inh
it may be found or transacts

taken or to judgments or decrees in
to recover damages.

17 states, "The labor of a human being�
of commerce." This section provides

itrust laws shall be construed to forbid
nprofit labor, agricultural, or
nstituted for purposes of mutual help, or
lawfully carrying out legitimate objects

18, known as the "Anti�Herger" section
uisition by one corporation of any part
ther corporation.where in any line of
e country, effect of such acquisition may
mpetition, or to tend to create a
ot prohibit purchase of stock solely for
nt formation or ownership of subsidiary

22 provides that any proceeding under
oration may be brought not only in
abitant, but also in any district wherein
business. Section 24 provides that
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directors, officers or agents of a corporation may be found guilty as
individuals for illegal acts of corporation if those acts were
authorized, ordered or done by such individuals.

�!. Robinson-Patman Act of 1936  Section 13 a�c, Title
15!

,This act prohibits sales contracts which allow to
purchaser any discount, rebate, allowance, or advertising service
charge not available to competitors of purchaser. Also prohibits
sales in any part of U.S. at prices lower than those charged
elsewhere, or sales at unreasonably low prices, for purpose of
destroying competition or eliminating a competitor.

�! Miscellaneous

Section 32, Title 15, provides that no person shall
be prosecuted for any transaction, matter or thing concerning which he
may testify or produce evidence in any proceeding under Sections l�l1
of this title, but that he may be prosecuted for perjury committed in
so testifying. Section 33 states that this immunity extends only to a
natural person who, in obedience to a subpoena, gives testimony or
produces evidence, documentary or otherwise, under oath.

Department may request investigation under other statutes
not mentioned_above. In such cases, refer to appropriate_code
section. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 01231/vs

60-1.3 Elements

�! To prove violation of Section 1, Title 15, it must be
shown that:

 a! A contract, combination, agreement or conspiracy
has been formulated which has for its purpose

i  b! The restraint of trade or commerce among the
several states or with foreign nations

3 - Note that this section outlaws per se any
illegal agreement which seeks to set up a restraint of trade.
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&#39; �! Section 2, Title 15, deals with monopolies in
interstate or foreign commerce. Three possible violations exist:

 a! The actual monopolization, or

 b! The attempt to monopolize, or

 c! A conspiracy to monopolize

&#39; Each of the above elements may be considered a
separate and distinct offense.

�! Section 3, Title 15, is aimed against agreements and
combinations in restraint of trade or commerce in any Territory of the
United States or in the District of Columbia or between any Territory
or the District of Columbia and any state or foreign nation. The
section thus adds another jurisdictional element to the statute.

�! Penalty for violating any of the above three sections
is a maximum fine of $1,000,000 if a corporation, or, if any other
person, $100,000, or imprisonment not exceeding three years or both.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

6O�2 POLICY

�! Departmental authority

Investigations conducted only at request of Assistant
Attorney General  AAG! in charge of Antitrust Division of Department.
Upon receipt of request for investigation from Antitrust Division,
FBIHQ forwards to interested field offices_copies of Antitrust
Division letter outlining general scope of investigation desired.
Request from Antitrust Division to serve a civil investigative demand
will be considered by FBIHQ and interested field office will be
instructed to serve demand if considered desirable under existing
circumstances.

�! Request from Antitrust Division representative in the
field &#39;

 a! Since investigations must be authorized by AAG
in charge of Antitrust Division, no requests for investigation
received from antitrust representatives in the field  or from USAs!
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can be afforded attention unless investigation has been authorized by
the AAG and by FBIHQ. In requesting investigation Department may
indicate that case will be handled by a regional office of Antitrust
Division  or by USA.! .Thereafter, supplementary requests may be
received from regional antitrust attorneys  or from USA.! Such re-
quests must.be in writing, and two copies of same are to be furnished
to FBIHQ. -Pursuant to Department&#39;s request, FBIHQ furnishes one copy
to AAG, Antitrust Division. If in an emergency, regional antitrust
attorney  or USA! requests investigation in a matter not previously
authorized by AAG and FBIHQ, matter may be handled by telephone or
teletype.

 b! Agents are to serve civil investigative demands
as requested by the Antitrust Division only with the approval of
FBIHQ. Requests received from regional offices of Antitrust Division
or from USA for Agents to serve demands are to be in writing. Two
copies of requests are to be furnished expeditiously, as warranted by
existing circumstances, to FBIHQ with SAC&#39;s recommendation with
respect to serving same. Sufficient time is to be allowed FBIHQ to
reply if demand will be served unless advised to the contrary by
FBIHQ. FBIHQ will consider approving an Agent to serve a demand only
when the demand is directly associated with a request for Agents to
examine and analyze records furnished in response thereto.

�! Requests from USAs for investigation of new case

D If USA requests investigation of new alleged antitrust
violation, not previously authorized by AAG and FBIHQ, his attention
should be invited to departmental policy which requires prior
authorization by the AAG before institution of a new antitrust case.

�! Receipt of complaints

Upon receipt of complaint in field, thoroughly interview
complainant and obtain from him information suggested under
"Investigative Procedure." Conduct no investigation and submit
closing report. One copy of each report is forwarded by FBIHQ to
Antitrust Division.

�! Advise officials of companies interviewed and those
requested to furnish or give access to files, books, and records that
Bureau investigation is being made at the request of the AAG in charge
of the Antitrust Division, referring to him by name.

�! Involved and complicated antitrust investigations
should be assigned only to Agents with considerable experience in
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conducting this type of investigation. In assigning Agents to assist
in these investigations, every effort should be made to afford
experience to additional personnel.

�! Federal Trade Commission jurisdiction FTC has basic
responsibility for enforcement of Clayton and Robinson-Patman Acts.
Criminal prosecution handled by Antitrust Division of Department. If
it appears FTC has investigated matter being handled by Bureau,
Antitrust Division must be advised and duplication of effort avoided.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

60*3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

�! Handling of original complaints

Where complaint originates in a Bureau field office,
complainant should be=thorough1y interviewed and the following will
illustrate type of information which should be elicited from him:

 a! Details concerning character and course of _
business in particular industry affected and a statement as to manner
in which the alleged violation has been accomplished. Usually, the
complainant is a very satisfactory source of information, in that
being, presumably, an injured party, he is anxious to assist in the
investigation in every respect. Ascertain his exact position in line
of commerce; i.e., whether a retailer, wholesaler, etc.

 b! Names and addresses of all prospective
defendants and such detailed information as may be available
concerning their places in the industry, their parts in alleged
violations, and effect their activities have had on the entire
industry.

 c! Names and addresses of all others engaged in the
industry who are not alleged to have had a part in the conspiracy. In
this group an effort should be made to distinguish between those who
may have been injured by activities of prospective defendants and
those not so injured. Usually those injured in their business by
activities of prospective defendants will cooperate fully with the
Government in investigation and prosecution.

 d! Specific manner in which alleged violation
effected by prospective defendants.
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-  e! Whether prospective defendants are members of a
trade association, and information as to membership practices and
activities of such association. _

p  f! Any other lines of inquiry to secure all
information in complainant&#39;s possession bearing upon alleged
violation. &#39; &#39;

�! Exhibits

 a! Exhibits located during»investigation, either
original documents or copies thereof, should be properly identified by
Agent to permit his testimony as to location of same. .Identifying
data, including date and Agent&#39;s initials, should be placed on
document so as not to invalidate it. If photographs or photostats
made, finished print should be identified. If exhibits are numerous,
a separate listing or "Exhibit Control Sheet" may be made to identify
them. Prepare copies of such list for field, FBIHQ, Antitrust
Division, and USA&#39;s files}

 b! Forward as enclosures to report  properly
described on FD-204!, exhibits, exhibit control sheets, and original
signed statements to FBIHQ for transmittal to Department or to
appropriate Bureau field office for transmittal to regional antitrust
office  or USA! handling case. &#39; _

Exhibits are to include all written material furnished by or obtained
from persons interviewed, such as notes and written responses to
questions. _ ,

 c! Copies of exhibits need not be made for FBIHQ or
field office file unless advisable in view of contemplated future
investigation.

�! Civil investigative demands and designation of deputy
custodians

&#39; Provision of the Antitrust Civil Process Act, Public Law
37-664, 9-19-62,  Title 15, USC, Section 1311-1314!, authorize the
Attorney General and the AAG, Antitrust Division, to compel any
corporation, association, partnership, or other legal entity, not a
natural person, under investigation to produce documentary evidence
relevant to a civil antitrust investigation, prior to institution of
civil or criminal proceedings, by issuance and service of a written
civil investigative demand. The legislation permits use of
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information and documents so obtained in criminal
prosecution. Demands may be served by Agents but
persons served or other officials or employees of
to respond
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antitrust

do not require
the companies served

to questioning by Agents. Agent may also be designated by
the AAG, Antitrust Division, to serve as deputy custodians of
documents so obtained.

by FBIHQ, original and one copy are to be furnished
Original is to be executed by company and forwarded
custodian named therein. Copy is to be retained by
Individual

 a! In serving civil investigative demands approved
individual served.
by company to

company.
relative to demandserved may be advised that any questions

may be directed to custodian named therein. Immediately following
service of demand, Agent serving same shall establish proof of service
by executing a signed certification, properly notarized, which will
identify by number the demand served, name of the individual and
company, and date and place where served. Submit original of
certification immediately to named custodian and retain copy in field
office case file. Advise FBIHQ promptly of service.

,..-_�_�_

Q ....  A  b! To facilitate Bureau examination and analysis of
records obtained by a demand, an Agent who will participate in the
examination and analysis may be selected by SAC to be designated by
AAG, Antitrust Division as deputy custodian of records obtained by
service of demand. FBIHQ is to be promptly advised of identity of
Agent designated so Antitrust Division can be advised.

 c! Agents are not to make material produced in
response to civil investigative demand available to any individual
other than

Department
consent of

EFFECTIVE:

a duly authorized officer, member, or employee of
of Justice without consent of custodian who must obtain
person who produced the material.

01/31/78
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60-4 VENUE

Action against a corporation may be brought not only in
district whereof it is an inhabitant but also in any district wherein
it may be found or transacts business; and all process in such cases
may be served in district of which it is an inhabitant, or wherever it
may be found. Majority of antitrust cases prosecuted as conspiracies
and usual rules as to venue in conspiracy cases apply as to both
corporate and individual defendants.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

60"5 PRIVACY ACT - REQUIREMENTS

When interviewing anyone in the above classification,
except during the criminal phases of the investigation, in order to
solicit information about himself or his own activities, the

"�I. interviewing Agent must follow the procedures described in MIOG: Part  .i- I, 190-5, subparagraphs �! and.�!.

/-"&#39;.-.A.-=

92 ;_ � 51&#39;

When interviewing an individual to solicit information
concerning someone other than the interviewee  thereby classifying
that individual as a source of information!, except during the
criminal phases of the investigation, the interviewing Agent must
follow the procedure relating to promises of confidentiality as
described in MIOG: Part I, 190-7.

EFFECTIVE: OI/31/73

60-6 CHARACTER � ANTITRUST

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

v
_ 5:;
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SECTION 75. BONDSMEN AND SURETIES

75-1 STATUTES

Title 18, USC, Section 1506, paragraph 2, provides that
whoever acknowledges, or procures to be acknowledged in any court of
the U. S., any recognizance, bail or judgment, in the name of any
other person not privy or consenting to the same, shall be fined not
more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

Prosecutions are usually instituted under the perjury
statute  T 18, Sections 1631, 1622!. Occasionally the conspiracy
statute may be used  T 18, Section 371! and USA may consider using
Title 18, Sections 494 and 1001.

EFFECTIVE? 0L/3r178

75-2 ELEMENTS -

See manual section on perjury.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

75-3 POLICY

Bureau investigates fraudulent criminal bail bonds in all
classes of violations of the Federal criminal statutes. Fraudulent
bail bonds involve material misrepresentations and should not be
confused with forfeited bail bonds  not investigated by Bureau! which
involve forfeiture of the bond based on failure of principal to comply
with terms of contract. Cases involving habitual or professional
bondsmen should receive prompt and thorough attention. Bureau does
not investigate immigration bonds furnished in regard to control and
regulation of admission and deportation of aliens.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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75-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

�! Affidavits of justification which are part of a bail
bond include information, such as sureties&#39; financial status, and
misrepresentations therein are usually the basis for perjury and
conspiracy prosecutions.

�! A false statement, under oath, made by a person
justifying as a surety, or a false statement made in testimony taken
before a U. S. Magistrate or other committing magistrate  made by a
person justifying as surety on a criminal bail bond!, is perjury.

�! Fraudulent bonds

Following are suggested leads which may vary depending on
allegation in each case:

 a! Examine court records. After becoming
acquainted with the rules of the court, examine case file in office of
clerk of court in which bond is filed and obtain:

Names and addresses of sureties,

Name of principal, that is, the defendant,

Principal amount of bond, as well as docket
and/or case number assigned to the bond by official taking the same
and the clerk of court,

Listing and description of the property claimed
by sureties, including legal and generally known description of the
property,

Statements made concerning value of such
property, whether encumbrances thereon were listed, and whether or not
the surety had qualified on other bonds, and, if so, the amount, date
and character of the case in connection with which the prior bonds
were furnished,

Name and address of official before whom the
bond was executed,

The nature of the charge in connection with
which the bond was furnished,

Date bond executed.

Sensitive
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 b! Interview court official. He should be
questioned regarding taking of the bond.to determine whether the
sureties were placed under oath, and whether he, the committing
magistrate, made any record of such affirmation. Determine whether
sureties were questioned and whether they gave any testimony with
regard to representations made in the bond. In cases involving "straw
bail" the committing magistrate should be questioned concerning
evidence produced by the sureties to show ownership of the property
listed in the justification of the bond. Sureties are frequently
required to produce tax receipts, warranty deeds, and/or other records
evidencing ownership of property. Any defect in such evidence noticed
by the committing magistrate should be carefully noted and ~
investigated. _

 c! Interview principal and intermediary. Interview
the principal and the person who made arrangements for obtaining the
surety to ascertain the circumstances under which the bonds were
executed by the subjects. Ascertain whether the principal was
acquainted with the surety prior to execution of the bond; whether the
surety solicited the business; or whether the surety was recommended
by a third party and, if so, the identity of such person.

&#39; d! Check title to property. Where it is indicated
that surety does not have title to property pledged, determine whether
surety was the record owner of such property at the time bond was
executed. Search records of the registrar of deeds for full details
of ownership. Actual consideration, which is sometimes disclosed by
internal revenue tax stamps, should be ascertained, if possible.

If no deed to the property listed can be found
on record in the office of the registrar of deeds for the county,
interview the grantor, whose name usually will be disclosed in the
justification of the bond, to determine whether such person deeded the
property to the surety and to obtain all details regarding transfer of
the property, such as consideration paid, whether the grantor
delivered the deed to the surety. Property in question should be
visited to secure a description thereof and to note whether property
is occupied and in particular whether it is occupied by a person other
than the surety. The real owner of the property involved at time the
bond was executed should always be interviewed and his testimony
obtained.

 e! Check assessed and market value of property.
Possible sources are tax records, neighboring property owners,
contractors who made recent improvements, local real estate dealers,
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etc.

 f! Check prior liens. The office of the clerk of
the recorder of deeds can provide appropriate index record books from
which may be obtained a record of mortgages, tax liens, special
assessments, labor liens, judgments, etc., outstanding against the
property at the time the bond was executed.

 g! Determine if property pledged on other bonds
which were still outstanding in state or Federal courts at time bond
which is under investigation was executed.

 h! Interview surety. This may determine whether
subject has good, unrecorded title to property listed in bond and will
obtain his explanation for statements in affidavit.

 i! Check authorization of agent of surety company
when bond furnished by surety company. Determine exact status of
agent for company at time bond executed.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

75-5 VENUE

In district wherein material false statements are made.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

75&#39;6 CHARACTER - BONDSMEN AND SURETIES

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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ESCAPED FEDERAL PRISONERS,
ESCAPE AND RESCUE, ET AL.;
PROBATION VIOLATORS, ET AL.; �
PAROLE VIOLATORS AND MANDATORY RELEASE
VIOLATORS

p SECTION 76.

76-1 ESCAPED FEDERAL PRISONERS, ESCAPE AND RESCUE

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.1 Background

The Escape and Rescue Statute| ERS!,|Tit1e 18, USC,
Sections 751-757, was enacted on 9/1/58. [By MOU, effective 10/1/79,
the U.S. Marshals Service  USMS! was given investigative and
apprehension responsibility for violations of the ERS. By Department
of Justice  DOJ! directive concerning the "Policy on Fugitive
Apprehension in FBI and DEA Cases," dated 8/11/88, the USMS was given
the responsibility of apprehending Federal escapees regardless of the
nature of the Federal offense for which the prisoner was held, but
does not specify that the USMS had investigative responsibility as set
forth in the 1979 MOU. This matter was clarified by DOJ on 12/11/91.
DOJ ruled that the FBI would maintain primary investigative
jurisdiction over conspiracy to violate the ERS pertaining to any
person s! who rescues, instigates or assists in the escape or planned
escape of a Federal prisoner from custody of an institution or
officer. A field office wanting to conduct a fugitive investigation
only must secure the specific approval of FBI Headquarters and obtain
the concurrence of USHS. This can be effected through the
Fugitive/Government Reservation Crimes Unit, Criminal Investigative
Division.|

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.2 Principal Statutes and Penalties

&#39; Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76�1.2.1 Section 751.
From Custody

Prisoners Escaping or Attempting to Escape
of an Institution or Officer

" a! Whoever escapes or attempts to escape from the
custody of the Attorney General or his authorized representative, or
from any institution or facility in which he is confined by direction
of the Attorney General, or from any custody under or by virtue of any
process issued under the laws of the United States by any court, i
judge, or magistrate, or from the custody of an officer or employee of
the United States pursuant to lawful arrest, shall, if the custody or
confinement is by virtue of an arrest on a charge of felony, or
conviction of any offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
not more than five years, or both; or if the custody or confinement is
for extradition or by virtue of an arrest or charge of or for a
misdemeanor, and prior to conviction, be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

" b! Whoever escapes or attempts to escape from the
custody of the Attorney General or his authorized representative, or
from any institution or facility in which he is confined by direction
of the Attorney General, or from any custody under or by virtue of any
process issued under the laws of the United States by any court,
judge, or magistrate, or from the custody of an officer or employee of
the United States pursuant to lawful arrest, shall, if the custody or
confinement is by virtue of a lawful arrest for a violation of any law
of the United States not punishable by death or life imprisonment and
committed before such person&#39;s eighteenth birthday, and as to whom the
Attorney General has not specifically directed the institution of
criminal proceedings, or by virtue of a commitment as a juvenile
delinquent under section 5034 of this title, be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year or both. Nothing herein
contained shall be construed to affect the discretionary authority
vested in the Attorney General pursuant to section 5032 of this
title." I

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76�1.2.2&#39; Section 752. Rescuing, Instigating or Assisting Escape

" a! Whoever rescues or attempts to rescue or
instigates, aids or assists the escape, or attempt to escape, of any
person arrested upon a warrant or other process issued under-any law
of the United States, or committed to the custody of the Attorney
General or to any institution or facility by his direction, shall, if
the custody or confinement is by virtue of an arrest on a charge of
felony, or conviction of any offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both; or, if the custody or
confinement is for extradition or by virtue of an arrest or charge of
or for a misdemeanor, and prior to conviction, be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. &#39;

" b! Whoever rescues or attempts to rescue or
instigates, aids, or assists the escape or attempted escape of any
person in the custody of the Attorney General or his authorized
representative, or of any person arrested upon a warrant or other
process issued under any law of the United States or from any
institution or facility in which he is confined by direction of the
Attorney General, shall, if the custody or confinement is by virtue of
a lawful arrest for a violation of any law of the United States not
punishable by death or life imprisonment and committed before such
person&#39;s eighteenth birthday, and as to whom the Attorney General has
not specifically directed the institution of criminal proceedings, or
by virtue of a commitment as a juvenile delinquent under Section 5034
of this title, be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

I76-1.2.3 Section 753. Rescue to Prevent Execution
"Whoever, by force, sets at liberty or rescues any person

found guilty in any court of the United States of any capital crime,
while going to execution or during execution, shall be fined not more
than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty-five years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/87
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1 76-1.2.4 Section 754. Rescue of Body of Executed Offender

"Whoever, by force, rescues or attempts to rescue, from
the custody of any marshal or his officers, the dead body of an
executed offender, while it is being conveyed to a place of dissection
as provided by Section 3567 of this title, or by force rescues or
attempts to rescue such body from the place where it has been
deposited for dissection in pursuance of said Section 3567, shall be
fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

both."|

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

II76-1.2.5] Section 755. Officer or Other Person Permitting Escape

H "Whoever, having in his custody any prisoner by virtue of
&#39; 1_ process issued under the laws of the United States by any court,

&#39;7- r judge, or commissioner, voluntarily suffers such prisoner to escape,
� shall be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than two

years, or both; or if he negligently suffers such person to escape, he
shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than one
year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

||76-1.2.6 Section.756. Internee of Belligerent Nation
"Whoever, within the jurisdiction of the United

aids or entices any person belonging to the armed forces of
belligerent nation or faction who is interned in the United
accordance with the law of nations, to escape or attempt to

States,
a
States
escape

in

from the jurisdiction of the United States or from the limits of
internment prescribed, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87
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76-1.2.7 Section 757. Prisoners of War or Enemy Aliens

"Whoever procures the escape of any prisoner of war held
by the United States or any of its allies, or the escape of any person
apprehended or interned as an enemy alien by the United States or any
of its allies, or advises, connives at, aids, or assists in such
escape, on aids, relieves, transports, harbors, conceals, shelters,
protects, holds correspondence with, gives intelligence to, or
otherwise assists any such prisoner of war or enemy alien, after his
escape from custody, knowing him to be such prisoner of war or enemy
alien, or attempts to commit or conspires to commit any of the above
acts, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than
ten years, or both.

"The provisions of this section shall be in addition to
and not in substitution for any other provision of law."|

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

76-1.2.3 Section 1072. Harboring or Concealing an Escaped Prisoner

�Whoever willfully harbors or conceals any prisoner after
his escape from the custody of the Attorney General or from a Federal
penal or correctional institution, shall be imprisoned not more than
three years."

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.2.9 Miscellaneous Statutes

Title 18, USC, Sections 1791 and 1792, which deal with the
Bureau&#39;s substantive 90 classification, Irregularities in Federal
Penal Institutions, should be considered, if appropriate, in
connection with violations of the sections enumerated above.  See
Part I, Section 90 of this manual.!

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76~l.2.l0 Violations Subsequent to Escape

If subsequent Federal violations occur during or after an
escape, the FBI shall investigate these separate violations. In these
cases, the FBI and the USMS shall coordinate their investigations in
an effort to effect the escapee&#39;s apprehension at the earliest date.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76�1.3 FBI Jurisdiction

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/B9

76-1.3.1 cehere1| see MIOG, Part 1, 76�1.3.10�!.!|

�! By Department of Justice|ruling 12/ll/91,�primary|investigative jurisdictionjpertaining to conspiracy to violate
the ERS was given to the FBI.l Accordingly, the USMS, &#39;
effective|l2/11/91,1has investigativeland apprehension responsibility
only over those subjects who actually escape from the custody of an
institution or an officer. Any investigation concerning conspiracy to
escape should be initiated under Bureau classification 90,
Irregularities in Federal Penal Institutions  IFPI!.|

_ �! If|an|escaped Federal prisoner  EFF! subject, within
the primary jurisdiction of the USMS also becomes an FBI substantive
fugitive, of course,]the FBI|wil1 seek his/her apprehension under the
substantive case, but "O0" must advise the|U.S. Marshal| USM! in the
district holding the warranty of its fugitive involvement and notify
the USM&#39;s office promptly upon apprehension. This notification will,
of course, not change the existing procedure of advising the USM in
the district where the subject is located.

�! Should an EFP within the responsibility of the USMS
become ajsuspect/subjectjin an FBI substantive case and "O0" desires
to actively seek the subject&#39;s apprehension under the ongoing
substantive matter, this may be done, provided the USMS is notified
and the fugitive aspects of the case are an FBI-USHS coordinated
effort. Of course, when the fugitive is apprehended or eliminated as
alsuspect/subjectjin the substantive case which no longer demands FBI
fugitive involvement, the appropraite USM must be notified.
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�! If any subject of an existing USMS responsibility EFP
matter is wanted as a fugitive in an FBI substantive case, the
existing "76" case should be consolidated and handled as a dual
character substantive case.

�! If for some reason it should become imperative for an
office �0! to initiate a "76"  EFP! fugitive investigation, involving
a non*FBI case, advise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding
FBI involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.3.2 Prosecution

Investigative jurisdiction and responsibility
~&#39; &#39;_ for|conspiracy to violate the ERS rests with the FBI effective" .
Q f 12/11/91. In these matters, it is the FBI&#39;s responsibility to secure
�~ &#39; a prosecutive opinion from the USA and prepare reports suitable for

prosecutive use.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.3.3 Obtaining Process

�! A prisoner who escapes is an automatic fugitive. No
process whatsoever is necessary in cases involving escapes after
convictions and sentencing.

�! Inasmuch as removal proceedings may be necessary in
those cases involving escapes before conviction and sentencing, a new
warrant should be obtained on the original substantive offense if the
offense was within the Bureau&#39;s primary jurisdiction.

�! In those cases in which the original offense was not
within the Bureau&#39;s primary jurisdiction, the USA should be promptly
contacted so that a warrant may be obtained under section 751.

 lam&#39;, ""5:. .,..
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EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76�l.3.4 Declination of Prosecution or Dismissal of Process

If the USA declines prosecution of the escapee for EFP or
later dismisses the outstanding EFP process while the escapee is in

I fugitive status, the fugitive investigationIshould continue.I Whetherprosecution under the Escape and Rescue Act is anticipated has no
bearing on the responsibility to locate Federal escapees since the
major objective is to return them to Federal custody to complete their
sentence or face the original pending Federal charge.

EFFECTIVE: O9/10/79

76"1.3.5 Escapees from Residential Treatment Centers, Furloughs,
{� I and Extended Limits of Confinement
92m .1* Those prisoners assigned to residential treatment centers,

granted furloughs, and/or extension of limits of confinement by the
Attorney General, as set out in Title 18, USC, Section 4802, are in
escape status within the Escape and Rescue Act when they fail to
return to their place of assignment or from furlough as provided by

I the instructions given them and fall within theIUSHS&#39;sIjurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76�l.3.6 INS Escapees

Aliens who escape while in the custody of the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service, while being heldadministratively pending deportation proceedings or on the basis of a
warrant of deportation, rather than a substantive Federal offense such
as illegal entry or smuggling, are not subject to prosecution under

I the Escape and Rescue Act and are to be sought for by INS.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

 TF-$1
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76"l.3.7 State Prisoners in Federal Custody

�! Title 18, USC, Section 5003, authorized the Attorney
General to contract with officials of a state for the custody of a
state prisoner convicted in a state court.

�! A prisoner committed to the custody of the Attorney
General under this section who escapes or attempts to escape violates

I Title 18, USC, Section 751, and falls within theIUSMS&#39;sI jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: O9/10/79

76�1.3.8 Military Prisoners

Prisoners convicted and sentenced by a military
court-martial are subject to prosecution for EFP and fall within

If I theIUSHS&#39;sIjurisdiction if the following conditions exist:
  F �! The prisoner was_committed to the custody of the

I Attorney General by the terms of the court-martial sentence. When
these conditions exist, the prisoner comes into the constructivecustody of the Attorney General at the time sentence is rendered and

I thereby becomes subject to prosecution for EFP ifIhe/sheIescapes or
attempts to escape.

-_,_,

�! The prisoner is committed to a place of detention
operated by_the armed service by the terms of the court-martial but is
subsequently.transferred to the custody of the Attorney General. When
these facts exist the prisoner must actually come into the physical

I custody of the Attorney General or one o£IAttorney General&#39;sIauthorized representatives and then escape or attempt to escape before
this act can be applied.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

.&#39;:._|_. 92 92
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76-1.3.9 Escapes From Local Custody Where a Federal Detainer has
been Filed or the Subject has been Federally Sentenced

&#39; Concurrently or Consecutively to the State Offense

�! When a subject in state custody has been charged
federally with an offense under the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction and the Federal
detainer has been filed but the Federal warrant has not been executed
and the subject escapes from local custody,lsubject|is a Bureau
fugitive under the substantive Bureau offense and should be located
and apprehended on the basis of the original warrant charging
|subject|with the Bureau offense.

�! When a subject has been convicted of a state offense
and while in state custody the Federal warrant has been executed and
the subject is convicted of a Bureau or non-Bureau Federal offense and
sentenced concurrently rather than consecutively to the state offense
and escapes from local custody,|subject|is an EFP under the Escape and
Rescue Act and should be located and apprehended|by the USMS.|

�! When&#39;a&#39;subject in state custody has been charged
federally with an offense not under the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction and Federal
detainer has been filed and the subject escapes from local
custody,|subject|is not an EFF or Bureau fugitive. The office
covering the place of escape may institute a fugitive investigation
under the Fugitive Felon Act if requested by the local authorities.

�! When a subject has been convicted of a state offense
and while in state custody the subject is convicted for a Bureau or
non-Bureau Federal offense but has not yet been sentenced federally or
has been federally sentenced consecutively rather than concurrently
and the subject escapes from local custody,|subject|is not an EFP or
Bureau fugitive. The office covering the place of escape may
institute a fugitive investigation under the Fugitive Felon Act if
requested by the local authorities.

�! The above examples should be distinguished from the
situation in which a subject is arrested by the FBI or another Federal
agency and is temporarily lodged in a state facility pending his/her
appearance before the U.S. Magistrate. If the subject escapes from
this state facility, he/she is an EFP and since he/she escaped prior
to conviction, a new warrant should be obtained on the original
process if the offense was within the Bureau&#39;s primary jurisdiction.
In these instances the case should be worked out of the substantive
matter and EFP added to the character. The fugitive aspects should be
coordinated with the USMS and EFP prosecution, by no means,
overlooked. In those cases in which the offense was not within the
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Bureau&#39;s primary jurisdiction, the USMS should handle.�

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-1.3.10 Escapes From Civil Confinement

�! The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984  CCCA of
84! was enacted into law on 10/12/84. This Act was responsible for a
significant number of changes in the Federal criminal justice system
including escapes from Federal civil confinement in EFP matters.

�! Chapter X, Part L, of the CCCA of 84, entitled
"Escape From Custody Resulting From Civil Commitment," amends the
Recalcitrant Witness Statute, Title 28, USC, Section 1826, by adding
Subsection  c!. Subsection  c! covers an escape by an individual who
has been civilly confined for refusing to testify before a Federal
court or grand jury pursuant to Section 1826. ,Subsection  c! also
covers the escape by an individual following a verdict of not guilty
only by reason of insanity and subsequent confinement pursuant to the
civil commitment statute, Title 18, USC, Section 4243, added by
Chapter IV of the CCCA of 84, entitled-"Insanity Defense Reform Act of
1984." In addition, Subsection  c! also covers attempted escapes by
individuals confined in the above situations and individuals who aid
or assist in such escapes or attempted escapes. Violators are subject
to imprisonment for a maximum of three years and a fine of up to
$10,000.

�! It should be noted that under prior law, persons who
escaped from confinement resulting from a civil contempt order under
Section 1826 could not be prosecuted since the Escaped Federal
Prisoners Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 751, was limited to escapes
from custody or confinement by virtue of an arrest or conviction.
Section 1826  c! was passed to remedy this situation.

p �! Subsection 1826  c! applies from the moment the
verdict of not guilty only by reason of insanity is announced until
the subject is released after a subsequent court hearing under Section
4243  c!, or is unconditionally released by Federal authorities, or
until a state authority takes custody of him/her. Furthermore,
Subsection 1826  c! does not require that the abovermentioned escapes
occur while the individual was held under actual guard or direct
physical restraint; therefore, custody may be minimal or constructive.

�! Investigative jurisdiction between the FBI and the
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USHS over Subsection 1826  c! escapes and subsequent criminal activity
by the subjects is identical to the respective jurisdictions dictated
by the Department of Justice]ruling|pertaining to EFP matters as set
forth in|76�l.3.1.| &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76�l.4 Notification Concerning Escapes and Apprehensions

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.�.1 Bureau of Prisons

The Bureau of Prisonsl BOP!|facilities should notify the
nearest|FBI office and|USHS office and furnish the details of each
escape. |The FBI should be notified of escape conspiracy information
which becomes known to the BOP.| 0

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.4.2 Bureau Office

�! In liaison contacts ensure that all escapes
involving|conspiracy or|another FBI violation are promptly reported to
the appropriate FBI office so that substantive investigation and FBI-
USMS coordinated fugitive inquiry can be initiated.

�!
those instances

criminal having

FBIHQ should be promptly notified by teletype in
involving a major mass escape or the escape of a
considerable notoriety of interest to the FBI.

�! Upon the location of apprehension of the EFP, the USM
of the district where located or apprehended should be immediately
notified and requested to take custody.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76�1.5 Investigative Procedures

�! Investigation should be given preferred and
expeditious attention as soon as the escape is reported in order to
promptly apprehend the escapee before he/she is able to leave the
general area where the escape was effected.

�! A definite, prearranged counterescape plan should be
formulated concerning roadblocks, terrain search, notification to
local police agencies and other investigative steps which, if logical
and appropriate, can be immediately utilized.

�! The prison official reporting the escape should be
interviewed regarding the complete details of the escape. This
information should be recorded on an FD�302 as possible testimony in
the"event the escapee is later prosecuted for-EFP.

�! An Agent should promptly examine the subject&#39;s prison
records to obtain any additional information of lead value.

�! The office of origin should promptly request the
office covering the territory in which the escapee was convicted to
review appropriate records and set out the necessary leads in an
effort to apprehend the subject.

�! When reports concerning missing prisoners are
received, close liaison must be maintained so that if it proves to be
an escape, investigation can be immediately instituted.

�! Upon the escapee&#39;s location or apprehension he/she
should be interviewed in detail regarding his/her escape to ensure
successful prosecution.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.6 Office of Origin
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EFFECTIVE: O7/11/85

76-1.6.1 General Rule

�! The office of origin shall be that office covering
the place of the escape, attempted escape, or other offense.

�! Once an escaped Federal prisoner has been apprehended
the office of origin must promptly notify the correctional institution
from which the subject escaped.

EFFECTIVE: D7/11/35

76-1.6.2 Exception Case

When a prisoner is released on furlough from a-facility in
one territory to voluntarily report for permanent transfer to a
facility in another territory and prisoner fails to report as required
 escapes!, the Department has held that venue for EFP prosecution is
where the subject was required and failed to report. Therefore, the
office covering this location will act as the office of origin in
directing the fugitive investigation and will also present the EFP
violation for prosecutive opinion.  Only when investigation
specifically authorized by FBIHQ.! i

EFFECTIVE: 07/ll/85

76-1.7 Venue

Prosecution shall be in the district in which the escape,
attempted escape, or other offense was committed.

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78
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76*1.8 Reporting Procedures  See HIOG, Part I, 25-1O, 76�2.9,
76-3.13, 88�12, 115�7 & Part II, 21-29.!

�! No communication need be submitted to FBIHQ at the
outset of a routine nonfugitive investigation handled under the Escape
and Rescue Statute; however, should good judgment dictate that FBIHQ
and/or the Bureau of Prisons Headquarters be advised of such inquiry,
a teletype or airtel, together with LHM  if dissemination desired!,
should be submitted to FBIHQ.

�! If the subject of an escaped Federal prisoner or
Escape and Rescue matter is placed in a fugitive status, two copies
of an FD-65 should be promptly forwarded to|FBIHQ, and one copy
submitted directly to the Savannah Information Technology Center
 SITC!,lby the office of origin. Upon the fugitive&#39;s apprehension or
location, the locating office must promptly notify FBIHQ by teletype
 at least ROUTINE in precedence!, followed by Form FD-515 entry into
the Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application  ISRAA!.
The office of origin must ensure that all auxiliary offices are
notified&#39;by teletype to discontinue.

~�! One copy of a Prosecutive Report should be submitted
to FBIHQ upon the authorization of prosecution by the USA, or when a
specific request for such report is made by the USA or FBIHQ.

�! In reporting the results of prosecutive action
following the submission of a Prosecutive Report, while Form R-SA  if
applicable! is to be forwarded to FBIHQ, a separate letter  airtel
with LHH if dissemination desired! should also be submitted detailing
the final disposition of each subject. The required letter should
note that Form FD-515 has been entered into the ISRAA.

EFFECTIVE: 10/11/94
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92176�1.992 Character
 l! Escaped Federal Prisoner, applies to all escapes and ,

attempted escapes under Section 751.
�! Escape and Rescue, applies to all other cases under

Sections 752, 755, 756, and 757.

�! Escaped Federal Prisoner - Harboring, applies to
cases under Section 1072.

�! Irregularities in Federal Penal Institutions, applies
to all violations of Sections 1791 and 1792-which arise fro m

investigations of the sections enumerated above.

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

If 76-2 PROBATION VIOLATORS

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89 &#39;

76-2.1 Background

| By Department of Justice directive datedl8/11/88,|the U.S.Marshals Service  USMS! under Title 18, USC, Sections 365l�3656, was giventhe responsibility for the apprehension of all Federal probation vi 1 t
 P _ . . .

o a ors

BV! With the specific approval of FBIHQ and the concurrence of the
USMS, an office may conduct such an inquiry.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

1
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76-2.2 Principal Statute - Section 3651- Suspension of Sentence
and Probation

"Upon entering a judgment of conviction of any
punishable by death or life imprisonment, any court having
try offenses against the United States when satisfied that
justice and the best interest of the public as well as the
be served thereby, may suspend the imposition or execution

offense not

jurisdiction to
the ends of
defendant will
of sentence and

place the defendant on probation for such period and upon such terms and
conditions as the court deems best.

�Upon entering a judgment of conviction of any offense not

punishable by death or life imprisonment, if the maximum punishment
provided for such offense is more than six months, any court having
jurisdiction to try offenses against the United States, when satisfied
that the ends of justice and the best interest of the public as well as
the defendant will be served thereby, may impose a sentence in excess of
six months and provide that the defendant be confined in a
institution for a period not exceeding six months and that

 �*"> deems best.

jail-type
the execution

of the remainder of the sentence be suspended and the defendant placed on
probation for such period and&#39;upon such terms and conditions as the court &#39;

Probation may be granted whether the offense is punishable by
fine or imprisonment or both. If an offense is punishable by both fine
and imprisonment, the court may impose a fine and place the defendant on
probation as to imprisonment. Probation may be limited to one or more
counts or indictments, but, in the absence of express limitations, shall
extend to the entire sentence and judgment.

s ll The court may revoke or modify any condition of probation or
may change the period of probation. The period of probation, together
with any extension thereof, shall not exceed five years.

"While on probation and among the conditions thereof, the
defendant may be required to pay a fine in one or several sums; and may be
required to make restitution or reparation to aggrieved parties for actual
damages or loss caused by the offense for which conviction was had; and
may be required to provide for the support of any persons,
support he is legally responsible. S l &#39;

for whose

"The defendant&#39;s liability for any fine or other punishment
imposed as to which probation is granted, shall be fully discharged by the

gm fulfillment of the terms and conditions of probation."
. ya. _:4

fw�
L".-�
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/39

76�2.3 Definition

For Bureau purposes, a probation violator fugitive is a subject
for whom a probation violator  bench! warrant was issued by a U.S.
District Court and whose location is unknown at the time the warrant is
issued.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

7642.4 Requests for Assistance

�! Investigation should not be initiated by an office.
| If assistance is requested, any such requests should, afterl8/ll/88,| be" W referred to the USMS. Specific FBIHQ approval must be obtained and USHS*L 5 concurrence and very unusual circumstances must exist for FBI involvement

"� without a substantive violation. &#39;
I �! If, after|8/ll/88,|a new PBV subject, within the primaryjurisdiction of the USMS also becomes an FBI substantive fugitive, of

course, we will seek his/her apprehension under the substantive case, but
"O0" must advise the USM in the district holding the warrant of its -
fugitive involvement and notify USM&#39;s office promptly upon apprehension.
This notification will, of course, not change the existing procedure of
advising the USM in the district where-the subject is located.

I �! Should, afterl8/11/88;la PBV within the responsibility of
the USMS become a suspect in an FBI substantive case and "00" desires to
actively seek the subject&#39;s apprehension under the ongoing substantive
matter, this may be done provided the USMS is notified and the fugitive
aspects of the case are an FBI-USMS coordinated effort. Of course, whenthe fugitive is apprehended or eliminated as a suspect in the substantive
case which no longer demands FBI fugitive involvement, the appropriate USM
must be notified.

�! If any subject of an existing USMS responsibility PBV
matter is wanted as a fugitive in an FBI substantive case, the existing
"76" case should be consolidated and handled as a dual character
substantive case.

0&#39;--.-3 . ,._:-ti Q J. �! If for some reason it should become imperative for an "00"
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to initiate a "76"  PBY! fugitive investigation, involving a non�FBI case,
advise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding FBI involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.5 Preliminary Investigation

In addition to the usual fugitive investigation, the following
sources should be contacted at the outset of the investigation to obtain
information of lead value.

�! The U.S. Probation Officer to whom the subject was placed
under supervision.

�! The USM to whom the warrant was forwarded.

EFFEcT1vE:>09/20/89

76-2.6 Apprehension or Location 92

�! When a probation violator is apprehended violator should be
turned over to the nearest USM. If located in custody, the USH should be
advised of violator�s location. I

�! In addition, the nearest U.S. Probation Officer should be
notified of the subject&#39;s apprehension or location.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.7 Prosecution

Probation violation is a nonprosecutable offense. When
apprehended, the court may revoke the probation and require the subject to
serve the original sentence imposed, or any lesser sentence, and if
imposition of sentence was suspended, may impose any sentence which might
originally have been imposed.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: O9/20/89

76�2.8 Office of Origin

The office of origin shall be that office in whose territory the
probation violator warrant was issued for the subject.

EFFECTIVE: O9/10/79

76*2.9 Reporting Procedures  See MIOG, Part I, 25-1O, 76*l.8,
76-3.13, 83&#39;12, 115-7 & Part II, 21-Z9.!

�! Upon initiating a probation violator investigation,
two copies of an FD-65 must be promptly forwarded to|FBIHQ, and onecopy submitted directly to the Savannah Information Technology Centerii -  SITC!,|by the office of origin. Upon the fugitive&#39;s apprehension or= location, the locating office must promptly notify FBIHQ by teletype��  at least ROUTINE in precedence!, followed by Form FD�515 entry intothe Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application  ISRAA!.
The office of origin must ensure that all auxiliary offices are
notified by teletype to discontinue. _

�! As a general rule, Prosecutive Reports are notrequired in probation violator cases and, therefore, are not to be
submitted to FBIHQ unless a specific request is made for same.

EFFECTIVE: 10/11/94

76�2.lO Character

Probation Violator  PBV!.  The original substantive offense
should not be included in the character.!

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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76-3 PAROLE VIOLATORS AND MANDATORY RELEASE VIOLATORS

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76�3.1 Background

I By Department of Justice directive dated|8/ll/88,|the U.S.
Marshals Service  USMS! was given the responsibility for apprehending all
parole Violators  PV!, Title 18, USC, Sections 4202�&207, and 5037, and
mandatory release violators  MRV!, Title 18, USC, Sections 4161-4166, when
referred for assistance by the U.S. Parole Commission  USPC!. With the
specific approval of FBIHQ and the concurrence of the USMS and USPC, an
office may conduct such an inquiry.

�EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

I ,
76�3.2 Principal Statutes

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89 T

76-3.2.1 Section 4202. Adult Prisoners Eligible for Parole

"A Federal prisoner, other than a juvenile delinquent or a
committed youth offender, wherever confined and serving a definite term or
terms of over one hundred and eighty days, whose record shows that he has
observed the rules of the institution in which he is confined, may be
released on parole after serving one-third of such term or terms or after
serving fifteen years of a life sentence or of a sentence of over
forty�five years."

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-3.2.2 Section 5017. Release of Youth Offenders

" a! The Division may at any time after reasonable notice to the
Director release conditionally under supervision a committed youth
offender. When, in the judgment of the Director, a committed youth
offender should be released conditionally under supervision he shall so

- report and recommend to the Division.

" b! The Division may discharge a committed youth offender
unconditionally at the expiration of one year from the date of conditional
release.

" c! A youth offender committed under Section 5010  b! of this
chapter shall be released conditionally under supervision on or before the
expiration of four years from the date of his conviction and shall be "
discharged unconditionally on or before six years from the date of his
conviction.

" d! A youth offender committed under Section 5010  c! of this
&#39; - chapter shall be released conditionally under supervision not later than
i 7* two years before the expiration of the term imposed by the court. He may
�"" be discharged unconditionally at the expiration of not less than one year

from the date of his conditional release. He shall be discharged
unconditionally on or before the expiration of the maximum sentence
imposed, computed uninterruptedly from the date of conviction.�

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76"3.2.3 Section 5037. Parole of Juvenile Delinquents

- A juvenile delinquent who has been committed and who, by his/her
conduct, has given sufficient evidence that he/she has reformed, may be
released on parole at any time under such conditions
and regulations as the|USPC|deems proper if it shall appear to the
satisfaction of such]Commission92that there is reasonable probability that
the juvenile will remain at liberty without violating the law.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

- � .�;.�,
. 3;-<:i�- ;/
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76"3.2.4 Section 4164. Mandatory Released Prisoner Treated as
Parolee -

A prisoner having served|his/herlterm or terms less good time
deductions shall, upon release, be deemed as if released on parole until
the expiration of the maximum term or terms for which
he/she|was sentenced less one hundred and eighty days.

92

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76�3.3_ Definition

|A parole or mandatory release violator fugitive is a
subject for whom a parole or mandatory release violator warrant has
been issued by the USPC. No other process is necessary and these
warrants are valid anywhere in the United States or its territories.|

EFFECTIVE: 09/1O/79

76�3.4 Distinction Between Parole and Mandatory Release p

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.4.1 Parole

Parole of adult prisoners, youth offenders, and juvenile
delinquents is within the discretion of the USPC as provided in Sections
4202, 5017, and 5037 respectively.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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76-3.4.2 Mandatory Release

�! Mandatory release is not within the discretion of the USPC.
If not paroled, prisoners have a legal right to be mandatorily released
either conditionally or unconditionally, when they have served their
sentence with "good time" and "industrial good time" deducted, provided
their conduct has been satisfactory.

�! The amount of "good time" and "industrial good time" a
prisoner may acquire is statutory and dependent upon the length of his/her
sentence.

�! Section 4161 provides the rate of five days "good time" per
month for prisoners sentenced from six months to one year, six days per
month on sentences of one to three years, and so on up to the maximum
allowance of ten days per month if the sentence is ten years or more.

n �! Section 4162 provides for up to three additional days per
,_ month of "industrial good time" for actual employment while incarcerated K . the first year and up to, but not to_exceed, five days per month for any

.;- succeeding year of incarceration.
�! If the "good time" and "industrial good-time" earned is

more than 180 days, he/she is conditionally released for this period of
"good time" and "industrial good time" earned less 180 days. i

�! A conditional release places the individual under the
supervision of a U.S. Probation Officer. If he/she violates the
conditions while under supervision, a mandatory release violator&#39;s warrant
can be issued for his/her arrest.

�! If the "good time" and "industrial good time" earned is 180
days or less, the prisoner is unconditionally released after he/she has
served his/her sentence less "good time" and "industrial good time"
earned.

 8! An unconditional release does not place the individual
under the supervision of the USPC, therefore, a mandatory release
violator�s warrant cannot be subsequently issued.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

QZTQF 76-3.5 Deleted
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76�3.6 I Requests for Assistance

�! All parole violator and mandatory release violator warrants
are issued by the regional offices of the USPC. Any request for FBI
assistance received from the U.S. Probation Officer should be referred to the

I USHS after|8/ll/88.] Specific FBIHQ approval, USMS and USPC concurrence, and i
very unusual circumstances must exist for FBI involvement without a
substantive violation.

| �! If, after|8/11/88,|a new PV or MRV subject within the
primary jurisdiction of the USMS also becomes an FBI substantive fugitive,
of course, we will seek his/her apprehension under the substantive case,
but "00" must advise the USM in the district holding the warrant of its
fugitive involvement and notify USM�s office promptly upon apprehension.
This notification will, of course, not change the existing procedure of<� "t advising the USM in the district where the subject is located.

| �! &#39; Should, after|8/ll/88,|a PV or MRV within the
responsibility of the USMS become a suspect in an FBI substantive case and
"00" desires to actively seek the subject&#39;s apprehension under the ongoing
substantive matter, this may be done provided the USMS is notified and the
fugitive aspects of the case are an FBI�USMS coordinated effort. Of
course, when the fugitive is apprehended or eliminated as a suspect in the
substantive case which no longer demands FBI fugitive involvement, the
appropriate USM must be notified.

�! If any subject of an existing USHS responsibility PV or MRV
matter is wanted as a fugitive in an FBI substantive case, the existing
"76"  PV or HRV! case should be consolidated and handled as a dual
character substantive case.

�! If for some reason it should become imperative for an "00"
to initiate a "76"  PV or HRV! fugitive investigation involving a non-FBI
case, advise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding FBI involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/09

- - .3� 1. Y 2.
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76-3.7 U.S. Parole Commission Structure

�! Through the Parole Commission and Reorganization Act of
5-l4-74, the U.S. Board of Parole became known as the U.S. Parole
Commission. .

I �! |Deleted|
�! Starting in May, 1974, its headquarters in Washington,

D.C., was abolished and they instituted a policy of decentralization and
region� alization through the creation of five regions with headquarter
regional offices established as follows:

Philadelphia Northeast
Atlanta Southeast
Dallas South Central
Kansas City North Central
San Francisco Western

 wiq I �! [DeTeted|
EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.8 Preliminary Investigation

In addition to the usual fugitive investigation the following
sources should be contacted at the outset of the investigation to obtain
information of lead value.

�! The U.S. Probation Officer to whom the subject was paroled
or released for supervision.

1 �! The USM to whom the warrant was forwarded by the USPC.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

i  &#39;1:  #7.�.,-35:1 &#39;
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76-3.9 Apprehension or Location

�! when a parole or mandatory release violator is apprehended
he/she should be turned over to the nearest USH. If located in custody,
the USM should be advised of vio1ator&#39;s location.

�! In addition, the_nearest U.S. Probation Officer should be
notified of the subject&#39;s apprehension or location.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

76-3.10 Prosecution

Parole and mandatory release violations are nonprosecutable
offenses. When apprehended, the USPC may modify the terms and conditions
of the parole or revoke the parole and require the prisoner to serve all
or any part of the remainder of the original sentence.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

76-3.11 Youth Offender Subjects

�! |Though the Federal Youth Corrections Act  FYCA! was
repealed by the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of l98�, Public Law
98-473, effective 10/12/84, individuals under the age of 22 being
sentenced before that date upon a guilty plea or conviction were
eligible for special sentencing conditions under the FYCA.

�! Prior to 8-1-77, an individual sentenced under the FYCA,
who was released prior to his/her sentence termination date and
subsequently declared a parole or mandatory release violator, could only
be sought as a fugitive until his/her sentence termination date.

�! If the subject avoided apprehension until subject&#39;s
sentence termination date, the warrant was withdrawn by the USPC and the
fugitive investigation was discontinued.

&#39; �! This policy was based on the USPC regulation that a youth
offender&#39;s sentence continues to run from the date of sentencing and the
issuance of a parole or mandatory release violator&#39;s warrant does not toll
the sentence termination date.V � .-,1.

.2=�
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�! As of 8-1-77, a new regulation of the USPC now provides
that the issuance of a parole or mandatory release violator&#39;s warrant
tolls the sentence tefmination date of the youth offender if he/she is
charged with absconding from supérvision&#39;or is in escape status.

�! Based on this regulation, the fugitive investigation for a
youth offender should not be discontinued upon his/her sentence
termination date if he/she has been charged with absconding from
supervision or is in escape status.

�! For those youth offenders who are declared parole or
mandatory release violators and not so charged or in escape status, the
warrant will be withdrawn by the USPC upon his/her sentence termination
date and the Bureau&#39;s fugitive investigation will be discontinued at that
time.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/37

76-3.12 Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act  NARA!

The identical USPC regulations, investigative procedures, and
Bureau policy that apply to youth offenders, handled under the FYCA, as
set forth in Section 76�3.ll, also apply to narcotic addicts, handled
under NARA, who are committed under Section 4253, for an indeterminate
period of time not to exceed ten years, and are conditionally released
under supervision under Section 425k.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.13 Reporting Procedures] See MIOG, Part I, 25-10, 76�l.8,
76-2.9, 88-12, 115-7 a Part 11, 21-29.!|

�! Upon initiating a parole or mandatory release
violator investigation referred to the field, no initial FDr65 or
other communication need be submitted to FBIHQ. Upon the fugitive&#39;s
apprehension or location, the locating office must promptly notify
FBIHQ by teletype  at least ROUTINE in precedence!, followed by Form
FD-5l5|entry into the Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis
Application  ISRAA!.| The office of origin must ensure that all
auxiliary offices are notified by teletype to discontinue.
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�! As a general rule, Prosecutive Reports are not
required in parole and mandatory release violator cases and,
therefore, are not to be submitted to FBIHQ unless a specific request
is made for same.

EFFECTIVE: 11/01/93

76�3.14 Character

- Parole Violator  PV! or Mandatory Release Violator  MRV!.  The
original offense for which the subject was sentenced should not be carried
in the character.!

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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SECTION 77.

&#39; PAGE �77

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION - PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT
WITH SENATE CONFIRMATION; - U.S. COURTS; - DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE; - U.S. ATTORNEY&#39;S OFFICE STAFF;
r U.S. ATTORNEY&#39;S OFFICE; &#39;
- DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE � REIMBURSABLE;
BACKGROUND REINVESTIGATION - DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

77-1 &#39; GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions supplement those outlined in Part II,
Section 17 of this manual and pertain to the following

|lsubclassifications andlpositions:

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77�1.1 77A: Background Investigation - Presidential Appointment
with Senate Confirmation - Nonreimbursable  See MAOP,
Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part
II, 17-2; Correspondence Guide#Field, 1-17.!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

 8!

 9!

Supreme Court Justice

U.S. Court of Appeals Judge

U.S. District Court Judge

Court of International Trade Judge

U.S. Claims Court Judge

Court of Military Appeals Judge

Court of Veteran Appeals Judge

Attorney General of the U.S.

Director, FBI

10! Administrator/Deputy Administrator, DEA

Sensitive
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�1! Deputy Attorney General

�2! Assistant Attorney General

�3! U.S. Marshal

�4! U.S. Attorney

�5! Department of Justice Executive

�6! Unspecified Position

I |�7�ther92

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

If Q 77-1.2 77B: Background Investigation - U.S. Courts - 15 Year
  7 |Scope  or since the candidate&#39;s 18th birthday, whichever
�~~&#39; is less! -[Reimbursable  See HAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2

and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, 17-2, 17-2.1;
Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.!

i �! |U.S. Magistrate Judge�

�! [U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge

1 �! U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee

�! U.S. Bankruptcy Administrator

1 �! U.S. Circuit Court Executive

�! U.S. District Court Executive]

The above investigations are conducted for the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96
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77-1.3 77C: Background Investigation - U.S. Courts -|1U|
Year|Scope  or since the candidate&#39;s 18th birthday,
whichever is less! �|Reimbursab1e  See MAOP, Part II,

3-1.1 3-1.2 and 10-23� MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, 17-2,
17�2.1; Correspondence,Guide-Field, 1-17.!

�!

�! I

|U.S. Probation Officer|

U.S. Pretrial Services Officer]

�! IU.S. Public Defender]

�! [Independent Counsel Staff  does NOT include the
position of Independent Counsel!

�! Other|

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96

77�1.4 IDeletedI

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96

77-1.5 |77E:| Background Investigation �IDepartment of Justice �|
Nonreimbursable  See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and
lO*23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, l7*2; Correspondence
Guide-Field,-1-17.!

I l!Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court  FISC! Judge
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�! Honor Recruit Attorney

�! Paralegal Assistant/Specialist

�! Executive Office Staffl

EFFECTIVE: 12/O1/93

77�1.6 I77F: Background Investigation - U.S. Attorney&#39;s
OfficeI StaEf! - Reimbursab1eI See MAOP, Part II, 3"1.1,

3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, 77�4.3, Part II,
I I17�2, 17-2.1;ICorrespondence Guide*Fie1d, 1-17.!

|u.s. Attorney&#39;s Office Staff  Fie1d!I

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

I 77�1.7 IDe1etedI

EFFECTIVE: 01/03/97

77�1.8 I77H:I BackgroundIInvestigation - U.S. Attorney&#39;s Office
 Attorney!I � Reimbursable  See HAOP, Part 11,
3-1.1, 3�1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part 1, 77-3,I77-4.3,IPart
II 17-2, 17�2.1;ICorrespondence Guide�Fie1d, 1-17.!

�! IAssistant U.S. AttorneyI
s

�! ISpecial Attorneyl

 :2 I �! ICross Designated AttorneyI
Sensitive &#39;
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EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77�1.9

i

EFFECTIVE:

77*1.1O

|77I:| BackgroundlInvestigation|� Department of
Justice - Reimbursable  See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1,
3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part 11,117-2, 17-2.1;|

Correspondence Guide�Fie1d, 1-17.!

�! I

�!

�! |

�! I

�!

U.S.

Chapt

Admin

12/01/93

Trustee]

|Assistant U.S. Trustee|

er 13 Trustee]

istrative Law/Immi�ratibn Judge]

|0ther|

|77J:| Background Reinvestigation - Department of
Justice �[1O|Year - Reimbursable  See HAOP, Part II,

3-1.1 3 1.2 &#39; 7 .
II, 1

1-1

- and 10-23, MIOG, Part I, 77-3, 7 -4 11, Pa
17-2.1,|17�6.8; Correspondence Guide-Field,

�! D031Executive|

�! DOJ|Attorney|

�! Fie1d|Attorney|

�! DOJ Staff

�! Field Staff

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77�l.11 |77K: Background Reinvestigation - Department of
Justice -|7|Year � Reimbursable  See MAOP, Part II, 3~1.l,

3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, 77"4.11, Part II,
I 17�2 17-2.1,|l7-6.8; Correspondence Guide�Fie1d, 1-17.!

| �! DOJ|Executive]

| �! DOJ|Attorney|

1 �! Field|Attorney|

�! DOJ Staff

�! Field Staff

-

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

||77�1.l2 77L: Background Reinvestigation � Department of Justice -
5 Year � Reimbursable  See MAOP, Part II, 3-l.l, 3-1.2 and

10-23; MIOG, Part 1, 77-3,|77�4.1l,|Part 11,
l7�2,117-2.1, l7�6.8;|Correspondence Guide-Field, l*l7.!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

DOJ Executive

DOJ Attorney

&#39;Field Attorney

DO] Staff

Field Staff

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93
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l|77�l.l3 77M:| Background Reinvestigation � Department of Justice -
&#39; 3 Year � Reimbursable  See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and

10-23; HIOG, Part 1, 77"3,|77-4.11,|Part 11,|11-2, 11�2.1,
17-6.8;|Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.! -

�! DOJ Executive

�! DOJ Attorney

�! Field Attorney

�! DOJ Staff

�! Field Staff

EFFECTIVE: 12/O1/93

77"2 INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION

�! Completed SF�86| Questionnaire for Sensitive
Positions!|forms are received from the referral agencies in most
cases. These forms are reviewed by FBIHQ personnellfor conformance
and completeness. Obvious deficiencies are identified and appropriate
leads set forth to resolve inconsistent and/or incomplete information,
in addition to routine investigative leads. The initial investigative
leads are set by FBIHQ, using the SF-86 as a guide.| Any additional
leads discovered by the field during investigation should be set out
expeditiously  see Part II, Section l7*3.7 of this manual!.
Individuals conducting investigations should be familiar with Part II,
Sections 17 and 23-6 of this manual and Part II, Section 1O-13.3 of
the Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures.

| a! For most Presidential appointments �7A cases!,
the completed SF-86 is not received from the referral agency. The
SF�86, Supplement to SF-86, Supplemental Instructions for Completing
SF-86, and two copies of the U.S. Department of Justice Tax Check
Waiver are sent directly to the candidate from FBIHQ. It is the
responsibility of the field to gather these forms during the initial
candidate interview and expeditiously forward the original documents,
along with fingerprint cards and a copy of the candidate interview  on
FD-302!, to FBIHQ so appropriate leads may be set forth. In order to
ensure prompt handling of the candidate&#39;s forms, the initial interview

Sensitive
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of the candidate should be conducted within five �! working days
after receipt of instructions from FBIHQ.

 b! Further, the field is responsible for setting
out leads regarding information disclosed by the candidate during
his/her initial interview which does not appear On the SF-86.|

|�!| Investigations in these categories are usually
ordered by teletype or airtel and must be given
expeditious attention. .

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-3
77�1.13.!

preferential and

SCOPES or INVESTIGATION  See MIOG, Part I, 77-1.1 through

Investigations in these categories should include arr
investigation required in Part II, Section 17 of this manual, unless
otherwise noted. The type of BI will be set out in the opening
communication by subclassification. The scopes
77 subclassifications are as follows:

of investigation for

 l! 77A Covers the candidate s adult life, since age
18.

�! 77B � Covers the past 15 years
life or since age 18, whichever is less, but in
�! years.

�! 77C - Covers the past 10 years
life or since age 18, whichever is less, but in
�! years.

�! Deleted

~ �! 77E - Covers the past 10 years
life or to age 18, whichever is less, but in no
years.

years
in no�! 77F � Covers the past 10

life or to age 18, whichever is less, but

years.

Sensitive
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 8!
age

 9!
age

77H

life, or to

life, or to

�0! 773
life.

�1!
employee&#39;s life.

�2! 77L
employee&#39;s life.

�3! 77M
employee&#39;s life.

EFFECTIVE: 01/03/97

|De1eted|

- Covers

18, whichever

771 - Covers

18, whichever

- Covers

77K - Covers

- Covers

� Covers

the past
is less.

the past
is less.

the past

the past

the past

the past

Guidelines

10 years of the

10 years of the

10 years of the

seven �! years

PAGE

candidate&#39;s

candidate&#39;s

employee&#39;s

of the

five �! years of the

three �! years

I 77�3.1 , |Revised and renumbered as 77�4.3|

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

1 77-3.2 [Revised and renumbered as 77�4.4|

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

Sensitive
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77�3.3 |Revised and renumbered as 77-4.5|

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77�3.4 [Revised and renumbered as 77�4.2|

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-4 |ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE GUIDELINES

In addition to investigation required in Part II, Section
17 of this manual, the following investigation must be conducted:

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77�4.1 Issues/Derogatory Information Developed

During any BI, regardless of the scope of investigation
and/or the questions, issues or derogatory information developed
should be fully investigated and brought to a logical conclusion.
This includes a candidate&#39;s admission of illegal or unusual activity
prior to the scope of the BI.

EFFECTIVE§ 07/02/93
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||77-a.2| Qualifications ,

|In all cases concerning Federal judgeships  including
U.S. Bankruptcy and U.S. Magistrate Judges!, other Presidential
appointments and attorney positions, ascertain the overalll
qualifications of the candidates, as well as character, loyalty,
reputation, etc. Specific comments from each person interviewed
should be set forth in the report. In cases concerning|U.S.
Bankruptcy Judge and U.S. Trustee positions, alsolobtain comments
concerning the candidate&#39;s experience in bankruptcy matters.

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-4.3 Prescreening Reports| See MIOG, Part I, 77-1.6 & 77�1.8,
Part 11, 17-2, 17�2.1;!|&#39;

&#39; Candidates under consideration for field positions in the
U.S. Attorneys� Offices �7Fs and 77Hs! undergo a prescreening process
in most cases. Contact should be made with the U.S. Attorney&#39;s Office
where the candidate will serve in order to review the prescreening
report and interview the Administrative Officer to obtain any
information of interest to our investigation. g

EFFECTIVE: 12/O1/93

||77�4.4| Bar Membership/Certified Public Accountant  CPA! Status

If|the|candidate is an attorney or CPA, determine if
|he/shelis licensed to practice in every state where the candidate has
lived or worked since comp1eting|his/her|professional education.
Check grievance committee records in any state where thelcandidatelis
or has been licensed. It is not necessary to verify membership in
voluntary associations such as the American Bar Association. When
verifying that the candidate is licensed to practice, the following
statement must appear: VThe above�named agency is the licensing
agency for attorneys  or CPAs! in the State| or Commonwea1th!|of
 state name!."

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77�4.5 Judicial and Other Positions Requiring Senate
Confirmation  See MIOG, Part I, 77-4.6 and 77-4.9.!,

Captioned positions require a more in*depth investigation
which must encompass the following in addition to investigative
instructions set out in Part II, Section 17 of this manual:

|�!|Verify the candidate&#39;s ownership of all real estate,
and check deed s! for any covenants regarding race, religion, etc.

&#39; |�!]Check records of county clerk  or equivalent! to
determine if any personal, tax or mechanical liens exist. If so,
fully explain. Do not contact Internal Revenue Service for any
details regarding federal tax liens, as this is done by the referral
agencies. -

|�!|When applicable, determine the candidate&#39;s
professional reputation, legal ability, types of cases handled, trial
experience, courtroom demeanor, reputation for fairness, temperament,
bias or prejudice against any group, and ability to weigh conflicting
testimony and make factual determinations through:

&#39;  a! Interviews of.six �! attorneys who are
acquainted with the candidate, to include three �! attorneys with
whom the candidate associates and three �! who have opposed, or have
appeared before, the candidate in court;

 b! Interviews of three �! federal, state and
local judges familiar with the candidate; and

-  c! Interviews of the chief federal judge and the
U.S. Attorney in the district where the candidate will serve, if
appointed. "

|�	Interview the candidate&#39;s personal physician_
regarding the candidate&#39;s health  Senate confirmation cases only!.

]�!|Identify all organizations to which the candidate
belongs or has belonged, including private and social clubs. Obtain
information from an official about the membership policy of the

92
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organization with regard to race, religion, sex, etc. Ensure the
possibility of de facto discrimination is explored. If the
organization has/had a discriminatory membership policy, determine
whether the candidate participated in changing or attempting to change
the policy. &#39; A

|�!|Interview local and state chairpersons of both major
political parties  Senate confirmation cases only!.

|�!|Interview local religious and labor leaders in the
candidate&#39;s geographic area, only when instructed to do so by FBIHQ.

|�!|Interview leaders of prominent minority/civil rights
groups such as the NAACP, National Urban League, NOW or others that
are active in the candidate&#39;s geographic area. Identify the position
held by the interviewee within the organization.

| 9![Interview three �! local, state and/or federal law
enforcement officials in the district where the candidate will serve,
if appointed. Agents are encouraged to interview representatives of
agencies other than the FBI.  See MAOP, Part I, Section 1-l5.3�!.!

| lO!|Review files of appropriate federal regulatory agency
if the candidate is or was employed in a regulated business  e.g.,
banking, brokerage firm, etc.!.

|�1!|Review any articles written by, or speeches made by
the candidate for indications of bias or prejudice regarding race,
color, religion, gender, etc.  Ensure that the text of any articles
or speeches that indicate, or could be construed to indicate, bias are
enclosed with the report.! &#39;

|�2!|In those cases requiring Senate confirmation,
Washington Metropolitan Field Office will interview the U.S. Senators
from the state where the candidate will serve and will review U.S..
Secret Service and, if appropriate, Office of Inspector General
 Investigations! and Public Integrity Section, DOJ files. If
past/current DOJ employee, also review Office of Professional
Responsibility and personnel files as appropriate.

| l3!|Review records of the state judicial review
committee/board, if candidate is/was a city or state judge. Also,
review county/state election commission files, if the judge was
elected to the position.

J
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EFFECTIVE: 06/04/96

77-�.6 U.S. Attorney/U.S. Marshal Update BIs

�! An understanding has been established with the
Department of Justice  DOJ! concerning the Bls of U.S. Attorneys and
U.S. Marshals who are being considered for reappointment to their
current positions, and who have been the subjects of previous FBI BIs
as outlined in 77"4.5.

�! The update Bls should be limited to specific areas
identified as follows: &#39;

 a! Credit and arrest checks concerning the&#39;
candidate;

 b! U.S. Attorney&#39;s Office record checks concerning
the candidate;

 c! Interviews of neighbors at employee&#39;s present
residence and other residences since the previous investigation, last
five �! years only;

 d! Interviews of the chief Federal judge and two
�! other Federal judges, and the-clerkfof the court in the
candidate&#39;s district;

 e! Interview of the U.S. Attorney in the
candidate&#39;s district  U.S. Marshal candidates!;

 f! Interviews of the candidate&#39;s listed references
and associates;

Interviews of at least three �! officials of g!
Federal agencies;

Interviews of at least three

in the candidate&#39;s district;
 h!

chiefs and sheriffs

�! local police

 i! Check of appropriate DOJ records  Office of
Professional Responsibility, Office of the Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations; Public Integrity Section and Official Personnel

Sensitive
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�! All investigation must be submitted in investigative
report format. This is to include unsuccessful attempts to locate}
individuals for interview and any investigative results previously set &#39;
out in airtel or teletype. All investigation ingthese matters is for-w
other Government agencies and can only be forwarded by report. Each ,
interview must contain statements regarding financial responsibility 1
and whether or not the interviewee is aware of any past/present &#39;
illegal drug use or prescription drug/alcohol abuse by the candidate. _
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is found in dates during the investigation, the field office should -
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indicate to FBIHQ that the discrepancy is not the result of a . � _¢_
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be included. An essential reference is one�which suggests a possible�
inclination on the part of the candidate to use the position he or she
is seeking for personal political benefit or one which would reflect
on the candidate&#39;s ability to perform his or her duties fairly without
regard to political affiliation or influence. Also, previous
candidacy for or occupancy of public office or office in a political
party, or personal or political association with an occupant of_public
or party office would be essential. 92
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Investigations are conducted only at the specific request
of referral agencies and can only be initiated by FBIHQ. Anylrequest
by a|Federal judge|for a BI|should be respectfullylforwarded to FBIHQ = -
for referral to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.� At the
request of a Federal judge, the names of persons being considered for
court positions can be searched through field office indices and
pertinent information furnished to the judge. Care should be

. exercised in ordertto fully protect any informant; technique or
source. H +."�
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||71�10| PRIVACY ACTl PA!|REQUIREMENTS :

�! when interviewing individuals under this
classification for information concerning themselves or their

g@§Q3 activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the procedures Yin�"
described in Part I, 190-5 �! and �! of this manual.--1:1 ?,=;:&#39;:-~i.2�-&#39;jj-i ,7�. ma , .. E&#39;-:~ .:-w- l _

�! When interviewing an individual to|elicitlinformation
concerning someone else  thereby classifying that individual as a
source of information!, the interviewing Agent must follow the
procedure relating to promises of confidentiality as described in Part
I, 190-7 of this manual. |When the interviewee requests
confidentiality under the PA, the level of confidentiality must be
clearly set forth in the document recording the results @£.nne""&#39;-
interview. Refer to Part II Section 1745.4 of this manual for
additional instructions.
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SECTION 78. ILLEGAL USE OF GOVERNMENT TRANSPORTATION
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The principal Federal statutes under which the illegal use of
Government transportation requests may be prosecuted are found in Title
l8,_USC, Sections 287, 495, 508, 641, 1001 and 1002. Of these sections of
the U.S. Code, the only one relating solely to Government transportation
requests is Section 508, which is quoted as follows:
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SECTION 79. MISSING PERSONS X

79�1 92CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION SERVICES  cJ1s! DIVISION ronnsntv was IDENTIFICATION DIVISION !92n1ss1uc PERSON
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/94

79"l.l Background Information
 l! From 1933 to 1980, the FBI Identification Division now CJIS!92operated a Missing Person Program. Under that Program, theDivision&#39;s files were searched and missing person notices establishedat the request of immediate family members or officials acting intheir behalf, e.g., law enforcement authorities, Members of Congress,lawyers, and insurance companies. The Program was discontinued in1980 because of its greatly diminished utility and value resultingfrom privacy legislation, and because of the availability of missingperson-type services in the National Crime Information Center  NCIC!.

&#39; �! On October 12, 1982, the President signed into lawthe Missing Children-Act  MCA! which amends Title 28, USC, Section534, to require the Attorney General to acquire and exchangeinformation to assist federal, state, and local officials in theidentification of unidentified deceased individuals and in the
location of missing persons  including an unemancipated persondefined by laws of the state of residence of such person!. In orderto bring the FBI in compliance with the provisions of the Act, certainpolicies are explained in detail in Part II, Sections 14 and 16 of
this manual.

35

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/94
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79�1.2 Action to be Taken in Missing Person Matters| See MAOP,
Part 11, 7�3.2.!I

This matter is considered a noninvestigative matter;
therefore, no missing person case should be opened or assigned. If a
written or oral request is received, the administrative procedures
should be followed, and information on any record entered should be
maintained in a 79-O administrative control file. These procedures
are set forth in Part II, 16-16 of this manual. Also, see Part II
Section 14, for the|Criminal Justice Information Services]Division
policy regarding the handling of fingerprint cards for missing persons
and unidentified deceased persons. | See MIOG, Part II, 14�1O.6.!|

EFFECTIVE: 12/O2/94
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SECTION 80. PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS

30-1 PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
In field offices, the FBI&#39;s public affairs matters arehandled under this classification and involve contacts by the FBI withthe general public, federal and state agencies, the Armed Forces,corporations, the news media and numerous other outside organizations.These contacts generally relate to matters of interest to the FBI, andpertain to nonsubstantive topics. Contacts with the news media may berecorded under this classification. The following is a list of

examples of public relations matters:
Liaison With Armed Forces

Contact With Law Enforcement Officials
Laboratory Matters-Public Relations
Research Material-Public Relations

Human Interest Items

Field Office Open House.
Radio Scripts

Television Scripts

Law Enforcement Committees
News Media Relations

News Media Contacts

Media Relations Representative

Fugitive Publicity

H Radio and Television Broadcasts-Fugitive Matters
Speeches

Sensitive
PRINTED: 02/18/98
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Television Appearances

Press Conferences -

k" EngagementsManuscripts for Spea ing

matters, see

For additional assistance regarding public affairsMAOP, Part II, Section 5  Press and Publicity!.

EFFECTIVE: O4/O7/97
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83-1

PAGE 83 - 1 I

SECTION 83. CLAIMS COURT

BACKGROUND

 l! Court of Claims of United States was authorized byAct of Congress, approved February 24, 1855. It is a courtestablished under the laws of the United States where plaintiffs may
present

claims for damages caused by United States, its officers, or
its agents arising from:i a! The Constitution, any Act of Congress, or any
regulation of an Executive Department.

States.

of 1982

Federal
Federal
Customs

 b! Any express or implied contract with the United

�! 920n April 2, 1982; the Federal Courts Improvement Actwas signed into law. The Act established a new intermediateAppellate Court known as the U.S. Court of Appeals for theCircuit which combined the Court of Claims and the Court ofand Patent Appeals into a single appellate court. The Actalso created the U.S. Claims Court which inherited the trialjurisdiction of the Court of Claims. The Act became effective on
October 1, 19a2.92 p

92�!92 In cases where amount claimed does not exceed$10,000, United States district courts have concurrent jurisdiction
with92Claims Court.92

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

83�l.2
Procedure for Instituting Suit
�! Suits in92Claims Court92are instituted by filing a 1printed petition, verified by affidavit of plaintiff,92his/her92agent orattorney. ~
�! The petition must contain following basic

information:  a! Title of action including full Christian and
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surnames of all plaintiffs b! Plain statement of facts, giving date and place,
free from argumentative or impertinent matters

 c! Any action taken on the claim by Congress or any
department of Government d! Any assignment or transfer of claim or any part
thereof, and, if so, when and upon what consideration

 e! Plaintiff is justly entitled to recover amount
claimed after allowing all just credits and offsets

 f! A clear citation of any Act of Congress,regulation of an Executive Department or Agency, contract, treaty or
patent upon which the suit is based

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

33-1.3 Hearings P
�! 92Evidence is presented by plaintiff and defendant athearings presided over by a judge of the court. The judge rules uponmateriality, relevance, or admissibility&#39;of evidence offered and form

of questions asked.92�! In cases investigated by Bureau, Agent conductinginvestigation is oftentimes called as witness for defendant.
�! Upon conclusion of testimony for both plaintiff anddefendant, counsel for each submits tolthe judge92a written requestthat certain facts be found for92his/her92client. This request is basedon oral testimony and documentary data admitted in evidence at the

hearing.

EFFECTIVE: O7/12/84
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Part I

Argument Before the Court
9292a3�1.4 On designated date of trial calendar both parties in suit,t the court oral arguments as tothrough respective counsel, present o
[ merits of their case.

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

92[83�1.5[ Decision of the Court
ders decision in printed form which contains:

Court ren

�! Findings of fact
�! Discussion of law as to said findings of fact
�! Amount of recovery found for plainti

ction

ff or basis for

A dismissal of a

EFFECTIVEQ 07/12/84

9292s3�1.692 Appeal &#39; Cl ims Court are taken by92Appea1s in any cases in athe U.S. Court of Appeals for the
petition of either party to
Federal Circuit.92

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

83-2 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE�! Requests for investigation of cases pending in ClaimsCourt are received from Assistant Attorney General in charge of Civil
Division of Department. General requests include:

 a! Complete investigation of books and records of
plaintiff &#39; &#39; f records of GovernmentCf};  b! Auxiliary examination o

Q� departments and agencies *

Sensitive
PRINTED: 02/18/98
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�! Specific requests include:
 a! Locating and interviewing certain witnesses
 b! Locating of certain records
 c! Ascertaining of certain basic information with

reference to some particular feature of case at issue
�! Investigation of books and records of plaintiffrequires that Agent assigned to investigation study case as reflectedby petition of plaintiff and plan a logical and substantial defense to

each proposition advanced by plaintiff.
�! Record of payments made by Government to plaintiff,as reflected by files of General Accounting Office, Washington, D.C.,will be secured by Washington92Metropolitan92Field Office upon request

of investigating office.�! Cases involving alleged extra costs due to delay onpart of Government in construction contracts frequently require adetermination of following factors: actual period of delay,allocation of overhead to delay period, and variance in labor rates.Progress reports submitted by plaintiff to representative ofGovernment on a construction contract may show date on whichconstruction work began to taper off or actually ceased and actualperiod of delay can be thereby fixed. Cause of delay andresponsibility for it may be fixed by review of correspondence betweenplaintiff and Government and from information secured in course ofinterviews with prospective witnesses employed on construction work inquestion. Allocation of overhead to delay period is usually possiblein cases in which contractor has maintained adequate accountingrecords. In absence of adequate accounting records, Agent must makeequitable and practical survey of facts in question and present themin his/her report so basis may be available for their determination.Claims involving alleged variance in labor rates may be verified byreference to rates in force on Government contracts in variouslocalities in which rates have been authorized by U.S. Department ofLabor under Title 40, USC, Section 276a. This type case requirescareful investigation because terms of contract as to labor conditionsare set forth in proposals incidental to advertising for bids forcontract in question. Plaintiffs frequently seek to maintain theirown construction organization and allege labor available in thelocality was not capable of performing required construction work.Records of U.S. Employment Service, if available, may be of material
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assistance in determining adequacy of plaintiff&#39;s allegations.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

83-3 REPORTING PROCEDURE
To set forth the results of investigation, particularly ininvolved and complicated accounting-type cases, in a complete andorderly manner which will materially aid in the defense of the case,the investigation should be carefully planned. The following outlineis set forth for guidance in planning investigations of this nature:
�! Predication r A brief resume of investigative requestfrom Civil Division should be included in the first paragraph of the

details of the first report of office of origin.
�! Scope and extent of investigation - Outline your- p_ investigative and audit plans so that you will be able to fully inform � &#39;1 the attorney in charge of defense of case as to the ground covered.
�! History of plaintiff company - Where necessary andpertinent, obtain data pertaining to plaintiff company from commercial

credit reporting agencies.
�! Statement of Government contract r Determineessential pertinent details of contract in question. It is pointedout that plaintiff frequently includes in its petition only suchportions of a contract that support its allegations and omits anyreference to portions of a contract favorable to defendant. Fully

identify contract by number and date.
�! Claim of plaintiff - Determine essential details ofplaintiff&#39;s claim, such as: date filed, claim number, allegations

contained in claim, and special features of claim.
�! Facts at issue in case - Determine the main featuresof both plaintiff&#39;s and defendant&#39;s case so that Government attorneymay be informed of contested facts therein. This could92be broken downas follows: plaintiff&#39;s position, defendant&#39;s position, facts subject

to determination by court, and special features.
�! Facts disclosed by investigation -

¬:_j§  a! Accounting investigation - Ordinarily the
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results of the accounting investigation will be shown in a summary
schedule or schedules comparing item by item the results of the audit
conducted with plaintiff&#39;s claim, setting forth any differences noted
and exceptions made. Be prepared to narratively explain these &#39;differences in detail for the benefit of.the attorney who will be
handling the defense.

 b! Facts secured from interview with prospective
witnesses

 c! Data secured from other sources

 8! Conclusion � Be prepared to present a brief, concise
summary schedule of the audit results, together with a brief summary
of any other information developed which is not susceptible ofverification by accounting analysis but which may be of value to the
Government attorney defending this suit.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

83-3.1 Locating and Interviewing Witnesses
Investigations for purpose of locating and interviewing

witnesses are frequently requested by Civil Division of Department.Agent should consider advisability of securing signed statements
and/or making complete notes. Agent should secure sufficientbackground of case in question so|he/shelmay refresh memory of personinterviewed who, due to lapse of time and absence of official record,
may plead ignorance as to details of transactions inquired of.

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

83-4 ACCOUNTING WORKING PAPERS &#39;

Copies of all accounting working papers and schedulesprepared should be made and.forwarded to FBIHQ as an enclosure to theaccounting report for transmittal to Civil Division. When a closing
report is received from Washingtonl�etropolitanlField Office, originalworking papers should then be forwarded to FBIHQ by cover LHM for
transmittal to Civil Division for completion of their file.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

83-5 OFFICE or ORIGIN

FBIHQ will designate office of origin which is to remain
origin until case is closed. The office of origin, upon completion ofits investigation, is to submit a letter to FBIHQ with a copy to the� Washingtonl�etropolitanlField Office instructing that Washington|Metropolitan|Field Office follow Claims Court docket until a final

c decision has been rendered. Included in the letter should be a brief
background of the case and the amount involved in the suit. The
office of origin file is to be placed in a "pending inactive"I status. Washington|Metropo1itan|Field Office, acting as auxiliaryoffice, is to follow all cases on a monthly basis and advise origin
and FBIHQ when a decision is rendered by the court.

<T�;: EFFECTIVE:&#39;l0/16/90
83"6 PRIVACY ACT &#39; REQUIREMENTS�

 l! When interviewing anyone in the above classification,
in order to solicit information about himself/herself or his/her own
activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the proceduresdescribed in Part I, 19O*5, subparagraphs �! and �!, of this manual.

�! When interviewing an individual to solicit
information concerning someone other than the interviewee  thereby
classifying that individual as a source of information! theinterviewing Agent must follow the procedure relating to promises of ~
confidentiality as described in Part I, 190-7, of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

s3�7 CHARACTER � CLAIMS counr

. * _-3 "I-92.&#39; �i-.-ll�-
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SECTION 86. FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT � SHALL BUSINESSADMINISTRATION | sEE MIOG, PART 1, SECTION 46.	

86-1 BACKGROUND

[The 86 classification was eliminated and reclassified in
Fiscal Year 1996 as 46C  Fraud Against the Government - SmallBusiness Administration!. See MIOG, Part I, Section 46.|

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

1 86-2 |DELETED[
,. t

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

| 86-3 92DELETED|

EFFECTIVE; 07/31/97

1 86-4 [DELETED]

EFFECTIVE: O7/31/97

J�?£1�-. 3�.
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86-5 92DELETED|

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-6 IDELETEDI

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86~7&#39; [DELETED|

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-8 92DELETED92

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97
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SECTION 87.

-5�!

Title 13,

92 2315;1231s, 3294.]

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/9n

92 II �!
H

institution, the
commerce, that--
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PAGE 37

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY

92 av-1 STATUTES AND JURISDICTION � See M106, Part 1, 1�4.15,
192 , . . .	264-2 5 5

USC, Sections]668,[23ll  in part!, 231k, and

, 87�1.l ]Section 668 - Theft of Major Artwork
Definitions -

�museum� means an organized and permanent
activities of which affect interstate or foreign

is situated in the United States;is established for an essentially educational or

has a professional staff; andowns, utilizes, and cares for tangible objects
that are exhibited to the public on a regular schedule." �object of cultural heritage� means an object that

over 100 years old and worth in excess of

worth at least $100,000.

Offensessteals or obtains by fraud from the care,
of a museum any object of cultural heritage; or
knowing that an object of cultural heritage has

been stolen or obtained by fraud, if in fact the object was stolen orobtained from the care, custody, or control of a museum  whether or
I not that fact is known to the person!, receives, conceals, exhibits,or disposes of the object, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned

not more than 10 years, or both."|
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EFFECTIVE: 11/O3/94

87�l.l.1 Definitions

_ ". . . &#39;Money&#39; means the legal tender of the United States
or of any foreign country, or any counterfeit thereof; . . . .

Securities&#39; includes any note, stock certificate, bond,
debenture, check, draft, warrant, traveler&#39;s check, letter of credit,
warehouse receipt, negotiable bill of lading, evidence of
indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any
profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate,- preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share,

- investment contract, voting-trust certificate;|valid or blank motor
vehicle titles; certificate of interest in property, tangible orintangible; instrument or document or writing evidencing ownership of . � � goods, wares, and merchandise, or transferring or assigning any right,

HI

, title, or interest in or to goods, wares, and merchandise; or, in
�i general, any instrument commonly known as a &#39;security&#39;, or any

certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim
certificate for, receipt for, warrant, or right to subscribe to or
purchase any of the foregoing, or any forged, counterfeited, or
spurious representation of any of the foregoing;

"&#39;Tax stamp� includes any tax stamp, tax token, tax meter
imprint, or any other form of evidence of an obligation running to a
State, or evidence of the discharge thereof;

"&#39;Va1ue&#39; means the face, par, or market value, whichever
is the greatest, and the aggregate value of all goods, wares, andmerchandise, securities, and money referred to in a single indictment
shall constitute the value thereof."

The Department has stated that "goods, wares, and
merchandise" are sufficiently broad to cover all property not embraced
by the words "lands, tenements, and hereditaments." Therefore, this

" section of the statute covers any and all property of whatever nature,
which is subject to larceny.

EFFECTIVE: 0a/19/s5

e
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37-1.21 Section 2311

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/9h

37-1.2.11 Definitions � See MIOG, Part 1, 26-1.a.!|
". . . &#39;Money� means the legal tender of the United States

or of any foreign country, or any counterfeit thereof; . . . .
Securities� includes any note, stock certificate, bond,

debenture, check, draft, warrant, traveler&#39;s check, letter of credit,
warehouse receipt, negotiable bill of lading, evidence ofindebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any profit-
sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganizationcertificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract,
voting-trust certificate; valid or blank motor vehicle titles;
certificate of interest in property, tangible or intangible;
instrument or document-or writing evidencing ownership of goods,
wares, and merchandise, or transferring or assigning any right, title,
or interest in or to goods, wares, and merchandise; or, in general,any instrument commonly known as a �security�, or any certificate of
interest or participation in, temporary or interim certificate for,receipt for, warrant, or right to subscribe to or purchase any of the
foregoing, or any forged, counterfeited, or spurious representation of
any of the foregoing; ,

"&#39;Tax stamp� includes any tax stamp, tax token, tax meter
imprint, or any other form of evidence of an obligation running to a
State, or evidence of the discharge thereof;

"�Value&#39; means the face, par, or market value, whichever
is the greatest, and the aggregate value of all goods, wares, andmerchandise, securities, and money referred to in-a single indictment
shall constitute the value thereof."

p The Department has stated that "goods, wares, andmerchandise" are sufficiently broad to cover all property not embraced
by the words "lands, tenements, and hereditaments." Therefore, this
section of the statute covers any and all property of whatever nature,
which is subject to larceny.
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EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

87-1.3| Section 2314 � Transportation of Stolen Goods, Securities,
Moneys, Fraudulent State Tax Stamps, or Articles Used in

Counterfeiting | See MIOG, Part I, 264�2.5.5.!|

"Whoever transports in interstate or foreign commerce any
goods, wares, merchandise, securities or money, of the value of $5,000
or more, knowing the same to have been stolen, converted or taken by
fraud; or

"Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme
or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of
false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises,
transports or causes to be transported or induces any person to travel
in, or to be transported in interstate commerce in the execution or
concealment of a scheme or artifice to defraud that person of money or
property having a value of $5,000 or more; or

"Whoever, with the unlawful or fraudulent intent,
transports in interstate or foreign commerce any falsely made, forged,
altered, or counterfeited securities or tax stamps, knowing the same
to have been falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited; or

"Whoever, with unlawful or fraudulent intent, transports
in interstate or foreign commerce any traveler&#39;s check bearing a
forged countersignature; or

"Whoever, with unlawful or fraudulent intent, transports
in interstate or foreign commerce, any tool, implement, or thing used
or fitted to be used in falsely making, forging, altering, or
counterfeiting any security, or tax stamps, or any part thereof-

"Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten years, or both.

. "This section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged,
altered, counterfeited or spurious representation of an obligation or
other security of the United States, or of an obligation, bond,
certificate, security, treasury note, bill, promise to pay or bank
note issued by any foreign government or by a bank or corporation of

Sensitive
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any foreign country."  Handled by Secret Service as a violation of
Title 18, USC, Section 430.!

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

| s7-1.3.1 [Moved to 37-1.4.1|

EFFECTIVE: 07/25/96

[I87-1.41 Section 2315 - Sale or Receipt of Stolen Goods, �W�} Securities, Moneys, or Fraudulent State Tax Stamps
"-&#39; "Whoever receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters,

sells, or disposes of any goods, wares, or merchandise, securities, or
money of the value of $5,000 or more, or pledges or accepts as
security for a loan any goods, wares, or merchandise, or securities,
of the value of $500 or more, which have crossed a state or United
States boundary after being stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken,
knowing the same to have been stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken;
or

"Whoever receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters,
sells, or disposes of any falsely made, forged, altered, or
counterfeited securities or tax stamps, or pledges or accepts as
security for a loan any falsely made, forged, altered, or
counterfeited securities or tax stamps, which have crossed a state or
United States boundary after being stolen, unlawfully converted, or
taken, knowing the same to have been so falsely made, forged, altered,
or counterfeited; or

"Whoever receives in interstate or foreign commerce, or
conceals, stores; barters, sells, or disposes of, any tool, implement,
or thing used or intended to be used in falsely making, forging,
altering, or counterfeiting any security or tax stamp, or any part

- thereof, moving as, or which is a part of, or which constitutes¬:�4 interstate or foreign commerce, knowing that the same is fitted to be
92 kg used, or has been used, in falsely making, forging, altering, or
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counterfeiting any security or tax stamp, or any part thereof -r

"Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

IIB7-l.4.l| Securities Excluded From Section 2315

"This section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged,
altered, counterfeited, or spurious representation of an obligation or
other security of the United States or of an obligation, bond,
certificate, security, treasury note, bill, promise to pay, or bank
note, issued by any foreign government or by a bank or corporation of
any foreign country."  Handled by Secret Service as a violation of

 � fl Title 18, USC, Section 480!.

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94 _

| s7�1.5 |Section 3294

"No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished for a
violation of or conspiracy to violate Section 668 unless the
indictment is returned or the information is filed within 20 years
after the commission of the offense."|

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

1 87-1.5.1 [Moved to s7�1.7.1|

1 I�
2 &#39;9"-V

 T-_. _
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EFFECTIVE: 07/25/96

l[87�l.692 Jurisdiction of Other Federal Agencies
The interstate or foreign transportation of falsely made,

etc., securities which are obligations of the U. 8., foreigngovernments, or foreign corporations are exempt from the provisions of
this statute by an exception in the statute itself. This exception is
to avoid a conflict of jurisdiction with the Secret Service, U. S.
Treasury Department. U. S. Postal Service money orders, money, and
government obligations which are falsely made, etc., are not the
subject of a violation of this statute. If information is developedof fraudulent interstate transactions in the sale of securities, the
facts should be forwarded to the Securities and Exchange Commission as
a possible violation of Title 15, USC, Section 77q. i

1"�

1%&#39;" EFFECTIVE: ll/03/94

||87�l.7l Other Provisions Concerning Sections 2314 and 2315

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

||87-l.7.1| Statute Language "Cause to be Transported"
Note: While the language "cause to be transported" does

not appear in all paragraphs of Section 2314 and in Section 2315, it
is observed that Section 2 of Title 18 covers as principals those
persons "causing or procuring."

 je. EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94
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]|87-1.8| Section 2318 - Transportation, Sale, or Receipt of E
Phonograph Records Bearing Forged or Counterfeit Labels

I l See nxoc, Part 1, 87-4.2.1.!|
"Whoever knowingly and with fraudulent intent transports,

causes to be transported, receives, sells, or offers for sale in
interstate or foreign commerce any phonograph record, disk, wire,tape, film, or other article on which sounds are recorded, to which or
upon which is stamped, pasted, or affixed any forged or counterfeited
label, knowing the label to have been falsely made, forged, or
counterfeited, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 11/O3/94

Q F 1|s1�1.9| Conspiracy to Violate Sections 231a, 2315, or 2318
Conspiracies to violate Title 18, USC, Sections 2314,

2315, and 2318, must be prosecuted under the general conspiracy
section  Title 18, USC, Section 371!.,

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

37-2 ELEMENTS OF PROOF

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

87�2.1 Transportation Elements

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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87-2.1.1 Stolen Property Transportation
�! Property is stolen, converted, or taken by fraud.
�! Such property, valued at $5,000 or more, is

transported in interstate or foreign commerce. .

��! The transporter must have knowledge such property had
been stolen, converted, or taken by fraud. |Pursuant to Title 18, USC,
Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge may also be established byproof that the defendant believed that the property had been stolen,
converted, or taken by fraud, after or as a result of an officialrepresen�ation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG, Part II,
1-l.l2!. _

�! It is not necessary for the actual thief or embezzler
to perform the transportation. It_is only necessary that the persontransporting the property knew it to be stolen or taken in any of the
ways specifically prohibited.

4� &#39;K 5 �! Where several transportations of less than $5,000 in
,i=� value are used to establish the jurisdictional limit, the Departmenthas stated sporadic transactions are not to be grouped, but only a

series of transactions closely associated or a continuing course of
conduct should be considered.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.1.2 Transporting Persons -

�! Scheme is to obtain money or property by false or
fraudulent pretenses.

 Z! Such property is valued at $5,000 or more.
�!_ Persons are transported, caused to be transported, or

induced to travel in or be transported interstate as a result of false
representations.

�! The travel is in execution or concealment of the
scheme.

- _:,1
.2 1&#39;

-In I�
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

87�2.l.3 Transporting Counterfeit Securities, Tax Stamps, or Sound
Recording Labels

�! Falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited
securities or tax stamps, or traveler&#39;s checks with forged
countersignature, or forged or counterfeited labels on sound
recordings are transported in interstate or foreign commerce.

�! With unlawful or fraudulent intent

�! The person transporting such spurious securities, tax
stamps, or labels on sound recordings knew the same to have been
falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited. ]Pursuant to Title
18, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge may also be
established by proof that the defendant believed that the spurious

I , securities, tax stamps, or labels on sound recordings had been falsely
i - T made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, after or as a result of an
92�- official representation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG,

Part II, 1-1.12!.|

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.l.& Transporting Tools or Paraphernalia Used In Counterfeiting-
Securities or Tax Stamps

�! That any tool, implement, or thing used or fitted to
be used in fa1se1y_making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any
security, tax stamp, or part thereof is transported in interstate or
foreign commerce.

�! The transporter must have an unlawful or fraudulent
intent.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

.,,.- 1:-
. 7--�_._;,=. _ ,-

<§T¥; 87-2.2 Receiving Elements
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-2.2.1 Receiving Stolen Property

�! Property is stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken.
�! The property so taken in the amount of $5,000 or more

is transported in interstate or foreign commerce.

�! The person receiving, possessing, concealing,
storing, bartering, selling, or disposing of the property in the
amount of $5,000 or more, knew it to have been stolen, unlawfully
converted, or taken. |Pursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 21, the
element of guilty knowledge may also be established by proof that the

- defendant believed that such property had been stolen, unlawfully
converted, or taken, after or as a result of an officialrepresentation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG, Part II,
1-1.12!.I .

 &#39; :_.
92" �! The person receiving, etc., same did so after the

property had crossed a state or United States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.2.2 Receiving Counterfeit Securities, Tax Stamps, or Sound
Recording Labels &#39;

�! The falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited 1
items crossed a state or United States boundary.

�! The person receiving, etc., same did so after the
items had crossed a state or United States boundary.

�! The receiver knew items to be falsely made, etc.
[Pursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge
may also be established by proof that the defendant believed that such
items were falsely made, etc., after or as a result of an official
representation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG, Part II,
1�1.12!.l"»-.

A.-;:_� .&#39; _y.�F
uul-"
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EFFECTLVE: 10/23/95

87-2.2.3 Receiving Tools or Paraphernalia Used in Counterfeiting
Securities or Tax Stamps

�! The tools, etc., used or intended to be used in
making falsely made, etc., items were moving as, a part of, or
constituted interstate or foreign commerce.

�! The person receiving same did so while they were so
moving.

- �! The receiver, etc., knew the tools, etc., were fitted
to be used or had been used in falsely making, etc., any security, tax
stamp, or any part thereof. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 07728/87

87-2.3 Pledging Elements

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-2.3.1 Pledging Stolen Property

�! Property valued at $500 or more is stolen, unlawfully
converted, or taken.

�! Such property has crossed a state or United States
boundary.

�! It is pledged or accepted as a security for a loan by
one knowing it to have been stolen, unlawfully converted, etc.
Pursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge
may also be established by proof that the defendant believed that such
property had been stolen, unlawfully converted, etc., after or as a
result of an official representation as to the nature of the property
 see HIOG, Part 11, 1-1.12!.]

�! The pledging or acceptance of such property as
security for a loan was done afternit had crossed a state or United

Sensitive
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States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.3.2 Pledging Counterfeited Securities or Tax Stamps

�! Falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited items
are transported across a state or United States boundary.

�! The person pledging or accepting as security for a
loan such falsely made, etc., items knew them to be falsely made, etc.
|Pursuant to Title 13, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledgemay also be established by proof that the defendant believed that such
items were falsely made, etc., after or as a result of an officialrepresenpation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG, Part II,
1�1.12!.

  it �! The pledging or acceptance of such items is done
92~- after they have crossed a state or United States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-3 POLICY

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87�3.l Stolen Property Cases  Includes Property Taken By Fraud or
Converted!

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87�3.l.1 Valuation of Stolen Property

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

37�3.1.2 Major Theft Cases

�! A major theft case is one in which the value of the
stolen property exceeds $50,000.

Transportation of goods, wares, merchandise, securities or
money - It is important to determine early in the investigation the
value of the property taken. In regard to tangible property, such as
clothing, jewelry, automobiles, rare paintings, manufactured articles,
etc., the actual value is sought. In the case of articles having no
ready market value, such as antiques, the owner&#39;s testimony of

l what|he/she|paid for the stolen articles,-together with an expert
appraiser&#39;s evaluation, would be very strong evidence of their value.
In the case of such items as household goods, their value for
jurisdictional purposes is not what they would bring at a secondhand

x Z sale but what they are worth to their owner; i.e., original cost less
  E depreciation. In the case of securities, the statute provides the
*~ value is the face, par, or market value, whichever is the highest. In

the case of merchandise which has not reached the consumer, the courts
have held the retail value of such goods is its value for
jurisdictional purposes.

�! When a major theft occurs, immediately institute
active investigation

 a! Here liaison contact with local authorities is
not sufficient.

 b! Develop details of the theft, any suspects, and
description of stolen property.

 c! Assign sufficient manpower to run out all
immediate leads in both office of origin and auxiliary offices
expeditiously.

�! Teletypes in major theft cases

 a! Send to FBIHQ and logical field offices.

� P  b! Include details of theft, descriptions of stolen :�T2 property and suspects, results of crime scene search; investigation
_;§§ being taken by your office  and local authorities, if applicable!;
p » . &#39; 1

Sensitive
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identifying data concerning victim for Bureau indices search, and
results of your indices search regarding victim; and leads for
auxiliary offices.

 c! Submit initial teletype summary including
contemplated investigation as soon as circumstances of theft are
ascertained. Within one week after the initial teletype submit a
cover airtel with LHM summary to FBIHQ and your surrounding offices
including but not limited to, complete description of stolen property
and investigation conducted, unless instructed to the contrary by
FBIHQ. This LHM summary should be suitable for dissemination and
should not include informant information or describe sensitive
investigative techniques.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-3.1.3 Other Stolen Property Cases  Under $50,000 in Value!
J..-

Qk i �! In any case where circumstances indicate stolen�
~ property  valued over $5,000! may travel interstate or where organized

crime figures are involved, prepare appropriate communication to
interested offices. .

�! Promptly obtain description of stolen property and
its value.

�! Do not institute investigation unless it is
reasonable that stolen_property will travel in interstate commerce.

�! In any case where public interest and publicity may
be great, advise FBIHQ expeditiously by teletype of details. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

87-3.2 Fraudulent Check Cases

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/33
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87-3.2.1 Quality Case Concept

he

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

B7-3.2.2 Department of Justice Prosecutive Policy
�! The Department advises that Section 2314 is notapplicable to bad check cases where subject uses true name or an alias

by which subject is commonly known.
L92 t �! The Department takes View that local authorities have--u primary responsibility for prosecuting bad check cases, even when suchcases clearly fall within the technical scope of the statute.

~ �! Generally, prosecution limited to following
circumstances: -

 a! The state prevented from successful prosecutionbecause the defendant, evidence, or witnesses are beyond the state&#39;s
borders.

 b! The subject passed such checks in numerous
jurisdictions.H  c! Subject&#39;s offenses either do not constitute
violations under the applicable state&#39;s statutes or are inadequatelypunishable by such state laws in light of the frequency and scope of
the defendant&#39;s activities.

 d! The bad check charges are to be brought inconjunction with other Federal charges; e.g., impersonation of a
Federal official.
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87�3.3 Conspiracy to Violate ITSP Statute

The Department has advised conspiracies to violate the
ITSP statute are violative of Federal laws even where the theft of
property has not actually occurred. When information is received
indicating a conspiracy to commit a theft or robbery of $5,000 or more
and transport the proceeds in interstate commerce, immediately discuss
facts with USA for determination as to whether investigation should be
initiated. In each such instance following discussion with USA,
advise FBIHQ of full facts.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

/��= 87�3;4- Heavy Equipment Cases

 �~~� �! For investigative purposes, heavy equipment will
include truck tractors, trailers, off-highway vehicles, construction
equipment, and farm equipment. Investigative policies and procedures
concerning these thefts will be similar to those pertaining to
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles.  See Part I,
Sections 26-2 and 26-4 of this manual.!

�! One of the significant differences between ITSMV and
heavy equipment investigations is that certificates of title are not
required for off�highway vehicles, construction equipment, or farm
equipment. Ownership can normally be established by means of a trace
through the manufacturer.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

37-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

.-Q- w"
 zili 87�4.1 Stolen Property Cases
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87�4.l.l Investigative Steps

�! Ensure that appropriate crime scene search has been
conducted for latent fingerprints and other evidence, and that
neighborhood investigation is completed,

l �! lDeleted|

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.1.2 In Major Cases

?_ If a major theft, institute investigation under policy<j&#39;E requirements for such cases  see 87�3.l.2!. Notify FBIHQ by telephone; or teletype of any case in which public interest will be great and
press inquiries may be received at FBIHQ. X

EFFECTIVE: O3/23/92

87�4.2 Transportation of Falsely Made, Forged, Altered, or
7 Counterfeited Securities, Tax Stamps, or Labels on Sound

Recordings

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

87��.2.l Establish That Security Covered By the Statute
The Agent should first determine if the item in question

is covered by the statutes. Section 2311 specifically definesnumerous documents as securities. Valid or blank automobile
certificates of title, bills of sale, and whiskey warehouse receipts
are samples of securities which may be altered, forged, or
counterfeited in cases coming to the Bureau&#39;s attention.

 f:5_  For additional information, see Part I, Section 26-1, of this9--w manual.! The Agent should obtain the item transported or as accurate a
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description of same as possible. The Agent must remember that it is
not necessary to establish such falsely made, etc., items have been
previously stolen or embezzled or that they had any value. Section
2318 dealing with labels on sound recordings applies to all presently
known methods of recording sound waves according to the Department of
Justice. The Department has also advised that it is immaterial whether
the bogus label is attached to a genuine recording.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

87*4.2.2 Odometer Turn-Back Cases _

Altered or reset odometers on motor vehicles are made
unlawful by Title 15, USC, Sections 1981-1991  Odometer Requirements!,
which prior to the passing of Public Law 94�364  Motor VehicleInformation and Cost Savings Act Amendments of 1976! on July 14, 1976,
carried no criminal penalties. The purpose of this statute is to ��_ prohibit tampering with odometers on motor vehicles and to establish1. certain safeguards for the protection of purchasers with respect to

~ the sale of motor vehicles having altered or reset odometers. Titlei 15, USC, Sections 1981-1991, is directed at an area of crime involving
consumer fraud affecting purchasers of previously owned automobiles.

EFFECTIVE! 10/26/87

37�4.2.3 Statutes

Title 15, USC, Sections 1933-1988; Title 18, USC, Sections
2314 and 1343.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/37
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87�4.2.� Title 15, USC

 l! Section 1983. Unlawful devices causing odometer to
register mileage other than true mileage driven. No person shall
advertise for sale, sell, use, or install or cause to be installed,
any device which causes an odometer to register any mileage other than
the true mileage driven. For purposes of this section, the true
mileage driven is that mileage driven by the vehicle as registered by
the odometer within the manufacturer&#39;s designed tolerance.

�! Section 1984. Unlawful change of mileage indicated
on odometer. No person shall disconnect, reset, or alter, or cause to
be disconnected, reset, or altered, the odometer of any motor vehicle
with intent to change the number of miles-indicated thereon.

�! Section 1985. Unlawful operation of motor vehicle
with knowledge of disconnected or nonfunctional odometer prohibited.
No person shall, with intent to defraud, operate a motor vehicle on
any street or highway knowing that the odometer of such vehicle is
disconnected or nonfhnctional.

�! Section 1986. Conspiracy to violate odometer
requirements.

�! Section 1987. Lawful service, repair, or replacement
of odometer; adjustment of mileage and notice of adjustment; failure
to adjust mileage or affix notice of adjustment and removal or
alteration of notice with fraudulent intent prohibited.

"Nothing in this subchapter shall prevent the service,
repair, or replacement of an odometer, provided the mileage indicated
thereon remains the same as before the service, repair, or
replacement. Where the odometer is incapable of registering the same
mileage as before such service, repair, or replacement, the odometer
shall be adjusted to read zero and a notice in writing shall be
attached to the left door frame of the vehicle by the owner or his
agent specifying the mileage prior to repair or replacement of the
odometer and the date on which it was repaired or replaced. Any
removal or alteration of such notice so affixed shall be unlawful."

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87
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87��.2.5 Title 18, USC, Sections 2314 and 1343

�! Section 2314. Transportation of Stolen Goods,
Securities, Moneys, Fraudulent State Tax Stamps, or Articles Used in
Counterfeiting.

�! Section 1343. Fraud by Wire. ITSP and FEW Statutes
have been used successfully in widespread odometer turn-back
operations. The interstate transportation of falsely made securities
is a violation of Title 18, USC, Section 2314, when the certificate of
title of an automobile, a security, has the automobile mileage falsely
reported on it and the.security is transported interstate. Title 18,
USC, Section 2314, also prohibits anyone from knowingly transporting
in interstate commerce money, in the amount of $5,000 or more, that
has been taken by fraud. The value of certain used cars may exceed
$5,000 and further the combined value of cars with odometer turn-backs
sold interstate by an automobile dealer could easily exceed $5,000 and
that such a dealer could be involved in a conspiracy to violate
Section 2314. Violations of the FBW and the Hail Fraud Statutes may
exist when purchase arrangements for cars with odometer turn-backs are
made by interstate wire communications or when a dealer advertises
such cars for sale over radio or television, or when the mails are
used to transmit certificates of title bearing false information.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86

37-4.2.6 Definitions

�! The term "dealer" means any person who has sold five
or more motor vehicles in the past twelve months to purchasers who in
good faith purchase such vehicles for purposes other than resale.

�! The term "distributor" means any person who has sold
five or more vehicles in the past twelve months for resale.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86 92
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87-4.2.7 Policy and Investigative Procedure

 l! If it is determined that the case does not involvewidespread ring type activity in odometer tampering, then care should
be exercised in expending investigative manpower.

�! tlose liaison should be maintained with the USA with
regard to these investigations.
H �! Upon receipt of allegation that a certain car dealeror dealers is/are involved in odometer turnrbacks certain records may

be essential in corroborating the allegation.
y  a! The State Motor Vehicle Administration_may bevery beneficial in advising investigators as to the type of records
required by the State that would aid&#39;in tracing ownerships andverifying the mileage at the time the vehicle was sold and at the time
it was subsequently resold.

_  b! Consideration should also be given to�subpoenaing sales records maintained by the target used car dealer s!.
�! Interviews of previous and present owners will aid in

verifying the documented mileage regarding a particular vehicle.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87�4.2.B - Title 15, USC, Section 1990 c!
Title 15, USC, Section 1990 c! sets forth the criminalpenalties  misdemeanors! for violations of Title l5, USC, Sections

l98l�199l and reads as follows:
�! Any person who knowingly and willfully commits anyact or causes to be done any act that violates any provision of thissubchapter knowingly and willfully omits to do any act or causes to beomitted any act that is required by any such provision shall be finednot more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or

both.

�! Any individual director, officer, or agent of a
corporation who knowingly and willfully authorizes, orders, orperforms any of the acts or practices constituting in whole or in parta violation of any section of this title shall be subject to penalties
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under this section without regard to any penalties to which that
corporation may be subject under subsection  a!.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87�4.2.9 Investigative Classification
The investigative classification is 87 and the alphasubdivision will be either92"B" or "C,"|depending upon the total amount

of money involved.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87&#39;�.3 Implements Used in the Manufacture of Falsely Made, etc.,
Securities or Tax Stamps

The Agent in this violation must be alert to establishing
that the transporter knew that the implements had been used or werefitted to be used for this purpose and the transportation was coupled
with a fraudulent intent.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-4.� Receiving Violations
�! Under Section 2314 and part of Section 2315 dealing

with tools, etc., used in counterfeiting securities or tax stamps,first establish that the items covered have actually moved from one
state or the District of Columbia to another state or foreign
jurisdiction or vice versa.
Under Section 2315  with the exception of that portion relating totools, etc., used in counterfeiting securities or tax stamps!, oncestolen or fraudulently obtained property crosses a state line orUnited States boundary, federal jurisdiction attaches to such property
and remains until such property loses its stolen or fraudulently
obtained character.

�! The receiver must be shown to have knowledge thatsuch property has been stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken.- It is

Sensitive
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not necessary to show that the receiver had knowledge of the previous
interstate or foreign transportation. Also it is necessary to prove
that the receiver obtained at least $5,000 worth of the stolen, etc.,
property.

�! With regard to establishing guilty knowledge on the
part of the receiver, etc., attention is directed to the Theft From
Interstate Shipment section of this manual which discusses the
circumstantial evidence to be sought  Part I, Section 15-3.2!. To
violate the receiving section relating to falsely made, etc.,
securities or tax stamps, the knowledge to be shown is that the items
were falsely made, etc., or that the tools, etc., had been used or
were to be used in making falsely made, etc., items. ]Pursuant to
Title 18, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge may also be
established by proof that the defendant believed that such items were
stolen, falsely made, etc., after or as�a result of an officialrepresenpation as to the nature of the property  see MIOG, Part II,
l�l.l2!.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-4.5 Pledging Violations

The Agent must prove that the property pledged has an
actual value of at least $500 and the amount it is pledged for is not
the basis of jurisdiction. The pledgor and pledgee are both guilty of
a violation if the property is valued at $500 or more and has actually
moved interstate if they had knowledge that it had been stolen or
embezzled.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/37

87�4.6 Check Cases

Check cases should be scrutinized with particular care at
inception to implement the quality case concept and to reduce the
volume of submissions to Laboratory; submissions should be limited to
only relevant items in matters with a potential for Federalprosecution. &#39;
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EFFECTIVE: O7/23/37

87-4.6.1 Ascertain the Facts Surrounding the Passing of the Check

I Ordinarily, the following factors should be considered in
this regard:

I ] l!| Specifically determine whether the check was written
or endorsed in the presence of the person cashing it. If this is not
determined, a subsequent conclusion by the FBI Laboratory that the
check was written by a known individual does not prove that the writer
negotiated it. In many instances, persons other than the writers of
fraudulent checks negotiate them. This is particularly true in ring
cases.

I l�!| Determine the date and hour the check was negotiated.
&#39; _ Reliance&#39;should not be placed upon the date of the check because manyQ i checks are negotiated on other dates. In the elimination of suspects,
&#39;"� it may be essential to know the exact time that the check was

negotiated.

|�!] Any credentials used by the passer purportedly
establishinglhis/her]identity should be accurately described.

|�!| Ascertain the names of all witnesses who saw or
talked to the individual passing the fraudulent check.

]�!| Secure the modus operandi used by the check passer,
along with the subject oflhis/her|conversation. The method of
transportation being used by the passer may prove of value in
locatinglhim/her.]

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/37

~v:=-.
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87�4.6.2 Contact Local Police

After complete information has been obtained from the
individual reporting a bad check to the field office, a reasonable
inquiry should be made with the check squad of the local police
department or some other agency cognizant with bad checks passed in
the community to determine if the passer of the check involved may be
readily known locally.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/37

87-4.6.3 Determine If FBI Investigation warranted

If it is determined that FBI investigation should be
undertaken, the original bad check passed should be tactfully
obtained. Its return may be promised. If time is of the essence, the
FBI Laboratory should be so informed and the return of the check will

" s_ be expedited. If it is not possible to secure the original check, itL will materially assist the FBI Laboratory in its examination if a
�� photographic copy rather than a photostat of the check is forwarded.

In photographing the check, a ruler or other measurement is to be
included in the photograph so that the exact size of the original
document can be ascertained. Both the negative and a positive print
of the photograph should be forwarded.

-EFFECTIVE: 07/28/81

87�4.6.4 Handling of Check Evidence

The original check or a copy should be forwarded to the
FBI Laboratory using Form FD�l96 incorporating the following
information:

�! Complete and accurate descriptions of checks

�! The circumstances surrounding the passing of the
check, i.e., the modus operandi used, should be set forth briefly.

�! As complete a description as possible of the check
_&#39; passer should be included. This is particularly important in fiié | assisting theICriminal Justice Information Services|Division in-¢~£ eliminating fingerprint cards of persons having the same name as that

Sensitive
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used by the check passer. In all unknown subject multiple check "
cases, the FBI Laboratory examines the handwriting on fingerprint
cards containing names identical with that on the check. This
comparison is an automatic procedure which is followed at FBIHQ
without a specific request being made by the field office.

�! Any miscellaneous information which is available
should be included on the FD-196. For example, if the signature on
the check being transmitted is known to be a simulated forgery,
genuine signatures of the individual whose name was forged should be

. submitted.

�! A specific request should be made if any examination
is desired in addition to search in the National Fraudulent Check File
and comparison with signatures on fingerprint cards.

&#39; _ �! The check itself should be enclosed in a cellophane
envelope if a latent fingerprint examination is requested.

/ 1 �! Normally the office"submitting the first&#39;cHeck to the
 _ &#39;3 FBI Laboratory is the office of origin. Lacking information to the
92 &#39; contrary, the office transmitting the check should consider itself

office of origin until advice is received that other checks have
preceded its submission to the FBI Laboratory.

_  8! The date and city where the check is cashed are to be
set forth.

 9! Disposition of specimens is to be set out.

&#39; �0! A copy of the FD�l96 transmitting the fraudulent.
check to the FBI Laboratory should be designated for the field office
in whose territory the bank upon which the check is drawn is located.
That field office should be requested-to contact the drawee bank to
determine if similar checks have been passed upon that bank. This is
done since experience has shown that a check passer will issue a
series of checks upon one bank and information concerning those checks
can be received more expeditiously from the bank. It follows that the
detailed information which is desired on the FD�196 transmitting
fraudulent checks to the FBI Laboratory is unnecessary in cases in
which the identity of the check passer is known and the check is
submitted only for comparison with other checks in the same case.

5
9292,s�._._,-.
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EFFECTIVE: 04/oa/96

87~4.6.5 Discontinuing Investigation In Check Cases

Assuming that a report is received from the FBI Laboratory
which indicates that the check submitted was not the work of a known
check passer and the drawee bank advises that no similar checks have
been passed on that bank, and in the absence of any other information
indicating the contrary, it may be concluded that an isolated bad
check is involved and that the case is not one which should be
exhaustively investigated under the Bureau&#39;s policy as set out above.
Should information be received at a later date indicating that the
passer of this check is again active in passing additional checks, the
case may be reopened. - &#39;

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/73

92~~.&#39; 37�4.6.6 Action Taken When Forgery or Counterfeit Determined
When FBI Laboratory report indicates check is forged or

counterfeit, and/or facts indicate subject is an active violator, the
following procedure must be followed:

�! If the field office covering the drawee bank advises
that the check submitted is forged or counterfeited or one of a series
of bad checks, a stop should be placed immediately with that bank.
The original victims of other checks passed should be ascertained.
The office of origin should advise FBIHQ to_expedite the Laboratoryreport inasmuch as this is an indication the subject is an aggravated
check passer and the FBI Laboratory may tie his checks into a major
case. The facts may or may not be presented to the USA at this time
depending upon the urgency of the case. Presentment, generally, is
more desirable after the receipt of the Laboratory report.

�! If the Laboratory report identifies the passer of the
check submitted with the subject of another case, pertinent
information concerning the previous activities of the check passer
will be furnished. The field office submitting the check on the basis
of the Laboratory report will be in a position to conduct an
intelligent investigation concerning the activities of the check iT3 passer in that field office territory and submit the appropriate

92&#39;---.& communication to the office of origin which has correlated the
V  -1�_h.l_,&#39;."
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investigation of the activities of this check passer prior to that
time.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

87*4.6.7 Office of Origin In Check Cases * Designation and
Responsibilities

�! FBIHQ desires that there be only one office of origin
in a case involving the passing of bad checks. Ordinarily, the first
office submitting a check will remain office of origin and field
offices subsequently submitting checks passed by the same subject will
be advised in the Laboratory reports as to the original office of
origin in an effort to avoid confusion in this regard. Despite the
exercise of precaution in this matter, it is apparent when a check
passer moves rapidly from one field office territory to another that

ichecks from several localities may be received by the FBI Laboratory
I ,_ at approximately the same time. On many occasions, a case cannot be
  &#39; identified with another pending case until after several
92~- communications have been written in various offices. On these

occasions, FBIHQ will designate the proper office of origin either on
its own volition or upon the receipt of a letter from a field office.

�! It is necessary for the office of origin to assume
responsibility for close supervision of fraudulent check cases.
Investigative leads set out for auxiliary offices should be carefully
monitored in order that unnecessary investigation may be avoided and
valuable investigative leads given immediate attention. It should be
borne in mind that if there are two or three processes outstanding for
a check passer, the purpose of the remaining investigation is to

I apprehend|him/herlrather than collect evidence for additional
prosecutions. When a major check passer is apprehended and makes a
confession admitting numerous additional violations previously
unknown, the undeveloped leads should be set out to fill any necessary
gaps in the pending prosecution only. Investigation into thecircumstances surrounding the passing of new checks should not be made
unless prosecution is authorized in the territory where the checks
were-passed. After apprehension, the office of origin should make
certain it sets out undeveloped leads for all offices where checks
have been passed to inform the local police departments of the
identity of the check passer in order that the records of such
departments may be cleared. This is to be done since these police �.a departments may desire to institute prosecution, as experience has,..., _

�.e? shown that a check passer is seldom prosecuted in more than two or
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three Federal districts regardless of the number of violations
involved. The full background of a major check passer should be

I ascertained when|he/shelis apprehended. Current photographs and
numerous known handwriting specimens should be secured. This action
should be taken because experience has revealed a major check passer

I is a professional and upon|his/herlrelease from the penitentiary willprobably reenter the field of check passing and be the subject of _
another investigation.

EFFECTIVE: U4/22/83

87-4.6.8 Presentation to U.S. Attorney&#39;s Office

�! The office of origin should pay particular attention
to setting out undeveloped leads for presenting facts to USAs at
appropriate times. In this regard, when the sole purpose is to clear
the record and additional prosecution is not expected, the facts may

 A
�~"&#39; This will, in many

presentment to the
presenting a large
more likelihood of

be presented in the territory covering the bank on which the checks
are drawn rather than in the territory where they were negotiated.instances, clear a number of violations with one

USA. This method has the additional advantage of
number of individual violations to one USA with
prosecution.

�! It is also pointed out that in addition to causing a
check to be

transported in interstate commerce by negotiating it the
I subject may be prosecuted iflhe/shejphysically transports a check

meeting the requirements of the statute.

�! It should not be overlooked that Title 18, USC,
Section 2314, also prohibits the interstate transportation of
paraphernalia used or fitted to be used in falsely making, forging,
altering, or counterfeiting any security or tax stamp or part thereof.
Agents should be alert to locate any such paraphernalia in check
cases. The USA may desire to make the transportation of such
paraphernalia a separate count in the indictment. l

EFFECTIVE: 04/22/83

. A j
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87-4.6.9 Investigation Concerning Printers of Counterfeit Checks

and Securities

Too little effort has been directed toward ascertaining
the identities of the printers of counterfeited checks. If it can be
proved that a.printer knew the checks|he/she|prepared were counterfeit
and would be negotiated by the subject, it is possible to prosecutehim/herlas an aider and abettor in the territory in which the subject
is prosecuted as a principal. The success of the investigation will
depend upon the acceptance of the office of origin of its
responsibility to supervise the widespread activities of auxiliary
offices and render frequent advice to them because the auxiliary
offices are generally unaware of the complete picture of a check case.
From a practical standpoint, detailed investigation in the nature of a
collection of evidence should be minimized in the later stages of a
check case unless prosecution is expected in the territory where the
checks are passed.

EFFECTIVE} O4/22/83

87-4.6.10 [Deleted]

EFFECTIVE: 04/22/83

87rh.6.ll Traveler&#39;s Check Cases

�! Section 2314 specifically provides that the
transportation in interstate commerce of a traveler&#39;s check, validly
issued for value, and upon which the purchaser&#39;s countersignature has
been forged, is a violation of that statute.

�! The Department has held that a prosecutable offense
under Title 18, USC, Section 2314, does exist when blank stolen
traveler&#39;s checks are transported interstate and the "purchaser&#39;s
signature" blank is filled in without authority and with requisite
intent by the thief or by one chargeable with knowledge that the check
is stolen or is not bona fide. The traveler&#39;s check would beconsidered as falsely made  Stinson v. U.S., C.A. 5, 1963, 316 F. �d!
554! within the meaning of the statute in the same sense that one
falsely makes and forges when one alters or fills in blanks of a
genuine instrument without authority or contrary to authority given.
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87��.7 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87�4.7.1 Food Stamp Program Cases

The Department, in Memorandum #656 dated 12/ll/69 to all
U.S. Attorneys captioned "Food Stamp Program," discusses the problem
being faced by the Department of Agriculture in the increasing thefts
of food stamps. The Department recognizes that Title VII, USC, _
Section 2023, establishes in the Department of Agriculture the
investigative responsibility for the illegal possession of these
stamps  no requirement of interstate transportation!. The Department " adds, "However, in the event interstate transportation involving; $5,000 or more in stamps obtained by theft or fraud is indicated, the

�"i assistance of the FBI can be sought under Title l8, USC, Section 2314
 ITSP!." No investigation is to be instituted into thefts of these
stamps without prior Bureau authority. If you are requested to
institute investigation of the theft of food stamps, you should
immediately advise the Bureau, by appropriate communication, of all
details. If the stamps are in the possession of the U.S. Government
at the time of theft, consider as a Theft of Government Property  TGP!
violation.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

I 87�4.8 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92
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87�4.8.l Fraud Investigations Under the ITSP Statute

�! Used where loss exceeds $5,000 in any one incident
and no interstate wire communication  telephone call, telex message,
or telegram! is used in perpetration of the fraud.

�! Facts concerning cases involving losses of less than
$5,000, and no use of interstate wire communications may be furnished
to FBIHQ to increase the data base maintained in Bureau files
concerning these criminals and their schemes.

[�![ To establish a violation of Section 23l& involving
the transportation of $5,000 or more of the]loss,|it is necessary to
prove that one or more of the subjects actually transported $5,000 or
more in interstate commerce. Efforts should be made to identifythelcon artists,|ascertain their itinerary after the swindle, andconduct whatever investigation possible to locate the money in another
state or evidence that it was transported.

l�!| A violation may be�established&#39;o£ Section 2314 even
though no actual loss occurred, if the projected swindle was to amount
to $5,000 or more and the proposed victim was caused to travelinterstate either in a build-up to the swindle or to obtain funds. If
the swindle amounting to $5,000 or more actually takes place, and the
victim is caused to travel interstate as part of the process, a
violation has occurred even though theifunds are|never carried out of
state.

. l�!l For definitive information concerning Fraud By Wire
violations  FEW!, see|Part I,92Section 196 of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86 i

87-4.8.2 Other Avenues In Fraud Investigations
�! Particular circumstances in a case may make

prosecutions under the Conspiracy and/or Racketeer Influenced andCorrupt Organization  RICO! Statutes feasible, and should not be
overlooked. &#39;

�! The Mail Fraud  MP! Statute  Title 18, usc, Section
1341!, under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Postal Service, is an
excellent tool with which to attack trauds.
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 a! A fraud comin� to your attention, and lackingany FBI jurisdiction, should be immediately reported to a U.S. Postal
Inspector, and must not be continued under investigation.

 b! The character of Mail Fraud  HF!-may be added tothe title where it becomes another statute under which the subject s!may be prosecuted in conjunction with other charges brought that fall
within FBI jurisdiction. .

�! Sources of information in these type investigationsinclude offices of state attorneys general, state or local consumerprotection offices, U.S. Postal Inspection Service, Securities andExchange Commission, Better Business Bureau, chambers of commerce,
local district attorneys� offices, among others.

EFFECTIVE: 0?/18/as

k" _ a1�a.a.3 E _ _ A� L9292k1e

�! FBIHQ will search for identification in this file anyhandwritten, typewritten, or printed specimens obtained during anactive confidence scheme investigation and submitted to FBIHQ,
Attention:- FBI Laboratory, with appropriate request.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-4;B.4 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

,_ 37-4.9 Top Thief Target  TIT!
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&#39;Part I _

EFFECTIVE: 01/23/90 La L1E
87-4.9.1 Purpose of the TTT

The goal of TTT is to target top thievesfrfenges, andorganized criminal gangs who are involved in 5te§T1ng and=.&#39;reEistributing property valued at tens of-millions-of dollars. Theobjective of TIT activity is to identify top thieves, aggressively ~1 t evidence of their violations of Federal statute and atop their
cglhec
activity through prompt arrest and prosecution.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90
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EFFECTIVE: OT/Z3/90

8T�4.9,3 Investigative Procedure
�! Based on facts or circumstances which indicate thatthe target may be engaged in or is about to be engaged in criminal1 activity or the violation of a Federal law, a new9287G|case should be  opened and assigned to a Special Agent working investigations within

 1 the[ITS.92 _&#39;�! Identify and obtain background information concerningthese targets such as photographs, description, criminal record, modusoperandi, hangouts, associates,&#39;and travel patterns of burglars, armedrobbers, and fences, who engage in activities of a magnitude, thatindicates they are major violators or potential violators of Federal
law such as the ITSHV, ITSP, or TFIS statutes.

�! Assign to-investigative activity Agent  s! whoseexperience gives him/her a thorough working knowledge of thepsychology of burglars, armed robbers, and fences and who is capable
of applying unusual or creative investigative techniques.

- �! All personnel involved should be fully aware of theprovisions of the ITS? � Conspiracy, Hobbs Act and RacketeerInfluenced and Corrupt Organizations  RICO! statutes which arepotentially applicable to the objectives of this program;Consideration should also be given to the use of Title III coveragewithin the provisions of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act of 1963-
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art I

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

a1-5 nxscsnnnnsous

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

i87-5.1

EFFEiZTIVE: 07/23/90 ¥a92� £1 E
87-5.2 Obtaining Known Handwriting Samples

. . . d
"� ~~~~ -- AF rhg FBI Laboratory identifying a questione" * -*-� Fho known
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&#39; EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

&#39;87-5.2.1 Legal Requirements

�! Each page of samples taken from a subject should bear
subject&#39;s own name or initials, written by the subject, as well as thedate. &#39;

�! At the conclusion of the sample taking, a statement
that the samples were provided voluntarily should be written, in the
subject&#39;s handwriting, even though dictated by the Agent. It should
be dated, and witnessed by the Agent, &#39;

�! If obtained pursuant to a court order, no such
statement is necessary. The samples still must be signed by the
subject, dated, and witnessed by the Agent.

ii "3 EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-5.3 Report Writing Rules

EFFECTIVE: DZ/16/39

37-5.3.1 Unknown Subject Cases

You should be guided by current Bureau rules concerning
prepara- tion of prosecutive reports.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

,_-,._92
--� -� 7&#39; 1.
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87�5.3.2 Other Reporting Requirements
�! Only one copy of ITSP prosecutive report need be

submitted unless dissemination at FBIHQ is desired. If so, thatdissemination should be set out in the copy count of the report, with
the reason justifying the dissemination stated on the FDr272.

�! Reports must be prepared when requested by the USA&#39;s
Office.

�! A summary airtel should be prepared in any case that
generates great public interest or to advise of significant
developments in such a case. I

�! In major cases the office of origin should advise
logical field offices of details of theitheft, suspects� descriptions,description of the stolen property, and request that local law
enforcement agencies and informants be contacted. This disseminationshould be made in LHM under suitable cover communication, and the LHM��"] must be92written so as to allow receiving offices to reproduce it and_§ provide it to such local law enforcement agencies as they determine

-� are appropriate..

�! In all ITSP cases involving armored carrier/courier
losses, an FD�43O must be submitted to FBIHQ, Attention: Violent
Crimes Unit, Criminal Investigative Division in duplicate,�within|30[working days. |The 00 shall determine if regional or otherfield office notification is necessary.  See HIOG, Part I, 15�4 9!,91-12.1, 192-11.1, s 192-11.2; nsor, Part 11, 9-6.!] p &#39; _

EFFECTIVE: 11/30/93

87-6 VENUE

Any district in which the_offense was begun, continued, or
completed  Title 18, USC, Section 3237!.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89 ,

¬Z�}h 87-7 PENALTIES
1...�.4..-A
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

37-7.1 Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property  ITSP!,
 Title 13, u.s. Code, Section 2314!

A $10,000 fine, or ten years� imprisonment, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

92 87-7.2 Receiving Stolen Property,  Title 18,92U.S. Code, Section
2315!]

A $10,000 fine, or ten years� imprisonment, or both.

/""= EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

Q 37-3 CHARACTER � INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION or STOLEN PROPERTY
 ITSP!

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83
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SECTION 88. UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID PROSECUTION,
CUSTODY, CONFINEMENT, AND GIVING TESTIMONY

88-1 BACKGROUND

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88�1.l Section 1073 »

The original Unlawful Flight Statute, Title 18, USC, Section
403e, was enacted on 5-18�3�, and covered only flights to avoidprosecution and giving testimony in the eight specific crimes of murder,
kidnaping, burglary, robbery, mayhem, rape, assault with a dangerous fw Z weapon, extortion accompanied by threats of violence, and attempts to-=- commit any of the above. On 8�2�46, it was amended to include flights toavoid custody and confinement after conviction for the above offenses. On
9-l-48, the current Unlawful Flight Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 1073,was enacted. This section was amended periodically to include a total of
11 specific felonies. On lO*4�61, the Organized Crime Bill was enacted
which amended Title 18, USC, Section lO73, to include all state felonies
and in the case of New Jersey, high misdemeanors. On 12-28-80, Congressenacted Public Law 96-611, Section 1O a! of which states in part, "theCongress hereby expressly declares its intent that Section 1073 of Title
18, United States Code, apply to cases involving parental kidnaping and
interstate or international flight to avoid prosecution under applicable
state felony statutes." .

EFFECTIVE: O7/28/87

88"1.2 Section 1074

Title 18, USC, Section 1074, was enacted on 5-6-6O, as part of
the Civil Rights Act of 1960. This section added the local offenses of
damaging, or attempting to damage, by fire or explosive, any building,
structure, facility, vehicle, dwelling house, synagogue, church, religiousR center, or educational institution, public or private, which were not �iii covered under Section 1073 at that time.. H: " �

.".&#39;_--
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-2 STATUTES, PENALTIES, AND PROSECUTION

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88"2.1 Section 1073

|"Whoever moves or travels in interstate or foreign
commerce with intent either �! to avoid prosecution, or custody orconfinement after conviction, under the laws of the place from which
he flees, for a crime, or an attempt to commit a crime, punishable bydeath or which is a felony under the laws of the place from which the
fugitive flees, or which, in the case of New Jersey, is a high
misdemeanor under the laws of said state, or �! to avoid givingtestimony in any criminal proceedings in such place in which the.
commission of an offense punishable by death or which is a felonyunder the laws of such place, or which in the case of New Jersey, is ahigh misdemeanor under the laws of said state, is charged, or �! to
avoid service of, or contempt proceedingsifor alleged disobedience of,lawful process requiring attendance and the giving of testimony or the
production of documentary evidence before an agency of a state
empowered by the law of such state to conduct investigations ofalleged criminal activities, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

"Violations of this section may be prosecuted only in the
Federal judicial district in which the original crime was alleged to
have been committed, or in which the person was held in custody orconfinement, or in which an avoidance of service of process or a &#39;
contempt referred to in clause �! of the first paragraph of this
section alleged to have been committed, and only upon formal approvalin writing by the Attorney General or an Assistant Attorney General of
the United States, which function of approving prosecutions may not be
de1egated."[ ~

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87
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88�2.2 Section 1074

_ " a! Whoever moves or travels in interstate or foreign commerce
with intent either �! to avoid prosecution, or custody, or confinementafter conviction, under the laws of the place from which he flees, for
willfully attempting to or damaging or destroying by fire or explosive any
building, structure, facility, vehicle, dwelling house, synagogue, church,religious center or educational institution, public or private, or �! to
avoid giving testimony in any criminal proceeding relating to any such
offense shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.

. " b! Violations of this section may be prosecuted in the
Federal judicial district in which the original crime was alleged to have
been committed or in which the person was held in custody or confinement:Provided, however, That this section shall not be construed as indicating
an intent on the part of Congress to prevent any State, Territory,Commonwealth, or possession of the United States of any jurisdiction overany offense over which they would have jurisdiction in the absence of such

. section."

EFFECTIVE: O7/28/87

88"2.3 FBIHQ Approval is Necessary for Investigation Under
Section 1074

a request for Bureau assistance in locating a
under Section 1074  damaging property!,
the full details and do not conduct any
FBIHQ approval.

Upon receipt of
fugitive subject or witness
immediately advise FBIHQ of
investigation without prior

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-3 REQUIREMENTS FOR INVESTIGATION

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

�,
,=
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88-3.1 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution

�! Local authorities must have a warrant outstanding for thesubject&#39;s arrest charging him/her with an offense covered in the statute
and agree to extradite and prosecute upon the subject&#39;s apprehension.

�! There must be sufficient evidence present to show withreasonable certainty that the subject fled interstate for the purpose of
avoiding prosecution.

�! Prior to the issuance of the Federal process the localprosecuting attorney or police agency should request assistance in writing
to the USA.

�! The USA must authorize the filing of a complaint and
Federal arrest process must be outstanding prior to the time that
investigation is instituted.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87-

88"3.2 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Custody or Confinement
 l! Local authorities must have a warrant outstanding for thesubject&#39;s arrest charging him/her with an offense covered in the statuteand agree to extradite and prosecute or reconfine upon the subject&#39;s

apprehension.�! There must be sufficient evidence present to show withreasonable certainty that the subject fled interstate for the purpose of
avoiding custody or confinement. &#39;

�! Since time is of the essence, upon issuance of a localwarrant and an oral request for assistance by a competent local official,immediately present the facts to the USA for authorization of a Federalwarrant. Local authorities should be advised to direct a letter to theUSA confirming their oral request for assistance} however, do not delayyour presentation to the USA and obtaining Federal process awaiting
his/her receipt of the written request,

�! The USA must authorize the filing of a_complaint andFederal arrest process must be outstanding prior to the time that
investigation is instituted.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/37

38-3.3 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Giving Testimony "

�! A criminal proceeding must have been actually instituted
against a subject in the state court charging him/her with an offense
covered in the statute.

�! There must be sufficient evidence present to establish that
the fugitive witness fled interstate for the purpose of avoiding giving
testimony in this criminal proceeding. The fact that a fugitive witness
has fled interstate after having been served with a subpoena in the state
criminal proceeding wil1&#39;assist in establishing that the purpose of the
flight was to avoid testifying: However, where sufficient independent
evidence exists to establish that the fugitive witness fled with the
purpose of avoiding testifying, it is not necessary that he/she have
previously been served with a subpoena.

 l -t �! Local authorities must have a warrant outstanding for the
~- fugitive witness and be willing to extradite upon apprehension.

 b! Prior to the issuance of the Federal process, the local
prosecuting attorney or police agency should request assistance in writing
to the USA. -

�! The USA must authorize the filing of a complaint and
Federal arrest process must be outstanding prior to the time that
investigation is instituted.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88�3.4 Unlawful Flight � Pre�Federal Warrant Investigation
_ �! Where a request is received from local or state authorities

under the provisions of the Unlawful Flight Statute for FBI fugitiveassistance and such request fails to contain sufficient evidence as to the
interstate character of the violation to justify or support the issuance
of the Federal complaint and warrant, these authorities should first be
requested to supply the evidence of requisite character. In particularly
serious cases, the FBI may be requested to conduct an investigation to¬iC3¥ establish the jurisdictional facts of apparent flight after the commission�ii? of the state felony. If an SAC does not concur that a case is serious
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enough to warrant initiating an investigation to establish thejurisdictional facts of apparent interstate flight, the USA, if USA stilldesires a preliminary FBI inquiry, as USA has been instructed, may reportthe matter at once to the Criminal Division, General Litigation and Legalby Advice Section, t so that it can be discussed with FBIHQ.

- �! In those situations where the SAC has fully considered theseriousness of the case and does not concur that a pre�Federal warrantUFAP investigation is warranted and the USA still insists on a preliminaryFBI inquiry, conduct no investigation and advise the USA that none will beconducted until it is authorized by FBIHQ. It should be suggested to theUSA that USA consult with the Department in these situations. Thereafter,I advise the [Fugitive/Government Reservation92Crimes Unit, CriminalInvestigative Division, by telephone, followed by teletype, of the factstogether with the field division�: recommendations. &#39;
�! As a general rule, in the absence of Federal UFAP process,anything more than a phone call or inquiries made of local or stateauthorities is interpreted by FBIHQ as "pre-Federal warrantinvestigation." Offices are instructed to decline, in all but the mostK i compelling and serious situations, to conduct pre-Federal warrant- investigations aimed at developing sufficient probable cause to supportthe interstate flight oi the subject,-as this is the responsibility oflocal and state authorities requesting FBI fugitive assistance. When apre*Federal warrant investigation is agreed upon by the SAC and the USAwithout specific Departmental or FBIHQ involvement, submit, on a UACBbasis, an airtel setting forth the full facts demanding the office&#39;s

involvement. Such instances should rarely occur.

EFFECTIVE: OZ/16/89

88~3.4.l Fugitive Task Force  FTF! � Preliminary Inquiry  PI!
�! In order to establish a practical and effectiveworking relationship in an FTF environment, a PI may be initiated

within the Attorney General Guidelines.�! Only those matters referred by and originating withinthe investigative jurisdiction of FIF nonfederal member agencies
should be considered for initiation oEKa PI.

92 �! ]Deleted| C. 1 �! Prior to initiating a PI, it is important to document
Sensitive
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those facts which indicate the POSSIBILITY that there has been an
unlawful flight to avoid prosecution or confinement.

�! |Deletedl
�! [The standard for initiating a Preliminary Inquiry PI! is less than the REASONABLE INDICATION of criminal activity thatis necessary to open a full investigation. A PI is based upon thePOSSIBILITY of criminal activity. Therefore, the openingcommunication must state the existence of a state or local felonywarrant and additional information which indicates the POSSIBILITY ofinterstate flight. The following are examples of circumstances whichmay be combined to form a factual basis to establish the POSSIBILITY

of interstate flight:92
 a! �existence of a driver&#39;s license;l
 b! �proximity of a subject&#39;s last known residence to

another state&#39;s border;92
 c! �the fugitive has been at large for an extensive

period of time;[
 d! �the termination of public utilities; or92
 e! �the existence of a motor vehicle registration.

The above facts are only examples of the information that, inconjunction with a state or local felony warrant, may provide thepredication necessary to initiate a PI, and is not intended to be all
inclusive.

All cases that are accepted by an FTF shall be opened as a PI or fullinvestigation. A separate file number must be assigned to eachfugitive subject referred by state and local agencies; these matters
will not be worked out of a control fi1e.]

�! Pls should be completed within 90 days of initiation.Requests for succeeding 30-day extensions should be submitted to FBIHQon a UACB basis at least 14 calendar days prior to the expiration ofthe PI. The extension request should include the following
information:

_m  a! The basis for initiation of the PI.

�7
 b! A summary of investigation conducted during the

Sensitive
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initial period or previous extension.
&#39;  c! Reason for the extension.

 8! In the event that the PI uncovers no evidence that
the subject has fled interstate, authority to continue the
investigation ceases and the PI should be closed.

 9! When PC of interstate flight is developed, a federal
warrant should immediately be obtained prior to conducting any further
investigation.

�0! Out-of-state leads should not be set in PIs without
sufficient documented justification. Examples of proper out-of-state
leads are record checks or the interview of an incarceratedindividual. Leads for out-of-state interview at a location where the
subject may be located should be inappropriate. Under N0circumstances should "locate-and-apprehend" leads be set absent
federa1&#39;process.

1" �£&#39; Z  ll! These matters should be entered in FOIMS as Pls and
~ include "Preliminary Inquiry" in the caption as follows:

JOHN DOE;
UFAP- underlying local charge!;
Preliminary Inquiry
00:  office of origin!

�2! Upon issuance of federal process "PreliminaryInquiry" should be deleted from the title and the FOIMS entry
converted to a full investigation record.

EFFECTIVE: 07/16/96

33-4 srsrurs or LIMITATIONS

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80 i

_, &#39;.tr92_._
 �-_V_;&#39;92-�ti &#39;/"
._�92 .
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88-4.1 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution, Custody, and

Confinement _

1 The statute of limitations is tolled in every case of aviolation of the Fugitive Felon Act where the flight is with the intent toavoid prosecution, custody, or confinement, since a person cannot be afugitive felon without also being a fugitive from justice within the
meaning of Title 18, USC, Section 3290.

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

88-4.2 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Giving Testimony
This situation does not apply in the case of a person fleeing toavoid giving testimony. Since flight to avoid giving testimony is notmade punishable by state law, one does not become a fugitive from justiceunder Title 18, USC, Section 3290, by simply fleeing to avoid givingtestimony. Whether or not a person becomes a fugitive from justice from-§ the Federal offense of fleeing to avoid giving testimony becomes a factual~ question. If the facts show that subsequent to the flight to avoid givingtestimony, the witness does in fact become a fugitive from justice, the

statute of limitations is tolled.

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

83-5 RETURN OF FUGITIVES TO STATE JURISDICTION

EFFECTIVE: O2/O8/80

88�5.l Federal ProsecutionAlthough a Federal penalty is provided for a violation of thisact, its primary purpose is to aid the states in the return of theirfugitives for trial or reconfinement. Therefore, Federal prosecution isnot intended and will only occur in rare instances upon the formalapproval in writing by the Attorney General or an Assistant Attorney
General.

.�
_, �-I ,,:;

.1-.
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EFFECTIVE; 02/oa/so

88~5.2 Extradition is the State&#39;s Responsibility
�! It is not the purpose of this act to supersede state

rendition procedures when interstate rendition can be accomplished
without the assistance of the federal government. The federal&#39;government cannot assume the obligation of returning, through itsremoval machinery, all these fugitives despite the fact that suchpersons technically come within the terms of the Fugitive Felon Act.
This should be made clear to the state authorities at the time they
request assistance.

�! As an aid to the wanting state authorities, theapprehending office should interview the fugitive regarding the local
offense and verbally determine his/her intention regarding waivingstate extradition proceedings. The wanting state authorities shouldQ * be immediately notified of the fugitive�s arrest, place of»» incarceration, admissions, and intention regarding extradition by the

r~ office of origin. The office of origin should specifically point outto them that the fugitive is not bound-by his/her verbal intent towaive extradition and can at any time before removal demand and
receive an extradition hearing.

92 �! 92Unless there are unusual circumstances present in the.particular case, the apprehending office should transfer the custody
of the fugitive to appropriate state or local authorities withoutunnecessary delay, and-should request the office of origin to notifythe United States Attorney&#39;s office to promptly move for the dismissal
of the complaint. When this procedure is followed, it is notp necessary to take the fugitive before a magistrate judge for anA initial appearance pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 5 a!.  See MIOG, Part

l II, 2-7.1 and Legal Handbook for Special Agents, 3-5.!  The Departmentof Justice Criminal Division has advised FBIHQ that it is notnecessary to wait until the UFAP warrant has actually been dismissedbefore releasing the subject to state or local authorities, but it isimportant that efficient procedures be implemented and followed toA make sure that UFAP warrants are promptly dismissed after notification
of an arrest is given.!  See MIOG, Part II, ll-l.�.!|

92 [�!92Shou1d the wanting state authorities be unwilling toinstitute extradition proceedings after a subject�s apprehension, the

,n§ federal process.

 :?1; USA should be notified in order for him/her to cause dismissal of the
Sensitive
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l 92�!92It is recognized that there will be instances wherethe state funds for the extradition of fugitives are exhausted, andpossibly other situations will arise where it will be recognized asimpossible for the state to effect extradition, but in all instancesthe state authorities should be given an opportunity to return the

fugitive by regular rendition.92 92�!92In those instances where state rendition procedurehas been attempted and has failed to secure the return of thefugitive, state authorities may request the USA to institute actionunder the Fugitive Felon Act;= The USA must first obtain theauthorization of the Department before attempting said action.

EFFECTIVE: O5/10/96

 ��&#39; 88*5.3 Dismissal of Federal Process

Xi�
1 -"..=,-T". �__ ,_

�~ � After the fugitive�s apprehension and his/her extradition by thewanting state authorities for prosecution on the state offense orreconfinement, the Federal process should be dismissed and the case
closed.

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/83

88-6 uuxnown SUBJECT CASESDo not accept a case for investigation where the subject has not
been properly identified by state authorities.

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/83

92i88-7 92PARENT-CHILD ABDUCTION MATTERS

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/B3
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38-7.1 Policy

" 12

�! The federal92KidnappinglStatute specifically precludesfrom investigation thelkidnappinglof a minor child by the parent,except in cases where the abducting parent removes or retains thechild outside the United States. Cases involving parental removal or
retention of the child outside the United States should beinvestigated under the|Kidnapping]character as a violation of Title
18, USC, Section 1204, the International Parental Kidnaping Crime Act
of 1993.  See MIOG, Part I, Section 7*4.7.!

�! Parental abductions which do not involve anextraterritorial removal/retention of a child and are interstate in
nature are specifically precluded from investigation under theKidnappinglStatutes., However, fugitive investigations in thesematters may be instituted under_the Unlawful Flight Statute providingthe usual unlawful flight requirements that a local or state felony
warrant has been issued, local authorities have requested Bureauassistance and agree to extradite when fugitive is located andprobable cause is shown to indicate the fugitive has fled the state-toavoid prosecution are met. In this regard, cases where the child waslegally removed from the state and the warrant subsequently issuedwhen the fugitive parent failed to return the child should be broughtto the attention of the USA&#39;s Office at the time authorization to filethe federal complaint is sought. This should be done so that theUSA&#39;s Office will be aware that the case should be closely scrutinized
to ensure that the "moves or travels in interstate or foreigncommerce" provision of the Unlawful Flight Statute has been met inconjunction with the state statute-under which the fugitive parent is
charged. ~ &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 03/20/95

38-7.2 Fugitive Priorities
Fugitive priorities in UFAP cases involving parentrchildabduction will be assigned in accordance with the criteria set forth in

Part II, 2l�2 of this manual. .

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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EFFECTIVE: O8/l9/85

s3�7.4
Disposition of Victim Children Located by the FBI
�! Local authorities, rather than the FBI, have theresponsibility for taking custody of a victim child located in theirjurisdiction, and their court system has the authority to ensure that the

child is returned to the parent having legal custody.
�! In order to establish a preplanned formulated procedure forthe disposition of victim children located by the FBI in UFAP�ParentalKidnaping cases, each field office should contact logical law enforcementagencies and child welfare departments to determine their policies in

taking
custody of victim children and their court procedures for returning

the victim child to the parent having legal custody.

of the

victim
should
agency

�! If the victim child is with the fugitive parent at the timearrest, the arresting SAs should take temporary custody of thechild to ensure his/her welfare and safety. The child, however,be immediately turned over to the appropriate local law enforcementor child welfare department which has the ultimate responsibilityfor the custody and welfare of the child located in its jurisdiction. TheFBI should not return the victim child directly to the parent who was incustody of the child prior to the parental kidnaping, since this is the
responsibility of the above agencies and their court system.

�! If the victim child is not with the fugitive parent at thetime of the arrest and is subsequently determined to be at school, with ababysitter, staying with a relative, or other like situations, thearresting SAs should not take temporary custody of said child, since thechild s welfare and safety are not in question. In these situations, theFBI should immediately notify the appropriate local law enforcement agencyor child welfare department of the child&#39;s location in order for saidagencies to resolve the issues of taking the victim child into protectivecustody and ensuring the child&#39;s return to the parent having legal custody
through appropriate court proceedings.�! If the location of the victim child is known-prior to thepending arrest of the fugitive parent, the FBI, if possible, should notifythe appropriate local law enforcement agency or child welfare departmentbeforehand of the child&#39;s location in order that the above issues can beresolved by said agencies and coordinated with the arrest of the fugitive
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parent by the FBI.

�! In addition to reporting the subject&#39;s apprehension toFBIHQ, the office of origin, and known auxiliary offices, the specificdisposition of the victim child, if located, should be included in theapprehension teletype. This notification should include the identity,location and telephone number of the local custodial agency and thespecific individual handling the matter. The office of origin shouldensure that the parent having legal custody of the child at the time ofthe parental kidnaping is promptly notified in order that proceedings maybe instituted by said individual to regain custody of the abducted child.

EFFECTIVE: O8/19/85

[88-7.5 Access to Information from the Federal Parent LocatorService  FPLS!, UFAP"Parental Kidnaping-Child Abduction
Matters

/-P�-�_.

. 1
  "I FPLS requires that a certification letter be submittedwith each request for information regarding a Parental Kidnaping

subject. This letter certifies that:-
i  l! The request is being made solely to locate anindividual in connection with a parental kidnaping or child custody

case. �! Any information obtained through FPLS will be treatedas confidential, will be used solely for the purpose for which itI was obtained and will be safeguarded in accordance with the Privacy
, Act of 1974  Title 5, USC, Section 552a!.

�! That Federal tax information obtained through theFPLS will not be used or disclosed in violation of Title 26, USC,t Sectipn 6103, and Title 26, USC, Section 7213  a! �!.
 Q! That SAC, Baltimore, or SAC&#39;s designee, will be thecertifying official for the FBI. Field offices desiring to requestinformation from the FPLS should submit an airtel to the BaltimoreField Office with a lead at Rockville, Maryland, to contact theFPLS. The airtel should set forth the following descriptive data inorder that a complete search of all records available can be made by

FPLS:

 :I E �  a! Subject&#39;s name
.Sensitive

PRINTED: 02/18/93
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�  b!

M  c!
92  d!

 e!

 r!

� �!

or retired!

�  h!

� �!

�  i!

 92 I; 92  R!
~~ name, if known

92 is made.

part-time basis.

92 of investigation.92

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

PAGE 33 - 15

Known aliases

Social Security Number  SSAN!, if known
Branch of military service, if applicable
Retired military and branch, if applicable
Whether subject receives any veteran&#39;s benefits
Federal employee, if applicable  past, present

Date of birth

Place of birth

Subject&#39;s father&#39;s full name, if known
Subject&#39;s mother&#39;s full name, including maiden

1 �! In cases where the SSAN is known, the results of thissearch will be provided to the FBI within 14 days. If the SSAN isunknown, hand searches will be conducted by the Social SecurityAdministration, which may take several months to complete. FPLS willfurnish the address and employment data on file at the time the search i
�! Searches can_also be conducted on the victim&#39;s name,provided that the applicable descriptive data, as set out above, isfurnished. These searches are helpful if the victim is eligible toreceive either social security benefits or veteran&#39;s benefits from adeceased parent. In some cases, the victim may be employed on a

i �! All offices are reminded that requests forinformation from FPLS can be made in UFAP�Parental Kidnaping casesonly. Leads to contact FPLS should not be set out in any other types &#39;
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33&#39;3 JUVENILE SUBJECTS-�! A request for assistance to locate a juvenile under theUnlawful Flight Statute, who flees interstate to avoid prosecution,custody, or confinement, should be accepted or refused for investigationbased on whether the individual has been handled locally as an adult or as
a juvenile on the state offense in question.the individual has been treated as an adult and charged

the substantive criminal offense in question,be instituted under the Unlawful Flight Statute.
_�! If

with or convicted of
investigation should�! If the individual has been handled as a juvenile andcharged with juvenile delinquency or adjudged a juvenile delinquent, theUnlawful Flight Statute does not apply and investigation should not beinstituted since juvenile proceedings are not considered a criminal
offense.

EFFECTIVE? 03119/85

33-9 STATE PAROLE AND PROBATION VIOLATORS
�! Requests for assistance to locate state parole andprobation violators who, after conviction for a crime covered by theUnlawful Flight Statute, are placed on parole or probation for said crimeand flee interstate, fall within the provisions of the Unlawful Flight

Statute. �! Local authorities should be advised to submit a formalorder revoking the subject&#39;s parole or probation, together with acommunication to the USA making a formal request for assistance.
�! These matters, if orally requested, should be promptlypresented to the USA and investigation should not be held in abeyancepending receipt by the USA of the above formal written request.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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83-1O INDIVIDUALS FREE ON STATE BOND

�! Requests for assistance to locate individuals who fleeinterstate after being released on local bond to await court action on acharge covered by the Unlawful Flight Statute fall within the provisions
of this act and should be promptly presented to the USA.

�! If USA declines to authorize a complaint for the issuanceof an Unlawful Flight warrant based on the grounds that there has not beenan actual forfeiture of bond in the case, promptly furnish the fulldetails to FBIHQ by cover airtel enclosing an original and four copies ofan LHM for referral to the Department for a final determination.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

33-11 VERIFYING STATE PROCESS AND INTENT TO EXTRADITE AND
_ PROSECUTE OR RECONFINE _

The status of the warrant issued by the state authorities forthe subject&#39;s arrest and their continued intention to extradite andprosecute or reconfine the subject upon his/her apprehension must be
confirmed once a year.

EFFECTIVE: O3/19/85

88-12 REPORTING PROCEDURES  See HIOG, Part 1, 25�10, 76�1.8,
76�2.9, 76�3.13, 115-7 a Part 11, 21�29.!
 l!i Upon initiating an unlawful interstate flightfugitive investigation, two copies of an FD"65 should be promptlyforwarded to92FBIHQ, and one copy submitted directly to the SavannahInformation Technology Center  SITC!,[by the office of origin. Upon pthe fugitive&#39;s apprehension or location, the locating office mustpromptly notify FBIHQ by teletype  at least ROUTINE in precedence!,followed by Form FD-515 entry into the Integrated StatisticalReporting and Analysis Application  ISRAA!. _The office of origin mustensure that all auxiliary offices are notified by teletype to

discontinue.
92,

�! As a general rule, Prosecutive Reports are notrequired in unlawful interstate flight cases and, therefore, are notto be submitted to FBIHQ unless a specific request is made for same.
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33-13 CHARACTER _
�! Section 1073 -

UNLAWFUL FLIGHT T0 AVOID CUSTODY
d byCONFINEMENT  UFAC! - followe

and Guidelines � 18

of Investigative Operations
PAGE 88

UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID PROSECUTION  UFAP!
C! UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID

 UFA ,the local substantive offense; orb the localTESTIMONY  UFAT! � followed y
UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID GIVING&#39; &#39;me charged in the criminal proceedings.
substantive Cfl * UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID PR

�! Section 1075 UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID
UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID CUSTODY  UFAC!,UL FLIGHT TO AVOID GIVING TESTIMONY  UFAT! &#39;
CONFINEMENT  UFAC!, UNLAWF
£O11OWed by DAMAGING PROPERTY.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

92923a�14 CHILD susronr REC

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

92 as-1a.1 Statute
92 Title 18

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

J�.
»,-

OVERY ACT OF 1992.

, USC, Section 228
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88-14.2 BackgroundThe Child Support Recovery Act of 1992  CSRA!, Public LawNo. 102-521, makes the willful failure to pay a past due supportobligation with respect to a child residing in another state a Federaloffense. A first violation of the CSRA is punishable by six months�imprisonment and/or fine. Subsequent violations are punishment.by twoyears� imprisonment and/or fine. The FBI has investigatory
jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: ll/29/93

88-14.3 Elements of the Offense
The United States must prove that the defendant:
�! Having the ability to pay,
�! Did willfully fail to pay,
�! A known past due  child! support obligation,
�! which has remained unpaid for longer than one year

OR is an amount greater than $5,000,
�! For a child who resides in another state.

Interstate flight is NOT an element of the offense.

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93
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33-14.4 Definitions

�! Past due support obligation
The CSRA defines "past due support obligation" as any

amount:  a! determined under a court order or an order of anadministrative process pursuant to the law of a state to be due from aperson for the support and maintenance of a child or of a child and
the parent with whom the child is living; and

 b! that has remained unpaid for a period longer
than one year, or is greater than $5,000.

�! Nillfulness

 a! According to the legislative history,willfulness has the same meaning as it has for the purposes of Federalcriminal law. Willfulness is the knowing and intentional violation of
a known legal duty.

With respect to ability to pay, the legislative history
states:"The government must establish beyond a reasonable doubt, that at thetime payment was due the  defendant! possessed sufficient funds toenable him to meet his obligation or that the lack of sufficient fundson such date was created by  or was the result of! a voluntary andintentional act without justification in view of all the financial
circumstances of the  defendant!."

 b! Nillfulness cannot be presumed from nonpaymentalone. The Government is required to prove that the defendant, as ofthe date specified as the date of the offense, willfully failed to pay
an outstanding amount.

 c! Criminal culpability is not obviated by partialpayment of support obligations because the statute defines past duesupport obligation as "any amount." However, partial payment may berelevant to inability to pay, which would negate willfulness. Thecircumstances of any case in which partial payment has been made,including the relationship of the amount of partial payment to thetotal arrearage and ability to pay the arrearage, should be considered
before proceeding.
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EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

88�lb.5 Investigative/Prosecutive Procedures/Policy
 l! On 7/13/93, the Attorney General signed nationalguidelines outlining the procedures to be followed by Department ofJustice personnel in the enforcement of the CSRA. These guidelinesmake the United States Attorney in each judicial district responsiblefor determining which cases will be selected for investigation andprosecution. Therefore, the FBI will only investigate violations of

the CSRA referred by the U.S. Attorneys Offices.
�! While complaints and referrals for investigation maycome from private lawyers, individual complainants, or state and localagencies, as a matter of policy, the U.S. Attorneys Office willgenerally only accept referrals from state Title IV&#39;D agencies.
�! Title IV�D of the Social Security Act, 42 USCSection 651 et seq., requires states to establish programs for theenforcement of child support. The agencies operating these programsare known as IV~D agencies. These agencies must pursue child supporton behalf of individuals who are receiving public assistance as wellas at the request of individuals who are not. In addition, there maybe other qualified agencies involved with child support. Ordinarilyan individual complainant should be encouraged to work with a IV�Dagency or other appropriate agency to pursue other available remedies

before action is taken by Federal prosecutors. Q! Because of the variation among state laws, DO] policyencourages U.S. Attorneys to coordinate with IV�D officials or theirdesignees and other appropriate officials on local and state levels toestablish referral procedures and may wish to establish localcommittees to develop local guidelines. FBI personnel are authorized
to serve on these committees.

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93
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88-14.6 Referral Package
U.S. Attorneys will require a referral package in everycase. Each referral package will include all background information,copies of court records and orders, and ability-torpay information.As a general rule, cases will be accepted by the U.S. Attorneys Officeonly if they make clear that all reasonably available remedies havebeen exhausted. Among such cases, priority should be given to cases

where the following is established:
.  l! a pattern of flight from state to state to avoidpayment or flight after service of process for contempt or contempt

hearing; or

�! a pattern of deception to avoid payment such aschanging employment, concealing assets or location, or using false
social security numbers; or�! failure to make support payments after being held in
contempt; or  Q! when the failure to make child support payments has anexus to other potential Federal charges, such as bankruptcy fraud i.e., concealing assets!, bank fraud  i.e., false statements to abank!, Federal income tax charges  i.e., false statement or tax
evasion! or related criminal conduct.

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

88�lb.7 Notice to Target and Charging
�! If, after reviewing all pertinent documents, furtheraction is believed to be warranted, the following steps will be taken

by the U.S. Attorneys Office prior to filing charges:
 a! Before referring any case involving the CSRA tothe FBI, a letter will be sent to the nonpaying parent advising themof the CSRA and that they appear to be in violation of it andrequesting payment of the arrearage within a specified period �0days!. If payment is not made, the matter will be referred to the

FBI.
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 b! After the FBI completes the investigation andprior to the filing of charges, a second letter will be sent by theU.S. Attorney advising the target that charges will be filed unless&#39; &#39; d &#39;thin a specified period of time �0satisfactory payment is ma e wi
&#39;days!.  c! If satisfactory payment is still not forthcomingh been advanced, U.S.and no adequate explanation for nonpayment asf&#39;1e charges against the nonpaying parent.Attorneys Offices should i�! Since the first offense is a misdemeanor, the U.S.Attorneys Office will use summons to obtain the presence of the

defendant in court.l �! As a matter of policy, except in extraordinary cases,l these cases, since thepretrial diversion will not be used to reso ve&#39; d offense would be avoided by pretrial
impact of.the felonious secon

l

diversion of the first offense.i �! To ensure that criminal process is not used to &#39;f&#39;1 d a case should not beenforce a civil debt, once charges are i e ,&#39; &#39; &#39; l b cause an-offender makes payment., routinely dismissed mere y e

EFFECTIVE: ll/29/93

92 88-14.8 Character92and Alpha Classification92�! CSRA matters will be worked as9288E92classifications.�The CSRA is not a fugitive-related investigation but is a substantiveFBI investigation predicated on a violation of Title 18, USC, Section
228, Failure to Pay Legal Child Support Ob1igations.92�! These matters should be entered in FOIMS as CSRA

&#39; &#39; follows:MATTERS and include "CSRA MATTERS" in the caption as
JOHN DOE;
CSRA MATTERS;O0:  Office of Origin!
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ASSAULTING, KILLING OR ATTEHPTING T0 KILL
A FEDERAL OFFICER; CONGRESSIONAL, CABINETSUPREME COURT ASSASSINATION, KIDNAPING,AND
AND ASSAULT; CONSPIRACY TO IMPEDE OR INJURE
AN OFFICER; CRIMES AGAINST FAMILY MEMBERS

SECTION B9.

92 39-1 BREAKDOWN or THE 39 CLASSIFICATION92 See MIOG, Part 1,
267-4�!.!92The 89 classification is made up of four separate anddistinct violations which are92as follows:  l!92Assaulting, Killing or&#39; &#39;   FO/KFO!;  Z!92Congressional,92 Attempting to Kill a Federal Officer92 A&#39; t Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault;

Cabinet, and Supreme Cour92 CCSCAKA!; �!92Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer92 CIO!, and92 &#39; . F r urposes of clarity and A! Crimes Against Family Hembers92 CAFM! 92 o p&#39; &#39;11 set forth these violations individually
reference, this section wi

� in a four-part format.NOTE: Upon receipt of information sufficient to initiate aninvestigation under the Assaulting, Killing or Attempting to Kill a� &#39; &#39; the violation has occurred onFederal Officer classification, and when&#39; Indian Reservation �986 classification!
Indian Lands, a new Crime oncase should be promptly opened. See Section l98rl.5 �! for complete
details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9A
ILLING OR ATTEMPTING TO KILL A FEDERAL

89-2 ASSAULTING, K
OFFICER

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

92 89-2.1 92Deleted92
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Part I

EFFECTIVE: ll/23/94

�92 Part I, 44�l.l l0!,

-s.2�!, a9�3.e�!, 11s�2�! .!92
Assaulting, Killing or Attempting to Kill a FederalOfficer is covered by92seven92statutes which are set forth as follows:

Assaultin , Resisting or Impeding Certain Officers or�! g. .
Employees, Title 18,-USC, Section lll.

92" a!In general �" resists opposes, impedes,1 Whoever forcibly assaults, ,&#39; &#39; ted in Section lll�intimidates, or interferes with any person designs&#39; &#39; &#39; r on account of the performance of hisof this Title while engaged in 0&#39; &#39; lt or intimidates any person whoofficia192duties, or forcibly assau sformerly served as-a person designated in Section 1114 on account ofthe performance of official duties during such person&#39;s term ofservice,92shall be fined92under this title92or imprisoned not more than
three years, or both."A " b!Enhanced penalty --92 Whoever, in the commission&#39; b ction  a!,92uses a deadly or
of any such acts, described in su sedangerous weapon, shall be fined92under this title92or imprisoned not

h."more than ten years, or bot�! Protection of Officers and Employees of the United
States, Title 13, USC, Section 1114."Whoever kills or attempts to kill any judge of the United
States, any United States Attorney,any Assistant United States Attorney, orany United States marshal or deputy marshal or person
employed to assist such marshal or deputy marshal,&#39; any officer or employee of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation of the Department of Justice,any officer or employee of the Postal Service,any officer or employee of the Secret Service, or of the
Drug Enforcement Administration,&#39; ber of the U.S. Capitol Police,any officer or memany member of the Coast Guard,&#39; d to erform

, 92 SensitivePRINTED: 02/18/98
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investigative, inspection or law enforcement functions,[any officer or employee of the Federal RailroadAdministration assigned to perform investigative, inspection, or law
enforcement functions,� "any officer or employee of any United~States penal or
correctional institution,any officer, employee or agent of the customs, or of theinternal revenue or any person assisting him in the execution of his
duties, - any immigration officer,any officer or employee of the Department of Agricultureor of_the Department of the Interior designated by the Secretary ofAgriculture or the Secretary of the Interior to enforce any Act ofCongress for the protection, preservation, or restoration of game and
other wild birds and animals,any employee of the Department of Agriculture designatedby the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out any law or regulation, orto perform any function in connection with any Federal or Stateprogram or any program of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands92or anyother commonwealth, territory, or possession92of the United States, orthe District of Columbia, for the control or eradication or prevention
of the introduction or dissemination of animal diseases,any officer or employee of the National Park Service,any civilian official or employee of the Army Corps ofEngineers assigned to perform investigations, inspections, law orregulatory enforcement functions, or field-level real estate
functions,_ any officer or employee of, or assigned to duty in, the
field service of the Bureau of Land Management, orany officer or employee of the Indian Field Service of the
United States, or Aany officer or employee of the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration directed to guard and protect property of theUnited States under the administration and control of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,any security officer of the Department of State or the
Foreign Service, orany officer or employee of92the Department ofEducation;92the Department of Health and Human Services, the ConsumerProduct Safety Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission, theDepartment of Commerce, or of the Department of Labor, or of theDepartment of the Interior, or of the Department of Agricultureassigned to perform investigative, inspection or law enforcement

functions, orany officer or employee of the Federal CommunicationsCommission performing investigative, inspection or law enforcement
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functions, or any officer or employee of the Department of VeteransAffairs assigned to perform investigative or law enforcementfunctions, while engaged in the performance of his official duties, oron account of the performance of his official duties, or &#39;any United States probation or pretrial service officer,
or any United States magistrate, or any officer or employeeof any department or agency within the intelligence community  asdefined in Section 3.4 F! of Executive Order 12333, December 8, 1981,or successor orders! not already covered under the terms of this
section, or any attorney, liquidator, examiner, claim agent, or otheremployee of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Comptrollerof the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, the Federal HousingFinance Board, the Resolution Trust Corporation, the Board of ,Governors of the Federal Reserve System, any Federal Reserve bank, orthe National Credit Union Administration, or any other officer, agencyor employee of the United States designated for coverage under thissection in regulations issued by the Attorney General engaged in or on
account of the performance of his official duties or &#39;any officer or employee of the United States or any agencythereof designated to collect or compromise a Federal claim inaccordance with Sections 3711 and 3716 - 3718 of Title 31 or otherstatutory authority shall be punished as provided under Sections 1111and 1112 of this title, except that any such person who is foundguilty of attempted murder shall be imprisoned for not more than
twenty years." =

�! 92THREATS TO ASSAULT, KIDNAP, on MURDER A UNITEDSTATES OFFICIAL, A UNITED STATES JUDGE, A FEDERAL LAH_ENFORCEMENTOFFICER, OR AN OFFICIAL WHOSE KILLING WOULD BE A CRIME UNDER TITLE 18,USC, SECTION 1114 ARE COVERED IN TITLE 18, USC, SECTION 115  B!.
On 10/12/84, Title 18, USC, was amended by creatingSection 115. This statute makes it a Federal offense to impede,intimidate, interfere with, or retaliate against certain Federalofficials by assaulting, kidnaping, or murdering, or threatening toassault, kidnap, or murder a member of his/her family. See 89~5concerning "Crime Against Family Members of Federal Officials  CAFH!."On 11/18/88, Public Law 100-690 amended Title 18, USC, Section 115 byadding a provision which brought the Federal officials themselveswithin the purview of the statute. This amendment made it a Federalcrime to threaten to assault, kidnap, or murder a United Statesofficial, a United States judge, a Federal law enforcement officer oran official whose killing would be a crime under Title 18, USC,
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Section 1114. Excerpts of this statute concerning threats againstFederal officials by threatening or injuring a family member, Title
18, USC, Section 115, are as follows:

" a! �! Whoever �

"...  B! threatens to assault, kidnap, or murder a UnitedStates official, a United States judge, a Federal law enforcementofficer, or an official whose killing would be a crime under such
section  Title 18, USC, Section 1114!,

with intent to impede, intimidate, or interfere with suchofficial, judge or law enforcement officer while engaged in theperformance of official duties, or with intent to retaliate againstsuch official, judge, or law enforcement officer on account of theperformance of official duties shall be punished as provided in
subsection  b!.""...  b!  Q! A threat made in violation of this sectionshall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonmentfor a term of not more than five years, or both, except thatimprisonment for a threatened assault shall not exceed three years."

" c! As used in this section, the term --
"�! �Federal law enforcement officer� meansany officer, agent, or employee of the United States authorized by lawor by a Government agency-to engage in or supervise the prevention,detection, investigation, or prosecution of any violation of Federal

criminal law; "�! �United States judge� means any judicialofficer of the United States, and includes a justice of the Supreme
Court and a United States magistrate; and

" h! �United States official� means the President,Presidentrelect, Vice President,.Vice�President�elect, a Member ofCongress, a member of the executive branch who is the head of adepartment listed in Title 5, USC, Section 101, or the Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency."_  A! Conspiracy to murder, Title 18, USC, Section 1117."If two or more persons conspire to violate section 1111, 1114, or1116 of this title, and one or more of such persons do any overt act
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to effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall be punished byimprisonment for any term of years or for life."92

�! Murder, Title 18, USC, Section 1111.
" a! Murder is the unlawful killing of a human being withmalice aforethought. Every murder perpetrated by poison, lying inwait, or any other kind of willful, deliberate, malicious, and�premeditated killing; or committed in the perpetration of, or attempt92 to perpetrate, any arson,92escape, murder, kidnaping, treason,espionage, sabotage,92aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse,burglary, or robbery or perpetrated from a premeditated designunlawfully and maliciously to effect the death of any human being

other than him who is killed, is murder in the first degree.
"Any other murder is murder in the second degree.

I " b! Within the special maritime and territorial
jurisdiction of the United States,

"Whoever is guilty of murder in the first degree, shall" suffer death unless the jury qualifies its verdict by adding thereto�without capital punishment,� in which event he shall be sentenced to
imprisonment for life;

�Whoever is guilty of murder in the second degree, shall
be imprisoned for any term of years or for life."
It should be noted that when enacted, Section llll provided for thedeath penalty under certain circumstances. However, in a 1972 SupremeCourt decision, Furman v. Georgia, it was held that the imposition ofthe death sentence constitutes cruel and unusual punishment unlessstrict statutory standards are provided for its application. SinceSection llll is discretionary and does not provide the above
standards, its death penalty provisions are invalid.

�! Manslaughter, Title 18, USC, Section 1112.
" a! Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of a human

being without malice. It is of two kinds:
"Voluntary -- Upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion.

m_ "Involuntary -- In the commission of an unlawful act not ill; amounting to a felony, or in the commission in an unlawful manner, or:_§ without due caution and circumspection, of a lawful act which might
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produce death.

" b! Within the special maritime and territorial
jurisdiction of the United States,

"Whoever is guilty of voluntary manslaughter, shall be
imprisoned not more than ten years;

"Whoever is guilty of involuntary manslaughter, shall befined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or
both." �! Assault or Resistance, Title 18, USC, Section 2231.

" a! Whoever forcibly assaults, resists, opposes,prevents, impedes, intimidates, or interferes with any personauthorized to serve or execute search warrants or to make searches andseizures while engaged in the performance of his duties with regardthereto or on account of the performance of such duties, shall befined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or
both; and --

" b! Whoever, in committing any act in violation of thissection, uses any deadly or dangerous weapon, shall be fined not morethan $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both."
[ 8!The kidnaping of a federal officer named in Title 18,

USC, Section lll� or designated by regulations issued by the AttorneyGeneral for coverage under Title 18, USC, Section lllk is a violationof Title 18, USC, Section 1201 a!�!. See MIOG, Part I, Section 7-1.1
for the investigation of kidnaping matters.

 9! Protected Officers and Employees of the United Statesdesignated by the U.S. Attorney General on 5/18/94, as set forth in
the Federal Register, Vol. 59, No. 95.

Part 64 of Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations  CFR!  AGOrder No. l874"9h!, as set forth in the Federal Register, Vol. 59, No.95, dated 5/18/94, designates categories of Federal officers andemployees who, in addition to those already designated by statute,will be within the protective coverage of Title 18, USC, Section 1114,which prohibits the killing or attempted killing of such designatedofficers and employees. The categories of Federal officers andemployees covered by Section 1114 are also protected, while they areengaged in or account of the performance of their official duties,from a conspiracy to kill, Title 13, USC, Section 1117; kidnaping,
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Title 18, USC, Section 1201  a!�!; forcible assault, intimidation, orinterference, Title 18, USC, Section 111; and threat of assault,kidnap or murder with intent to impede, intimidate, or retaliateagainst such officers or employees, Title 18, USC, Section 115 a! l! B!. In addition, the immediate family members of such officersand employees are protected against assault, kidnap, murder, attemptto kidnap or murder, and threat to assault, kidnap, or murder withintent to impede, intimidate, or retaliate against such an officer oremployee, Title 18, USC, Section 115  a! l! A!. The protectivecoverage has been extended to those Federal officers and employeeswhose jobs involve inspection, investigative or law enforcementresponsibilities, or whose work involves a substantial degree ofphysical danger from the public that may not be adequately addressed
by available state or local law enforcement resources.

Title 28, CFR, Part 6h, Section 64.2 states "The followingcategories of Federal officers and employees are designated for
coverage under Title 18, USC, Section 1114:

n a!

u b!

Judges and special trial judges of the U.S. Tax
Court; Commissioners and employees of the U.S; Parole
Commission; " &#39;Attorneys of the Department of Justice;Resettlement specialists and conciliators of
the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice;" e! Officers and employees of the Bureau of

" c!
H

Prisons; " f! Criminal investigators employed by the U.S.
Attorney&#39;s Office; and employees of the U.S. Attorney&#39;s Office
assigned to perform debt collection functions;" g! U.S. Trustees and Assistant U.S. Trustees;bankruptcy analysts and other officers and employees of the U.S.Trustee System who have contact with creditors and debtors, performaudit functions, or perform other investigative or enforcement
functions in administering the bankruptcy laws;" h! Attorneys and employees assigned to perform orto assist in performing investigative, inspection or audit functionsof the Officer of the Inspector General of an "establishment" or a"designated Federal entity" as those terms are defined by Sections lland SE, respectively, of the Inspector General Act of 1978, asamended, Title 5, USC, app.3, Sections ll and SE, and of the Officesof Inspector General of the U.S. Government Printing Office, the MeritSystems Protection Board, and the Selective Service System." i! Employees of the Department of Agriculture atthe State, District or County 1eve1&#39;assigned to perform loan making,
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loan servicing or loan collecting functions;" j! Officers and employees of the Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms assigned to perform or to assist inperforming investigative, inspection or law enforcement functions;" k! Federal air marshals of the Federal Aviation
Administration; &#39;" l! Employees of the Bureau of Census employed in
field work conducting censuses and surveys;" m! Employees and members of the U.S. Military
services and employees of the Department of Defense who:

"1. are military police officers,
"2. have been assigned to guard and protectproperty of the United States, or persons under the administration andcontrol of a U.S. military service or the Department of Defense, or
"3. have otherwise been assigned to perform

investigative, correction or other law enforcement functions;
" n! The Director, Deputy Director for SupplyReduction, Deputy Director for Demand Reduction, Associate Directorfor State and Local Affairs, and Chief of&#39;Staff of the Office of

National Drug Control Policy; &#39;" o! Officers and employees of the Department of
Energy authorized to carry firearms in the performance ofinvestigative, inspection, protective or law enforcement functions;" p! Officers and employees of the U.S. &#39;Environmental Protection Agency assigned to perform or to assist in
performing investigative, inspection or law enforcement functions;" q! Biologists and technicians of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service who are participating in sea lamprey control
operations; " r! Uniformed and nonuniformed special police ofthe General Services Administration; and officers and employees of the
General Services Administration assigned to inspect property in theprocess of its acquisition by or on behalf of the U.S. Government;" s! Special Agents of the Security Office of the
U.S. Information Agency;" t! Employees of the regional, subregional andresident offices of the National Labor Relations Board assigned toperform investigative and hearing functions or to supervise theperformance of such functions; and auditors and Security Specialistsof the Division of Administration of the National Labor Relations
Board; " u! Officers and employees of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission:&#39; "1. assigned to perform or to assist inperforming investigative, inspection or law enforcement functions or

&#39; "2. engaged in activities related to the review
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i of license applications and license amendments;
A - " v! Investigators employed by the U.S. Office of

Personnel Management;
1 " w! Attorneys, accountants, investigators and other

employees of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission assigned to
perform or to assist in performing investigative, inspection, or other

* law enforcement functions;

" x! Employees of the Social Security Administration
assigned to Administration field offices, hearing offices and field
assessment offices;

" y! Officers and employees of the Tennessee Valley
Authority authorized by the Tennessee Valley Authority Board of
Directors to carry firearms in the performance of investigative,

1 inspection, protective or law enforcement functions;
i " z! Officers and employees of the Federal Aviation

Administration, the Federal Highway Administration, the National
j Highway Traffic Safety Administration,_the Research and Special

Programs Administration and the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation of the U.S. Department of Transportation who are assigned
to perform or assist in performing investigative inspection or law
enforcement functions;

" aa! Federal administrative law judges appointed
pursuant_to Title 5, USC, Section 3105; and

" bb! Employees of the Office of Workers�
Compensation Programs of the Department of Labor who adjudicate and
administer claims under the Federal Employees Compensation Act, the
Longshore and Harbor Workers� Compensation Act and its extension, or
the Black Lung Benefits Act."|

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

39-2.3 Elements

I y �! That the defendant|threatened,Iassaulted, killed or
attempted to kill the Federal officer or employee.

�! That the Federal officer or employee is protected
under Title 18, USC, Section 1114.

| �! |That when threatened,|assaulted, killed, or the
attempt to kill occurred while the protected federal officer or
employee was engaged in the performance of his/her official duties or

||the protected federal officer or employee|was|threatened,|assaulted,
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killed or the attempt to kill was on account of the performance of
his/her official duties. S

�! Based on a 3/19/45 Supreme Court Decision, UNITED
STATES V. FEOLA, it is not necessary to allege and prove under Title
18, USC, Section 111, that the subject knew the victim was a federal
officer or employee at the time of the assault. The Supreme Court
held that it need only be established that the subject had the
specific intent to commit the assault. However, as a matter of
investigative and prosecutive policy, such knowledge, if present,
should always be obtained. Prior to this Supreme Court decision, the
various U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals were divided as to whether or
not the above knowledge on the part of the subject was an essential
element.

�! In regard to the federal Conspiracy Statute, Title
18, USC, Section 371, the above Supreme Court decision also held that
it is not necessary to allege and prove that the subjects knew the -
victim they conspired to assault was a federal officer or employee. ]

�! While the above Supreme Court decision dealt only
with assaults of federal officers and employees in connection with
Title 18, USC, Section 111, the Department of Justice  DOJ! is of the
opinion that this decision would also apply to killings of federal
officers and employees covered under Title 18, USC, Section 1114, and
conspiracies to kill these individuals.

�! Title 18, USC, Section 111, does not define the term
assault. The DOJ has advised that in the absence of this statutory
definition, the courts have followed the following common law
definition: An attempt with force or violence to do a corporal injury
to another consisting of an act which may cause corporal injury,
accompanied by circumstances which denote at the time an intention
coupled with the present ability of using actual violence against the
person. | See HIOG, Part I, 89-3.5�!, l75�4�!.!] &#39;

 8!. The element of force is required under the provisions
of Title 18, USC, Section lll, since it states in part, "Whoever
forcibly assaults, ...." In many instances the use of force by_the
subject will be clearly present and will not present a legal issue.
It should be noted that mere verbal threats alone do not constitute
force; however, a threat of force uttered with the apparent present
ability to execute it, such as the subject displaying a weapon or
making a threatening gesture which places the victim in fear of bodily
harm, legally constitutes force and a violation of the above statute.
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EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.4 Method for Determining if a Federal Officer or Employee is
Protected Under the Assaulting a Federal Officer  AFO! and
Killing a Federal Officer  KFO! Statutes

�! Upon receipt of a complaint, immediately review Title18, USC, Section 1114, to determine if the reported victim is
specifically listed and, therefore, protected.

�! If, after the above review, a question exists as towhether or not the reported victim is protected, promptly contact an
appropriate Assistant U.S. Attorney  AUSA! for a legal opinion.

�! If the AUSA cannot resolve the issue, telephonically�J Q I contact the Violent]Crimes/Fugitive]Unit§ Violent Crimes and Major &#39; -? Offenders Section, Criminal Investigative Division, FBIHQ, for- resolution.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.5 Renaming of Agencies Covered Under Title 18, U.S. Code,
Section 1114 . -

- �! Title 18, USC, Section 1114, identifies the agencies,
officers, and employees who are covered under the AFO and KFO
Statutes. &#39;

�! Occasionally, an agency identified and protectedunder Section 1114 will undergo an executive reorganization and be
renamed. An example is the Bureau of Narcotics-and Dangerous Drugs
which became the Drug Enforcement Administration.

�! Based on court interpretations of Title 5, USC,
Section 907 a!, dealing with executive reorganizations, it has beenheld that a successor agency is afforded the same degree of protection
under Section 1114 as the agency which it replaces. Section 907 a! - $632 continues, in effect, those laws existing prior to the reorganization-r.f

y F? of an agency. Therefore, the FBI should investigate AFO and KFOw�
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violations involving the successor agency.

EFFECTIVE: O2/16/89

89-2.6 Distinction Between "Engaged In" Versus "On Account Of"
Pérforman§e of Official Duties

�! The distinction between a protected Government
officer who is assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs while
"engaged in the performance of his/her official duties" and "on
account of the performance of his/her official duties" is as follows:

_  a! If a Special Agent is assaulted by a bank
robbery fugitive while apprehending him/her, the assault occurred
while the Agent was "engaged in_the performance of his/her official
duties."

 g .  b! If, after being released from prison, the bank
"_ robbery subject assaults the above Agent, while either on or off duty,

»e because the Agent had previously arrested him/her, the assault
occurred "on account of the performance of his/her official duties."

�! The above latter distinction is an important factor
to be considered if a protected Government officer or employee is
assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs while either on or off
duty. Consideration should be given to the possibility that the
victim was attacked because of past performances of official duties.
In such situations, an investigation may be instituted to determine if
the attack was so motivated, thus making it a violation of either the
AFO or KFO Statutes. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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39-2.7 Comments and Clarification Regarding Threats to Commit an
Assaulting a Federal Officer or Killing a Federal Officer

Violation| See nxoc, Part 1, 39-2;10�!, s9-2.1s�!.!|

�! |Threats to assault or kill a protected federal
officer or employee constitute a federal violation under Title 18,
USC, Section ll5 a! l! B!. A requisite element in providing these
crimes is "intent." These crimes must be committed with intent to
impede, intimidate, interfere with, or retaliate against United States
officials, United States judges, federal law enforcement officers, or

5 officers whose killing would be a crime under Title 18, USC, Section
4 1114, while those individuals are engaged in the performance of their
� official duties, or on account of the performance of their official

duties.|

�! It should be noted that if captioned threats do not
constitute an actual AFO violation, they must be further analyzed as
follows to determine if they constitute some other federal or local
violation upon which investigative or referral action should be taken:

/ ,�I &#39;.

K92 =;  a! If captioned threats are conveyed by the U.S.
r�? mail or interstate telephone call, FBI jurisdiction under the Federal

Extortion Statute exists. See Part I,-Section 9 of this manual
entitled "Extortion" for complete details.

 b! If the threats involve two or more subjects, a
violation under the federal Conspiracy Statute, Title 18, USC, Section
371, or the Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer Statute, Title
18, USC, Section 372, may exist. See 89�4 for complete details.

 c! Captioned threats, under the proper
circumstances, could constitute an Obstruction of Justice violation.
See Part I, Section 72 of this manual entitled "Obstruction of
Justice" for complete details.

 d! Captioned threats, if made by telephone call
within the District of Columbia or in interstate commerce, may
constitute a violation of the Interstate Obscene or Harassing
Telephone Calls Statute, Title 47, USC, Section 223. See Part I,
Section 178 of this manual entitled "Interstate Obscene or Harassing
Telephone Calls" for complete details.

�! If the office of origin  OD! is in doubt whether
_ captioned threats constitute a federal violation under the FBI&#39;s�f"7* jurisdiction, the fact situation should be promptly presented to an_ - »-�1_.*� appropriate AUSA for a legal opinion regarding this issue and whether�
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an investigation or a "preliminary inquiry" should be conducted in
accordance with the current Attorney General&#39;s Guidelines governing
such procedures.

�! In the absence of FBI jurisdiction, if it is
determined that a federal violation under the investigative
jurisdiction of another federal agency exists, such as blackmail which
is handled by Postal Inspectors, the case should be referred to the
appropriate agency for investigation.

�! In the absence of a federal violation, instant _
threats should be referred to local authorities to determine if they
constitute an offense which will be investigated by them.

�! Any presentation to an AUSA for a legal opinion or
referral to another federal agency or local authority should be set
forth in the notification communication to FBIHQ. See 89�2.10 for
complete details.

X �! The 00 must immediately notify the victim and any
K 5 agency having protective responsibility for the victim. In cases

"~ involving threats against members of the Federal Judiciary, the Chief
Judge of the Judicial District also should be notified of the threat.
Notification should include whether the FBI or another agency is
investigating the threat. All notifications should be set forth in
the initial teletype to FBIHQ.

 8! A confirmation letter to the victim must be sent
within five working days after the FBI is made aware of the threat. A
copy of the confirmation letter must be directed to any agency having
protective responsibility for the victim and, if appropriate, to the
Chief Judge of the Judicial District.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94
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B9-2.3 Threat Assessments

�! In cases involving AFO or KFO threats received by a
victim, the FBI may be requested by the agency responsible for
protecting the victim for a "threat assessment" of the threats
received. _

�! Based on past experience, the above situation will
most likely occur when-a Federal judge has received an AFO or KFO
threat and the local U.S. Marshals Service  USMS! Office is providing
the victims with protection. The USMS Office may request the local
FBI Office or FBIHQ, through USMS Headquarters, Washington, D.C., for
a "threat assessment" to assist them in determining if the protection
detail should be continued.

�! It must be clearly understood that the FBI does not
provide "threat assessments" per se. The FBI will not, under any
circumstances, render an opinion as to whether the protection should
be continued or terminated.

�! It is necessary, however, when a field office
receives such a legitimate request, that it disseminate all known
facts regarding the AFO or KFO threats and the results of any
pertinent investigation. This dissemination will enable the agency
providing the protection to formulate its own "threat assessment" and
opinion whether the protection should be continued or terminated. If
the threat was developed through an FBI informant, his/her identity
must be protected; however, a statement regarding his/her reliability
should be provided. In threats developed from other sources known to
the FBI, dissemination should include a statement as to their
reliability as far as can be determined.

�! In order to prevent a misinterpretation of the facts,
the above dissemination must be made by letterhead memorandum  LHH!.
In addition, FBIHQ must be promptly notified of the request and the
local dissemination by submission of a cover airtel to FBIHQ enclosing
four �! copies of the disseminated LHM.

�! Requests or "threat assessments" occasionally
originate on a headquarters level. In such instances, FBIHQ will
promptly notify the appropriate office and request an LHM setting
forth details of the threat and the results of any investigation
conducted. The information disseminated to the requesting agency will
enable it to formulate its own "threat assessment."

|�! Field offices should deal only with local

Sensitive
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representatives of agencies requesting information in connection with
threat assessments. Inquiries from the headquarters of those
agencies should be referred to FBIHQ.

&#39; EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-2.9 FBI Investigative Jurisdiction

.�! |The AFO and KFO statutes  Title 18, USC, Sections
111, 115, 1111, 11l2,|1l14,|1117|and 2231! do not specifically
designate the FBI as the responsible investigative agency- However,
the DOJ has historically ruled that the FBI has investigative
jurisdiction over all federal criminal statutes when no agency is
specifically designated to conduct the investigation.

I �! Following passage of the original AFO and KFO
Statutes on May 18, 1934, and in accord with the above DOJ ruling, the &#39; &#39;< FBI has investigated, and continues to investigate, all assaults and

7:» killings of and attempts to kill federal officers and employees
�~ &#39; protected under Title 18, USC, Section 1114, with the following

exceptions: -

 a! Pursuant to a 10/2/56 agreement, the Department
of the Treasury has inmestigative jurisdiction over assaults and
killings of and attempts to kill its personnel. See 89�2.13 for
complete details. l

 b! Pursuant to a 3/5/75 agreement, the Postal
Inspectors have investigative jurisdiction over assaults and killings
of and attempts to kill postal employees under certain designated
conditions. See 89"2.l4 for complete details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

. - � 1:5-
,,.-_,�-.�;.-___.
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B9-2.10 Notification to FBIHQ in Killing a Federal Officer and
Assaulting a Federal Officer Cases| See MIOG, Part I,

" s9�2.7�!, a9-2.11�0!.	

�! FBIHQ should be promptly notified of all new KFO
cases by telephone and confirmed by immediate teletype. In addition,
FBIHQ should be advised
developments by summary

of all subsequent major investigative
teletype. The teletype reporting a subject&#39;s

apprehension should include a statement as to whether or not the
subject admitted the violation.

92

�! In all AFO cases, depending on the urgency of the
situation, FBIHQ should be promptly notified by telephone or teletype.
Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be confirmed by immediate
teletype. In addition, FBIHQ should be advised of all subsequent
major investigative developments by summary teletype.

�! In cases involving a threat to commit an AFO or KFO
violation, depending on the urgency of this situation, FBIHQ should be
notified by telephone, teletype or airtel. Telephone notification to
FBIHQ must be promptly confirmed by teletype. If such cases involve
FBI personnel, United States Attorneys or Assistant United States
Attorneys as potential victims, notification should be made by

. telephone or teletype. In cases involving members of the Federal
Judiciary, including U.S. Magistrates, refer to 89-2.1D�!.

�! During
I Investigative Division,

immediately notified by
an AFO or KFO violation

regular working hours, FBIHQ, Criminal
Violent]Crimes/Fugitive|Unit, must be
telephone of all reports of threats to commit
against any member of the Federal Judiciary,

including U.S. Magistrates. If report of a threat occurs outside of
regular working hours, telephone the FBIHQ Duty Agent. This
telephonic notification should be followed by an "Immediate" teletype

| to FBIHQ. l See �! s MIOG, Part 1, 89�2.15�!.!l

�! In any AFO or KFO investigation, FBIHQ must be
advised by airtel of its closing. This airtel should state the basis
for closing. The airtel should also indicate the victim, as well as
any agency having protective responsibility for the victim and any
Chief Federal Judge  if victim was a member of the Federal Judiciary!,
was notified that the investigation has been closed.

�! In regard to AFO or KFO cases involving FBI personnel
and threatened or actual AFO or KFO cases involving federal judges,
USAs and AUSAs, see 89-2.15 for further details.

Sensitive
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�! In cases involving a threat to commit an AFO or KFO
violation, the teletype or airtel notification to FBIHQ must set forth
the complete details of the threat
89r2.7 for further requirements.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

and its means of conveyance. See

89-2.11 Investigative Procedures

�! In KFO violations, signed statements, if possible,
should be obtained from all eyewitnesses to the offense and other
witnesses who provide any positive
Interviews of individuals who were

offense but claim not to have seen

recorded in an FD"302 in the event
counsel for opposing testimony.

92 &#39; &#39;�~..

information concerning the case.
in the immediate vicinity of the
or heard anything should be
they are later contacted by defense

�! In KFO violations, it is essential to establish that
~- the cause of death occurred by reason of the subject&#39;s actions. An

autopsy must be performed by a physician who will testify as to the
cause of death. Copies of the autopsy report, along with the
interview of the performing physician, must be included in the
prosecutive report.

�! In AFO and KFO violations, every effort must be made
to recover any weapon.used for examination purposes. In addition, the
weapon should be traced to establish it was in the subject&#39;s
possession at the time of the offense."

�! In AFO and KFO violations, evidence of a prior crime
committed by the subject, which may have been the basis for the
assault such as his/her attempting to avoid apprehension, may be
introduced as evidence to establish a motive for having committed the
AFO or KFO violation.

�! In AFO and KFO violations, a thorough past history of
the subject should be developed as this information may be used as

rebuttal evidence against him/her during his/her trial.

- �! In AFO cases, the victim should be examined by a
physician in order to establish and document the extent of injuries.
A copy of the medical report, along with the interview of the
examining physician, should be included in the prosecutive report.
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�!. If AFO or KFO threats have been received by the
victim and investigation has been or will

I  9! IDeletedl &#39;

�0! When FBI personnel are victims in actual or
threatened AFO or KFO cases, FBIHQ should be notified as set forth in
89-2.10.

&#39;  ll! AFO and KFO cases involving FBI personnel must i
  A receive immediate and aggressive investigation. When the subject is
92~ identified, the case should be promptly presented to the USA&#39;s Office

&#39; &#39; &#39; d l&#39;ned&#39;n an effort to obtain federal process» If prosecution is ec i ,1
FBIHQ should be advised by teletype setting forth the complete

&#39; &#39; &#39; th se with the DOJ fordetails. If appropriate, FBIHQ will discuss e ca
a final determination. It is noted that an absence of actual physical
injury should not bar federal prosecution. _

�2! In the event an AFO or KFO matter arises from a g
substantive investigation, a separate AFO or KFO case will be opened.

d&#39; ted to theA copy of the opening communication should be irec
substantive unit at FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/95

| a9-2.12 |De1eted|
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EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

l 39-2.12.1 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.13 Department of the Treasury Personnel

�! For purposes of this section, the Department of the
Treasury is comprised of the United States Secret Service  USSS!;
Internal Revenue Service; United States Customs Service; and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.

K� § �! When the AFO and KFO Statutes were initially enacted
r~- into law, the FBI investigated those offenses involving Department of

the Treasury officers and employees. I

�! Based on a subsequent desire of the Department of the
Treasury to investigate such offenses involving its personnel, a
jurisdictional agreement was reached between the Department of the
Treasury, FBI, and DOJ.

�! On 10/2/56, the Attorney General  AG! issued a
memorandum ruling that assaults and killings of Department of the
Treasury personnel were to be investigated by the-Department of the
Treasury rather than the FBI. This memorandum also stated that if any
case develops wherein the absence of an FBI investigation of it is
materially interfering with law enforcement, the AG should be advised.

�! A Department of the Treasury agency may request an
FBI field office to investigate an AFO or KFO matter as an exception
to the AG&#39;s 10/2/56 ruling. The headquarters of the requesting agency
should forward such requests to FBIHQ by the most practical,
expeditious means so that FBI investigation, if approved, is not
delayed. The field office receiving a request of this type should

I promptly furnish pertinent details to the|Violent|Crimes Unit,
Criminal Investigative Division, FBIHQ, so appropriate Bureau i��� officials may be informed of the incident and the request.1» �I 92__-

,&#39; 7&#39;
.,�_-_�1.__.
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-2.14 U.S. Postal Servic

. �! Title 18, USC
protection to officers and emp
killings and attempts to kill.
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e  USPS! Employees p

, Sections 111 and 1114, provide
loyees of the USPS from assaults,

�! On 3/5/74, DOJ issued the following policy directive
regarding AFO and KFO matters

s "Unless otherwise

involving USPS employees: _

directed by the Department, I
investigation of assaults on and homicides of personnel of the USPS is
for the FBI if incidental to a

investigative jurisdiction of
nonemployee against a Postal I
instances."

�!
current_FBI and

For purposes

USPS jurisdict

�  a! The FBI

of and attempts to kill Postal

 b! The USPS
of and attempts to kill Postal

 c! The USPS
killings of and attempts to ki
cases where the attack is inci
primary investigative jurisdic
by DOJ.

�! In applying t
includes all individuals emplo
other than persons who provide
contract, job, or piecework ba

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

&#39;r=-.
5" K :&#39;II&#39;:=

"~:..&#39;.&#39;.ii&#39;

nother violation under the primary
the FBI or if the attack is by a
nspector and for the USPS in all other

of clarification, based on the above,
ion is as follows:

will investigate assaults and killings
Inspectors by nonpostal employees.

will investigate assaults and killings
Inspectors by postal employees.

will investigate all other assaults,
ll USPS officers and employees except in
dental topanother violation under the
tion of the FBI or if otherwise directed

he above guidelines, the term "employee"
yed by the USPS, regardless of title,

services for the USPS on a fee, &#39;
sis.
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89-2.15 Assaulting, Killing, Attempting to Kill, or Threats Made
Against Federal Judges, United States Attorneys and

Assistant United States Attorneys| See MIOG, Part I,
a9�2.10�!.!|

�! It should be noted that while Title 18, USC, Section
1114, lists "any judge of the United States" as being protected from
assaults, killings and attempts to kill, U.S. Supreme Court Justices
are actually protected under the Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme
Court Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault Statute, Title 18, USC,
Section 351. See 89�3 for complete details. As a consequence,
assassinations, kidnapings, attempts to kill, and assaults of U.S.
Supreme Court Justices are investigated by the FBI under Section 351,
and assaults and killings of or attempts to kill all other federal
judges are investigated by the FBI under Sections lll and 1114,
respectively.

�! Although there is no direct case law in point, DOJ
has opined that District of Columbia Superior Court Judges and Judges
of Territorial Courts of the Virgin Islands fall within the "any judge
of the United States" provision of Section 1114. DOJ, therefore,
recommends that an AFO or KFO investigation may be instituted by the
FBI if these judges are assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs
while engaged in or on account of the performance of their official
duties. However, DOJ is also of the opinion that if investigation is
instituted by the FBI, prosecution in both instances should be handled
by local authorities, who would also have jurisdiction under their
laws, unless compelling reasons exist for federal prosecution under
Title 18, USC, Sections 111 or 1114. _ ,

�! In regard to actual assaults and killings of or
attempts to kill captioned individuals within the elements of Title
18, USC, Sections 111 and 1114, a violation is clearly present and an
investigation should be immediately instituted. FBIHQ should be
promptly notified of any such violations by telephone and/or teletype,
and the notification teletype to FBIHQ should set forth the
investigation already conducted and specific leads reflecting the
investigation to be conducted.  See 89-2.10�! for procedures
concerning members of the Federal Judiciary.! In addition, FBIHQ
should also be advised of all subsequent major investigative
developments by a summary teletype.

�! In regard to threats to assault or kill captioned
individua1s,|Title 18, USC, Section 115  a! l! B! makes it a federal
crime to threaten to assault, kidnap, or murder United States
officials  whose killing would be a crime under Title 18, USC, Section

Sensitive
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1114! and United States judges. A United States judge is defined as
"...any judicial officer of the United States, and includes a justice
of the Supreme Court and a United States magistrate...." Title 18,
USC, Section 1114 lists both U.S. Attorneys and Assistant U.S.
Attorneys as protected officers or employees. Therefore, threats
against United States judges, U.S. Attorneys, and Assistant U.S.
Attorneys are investigated by the FBI under Title 18, USC, Section
115. See139"2.7 for instructions regarding proper procedures.

�! Although AFO and KFO violations involving captioned
individuals fall within the FBI&#39;s investigative jurisdiction, the FBI
does not have legal authority to provide physical protection for those
individuals to prevent threatened assaults, killings and attempts to
kill. The security and physical protection of captioned individuals
are the statutory responsibility of the USHS which is vested under
Title 28, USC, Section 569.

�! Based on the above protective responsibilities of the
USMS, an agreement between FBIHQ and the USHS Headquarters was
established wherein FBIHQ agreed to promptly notify the USMS both
locally and on a headquarters level whenever a threat to assault or
kill captioned individuals is received by the FBI, or when such
individuals are actually assaulted or killed.

�! When an investigation is instituted involving one of
captioned individuals as a victim or potential victim, close liaison
should be established locally with the USMS office responsible for
his/her physical protection.

�! Dissemination of pertinent information to USSS on a
local and headquarters level must be made by the FBI whenever an
individual threatens, assaults, kills or attempts to kill captioned
individuals. See 89�2.l9 for additional information.

 9! In conjunction with �!_and  8! above, the office
receiving instant threats must promptly notify the nearest office of
the USSS and the USMS office covering the victim&#39;s location. The
notification teletype to FBIHQ should specifically set forth the
details of the notification made locally by the FBI and the USHS and
the USSS.

�0! Based on an agreement between FBIHQ and the DOJ,
FBIHQ has agreed to promptly notify the Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Criminal Division, and the Assistant Director for Legal
Services, Executive Office for United States Attorneys, DOJ,
Washington, D.C., whenever a threat to assault, kill or attempt to
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kill a USA or AUSA is received by the FBI, or when said individuals
are actually assaulted or killed. FBIHQ will handle dissemination of
information to the above DOI officials and the USSS and USMS

Headquarters.

EFFECTIVE: ll/23/94

89-2.16 Assaulting, Killing, or Attempting to Kill a Federal
Officer Cases Involving U.S. Bureau of Prisons  BOP! 92
Personnel

�! Based on a 10/30/52 request by the BOP Headquarters,
Washington, D.C., FBIHQ has agreed to disseminate on a headquarters
level a copy of FBI reports prepared in AFO and KFO cases involving
BOP personnel.

.- �! Prior to~6/9/BO, the&#39;FBI conducted an investigation
  - of all AFO and KFO cases involving BOP personnel.
9292_

�! Based on a February,.l98D, Office of Planning and
Evaluation field survey of AFO cases in which it was determined that
USAs throughout the field were routinely declining prosecution of
minor and unaggravated assaults of BOP personnel by inmates in favor
of the subject being administratively handled by BOP authorities, the
following investigative policy was adopted by the FBI on 6/9/80:

 a! Prior to conducting an investigation of alleged
minor and unaggravated assaults of BOP personnel by inmates, a
preliminary incident report should be obtained from prison authorities
and promptly presented to the USA to determine if Federal prosecution
is warranted or if the incident should be handled by administrative
procedures available to BOP authorities. .

 b! The OO should thereafter promptly, orally advise
the local BOP authorities of the USA&#39;s opinion regarding prosecution
of minor and unaggravated assaults. If prosecution is decfined, the
above oral dissemination should be confirmed by providing BOP
authorities locally with a copy of the letter to the USA confirming
his/her declination. BOP authorities may then consider proceeding
administratively against the inmate. If an investigation is required
or prosecution is authorized by the USA, the above oral notification�:m�A and subsequent investigation by the FBI at the BOP facility will serve� -._- �:,w._e? as notice to BOP authorities to refrain from taking administrative
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sanctions against the inmate. 1
J .

 c! In order for FBIHQ to advise the BOP
Headquarters, Washington, D.C., of declination cases in which a
prosecutive report is not prepared, the OO should submit to FBIHQ, by
cover airtel, three copies of the letter to the USA confirming his/her
declination. The cover airtel should set forth a request for FBIHQ to
disseminate a copy of the letter to BOP Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

 d! If investigation is instituted and a prosecutive
report is prepared, two copies of the report should be submitted to
FBIHQ, with one copy designated for BOP Headquarters. Do not
disseminate a copy of the prosecutive report locally to the BOP
facility involved. The facility should be advised of the final
outcome of the investigation by letter or LHM. This communication
should merely set forth the prosecutive results and not contain any
information which would identify witnesses, sources, or investigative
techniques which could be possibly compromised.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.17 Any Security Officer of the Department of State or the
Foreign Service

�! Title 18, usc, Section 1114, was amended on s/27/64
to include any security officer of the Department of State or Foreign
Service. The intention of this amendment was to extend-protection to
any of the security officers engaged in protective activities under
Title 22, USC, Section 2666.

�! Section 2666 defines the above security officers as
individuals designated by the Secretary of State and authorized to
carry firearms for the purpose of protecting heads of foreign states,
official representatives of foreign governments, and other
distinguished visitors to the United States, the Secretary of State,
the Deputy Secretary of State official representatives of the U.S.
Government, and members of the immediate families of any such persons,
both in the United States and abroad.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/B6
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89�2.l8 Nuclear Regulatory Commission  NRC! Inspectors

�! On
1954 was amended to
assaulted or killed

PAGE 39

6/30/80, Section 235 of the Atomic Energy Act of
extend protection to captioned individuals who are
while engaged in the performance of such

inspection duties, or on account of the performance of such duties.

�! Based on an FBI/D0] management decision, on 3/16/82,
Section 117 of.this manual entitled "Atomic Energy Act of 1954� was
revised to transfer these violations to the 117 classification as an
Atomic Energy Act violation. �

�! Investigations involving NRC Inspectors as victims
initiated after 8/16/82, are to be handled as set forth in

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

�! above.

Service in Assaulting a Federal Officer and Killing a
Federal Officer Cases

 ¥�J@ - 89�2.l9 Dissemination of Information to United States Secret
�! Pursuant to a 2/3/65 agreement between the Bureau and

the USSS, the FBI is obligated to disseminate certain types of
information developed during AFO and KFO investigations to
on both a local and headquarters level, to assist the USSS
statutory protective functions.

�! The notification teletype to FBIHQ should
complete fact situation, the identity of the USSS employee
the time and date of notification, and the identity of the

the U535,
in its

include the
notified,
FBI

employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle dissemination
to USSS Headquarters.

�! In regard to AFO and KFO cases, see Part I, 175-14�!
of this manual entitled "FBI/USSS Agreement Concerning Protective
Responsibilities" and Part I, 175-14�! entitled "USSS Protectees in a
Travel Status" for the types of information to be disseminated to the
usss.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86 &#39;

- &#39; ._ri;.
- , _ Jéi._-~_,4� �._,::»
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89-2.20 Department of Justice Prosecutive Policy in Assaulting a
Federal Officer Cases

The USA&#39;s Manual states, in essence, that the focus of the
DOJ&#39;s prosecutive policy is on Federal officers and employees who have
law enforcement duties which regularly expose them to the public, and
on staff members of Federal correctional institutions. This
protection from assaults and other forms of forcible resistance,
enables such persons to perform their required functions effectively,
and violent acts against them should be prosecuted vigorously. By
contrast, offenses against other types of Federal employees should be
referred to a local prosecutor unless the offense is particularly
aggravated or there are other unusual circumstances present justifying
Federal action.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

 �W2 89�2.2l Character "
�"&#39; �! Assaulting or Attempting to Kill a Federal Officer

 AFO! ~ F

�! Killing a Federal Officer  KFO!

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

I 89�2.22 Subclassificationi
See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, "FBI Classifications and

| Subdivided Classifications."

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

_&#39;?�r_.
- . .171�;-�EIA.!
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89"2.23 Venue l

Venue will be in the judicial district where the assault,
killing or attempt to kill occurred. Title 18, USC, Section 3236,
provides that the crime of_murder is committed at the place where the
injury was inflicted, the poison administered, or other means -
employed, which caused the death of the victim, without regard to the
place where the death occurred.

EFFECTIVE; 12/19/36

89�2.24 Office of Origin

In AFO or KFO violations, the O0 shall be the office in
whose territory the assault, killing or attempt to kill occurred.

 ; p EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
89-2.25 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

Two copies in both AFO and KFO cases.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3 CONGRESSIONAL, CABINET, AND SUPREME counr ASSASSINATION,
KIDNAPING, AND ASSAULT  CCSCAKA!

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89f3.l . Background

 l! Prior to 1/2/71, there were no specific Federal
statutes covering the killing, kidnaping, or assaulting of a Member of
Congress or a Member-of-Congress�elect, or attempting or conspiring to
kill or kidnap such persons. Federal prosecution of the above crimes
had to be prosecuted under one of the general Federal criminal
statutes, if applicable, or referred to local authorities for
prosecution.

�! On 1/2/71, the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970,
Public Law 91�64�, was enacted into law. Title IV of this Act
provided the following protection for Members of Congress, by a new
statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351, the Congressional Assassination
Statute  CAS!, and amended the Authorization for Interception of Wire
or Oral Communications Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 2516.

�! The CAS, Section 351, made it a Federal offense to
kill, kidnap, assault, attempt to kill or kidnap, or conspire to kill
or kidnap any Member of Congress or Memberrof�Congress-elect. The
above amendment to Section 2516 added CAS as one of the statutory
offenses which could be investigated by use of properly authorized
interceptions of wire or oral communications, when such interceptions
may provide evidence of these violations.

�! On 10/6/82, Title 18, USC, Sections 351 and 1751 were
amended under Public Law 97-285 to provide penalties for crimes
against Cabinet officers, Supreme Court Justices and Presidential
staff members, and "for other purposes." 1

�! The CAS was amended by the above Public Law to
include the assassination, kidnaping, assault, attempts to kill or
kidnap, and conspiracies to kill or kidnap the head or his/her second
in command of a department in the executive branch of the Government
listed under Title 5, USC, Section 101, or an individual nominated to
be the head of a department during the pendency of his/her nomination;
the Director of Central Intelligence or an individual nominated to be
Director during the pendency of his/her nomination; and U.S. Supreme o
Court Justices, or individuals so nominated during the pendency of
their nominations.

�! Under the 10/6/82 CAS amendment referred to above,
the Government need not prove that the subject knew that the victim
was an individual protected under this statute, and it also provides
for extraterritorial jurisdiction.
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�! As a result of the 10/6/32 amendment, the CAS was
retitled as the Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme Court
Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault  CCSCAKA! Statute and is the
current statute under which the FBI has investigative jurisdiction.

*  8! Public Law 97-285 also amended Section 2516 to
include CCSCAKA violations as one of the offenses which could be
investigated by use of properly authorized interceptions of wire or
oral communications, when such interceptions may provide evidence of
these violations.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89"3.2 Statute and Penalties

�! Set forth below in its entirety is the CCSCAKA
Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351.

" a! Whoever kills any individual who is a Member of
Congress or a Hember�of-Congress-elect, a member of the executive
branch of the Government who is the head, or a person nominated to be
head during the pendency of such nomination, of a department listed in
section 101 of title 5 or the second ranking official in such
department, the Director  or a person nominated to be Director during
the pendency of such nomination! or Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence,|a major Presidential or Vice Presidential candidate  as
defined in section 3056 of this title!,|or a Justice of the United
States, as defined in section 451 of title 28, or a person nominated
to be Justice of the United States, during the pendency of such
nomination, shall be punished as provided by section 1111 and 1112 of
this title.

" b! Whoever kidnaps an individual designated in
subsection  a! of this section shall be punished �! by imprisonment
for any term of years or for life, or �! by death or imprisonment for
any term of years or for life, if death results to such individual.

i " c! Whoever attempts to kill or kidnap any individual
designated in subsection  a! of this section shall be punished by
imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

" d! If two or more persons conspire to kill or kidnap
any individual designated in subsection  a! of this section and one or
more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the
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conspiracy, each shall be punished �! by imprisonment for any term of
years or for life, or �! by death or imprisonment for any term of
years or for life, if death results to such individual.

" e! Whoever assaults any person designated in subsection
 a! of this section shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both; and if personal injury results, shall
be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than ten
years, or both. &#39;

1 " f! If Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction
is asserted for a violation of this section, such assertion shall
suspend the exercise of jurisdiction by a State or local authority,
under any applicable State or local law, until Federal action is
terminated.

" g! Violations of this section shall be investigated by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Assistance may be requested from
any Federal, State, or local agency, including the Army, Navy, and Air

I up Force, any statute, rule, or regulation to the contrary
l " notwithstanding.

" h! In a prosecution for an offense under this section
the Government need not prove that the defendant knew that the victim

I of the offense was an|individual|protected by this section.
" i! There is extraterritorial jurisdiction over the

conduct prohibited by this section."

�! Section 35l a! provides for punishment as provided by
Sections 1111 and 1112. Title 18, USC, Section 1111, is the Murder
Statute, and Title 18, USC, Section 1112, is the Manslaughter Statute.
See 89-2.2 for their text, definitions, and penalties.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

. - �K-
27&#39;

&#39;,_,;.&#39;
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89-3.3 Elements

�! The elements of the CCSCAKA Statute are summarized as
follows:

 a! That the defendant killed or kidnaped an
individual designated in Section 351 a!.

p  b! That the defendant assaulted an individual
designated in Section 35l a!.

 c! That the defendant attempted to kill or kidnap
an individual designated in Section 35l a!.

 d!- That two or more persons conspired to kill or
kidnap an individual designated in Section 35l a! and one or more of
the persons did an act to effect the object of the conspiracy.

�! In regard to �! c! above, the following DOJ opinion
� " pertaining to the identical element under the Presidential and

1 K i Presidential Staff Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault  PPSAKA!
�~-1 Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 1751  see Part I, 175-2 of this manual

entitled "Statute and Penalties"!, should be noted and followed under
the CCSCAKA Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351.

 a! Under the PPSAKA Statute, the DOJ has ruled that
when an individual acting alone threatens to kidnap or kill a
protected individual and commits a sufficient overt act to carry out
the threat, such as purchasing a weapon, such an act constitutes an
attempt to kill or kidnap within the meaning of the PPSAKA Statute.
See Part I, 175-3 of this manual entitled "Elements" for complete
details.

 b! The DOJ has advised FBIHQ that this opinion
regarding the PPSAKA Statute also applies to the identical element
within the meaning of the CCSCAKA Statute.

" �! In regard to �! d! above, the following DOJ opinion
pertaining to the identical element under the PPSAKA Statute should be
noted and followed under the CCSCAKA Statute.

 a! Under the PPSAKA Statute, the D01 has ruled that
the FBI has the authority to investigate a credible allegation of a

_ conspiracy to kill or kidnap a protected individual even though the{ii}? allegation does not include any information regarding an overt act in
&#39; .1AW furtherance of the conspiracy. .
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 b! The DOJ has advised FBIHQ that this hpihihh
regarding the PPSAKA Statute also applies to the identical element

- within the meaning of the CCSCAKA Statute.

�! It should be noted that Section 35l h! does not
require that the subject knew the victim was an individual protected
under this statute.

�! Furthermore, the CCSCAKA Statute does not require
that the criminal act occur while the protected individual is engaged
in or on account of the performance of his/her official duties.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.4 Definitions

Q , �! Member of Congress � One who is a component part of
, the U.S. Senate or House of Representatives. The D01 is of the

�~� opinion that in addition to U.S. Senators and Representatives,
delegates or representatives of special geographical divisions who are
extended the privileges of membership, such as the Resident
Commissioner from Puerto Rico, are protected under this statute. The
DOJ has also advised that in their opinion, the Vice President would
be classified as a Member of Congress under this statute; however,
prosecutions for any violation involving him/her as a victim should be
pursued under Title 18, USC, Section 1751, the PPSAKA Statute, so as
to allow use of its more liberal assault and reward provisions.

�! Member�of-Congress-Elect � One who has been certified
by the usual state or local certifying official as having been elected
to one of the offices described above. This term does not include a
U.S. Senator appointed under the 17th Amendment and while pending
entry to office.

�! Head, Second Ranking Official, or Person Nominated to
be Head � Title 5, USC, Section 101, identifies captioned individuals
in part by setting forth the 13 executive departments which are
referred to under Section 351 a!. These Departments are State,
Treasury, Defense, Justice, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor,
Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development,
Transportation, Energy, and Education.

¬:,§� �! Director of Central Intelligence  DCI! - The DCI is
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the primary advisor to the President and the National Security Council
on national foreign intelligence matters., To discharge this and other
assigned duties, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency  CIA!
is also the DCI and the head of the Intelligence Community. The
Intelligence Community consists of the CIA, the National Security
Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, certain offices within the

. Department of Defense, the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the
Department of State, the intelligence elements of the military
services, the FBI, and the Departments of Treasury and Energy.

�! Posse Comitatus - The common law definition is
individuals who may be summoned by the sheriff to assist in preserving
the public peace or in executing a legal precept that is forcibly
opposed. Title 18, USC, Section 1385, which is commonly referred to
as the Posse Comitatus Statute, prohibits the use of the military as a
posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws unless expressly
authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress. Section 351 g!
specifically removes this prohibition.

" 1 �! Extraterritorial Jurisdiction r This term describes
 &#39; � the legal authority to cause an investigation to be conducted and
&#39;- subsequently prosecute_a subject in the United States for a violation

of Federal law which was committed by him/her outside the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States. Section 351 i! specifically grants
extraterritorial jurisdiction for CCSCAKA violations. As a practical
matter, these situations will present immense investigative
difficulties and may require extradition of the subject to the United
States. The DOJ has elected not to furnish investigative and
prosecutive guidelines in this area. Each case will be considered

. individually upon receipt of the facts and the results of a contract
with appropriate foreign authorities regarding what action and
assistance will be provided to the United States.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

I
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89-3.5 Comments and Clarification Regarding the Congressional,
Cabinet and Supreme Court Assassination, Kidnaping, and
Assault Statute

�! This statute covers assassinating, kidnaping,
assaulting, attempts to kill or kidnap, and conspiracies to kill or
kidnap. It does not include mere threats made by a subject against
those individuals protected under Section 35l a! unless the threat is
to kill or kidnap and the individual who made the threat commits a
sufficient overt act in furtherance of carrying it out. See 89-3.3
and 89-3.6 for further details.

�! The term "kidnap" as used in this statute, merely
means "carrying away" the victim, and interstate transportation is not
required. In addition, investigation can be instituted immediately
since the "24 hour presumptive rule" utilized in the Federal Kidnaping
Statute does not apply under Section 35l b!.

_ �! Section 351 e! does not define the term assault. See
-" 89"2.3 for the definition of assault under the AFO Statute. This�
K S definition is also utilized under the CCSCAKA Statute.

�! Section 35l e! divides assaults into two categories:
those that result in personal injury and all others. The personal
injury suffered must occur to individuals enumerated.under Section
351 a!.

�! The assault penalties under Section 35l e! make no
provision for aggravated assaults in which a deadly or dangerous
weapon is utilized. The penalty for assault not resulting in personal
injury is a $5,000 fine and/or not more than one year&#39;s confinement.
If-the assailant uses a deadly or dangerous weapon, however,
consideration should be given to prosecution under Section 351 c!,
attempt to kill, even though the intended victim was not personally
injured. The penalty for an attempt to kill under Section 351 c! is
any term of years or for life.

�! The conspiracy provisions of Section 35l d! are
limited to two objectives, killing or kidnaping, and do not include
the objective of assault. In a conspiracy situation involving an
assault objective, prosecution must be had under Title 18, USC,
Section 371, with Section 35l e!, the assault provision, as the
underlying charge.

2&#39; _- �! If Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction
K , is asserted, Section 35l f! suspends local jurisdiction for the same

.__ U .
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offense until Federal action is terminated. However, it does not
prevent local authorities from cooperating with the FBI during our
investigation. Conflicts of jurisdiction resulting from the
commission of an independent local offense, such as assaulting a state
official incidental to a CCSCAKA violation, are to be resolved on a
caserbyrcase basis.

 8! The death penalty provisions of Section 35l b! and
35l d! are invalid based on a 1972 Supreme-Court decision, Furman v.
Georgia, which required strict statutory standards for its
application.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.6 Comments and Clarification Regarding Threats Made to
Protected Individuals  See MIOG, Part I, 39-3.8 �! &
89-3. 10 �!.!

�! As noted in 89~3.5, mere threats made by a subject to
a protected individual do not constitute a violation of the CCSCAKA
Statute unless the threat is to kill or kidnap and the individual who
made said threat commits a sufficient overt act in furtherance of the
threat.

�! It should be noted that if captioned threats do not
constitute an attempt to kill or kidnap under the CCSCAKA Statute,
they must be further analyzed to determine if they constitute some
other federal or local violation upon which investigative or referral
action should be taken by the FBI. |Most of the individuals protected
under the CCSCAKA Statute are also protected  concerning threats!
under Title 18, USC, Section 115. See HIOG, Part I, 89�2.2 for
complete details. For those individuals protected under the CCSCAKA
statute but not covered under Title 18, USC, Section 115, additional
analysis of existing statutes may be required:

| a!lIf the threat, coupled with an overt act,
involves a conspiracy to assault rather than to kill or kidnap a
protected individual, FBI jurisdiction will be under the federal
Conspiracy Statute, Title 18, USC Section 371, with the assault
provisions of the CCSCAKA Statute, Section 35l e!, as the underlying
charge.

| b!|If the threat involves a conspiracy without an
overt act against a protected individual, FBI jurisdiction will lie
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under the Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer  CIO! Statute,
Title 18, USC, Section 372. See 89-4 for complete details.

| c!]If the threat is conveyed by the U.S. mail or
interstate telephone call, FBI jurisdiction will be under the
corresponding federal Extortion Statute. See Part I, Section 9 of
this manual entitled "Extortion" for complete details.

[ d!|If the threat is made by telephone within the
District of Columbia or in interstate commerce and does not meet the
criteria of the federal Extortion Statute, Title 18 USC, Section 875,
it may constitute a violation of the Interstate Obscene or Harassing
Telephone Calls Statute, Title 47, USC, Section 223. See Part I,
Section 178 of this manual entitled "Interstate Obscene or Harassing
Telephone Calls" for complete details. -

| e![Title 1s, usc, Section 2as b!�! entitled
"Federally Protected Activities" should be considered as a possible
basis for a federal violation and FBI jurisdiction. See Part I,
Section*44*1.5 of this manual for complete details.

|�!|If the 00 is in doubt whether captioned threats
constitute a federal violation under the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction, the fact
situation should be promptly presented to an appropriate AUSA for a
legal opinion regarding this issue and whether an investigation or
"preliminary inquiry" should be conducted in accordance with the AG&#39;s
Guidelines governing such procedures. -

|�!|In the absence of FBI jurisdiction, if it is
determined that a federal violation under the investigative
jurisdiction of another federal agency exists, the case should be
referred to that agency.

|�!|In the absence of a federal violation, information
received regarding threats should be referred to local authorities as
they may constitute a local offense.

|�!|Details regarding presentation of threat matters to
an AUSA for a legal opinion, or theirlreferral to another federal
agency or local authorities for handling, should be set forth in the
notification teletype to FBIHQ. _

|�!|The office developing the information regarding
captioned threats must promptly notify the intended victim if he/she
is located within its territory or request the appropriate office to
make the notification. The intended victim should also be advised of
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what investigative or referral action is being taken. The above
dissemination or requested dissemination should be set forth in the
notification teletype to FBIHQ. �

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-3.? Threat Assessments

�! In cases involving a CCSCAKA threat received by a
victim, the FBI may be requested by the agency responsible for
protecting the victim for an assessment of it.

�! See 89*2.8. The instructions set forth also apply to
CCSCAKA matters and should be followed accordingly.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19786

89�3.8 FBI Versus United States Secret Service Jurisdiction
�! The following distinctions between the CCSCAKA

Statute and the PPSAKA Statute regarding FBI and USSS jurisdiction
should be noted.

�! The FBI has investigative jurisdiction over actual
violations of both the above statutes.

�! Individuals protected under the PPSAKA Statute, other
than Presidential and Vice Presidential staff members, are also USSS
protectees under the Secret Service Powers Statute, Title 18, USC,
Section 3056. Threats made against the above USSS protectees not
constituting a PPSAKA violation should be referred to and investigated
by the USSS under their Threats Against the President and Successorsto the Presidency Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 871. See Part I,
175-9 of this manual entitled "FBI Versus United States Secret Service
Jurisdiction" for complete details.

�! &#39;Individua1s protected under the CCSCAKA Statute are
not USSS protectees. Threats made against these individuals which do
not constitute a CCSCAKA or other Federal violation under the FBI�s
jurisdiction should not be referred to the USSS. See 39-3.6 for
complete details regarding FBI policy in this area. See 89-3.13 for
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FBI dissemination requirements in this area.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89�3.9 Congressional Candidates

I �! |A1though|Title 18, USC, Section 35l a!, provides
protection to Members of Congress and Members-of-Congress�elect, it
does not include those individuals who are candidates for|Congress.
Therefore,|the CCSCAKA Statute is notlapplicable for establishing
investigative jurisdiction in assassinations, kidnaping, assaults, or
threats concerning Congressional candidates.|

�! It should be noted, however, that the FBI may have
investigative jurisdiction over threats and assaults involving
Congressional candidates under other federal statutes if the
appropriate elements are present. For complete details and I �- instructions, refer to Part I, Section 9 entitled "Extortion"; Part I,

¬ Section 44-1.5; and Part I, Section 56 entitled "Election Laws," of
this manual. .

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9a

&#39; 89-3.10 Notification to FBIHQ in Congressional, Cabinet, and
Supreme Court Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault Cases

l�! In all threatened or actual CCSCAKA violations,
depending on the urgency of the situation, FBIHQ should be promptly
notified by telephone. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must bepromptly confirmed by teletype. FBIHQ should also be advised of all
subsequent major investigative developments by summary teletype. The
teletype reporting a subject&#39;s apprehension should include a statement
as to whether or not the subject admitted the violation.

�! In cases involving a threat to commit a CCSCAKA
violation, the teletype notification to FBIHQ must set forth the
complete details of the threat and its means of conveyance. See
89-3.6, 89-3.13, and 89-3.14 for further requirements.
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86&#39;

89-3.11 Investigative Procedures

�! The investigative procedures to follow in threatened
and actual CCSCAKA violations are similar to those utilized in
threatened and actual KFO and AFO violations. Refer to 89-2.11 for
details. A

�!&#39; In assassination cases under Title 18, USC, Section
351, refer to B9-3.12 as to the assistance that Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology will render upon request.

. �! As noted in 89�3.1, Public Law 97�285 amended the
Authorization for Interception of Wire or Oral Communications Statute,
Title 18, USC, Section 2516, to include CCSCAKA violations as offenses
that can be investigated by use of properly authorized interceptions C��L of wire or oral communications.
EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.12 Agreement Between the FBI and the Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology  AFIP!

On 8/19/76, the AFIP and the.FBI entered into the
following self�explanatory Memorandum of Agreement in Presidential and
Congressional Assassination matters:

&#39; "1. PARTIES: The parties to this agreement are the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology  AFIP! and the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation  FBI!. I -

. "2. PURPOSE: This agreement established procedures and
assigns responsibilities for providing AFIP medical investigation
expertise to the FBI upon request in the event of the traumatic or
unexpected death of the President of the United States, the
Vice"President, a Member of Congress, or certain other persons
designated in 18 USC 1751 and 18 USC 351.

__ "3. AUTHORITY: The general authority for this
�TI, interdepartmental support agreement is 31 USC 686; the specific�.§ authorities for the support services to be provided_are 18 USC 1751 i!
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and 18 USC 351 g!.

"4. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE AFIP:

" a! To maintain a current contingency plan for
providing medical investigative support to the FBI upon request.

" b! To designate a staff of boardrcertified
forensic pathologists and allied science personnel adequate to fulfill
the responsibilities of this agreement.

" c! To designate a liaison officer to coordinate
with the FBI in planning for and activating this agreement.

" d! To respond to an FBI request for assistance by
conducting a complete medical investigation of death  forensic
autopsy! in the event of the traumatic or unexpected death of one or
more of those persons specified in paragraph 2, above, such
investigation to be conducted at the AFIP if at all possible.

L 1 " e! To dispatch designated members of the AFIP
~l staff to the scene of death to obtain information relevant to the

medical investigation and to accompany the remains on return to the
AFIP. .

_ " f! To assume custody and control of all medical
records and biological substances pertinent to the medical
investigation of death. �

" g! To provide-the FBI with a final report of the
medical.investigation of death and with such progress reports as are
appropriate pending the final report, with the FBI to be the sole
recipient of these reports.

" h! To advance such funds as are necessary for
current operations in the event it becomes necessary to activate this
agreement. I

"5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FBI:

" a! To designate a liaison officer to coordinate
with the AFIP in planning for and activating this agreement.

_m_ " b! To review on an annual basis the AFIP l 1 contingency plan for providing medical investigation support to the
l FBI. _
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" c! To assert federal investigative jurisdiction
under 18 USC, 1751 h! or 18 USC 351 g! in the event it becomes
necessary to activate this agreement.

" d! To officially request the AFIP to conduct a
complete medical investigation of death  forensic autopsy! in the
event of the traumatic or unexpected death of one or more of those
persons named in paragraph 2, above.

" e! To obtain release of remains to the AFIP from
the custody of local authorities for medical investigation pursuant to
this agreement by whatever legal means are deemed necessary and
expedient.

" f! To instruct the FBI Special Agent in Charge at
� the scene of death to assist the AFIP staff with local travel

arrangements and to provide access to the scene of death.

4&#39; cg . " g! To obtain special=mission aircraft when deemed
? necessary to expedite the medical investigation of death.

" h! To assign a Special Agent to attend the medical
investigation of death to receive and retain custody of physical
evidence obtained during the investigation.

" i! To receive from the AFIP the final report of
the medical investigation of death as well as any progress reports
provided and to take responsibility for all further dissemination of
such reports.

&#39;" j! To reimburse the AFIP for all funds advanced
for current operations in the event it becomes necessary to activate
this agreement.

" k! To advise the United States Secret Service of
the existence of this agreement and the AFIP contingency plan and to
effect whatever coordination is necessary with that agency.

"6. GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION: The jurisdictional authority
of the FBI is limited to the United States, its territories and
possessions. This agreement is similarly limited.

, _| "7. TERM: This agreement shall become effective when�:T�< executed by the representatives of both parties. It shall be reviewed_W3» annually and shall remain in effect until revoked by official action
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of either party communicated to the other.

"8. SIGNATURES:

" a! For the AFIP: ELGIN c. COWART, 3/19/76
CAPTAIN, MEDICAL CORPS,
u.s. NAVY

" b! For the FBI: The Director
CLARENCE H. KELLEY, 8/10/76
Director"

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.13 Dissemination to United States Secret Service in
Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme Court Assassination,
Kidnaping, and Assault Cases

  f �! Pursuant to the 2/3/65 agreement between the Bureau
�*c and the USSS, the FBI is obligated to disseminate certain types of

information developed during CCSCAKA investigations to the USSS,_on
both a local and headquarters level, to assist the USSS in its
statutory protective functions. -

�! Since threatened and actual CCSCAKA violations fall
within the above agreement, dissemination should be made to USSS on
both the local and headquarters level in the following manner:

_  a! The office developing the information shouldpromptly telephonically advise the nearest office of the USSS of the
facts.

 b! The notification teletype to FBIHQ should
include the complete fact situation, the identity of the USSS employee
notified, the time and date of notification, and the identity of the
FBI employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle
dissemination to USSS Headquarters.

 c!_ A dissemination copy of the above teletype
should be provided to the local USSS office which will serve as
confirmation of the previous telephonic notification to them. This

"_ method will eliminate preparing an FD-376 and LHM since all pertinent C Y: information and notification details will be a matter of record in the
fég� above teletype.
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/B6

89�3.l4 Dissemination to U.S. Capitol Police  USCP! and Others
Involving Members of Congress

�! Senate Bill S. 1976 entitled, "An Act to Define the
Area of the United States Capitol Grounds, to Regulate the Use
Thereof, and for Other Purposes" was passed on 12/16/81 and enacted
into law on 12/19/81 under Public Law 97-143.

�! This Act, in essence, expands the protective
functions of the USCP regarding Members and officers of Congress and
their immediate families and provides for the USCP to be included and
protected under the AFO and KFO Statutes. While the USCP�s protective
functions have been expanded, the FBI&#39;s investigative responsibilities
in regard to the AFO, KFO, CCSCAKA and Extortion Statutes remainunchanged with the exception of the USCP now being protected under the
AFO and KFO Statutes.

�! Section 9A a! of this Act provides, in essence, that
subject to the direction of the Capitol Police Board  CPB!, the USCP
is authorized to protect, in any area of the United States, any Member
or officer of Congress, as defined in Section 431 of the Act of
10/26/70  Title 2, USC, Section 60"l b!!, and their immediate families
if the CPB determines such protection to be necessary on a
case-by-case basis.

�! Section 9A c! authorized the USCP, while in the
performance of their protective duties under this Act, to make arrests
without a warrant for any offense against the United States committed
in their presence, or for any Federal felony, if they have reasonablegrounds to believe that the person to be arrested has committed or is
committing a felony.

�! Section 9A d! provides a penalty of not more than a
$300 fine and/or not more than one year&#39;s confinement for anyone who
knowingly and willfully obstructs, resists, or intervenes with a
member of the USCP performing a protective function under this Act.

�! As stated above, this Act does not affect the FBI&#39;s
jurisdiction since Section 9A e! specifically states that nothing
contained therein shall be construed to imply that the protective
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granted the USCP is intended to supersede any other agency
the protection of Members and officers of Congress and their
families.

� 46

- �! Based on the above-expanded USCP protective duties,
| USCP has requested the Washington|Metropolitan|Field Office| NMFO!|topromptly advise USCP of any potential or actual CCSCAKA violations or

related threats and any potential or actual Federal Extortion Statute
violations or related threats involving Members of Congress and/or
their immediate families which are reported to the FBI. This
information will be utilized by the USCP for intelligence purposes and
to provide the above individuals with any approved protection under
the above Act. i

I  8! [WMFO[is currently disseminating such information to
the USCP by existing operational liaison. In order to ensureappropriate dissemination to the USCP by92WMFO in a timely fashion, all
offices must report any receipt of such information or the initial
results of any investigation by summary teletype to FBIHQ and WMFO

"&#39;; within seven calendar days.l FBIHQ will handle dissemination of
Q p appropriate information to USSS Headquarters.

 9! In addition to the above-required notification to the
l USCP by|WMFO|and USSS Headquarters by FBIHQ, when Members of Congress

are involved as victims, the office developing the information should
promptly notify the nearest office of the USSS. See 89&#39;3.13 and
ensure in the notification teletype to FBIHQ that the office covering
the victim&#39;s home district is requested to notify his/her local office
and-appropriate local law enforcement agencies in the area.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.15 Dissemination to the Thirteen Protected Executive Branch
Departments

�! Title 18, USC, Section 351 a!, extends protection to
the head, second ranking official, or the person nominated to be head
of the Departments of State, Treasury, Defense, Justice, Interior,Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, Health and Human Services, Housing and
Urban Development, Transportation, Energy, and Education.

�! Whenever a threatened or actual CCSCAKA violation or
related threat is reported to the FBI involving the individuals set
forth above, the appropriate official within victim&#39;s department and

.":_.�
_ . I�;{ L.
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the nearest office of the USSS must be promptly notified by the FBI.
�! Notification to the Department of Defense will be

I made by|WMFO which|will handle notification to all other departments.
�! In order to ensure the required notifications are

made, offices receiving or deve1oping.such information will
1 includelWMFO]in their notification teletype to FBIHQ.

�! The above teletype or a subsequent communication must
include a complete physical description of any subjects developed,
background data, and a photograph, if available.

�! The notification teletype to FBIHQ must set forth the
required dissemination to the nearest office of the USSS by the office
developing the information and include the identity of the USSS
employee notified, the time and date of notification and the identity
of the FBI employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle
dissemination to USSS Headquarters. 1

  _§ �! A dissemination copy of the above teletype should be
� " provided to the local USSS office which will serve as confirmation of

the previous telephonic notification to them. This method will
eliminate preparing an FD-376 and LHH since all pertinent information
and notification details will be a matter of record in the above
teletype.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.16 Dissemination to Supreme Court Police Involving Supreme
Court Justices

�! Under the authority of Title 28, USC, Section 13 f!,
the Supreme Court has appointed a Deputy U.S. Marshal who, with the
approval of the Chief Justice, has appointed and supervises &#39;
individuals to serve as Supreme Court Police  SCP!.

�! In essence! the SCP serve as law enforcement officers
to police the Supreme Court building, grounds, and adjacent streets;
protect the Chief Justice and Associate Justices; and are authorized
to bear arms and to make arrests. _

-_?@ �!- Based on the above protective responsibilities,Z FF ||WMFO]should promptly advise the SCP of any potential or actual CCSCAKA

Sensitive
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violation or related threats involving Supreme Court Justices which
are reported to the FBI. This information will be utilized by the SCP&#39;
for intelligence purposes and to provide protection for the above
individuals as may be required.

�! &#39;In order to ensure appropriate disseminationlto the
SCP by WMFO in a timely fashion, all offices must report any receipt
of such information or the initial results of any investigation bysummary teletype to FBIHQ and WMFO within seven calendar days.|

�! The initial teletype or subsequent communication must
include a complete physical description of any subject developed, _
background data, and a photograph, if available.

�! See 89�3.l3 for additional requirements pertaining to
local USSS dissemination. FBIHQ will handle dissemination to USSS
Headquarters.

&#39; EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

92

89�3.17 Notification to Central Intelligence Agency
�! Title 18, USC, Section 35l a!, extends protection to

the Director, a person nominated to be Director during the pendency of
such nomination, and the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.

�! The Director of Central Intelligence  DCI! is also
the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency  CIA!. See 89*3.4�!
for complete details.

�! Whenever a threatened or actual CCSCAKA violation or
related threat is reported to the FBI involving the individuals set
forth above, the appropriate office at CIA Headquarters, Langley,

l Virginia, must be promptly notified bylWMFO.|
�! In order to ensure the required notification, offices

developing such information should promptly forward it to FBIHQ
| and|WHFO|by teletype suitable for dissemination.

�! The initial teletype or subsequent communication must
include a complete physical description of any subject developed,

A M background data, and a photograph, if available.
 ¬*!§ | �! |WHFO,92in addition to conducting any required

-a-11.1�
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investigation, will advise the appropriate office of CIA.

�! See 89-3.13 for additional requirements pertaining to
local USSS dissemination.

EFFECTIVE: OZ/16/89

39-3.18 Department of Justice Prosecutive Policy in Congressional,
Cabinet, and Supreme Court Assassination, Kidnaping and
Assault Cases

�! The USA&#39;s Manual states that supervisory
responsibility for captioned violations rests with the Criminal
Division, DOJ, and instructs that it be immediately notified
telephonically when information is developed indicating an actual
violation of the CCSCAKA Statute or when other unusual factors are
involved.

  i �! The USA�s Manual further states that D0] has retained
"~ authority to initiate prosecution under this statute. FBIHQ will

notify the Criminal Division immediately of actual violations of this
statute and provide copies of investigative reports to D01.� 00
should, similarly, promptly inform the appropriate USA and provide
copies of investigative reports. The USAs have been instructed by the
DOJ to review such reports so that they will be able to render advice
to the Criminal Division regarding local factors and circumstances
that may have a bearing on the case.

�! The D01 has requested to be advised if a victim
requests that an investigation be terminated or investigated solely by
a local law enforcement agency.

 h! Based on the above DOJ policy, the field should
promptly notify the USA&#39;s Office when-information is developed
indicating an actual violation of the CCSCAKA Statute. The initial
teletype to FBIHQ should state that the USA has been notified. If a
victim requests that an investigation be terminated or investigated
solely by a local law enforcement agency, the appropriate USA&#39;s Office
and FBIHQ should be promptly notified. Submit details, including fact
USA was informed, to FBIHQ by teletype.

� ,j-3.. �K
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.19 Character

�! Since the CCSCAKA Statute protects four broad classes
of individuals and covers seven types of crimes committed against
them, the possible characters involved are numerous.

�! Although Section 351 a! further subdivides the above
four classes of individuals under elected, nominated, deputy, and
second in command, for FBI character and management purposes, the

| classes of individuals protected will be placed intolfour|groups as
follows regardless of their status within the group.

 a! Member of Congress

 b! Executive Department Head and Director, CIA
11"� � &#39;..

| d! Major Presidential or Vice Presidential
Candidate  See Part I, Section 175-8 of this manual.!|

Q §  c! Supreme Court Justice

�! The

 a!

 b!

 c!

 d!
 e!
 £!

 g!

types of crimes prohibited are as follows:

Assassination

Kidnaping

Assault

Attempt to Assassinate

Attempt to Kidnap

Conspiracy to Assassinate

Conspiracy to Kidnap

�!_ In order to readily identify.the character, class of
protected individual, and type of prohibited crime involved, all,h characters under Section 351 will be designated as CCSCAKA and be i�§; further identified, in parentheses, by class of victim and type of

spé� crime involved as set forth in the following examples.

Sensitive
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 a!

 b!

 c!
to Kidnap!

 d!

Conspiracy to Assassin

i to Assassinate!l

CCSCAKA

CCSCAKA

CCSCAKA

CCSCAKA
ate!

 Member of Congress - Assault!

 Supreme Court Justice � Assassination!
 Executive Department Head � Conspiracy

 Director, Central Intelligence Agency r

92 e! CCSCAKA  Major Presidential Candidate - Attempt

�! Based on the above policy and examples, the proper
character for any given CCSCAKA fact situation can be logically
determined and should be set forth accordingly.

@"" EFFECTIVE: 06118/87
1

� 89-3.20 89 Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme Court
I Assassination,lKidnapping,land Assault Subclassifications

See HAOP, Part I1, 3-1.1, "FBI Classifications and
1 Subdivided Classificat

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

ions."

89~3.21 Case Title

�! In addition to the subject&#39;s name and aliases or an
unknown subject designation and aliases, a CCSCAKA case title should
include the victim&#39;s full name, his/her job title and agency, and the
initial date of the threatened or actual violation.

�! Set forth below is an example of a CCSCAKA case title
for reference purposes

" JOHN DOE;

T e .i%&#39; DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
 ifs; RICHARD JONES, ATTORNEY GENERAL,

92 �Q
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WASHINGTON, D.C. - VICTIM
� A/25/83 O

CCSCAKA  EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
HEAD � ASSAULT!

1 00: |wnro|

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

39-3.22 Venue

Venue will be in the judicial district where the violation
occurred. Title 18, USC, Section 3236, provides that the crime of
murder is committed at the place where the injury was inflicted, thepoison administered, or other means employed which caused the death of
the victim without regard to the place where the death occurred. For
offenses committed outside the jurisdiction of any particular state or
district, see Title 18, USC, Section 3238, entitled "Offenses Not
Committed�in Any District." I
EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

39-3.23 Office of Origin

In CCSCAKA violations, the OO shall be the office in which
territory the violation occurred. See.89*3.22 for the definition of
the place where a murder occurs and in regard to offenses not
committed in any district.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-3.24 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ
Three copies to FBIHQ, one copy of which will be

disseminated to DOJ.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90
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39-4 CONSPIRACY T0 IMPEDE on INJURE AN OFFICER  C10!

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-A.l ]Deleted92

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89&#39;4.2 Statute and Penalties
&#39; Set forth below in its entirety is the C10 Statute, Title

18, USC, Section 372.

"If two or more persons in any State, Territory,Possession, or District conspire to prevent, by force, intimidation,or threat, any person from accepting or holding any office, trust, orplace of confidence under the United States, or from discharging anyduties thereof, or to induce by like means any officer of the UnitedStates to leave the place where his duties as an officer are requiredto be performed, or to injure him in his person or property on accountsof his lawful discharge of the duties of his office, or while engagedin the lawful discharge_thereof, or to injure his property so as tomolest, interrupt, hinder, or impede him in the discharge of hisofficial duties, each of such persons shall be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than six years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-4.3 Elements

If two or more persons conspire to prevent by force,
intimidation, or threat:

�! Any person from accepting or holding any United
States office;

�! Or from discharging any duties thereof;

�! Or induce by like means any United States officer to
leave his/her required place of duty;

 Q! Or injure him/her or his/her property on account of
the performance of his/her duties or while engaged in said duties;

�! Or injure his/her property in order to hinder or
impede him/her in the performance of his/her duties.

»

Q T? EFFECTIVE: 12/19/as
89-4.4 Comments and Clarification_Regarding the Conspiracy to

Impede or Injure an Officer Statute

�! Unlike the AFO, KFO and CCSCAKA Statutes, which are
restricted to those individuals specifically listed, the CIO Statute
provides protection to any officer of the United States.

�! An officer of the United States is defined as any
permanent, temporary, full- or part�time appointed or elected employee
of the Federal Government.

�! The CIO Statute deals with conspiracy, therefore, it
does not apply to a subject acting alone. See 89-4.7 for further
details.

�! The conspiracy must be directed toward one of the
objectives set forth in the CIO Statute.

�! The CIO Statute, unlike the general Conspiracy
Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 371, and the conspiracy provisions ofw_ the CCSCAKA Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 35l d!, does not require

_ ;r an overt act in furtherance of the objective; therefore, anL7,; appropriate conspiracy by itself constitutes a prosecutable offense.
�-4 :1 ¢ Y�
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89�4.5 FBI Investigative Jurisdiction

The CIO Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 372, does not
specifically designate the FBI as the responsible investigativeagency. However, on 12/14/77, the DOJ advised FBIHQ that the FBI has
investigative jurisdiction over the above statute.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89�4.6 Notification to FBIHQ in Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an
Officer Cases

�! Depending on&#39;the urgency of the situation, FBIHQ
shall be promptly notified by telephone and/or teletype of all C10
cases. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be promptly confirmed byteletype. The initial teletype notification to FBIHQ should set forth
the complete details of the alleged conspiracy. In addition, FBIHQ
should also be advised of all subsequent major investigative
developments in these cases by summary teletype. The teletypereporting a subject&#39;s apprehension should include a statement as to
whether or not the subject admitted the violation.

�! See 89�4.8 for other requirements necessary in the
notification teletype to FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-4.7 Investigative Procedures92 See MIOG, Part I, 89"4.4��!.!|
�! Although an overt act in furtherance of the

conspiracy is not required under the CIO Statute in order to
constitute a prosecutable violation, any such overt act should be
documented since it will tend to establish that a conspiracy did, in
fact, exist.

�! Although Section 372 requires a prohibited conspiracy

Sensitive
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involving two or more subjects in order to constitute a violation, if
it initially appears that only one subject is involved in the _
prohibited action against the Government employee, it is permissible
for the FBI to institute a preliminary inquiry in order to determine
if a conspiracy involving additional subjects is present. If such
inquiry fails to develop the required conspiracy, in the absence of
any other Federal violation under the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction, the matter
should be referred to the appropriate law enforcement agency for
handling.

�! If investigation determines the subject was acting
alone, Title 18, USC, Section 245 b! l! entitled "Federally Protected
Activities" may be a basis for a Federal violation and FBI

I jurisdiction. See Part I, Section|44�l.5lof this manual for complete
details. -

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/94

��" 89-4.8 Dissemination to United States Secret Service and Other
Agencies in Conspiracy to-Impede or Injure an Officer
Cases &#39;

�! Although CIO violations fall within the FBI&#39;s
investigative jurisdiction, based on a 2/3/65 agreement between the
USSS and the FBI concerning USSS�s statutory protectiveresponsibilities, the FBI is ob1igated.to disseminate certain types of
information if developed during one of our CID investigations to the
USSS, based on the premise that it may assist them in such
responsibilities.

�! In regard to CID cases, see Part I, l75�l4�!
entitled "FBI/USSS Agreement Concerning Protective Responsibilities"and 175-14�! entitled "USSS Protectees in a Travel Status" for the
types of information to be disseminated to the USSS.

�! Prompt dissemination of information in the above
categories to USSS must be made on a local and headquarters level.

�! Initial dissemination to USSS locally is to be made
telephonically to the nearest office of the USSS by the office
developing the information.

Qiiji �! The notification teletype to FBIHQ must include the
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identity of the USSS employee notified, the time and date of
notification, and the identity of the FBI employee who made the
dissemination.

�! A dissemination copy of the above teletype should be
provided to the local USSS office which will serve as confirmation of
the previous telephone notification to them. This will eliminate
preparing an FD-376 and LHM since all pertinent information and�
notification details will be a matter of record in the teletype.

�! In addition, notification of the conspiracy should be
promptly made to the victim and his/her Government agency where
employed. The notification teletype to FBIHQ should specifically set
forth that notification to the victim and his/her Government agency
has or will be made. l

 8! FBIHQ, upon receipt of the notification teletype,
will disseminate the appropriate information to the victimfs
Government agency headquarters and USSS Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

�*- EFFECTIVE: O6/18/87

89-4.9 Character - Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer
 c10!

EFFECTIVE: 06/13/87

89-0.10 89 Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer
1 Subclassification

See HAOP, Part II, 3*1.l, "FBI Classifications and
I Subdivided Classifications."

EFFECTIVE: 10/13/95

&;_R 3;-
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89�4.l1 Venue

Venue will be in the judicial district where the violation
occurred. -

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

39-4.12 Office of Origin

In CIO violations, the O0 shall be the office in which
territory the violation occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

89�4.13 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

 � _§ Two.

EFFECTIVE: U6/18/37

89-5 cRIMEs AGAINST FAMILY MEMBERS 0F FEDERAL OFFICIALS  EAFM!
� INFLUENCING, IMPEDING 0R RETALIATING AGAINST A FEDERAL

-0FFIcIAL BY THREATENING 0R INJURING A FAMILY HEMBER| See
M100, Part I, 89-2.2�!, 175-1�!, 175-2�!.!92

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

l 89-5.1 lDeleted|

EFFECTIVE: 11/Z3/94

92-1 I I �Q!F �.~.
.- g.&#39;.;�&#39;|&#39;--mm
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Set forth below in its entirety is the Crimes Against
Family Members of Federal Officials Statute, Title 18, USC, Section
115:

. l"Influencing, impeding, or retaliating against a federal
official by threatening or injuring a family member

" a! l! Whoever-
" A!l assaults, kidnaps, or murders, or attempts to

or murder, or threatens to assault, kidnap or murder a member
immediate family of a United States official, a United States
Federal law enforcement officer, or an official whose killing

I a crime under section lll� of this|title; or|

kidnap
of the
judge, a
would be

I |" B!|threatens to assault, kidnap, or murder a United
States official, a United States judge, a Federal law enforcement
officer, or an official who killing would be a crime under such
section,

as with intent to impede, intimidate,|or interfere with suchlofficial,
"- judge or law enforcement officer while engaged inlthe performance|of

92 formerly served as a person designated in paragraph
performance of official

92 be punished as provided in subsection  b!.|

" b! �! An &#39;
punished as provided in section lll of this title.

II

this section shall be punished as provided in section 1201 of

official duties,|or with intent to retaliate against such official,
judge, or law enforcement officer on account of the performance of
official duties,lshall be punished as provided in subsection  b!Q

1 |"�! Whoever assaults, kidnaps, or murders, or attempts
to kidnap or murder a member of the immediate family of any person who
�!, with intent to retaliate against such person on account of the

duties during the term of such person, shall

assault in violation of this section shall be

�! A kidnaping or attempted kidnaping in violation of
this

title for the kidnaping or attempted kidnaping of a person described
in section 1201 a!�! of this title.

p "�! A murder or attempted murder in violation of this
section shall be punished as provided in sections 1111 and 1113 of
this title.

,- ,=
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punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for a term
of not more than five years, or both, except that imprisonment for a
threatened assault shall not exceed three years.

" c! As used in this section, the term--

,"�! �Federal law enforcement officer� means any officer,
agent, or employee of the United States authorized by law or by a
Government agency to engage in or supervise the prevention, detection,
investigation, or prosecution of any violation of Federal criminal
law;

"�! �immediate family member� of an individual means?

_ " A! his spouse, parent, brother or sister, child
or person to whom he stands in loco parentis; or

" B! any other person living in his household and
related to him by blood or marriage;

K "�! �United States judge� means any judicial officer of
�~- the United States, and includes a justice of the Supreme Court and a

United States magistrate; and ~

"�! �United States official� means the President,
"Presidentrelect, Vice President, Vice President-elect, a Member of
Congress, a member-elect of Congress, a member of the executive branch
who is the head of a department listed in 5 U.S.C. 101, or the
Director of The Central Intelligence Agency."

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9A

89�5.3 Elements

The elements of the CAFM Statute are summarized as
follows:

�! That the defendant assaulted, kidnaped, or murdered
an individual designated in Section 115 c!.

_ �! That the defendant s! attempted to kidnap or murder C �&#39; an individual designated in Section ll5 c!.__,__,,. If
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�! That the defendant threatened to assault, kidnap or
murder an individual designated in Section 1l5 c!.

The above crimes must be committed with the intent to impede,
intimidate, interfere with, or retaliate against federal officials,
judges or law enforcement officers while engaged in performance ofN their officiallduties or on account of the performance of their
official duties.

EFFECTIVE: ll/23/94

l89�5.4 Investigative Procedures &#39; "92

�! The general investigative procedures set out for KFO,
AFO, CCSCAKA, CIO and Presidential and Presidential Staff
Assassination, Kidnaping and Assault matters should be followed in ""1 actual or threatened CAFM violations. See this section and Part I,

P Section 175, of this manual for details.

�! Investigations involving Title 18, USC, Section 115
should be handled under the substantive classification for theparticular official involved. In the event a CAFM investigation is
instituted solely under Section 115, classification 89�F should be
utilized.

�! When appropriate and,as previously set forth in Part
� I, Section 89, of this manual, instructions, policies, investigativeprocedures, jurisdictional agreements  i.e., FBI and Department of the
Treasury!, notification to FBIHQ and dissemination requirements apply
in fulfilling FBI investigative responsibilities under Title 18,
Section 115.

i �! "Agreement of Procedures" adopted by the USSS and the
FBI will apply to procedures to be followed in the event that a
violation of law occurs involving a person or persons protected by the

I U.S. Secret Service pursuant to law and which falls within the
investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. See Part I, Section 175, of
this manual.�

<:M_ EFFECTIVE: 12/19/36
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89"5.5 Notification to FBIHQ and Dissemination Responsibilities
�! FBIHQ should be promptly notified of all new CAFH

cases involving a death or serious injury by telephone and confirmed
by immediate teletype. In addition, FBIHQ should be advised of all

I subsequent major investigative developments by summary]teletype.|
�! In all other CAFM cases, depending on the urgency of

the situation, FBIHQ should be promptly notified by telephone or
teletype. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be confirmed by
immediate teletype. In addition, FBIHQ should be advised of all
subsequent major investigative developments by summary teletype.

f �! In CAFM cases involving a threat, FBIHQ should be
notified by telephone, teletype, or airtel depending on the urgency of
the situation. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be promptly
confirmed by teletype. If such cases involve the families of
officials listed under sections  c!�! of Section 115, or the families
of FBI personnel, Federal judges, USAs or AUSAs as potential victims, &#39; v_ notification to FBIHQ should be made by telephone and/or teletype.

s~� �! See 39-2.19,.39-3.13 and 39�4.8 of this section and
Part I, Section 175, of this manual for details of Bureauresponsibilities to disseminate certain types of information to USSS
to assist in its protective functions. _

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

89-5.6 Character - Crimes Against Family Members  CAFE!

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

| 89-5.? Classification
For details concerning this topic, refer to Manual of

Administrative Operations and Procedures  MAOP!, Part II, 3-1.1
[ entitled "FBI|Classifications|and Subdivided Classifications."
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EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

89-5.8 Case Title

&#39; �! In addition to the full name of subject s! and all
known aliases, or an unknown subject s! designation, a CAFM case
should include the full name and relationship of the family member tothe protected individua1 s! designated in Section 115, the name of the
protected individual, his/her job title and the initial date of the
violation.

�! EXAMPLE  Actual assault or threat!:

JOHN DOE;
MARY E. SMITH,  Daughter! - VICTIM;
JOSEPH A. SMITH, SPECIAL AGENT - FBI � VICTIM;
10/1/86 j _ AFO � CAFH;

3 O0: CHICAGO

�! If the victim is a family member of a Member of
Congress, Cabinet Officer, Supreme Court Justice, or Director of the
CIA, the character should be shown as:

CCSCAKA r CAFH

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

[I89-5.9 Venue

Venue will be governed by the type of violation, assault,
kidnaping, attempted kidnaping, murder, attempted murder, or threat
to assault, kidnap or murder, as set forth in Section l15.|

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

- PLZ711 &#39; -I.�W
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89�5.l0 Office of Origin

Office of Origin will be established in the manner set
forth in MAOP, Part II, Section 10�16.2.|

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86 &#39;

89�5.l1 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHO

Two.|

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

39-6 THREAT TO LIFE " DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION  See MAOP,
Part II, 9-7; MIOG, Part I, 166-4, 175-22.1, and 179-7.!
The following guidelines cover the FBI&#39;s responsibility

to warn persons of threats to their life or threats that may result in
serious bodily injury and policy regarding notification to other lawenforcement agencies of such threats.  Extracted from Resolution 20
dated 12/16/96. See footnotes at the end of this citation.! In all
instances, manner depending upon exigencies of situation, FBIHQ should
be advised of details of such threats together with a notification of
action taken or a recommendation as to action to be initiated UACB.

"III. Guidelines

"A. Warning to the Person.

"�! Expeditious Warnings to Identifiable Persons.
Except as provided below in paragraph IIIA�!, when a Federal Law
Enforcement Agency has information that a person who is identified or
can be identified through reasonable means is subject to credible
threat to his/her life or of serious bodily injury, the Agency shouldattempt expeditiously to warn that person of the nature and extent of
the threat. &#39;

"�! Manner, Means, and Documentation of Warning.
"a. The Agency may determine the means and manner of
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the warning, using the method most likely to provide direct notice to
the intended victim. In some cases, this may require the assistance
of a third party. The Agency must document in writing in its files
the content of the warning, and when and where, and by whom it was
delivered to the intended victim.

"b. An Agency may seek the assistance of another law
enforcement agency to provide the warning. If this is done, the
Agency must document in writing in its files the notification of the
threat, and when, where, and the name of the other agency&#39;s
representative to whom it was delivered, along with the
other agency&#39;s agreement to provide a timely warning.

"�! Exceptions.

"a. A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not
attempt to warn an intended victim of a threat to his/her life or
of serious bodily injury in the following circumstances:

" i! when providing the warning to the intended
victim is likely to cause equal or greater physical harm to one or
more persons; l

" ii! when the intended victim knows the nature
and extent of the specific threat against him/her; or

" iii! when the intended victim is:  a! a
public official who, because of his/her official position, is provided
a.protective detail;  b! a participant in the Witness Security-Programthat is administered by the United States Marshals Service; or  c!
detained or incarcerated. See paragraph IIIB l!.

&#39; "b. Whenever time and circumstances permit, an _
Agency&#39;s decision not to provide a warning in the foregoing
circumstances must be approved, at a minimum, by a Senior Field
Manager. 2 In all cases, the reasons for an Agency&#39;s decision not to
provide a warning must be documented in writing in the Agency&#39;s
files. &#39; &#39;

�NOTE: This paragraph does not apply to the agencies directlyresponsible for providing-the security for the individuals referred
to in paragraph IIIA�!a iii!, above,_when the threat is to the
referenced individual. In such cases, documentation, if any, should
be created in accordance with the agency procedures.

"B. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies With Protective or
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Custodial Jurisdiction.

" l! Expeditions Notification. When a Federal Law
Enforcement Agency has information that a person described above in
paragraph IIIA�!a iii! is subject to any threat to his/her life or
of serious bodily injury, the Agency must expeditiously notify other
law enforcement agencies that have protective or custodial
jurisdiction.

"�! Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.
The notifying Agency may determine the means and manner of the
notification. When providing notification, the notifying Agency shall
provide as much information as possible regarding the threat and the
credibility of the threat. The notifying Agency must document in
writing in its files the content of the notification, and when, where,
and to whom it was delivered. .

"C. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies That Have Investigative
Jurisdiction.

"�! Expeditious Notification. Except as provided below
in paragraph IIIC�!, when a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has
information that a person  other than a person described above in
paragraph IIIA�!a iii!! who is identified or can be identified
through reasonable means is subject to a credible threat to his/her
life or of serious bodily injury, the Agency should attemptexpeditiously to notify other law enforcement agencies that haveinvestigative jurisdiction concerning the threat. l

"�! Threats to Occupied Structures or Conveyances. When
a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has information that a structure or
conveyance which can be identified through reasonable means is
subject to a credible threat which could cause loss of life or
serious bodily injury to its occupants, the Agency should provideexpeditious notification to other law enforcement agencies that havejurisdiction concerning the threat. &#39; * &#39;

"�! Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.
The Agency may determine the means and manner of the notification.
The Agency must document in writing in its files the content of the
notification, and when, where, and to whom.it was delivered.

" h! Exceptions. A

"a. A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not
attempt to notify another law enforcement agency that has &#39;
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p investigative jurisdiction concerning a threat:
" i! when providing the notification to the

other law enforcement agency is likely to cause equal or greater
i physical harm to one or more persons; or

" ii! when the other law enforcement agency
knows the nature and extent of the specific threat to the
intended victim.

"b. Whenever time and circumstances permit, an
Y Agency&#39;s decision not to provide notification to another law

enforcement agency in the foregoing circumstances must be approved,
at a minimum, by a Senior Field Manager. In all cases, the reasons
for an agency&#39;s decision not to provide notification should be

-documented in writing in the Agency&#39;s files.

"IV. Rights of Third Parties.

� A "Nothing in these guidelines isiintended to create, or does
£ " create, an enforceable legal right or private right of action.

Footnotes:

"l If the equal or greater harm would occur to a _
Government informant or Agent as a result of his/her participation in
an investigation, consideration should be given to extricating that

� individual from the investigation or taking other appropriate
� measures in order to minimize the risk.

"2 As used in these guidelines, �Senior Field Manager�
refers to a Federal Law Enforcement Agency operational field manager
of the GS-15 rank or higher, or the person serving in that capacity in

l his or her absence."|

EFFECTIVE: 03/14/97

,--- --,
"P � �>1.

-r  lilt-
i_�._._._._.
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SECTION 90. IRREGULARITIES IN FEDERAL PENAL INSTITUTIONS

9O-1 STATUTES

Title 18, USC, Sections 1791 and 1792.

EFFECTIVE: O7/11/85

9O�1.1 Section 1791. [Providing or Possessing Contraband in
Prison � A

" a! Offense. A person commits an offense if, in
violation of a statute, or a regulation, rule, or order issued
pursuant thereto-�

  5, "�! he provides, or attempts to provide, to an
*~ inmate of a a Federal penal or correctional facility&#39;-

i " A! a firearm or destructive device;
" B! Any other weapon or object that may be

used as a weapon or as a means of facilitating escape;

" C! a narcotic drug as defined in Section 102
of the Controlled Substances Act �1 U.S.C. 802!;

" D! a controlled substance, other than a
narcotic drug, as defined in Section 102 of the Controlled Substances
Act �1 U.S.C. 802!, or an alcoholic beverage;

� " E! United92States currency; or

�I;  F! any other object; or -
"�! being an inmate of a Federal penal or

correctional facility, he makes, possesses, procures, or otherwise
provides himself with, or attempts to make, possess, procure, or
otherwise provide himself with, anything described in paragraph �!.

.-1* - 5-,
A F punishable by
 :73 " b! Grading. An offense described in this section is
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"�! imprisonment for not more than ten years, a
fine of not more than $25,000, or both, if the object is anything set
forth in paragraph  l! A!;

"�! imprisonment for not more than five years, a
� fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the object is anything set

forth in paragraph �! B! or �! C!;
"�! imprisonment for not more than one year, a fine

of not more than $5,000, or both, if the object is anything set forth
92 in paragraph �! D! or  l! E!; and

"�! imprisonment for not more than six months, a
= fine of not more than $1,000, or both, if the object is any other

object.

1 " c! Definitions. As used in this section, �firearm� and
�destructive device� have the meaning given those terms, respectively,�i� 1 in 18 u.s.c. 921  A!�! and  �!."]
EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

92 90-1.2 Section 1792. |Mutiny and Riot Prohibited
"Whoever instigates, connives, willfully attempts to

cause, assists, or conspires to cause any mutiny or riot, at any
Federal penal or correctional facility, shall be imprisoned not more
than ten years or fined not more than $25,000, or both."|

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

|90-1.3 Statutory Amendments Based on the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act of 1984  CCCA of 84!

�! The CCCA of 84 was enacted into law on 10/12/84 and
under Chapter XI, Part H, entitled "Possession of Contraband In
Prison," amended the Irregularities in Federal Penal Institutions
Statutes, Title 18, USC, Sections 1791 and 1792, as follows:

 f?11 1 �! New Subsection 1791  a!�! makes it an offense for&#39;LH§ any person to provide or attempt to provide to a Federal inmate, in
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violation of a prison rule, regulation, or order, one of the
above-listed six classifications of objects.

�! New Subsection 1791  a!�! makes it an offense for a
Federal inmate to make, possess, procure or otherwise provide
himself/herself with any of the objects enumerated in Subsection
 a!�! or attempt to do so.

�! New Subsection 1791  b! provides different grades of
penalties, ranging from a prison term of six months and a fine of
$1,000, to a prison term of ten years and a fine of $25,000,
corresponding to the danger represented by the different types of
contraband involved. �

�! Prior to the passage of the CCCA of 84, both Sections
1791 and 1792 dealt with prison contraband. Under the above Act,
the contraband offenses were all consolidated into Section 1791 and
were deleted from Section 1792. Furthermore, this Act, under Section
1792, added a fine of up to $25,000 to the existing maximum penalty of
10 years for prison mutiny or riot.

�! It should be noted that Part H of this Act was
primarily designed to remedy the following two defects in the above
two statutes dealing with prison contraband. Under the former
language of Section 1791, it was an offense to introduce contraband
into, or to move it from place to place within a prison, butpossession, in itself, of a prohibited article was not a violation of
Federal law. Furthermore, both Sections 1791 and 1792 provided a
penalty of up to 10 years� imprisonment without taking into
consideration the danger represented by the different types of
contraband involved.

�! In regard to the seizure of contraband by Bureau of
Prisons  BOP! personnel, Part H of this Act added Section 4012 to
Title 18,JU.S. Code, to provide statutory authority for the summary
seizure by the BOP of contraband and for its forfeiture to the
Government. Prior to the passage of Section 4012, the right of BOP
personnel to seize contraband was derived from the general statutory
authority of the BOP, pursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 4042, to
provide for the protection and discipline of inmates. Federal courts
have differed over the authority of BOP, under the above general
language, to seize and retain contraband. Section 4012 clarifies the
authority of BOP personnel to summarily seize contraband articles and
have them forfeited to the Government. The BOP is presently
developing administrative procedures for the forfeiture of seized
contraband.|
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EFFECTIVE: O7/ll/85

90-2 MISCELLANEOUS

The|Department of Justice ruled on 12/11/91 that the FBI
has primary investigative jurisdiction over conspiracy to violate the
ERS  Title 18, USC, Sections 751-757!; Conspiracy to violate any of
-these statutes should be investigated under the 90 classification.|
The provisions of Title 18, USC, Sections 201 and 202, relating to
bribery, should also be considered in investigation of acts which may

I be in violation of|the IFPI|statutes.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

  I 9O-3 POLICY
�! When a complaint is received alleging a basic or

nonserious violation of these sections,|the field office will
determine whether preliminary investigation is warranted and will
coordinate with the local Bureau of Prisons  BOP! facility. Whenever
a complaint is received alleging violations which are serious,
sensitive, or unusual, or would cause notoriety in the local or
national news media, the field office should initiate investigation
promptly and expeditiously advise the Criminal Investigative Division
 CID!, FBIHQ, by telephone, followed by a communication reporting the
facts and results of any investigation initiated. Allegations or

� complaints concerning BOP personnel should be expeditiously submitted
to FBIHQ by LHM and cover communication in order to ensure
appropriate coordination with BOP headquarters. Institute
investigation promptly. |Allegations of civil rights violations
relating to violence motivated by racial or religious bias or an
illegal act under color of law should be investigated according to

92 MIOG, Part I, Section 44 or 282, respectively.
�! Cases can be presented to the USA without prior FBIHQ

authority.

�! Reports of riots or sit-down strikes which may not i T< initially involve an FBI violation may be received from authorities.
r&#39;-~-p_g§ Agents should not enter the penitentiary during such occurrences and &#39;
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they should in no way interfere with the prison administration in
connection with quelling the riot or the sit-down strike. When
notified, effective liaison should be set.up and FBIHQ informed
immediately. At the first opportunity an Agent should enter the
institution and immediately ascertain from the warden if any violation
within the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction has occurred. As incidents, such as
riots or sit-down strikes, may result in violations within the FBI&#39;s
jurisdiction, sufficient manpower should be available to act
immediately if a violation is indicated.

I �! Violations of Title 21, USC, Section 844, Controlled
Substance Act  CSA! occurring within federal penal institutions will
be handled by the FBI under Title 18, USC, Section 1791. Information
developed during CSA violations occurring within federal penal
institutions that involve subjects outside the institutions should be
referred to the Drug Enforcement Administration.

�! INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING CRIMINAL ALLEGATIONS AGAINST
PUBLIC OFFICIALS

  1  a! �It is recognized that during the course of an
" investigation within this classification information is sometimes

developed alleging that a federal, state or local official is in
violation of federal law. If the focus of the investigation continues
to be this substantive classification and/or federal crimes committed
by a person who merely happens to be a federal, state or
official, "Corruption�Related Matter," should be added to
character of the case, and it will continue to be managed
Violent Crimes and Major Offenders Program. If, however,
the investigation shifts to the abuse of his/her position

local
the
under the
the focus of
of trust by

the federal, state or local official in violation of federal criminal
law, a new Corruption of Federal Public Officials" �8! or
"Corruption of State
be opened within the

on
 C!
on
 e!,

and Local Public Officials"
White Collar Crimes Program

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

�94! matter should
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"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING  MOU!
BETWEEN THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS  BOP!

AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION  FBI!
ON HOSTAGE OR CRISIS INCIDENTS AT BUREAU OF PRISONS FACILITIES

"I. PURPOSE: This Memorandum of Understanding  MOU! is to establish
interagency operational policy guidelines for Federal Bureau of
Prisons  BOP! and Federal Bureau of Investigation  FBI! personnel for
the successful resolution of hostage situations or criminal actions
which require FBI presence at BOP facilities.

"II. JURISDICTION:

"A. The BOP has primary responsibility for all operations at federal
correctional facilities during routine and emergency operations.

"B. The FBI has primary investigative responsibility for all
violations of Title 18  T18!, United States Code  USC!, Section 13

&#39;��j  Crimes on a Government Reservation!  CGR! including the jurisdiction Q -5� as defined in Section 7  Special maritime and territorial jurisdiction. 1
"&#39; of the United States defined!.

"C. The FBI also has investigative responsibility for criminal
activities at BOP facilities, to include hostage situations or similar
incidents, under T18, USC, Sections 1791 and 1792  Irregularities in
Federal Penal Institutions!, and T18, USC, Section 1203  Hostage
Taking!. ,

"III. DEFINITIONS:

"As used herein:

"A. �BOP On-Scene Commander� refers to a BOP field commander whom the
BOP Director has designated as in charge of the BOP facility.

"B. �FBI On�Scene Commander� refers to an FBI SAC or SAC&#39;s designee
who is in charge of the FBI resources during an operational
response by the FBI. .

"C. An �advisory response� is a minimal FBI response during which
the FBI deploys FBI crisis management assets to assist/advise the
crisis response resources of the BOP. At this level response,

an the FBI SAC or SAC&#39;s designee will deploy as the FBI�s on-scene¬L:§- coordinator. The FBI will not deploy an FBI command and control
!

_%j element.
�.-."*
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"D. An operational response is defined as one during which the FBI
deploys significant FBI crisis management resources, as
necessary, to resolve the crisis.o This level response may
consist of HRT deployment, and/or multiple FBI field office SWAT
teams, and/or crisis negotiation/behavioral specialists and/or
technical personnel. An operational response will always be
accompanied by an FBI SAC or SAC&#39;s designee and an FBI command
and control element.

"IV. ADVANCE COORDINATION: .

"A. BOP Wardens and FBI SACs will develop a program to exchange
information concerning each BOP facility within a field division&#39;s
territory. This program will include the specifics of how joint
operations will be implemented, site surveys, appropriate interagency
training and logistical support during a crisis situation.

M "B. BOP and FBI crisis response plans will be prepared by executiveQ? &#39;3 management personnel at BOP facilities and FBI field divisions to
" address specific crisis management requirements at each BOP facility.

�� The crisis response plans will reflect the terms of this MOU and be
periodically updated. -

"V. IMPLEMENTATION: The decision as to whether FBI involvement
constitutes an advisory or operational response will be dependent on
the circumstances of the incident, the request from the BOP On�Scene
Commander and as necessary, additional direction and/or guidance from
BOP and FBI Headquarters.

"VI. COMMAND, CONTROL AND COORDINATION:

"A. In the event of an advisory response by the FBI, the BOP 0n�Scene
Commander will retain command and control of all aspects of the crisis
response. BOP Headquarters will retain overall command and control of
the incident. The BOP On-Scene Commander will also coordinate with
the FBI and keep the FBI informed of all developments. The FBI will
have a person designated to the BOP command post.

"1. FBI advisers may be part of HRT, field SWAT, crisis negotiators,
behavioral specialists, technical personnel or other assets as agreed
upon by the FBI SAC or SAC�s designee and BOP On-Scene Commander.

rm "B. In the event of an operational response by the FBI, which will T&#39;*~ include an FBI 0n*Scene Commander and a command and control element,
-&#39; &#39;-.H the BOP and FBI On-Scene Commanders will work cooperatively toward

92--Q.!-�
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resolution of the crisis. All actions of the FBI On-Scene Commander
will be closely coordinated with the BOP On-Scene Commander who
retains overall responsibility for the institution operations and the
incident.

"1. During an FBI operational response, the FBI and BOP will
immediately form a joint command post upon the arrival of FBI crisis
response resources.

"2. Once the FBI fully activates&#39;an operational response at the
scene, the FBI On�Scene Commander will assume responsibility of all
crisis management assets  BOP and FBI! in terms of planning for and
executing plans for incident resolution. The FBI On-Scene Commander
will consult and coordinate with the BOP On-Scene Commander who
retains overall responsibility for the institution and the incident.

"3. BOP and FBI Headquarters command centers will establish a direct
link throughout the duration of the incident to exchange information
and to address issues of mutual concern as they arise. Issues that
cannot be resolved at the scene of the incident or at the command�
center level will be addressed at headquarters level by senior BOP and
FBI staff. �

"C. The FBI On-Scene Commander, in consultation with the BOP On-Scene
Commander, may initiate an emergency assault should there be imminent
threats to life or of serious injury to hostages, inmates, or law
enforcement personnel. In all other circumstances, no planned
tactical resolution will be initiated without prior specific approval
from both BOP and FBI Headquarters.

"D. The FBI On-Scene Commander will conduct additional criminal
investigation following the resolution of the incident, including
crime scene investigation, if appropriate. Debriefings of all
officials involved are required and will be accomplished as soon as
possible after the resolution of the incident and will be coordinated
through the FBI On-Scene Commander. This requirement does not
supersede BOP�s policy regarding post incident interviews and
investigation.

"VII. TERMS OF AGREEMENT: This MOU will take effect immediately
upon signature of all parties.

"For the Federal Bureau of Investigation:
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"/s/ 10/25/96
LOUIS J. FREEH Date
Director

"For the Federal Bureau of Prisons:

"/s/ ___1O/24/96___
KATHLEEN H. HAWK Date
Director"

�! The following MOU was executed for the purpose of
establishing local interagency operational procedures and guidelines
concerning the conduct of investigations of violations of federal
criminal statutes occurring in BOP facilities.

"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ON VIOLATIONS OF

FEDERAL CRIMINAL STATUTES

"I. PURPOSE: The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding  MOU!
is to establish interagency operational procedures and guidelines for
the Federal Bureau of Investigation  FBI! and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons  BOP! with regard to violations of federal criminal statutes
occurring in BOP facilities, on_BOP property or which involve BOP
staff. In hostage and/or crisis situations, this MOU is superseded by
the separate MOU between the FBI and the BOP. In violations of the
Federal Escape and Rescue Statutes, this"MOU is superseded by the
separate MOU between the FBI, the BOP and the United States Marshals
Service.

"II. GOALS: It is mutually agreed that general guidelines and
procedures should be established and implemented to ensure an
efficient and effective response to criminal incidents which occur in
BOP facilities, on BOP property or which involve BOP staff. It is
further agreed that BOP facilities and FBI field divisions will
coordinate their efforts to develop local procedures, as appropriate,
and fully share information and the results of their respective
investigations to assist each agency in fulfilling its own mission and
responsibilities concerning violations of federal criminal statutes
occurring at or involving staff of Federal Bureau of Prisons�
institutions. The violations in question include, but are not limited
to, homicides or suspected homicides, unexplained or unusual deaths,
assaults on federal officers or inmates  serious or involving
weapons!, significant destruction of government property, trafficking
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in contraband, and other serious offenses.

"III. JURISDICTION:

" A!. The BOP has primary responsibility for all operations of a
Federal prison facility during routine and emergency situations, as

&#39; well as during investigations of criminal matters. I

" B!. The FBI shall assume primary investigative responsibility and
jurisdiction once it has accepted a criminal matter for investigation.
Coordination will be implemented&#39;and maintained with the BOP as
appropriate. &#39;

"IV. IMPLEMENTATION:

" A!. The FBI and the BOP will develop and exchange information
regarding the facilities at all BOP sites. The information should be
included but is not limited to: prison site surveys, appropriate
interagency training, and operational support in times of crisis.

I pK _ " B!. A local operational plan to address resources, manpower, points
�~" of contact, notifications, and other relevant matters, will also be

prepared by affected local BOP and FBI field office staff in
accordance with the terms of this HOU. This plan will be routinely
updated. -

"v. RESPONSIBILITIES:

&#39;" A!. BUREAU OF PRISONS RESPONSIBILITIES:

" l!. Upon the occurrence of any incident that may involve a criminal
act, the BOP will take immediate action to secure and preserve the
scene of the incident and to identify any witnesses to the incident.

"�!. Upon the occurrence of any incident involving a criminal act,
the BOP will immediately notify the appropriate designated FBI . p
representative of the incident. An apparent suicide will be treated
as a possible homicide until determined otherwise by a competent
authority, such as the coroner or medical examiner. Any further -
investigative activity by the BOP shall-be closely coordinated with
the FBI so as to appropriately support the ongoing criminal
investigation, while also pursuing administrative actions as
appropriate.

 T-4.� "�!. Upon notification, if the FBI does not initiate a criminal
0 investigation, the BOP will assume primary investigative
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responsibility for conducting and documenting an investigation of the
incident for possible disciplinary action.

" B!. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION RESPONSIBILITIES:

" l!. Upon notification by the BOP of the occurrence of an incident
that may involve a criminal act, the appropriate designated FBI
representative will determine whether to initiate an FBI criminal
investigation of the incident. That determination and notification to
the BOP concerning the incident will be made as soon as feasible but
not greater than 24 hours after the BOP notification to the FBI. The
FBI will conduct an on-site investigation of inmate deaths. An
apparent suicide will be treated as a possible homicide until
determined otherwise by a competent authority such as the coroner or
medical examiner.

"�!. In those instances in which the FBI initiates a criminal
investigation, the FBI will assume primary investigative�
responsibility for conducting and documenting the criminal

Q I investigation.
�~ "�!. In those instances in which the FBI initiates a criminal

investigation, the FBI will coordinate investigative activity with the
BOP as appropriate, in order to minimize the disruption to the -
operation of the BOP facility. y _ i
"�!. In those instances in which the FBI has conducted a criminal
investigation, the BOP is to be provided notification regarding the
closure of the FBI investigative file.

"VI. PROTOCOL: It is agreed that the contents of this HOU will be
.provided to both agencies involved in this agreement, as well as the
Executive Office of United States Attorneys, in order to fully
coordinate notification procedures, points of contact to facilitate
liaison, crimerscene management and preservation procedures, and
development of criminal investigations.

"VII. STANDARD PROCEDURES:

" A!. NOTIFICATION/INITIAL REFERRAL: Upon the occurrence of any
incident involving a criminal act, the BOP will immediately notify the
appropriate designated FBI representative of the incident. During the
initial contact, local BOP staff shall provide information and receive

W instructions regarding immediate efforts to secure the crime scene
 {.3 until the FBI responds.

..-
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" B!. RESPONSE: When a criminal case is referred to the FBI for
investigation, local FBI staff shall respond as soon as practicable
either by telephone or by an on�site visit. Following the initial
referral, the FBI shall determine whether to initiate an
investigation. That determination shall be made and communicated to
the BOP-as soon as feasible but not greater than Z4 hours after the
BOP notification to the FBI. -

" C!. INVESTIGATION: .In the event the local FBI division initiates
an investigation, the FBI will assume primary investigative
responsibility and jurisdiction. Coordination will be implemented and
maintained with the BOP as appropriate. In cases where the FBI
requests investigative assistance from the BOP, the FBI will convey
instructions regarding the questioning of suspects, preservation of
the crime scene or evidence, and any other pertinent instructions.

"VIII. TERMS OF AGREEMENT: This MOU will take effect immediately
upon signature of all parties.

  "For the Federal Bureau of Investigation:

"/s/ - ___8/9/96___
LOUIS J. FREEH DATE
Director

"For the Federal Bureau of Prisons;

___3/23/96
KATHLEEN H. HAWK i DATE
Director"

EFFECTIVE: 04/24/97

9O&#39;4 CHARACTER - IRREGULARITIES IN FEDERAL PENAL INSTITUTIONS

-u . * &#39;-�ii
:1,�

�&#39;=-.&#39;.:."¥&#39;
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SECTION 159. LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT OF l

1959  INVESTIGATIVE MATTER!

159-1 STATUTES

I" Title 29, USC,[Sections|501  c!, 503  b!,  c!, 504, 522,
and 530. " &#39; p p

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

159-1.1. Section 501  c!

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

 :25&#39; 1s9�1.1.1 Elements .
�! " c! any person who embezzles, steals, or unlawfully

and willfully abstracts or converts to his own use, or the use of
another, any of the moneys, funds, securities, property, or otherassets of a labor organization of which he is an officer, or by which
he is employed, directly or indirectly, shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 05/23/85

159-1.2 &#39; oSections 503  b! &  c!

EFFECTIVE: os/2s/as
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. 159-1.2.1 Elements

&#39; �!  h! No...employer shall directly or indirectly pay
the fine of any officer or employee convicted of any willful violation �
of this chapter. &#39;

�! " c! Any person who willfully violates this section
shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than
one year, or both." &#39;

�! Section 503 b! also prohibits the payment of a fine

by_a,labor4organizationwof_any"officergor_employee_convicted�of_any�
willful violation of this chapter. Such violations are investigated
by the Department of Labor. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

 :ji_ 159-1.3 Section 504
&#39; - EFFECTIVE: 05/2a/as

159-1.3.1 Elements

�! " a! No person...uho has been convicted of, or
served any part of a prison term resulting from his conviction of,robbery, bribery, extortion, embezzlement, grand larceny, burglary, A
arson, violation of narcotics laws, murder, rape, assault with intent
to kill, assault which inflicts grievous bodily injury, or a violation
of subchapter III or IV of thislchapter, any felony involving abuse or
misuse of such person&#39;s position or employment in a labor organization
or employee benefit plan to seek or obtain an illegal gain at the
expense of the members of the labor organization or the beneficiaries

i of the employee benefit plan, or conspiracy to commit any such crimes
or attempt to commit any such crimes, or a crime in which any of the
foregoing crimes is an element, shall serve or be permitted to serve-

&#39; " l! as a consultant or adviser to any labor
_ organization, 92

A "�! as an officer, director, trustee, member §;¬_ of any executive board or similar governing body, business agent,Qégg y manager, organizer, employee, or representative in any capacity of any
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labor organization,

"�! as a labor relations_consultant or adviser to a
person engaged in an industry or activity affecting commerce, or as
an officer, director, agent, or employee of any group or association
of employers dealing with and labor organization, or in a position
having specific collective bargaining authority or direct
responsibility in the area of labor-management relations in any
corporation or association engaged in an industry or activity
affecting commerce, or e

. "�! in a position which_gn§itlss its __m__V___mf_4_*62Eh555E"EB&#39;E"§H5¥E*5?"EE5"5¥BEEEas"dfI&#39;¢& as an officer or executive
or administrative employee of, any entity whose activities are in
whole or substantial part devoted to providing goods or services to
any labor organization, or

&#39; "�! in any capacity, other than in his
capacity as a member of such labor organization, that involves
decisionmaking authority concerning, or decisionmaking authority over,
or custody of, or control of the monies, funds, assets, or property of
any labor organization, during or for the period of thirteen years
after such conviction or after the end of such imprisonment, whichever
is later, unless the sentencing court on the motion of the person

�convicted sets a lesser period of at least three years after such
conviction or after the end of such imprisonment, whichever is later,
or unless prior to the end of such period, in the case of a person so
convicted or imprisoned,  A! his citizenship rights, having been
revoked as a result of such conviction, have been fully restored, or
 B! the United States Parole Commission determines that such person&#39;s
service in any capacity referred to in clauses �! through �! would
not be contrary to the purposes of this Act. Prior to making any
such determination the Commission shall hold an administrative hearing
and shall give notice of such proceeding by certified mail to the
Secretary of Labor and to State, county, and Federal prosecuting
officials in the jurisdiction or jurisdictions in which such person
was convicted. The Commission&#39;s determination in any such proceeding

§ shall be final. No person shall knowingly hire, retain, employ, or
1 otherwise place any other person to serve in any capacity in violation

of this subsection."|

shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than
five years, or both."92 � -

�! 92" c! For the purpose of this section-
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"�! A person shall be deemed to have been &#39;
i �convicted� and under the disability of �conviction� from the date of

the judgment of the trial court, regardless of whether that judgment
� remains under appeal.&#39; "�! A period of parole shall not be considered as I
p part of a period of imprisonment."l .

92 �! |" d! Whenever any person- _&#39; " l! by operation of this section, has been barred
from office or other position in a labor organization as a result ofia
conviction, and 92

_�__ W _�g _ _"�!w_hasWfi1ed an_appeal_ofWthat conviction,_anyu"W _ _4W____4z____gd
salary which would be otherwise due such person by virtue of such
office or position, shall be placed in escrow by the individual
employer or organization responsible for payment of such salary.
Payment of such salary into escrow shall continue for the duration of
the appeal or for the period of time during which such salary would be
otherwise due, whichever period is shorter. Upon the final reversal
of such person&#39;s conviction on appeal, the amounts in escrow shall be

 ��&#39; paid to such person. Upon the final sustaining of such person&#39;s
E conviction on appeal, the amounts in escrow shall be returned to the

92»~"l individual employer or organization responsible for payments of those
amounts. Upon final reversal of such personis conviction, such person
shall no longer be barred by this statute from assuming any position

92 from which such person was previously barred."
� �! Subchapter III of this chapter deals with reporting

by labor organizations, officers and employees of labor organizations,
and employers. Subchapter IV deals with trusteeships. Violations of
these chapters are investigated by Department of Labor.

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

159-1.4 Section 522 .

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85
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159-1.4.1 Elements

�! " a! It shall be unlawfu1_to carry on picketing on
or about the premises of any employer for the purpose of, or as part
of any conspiracy or in furtherance of any plan or purpose for, the
personal profit or enrichment of any individual  except bona fide -
increase in wages or other employee benefits! by taking or obtaining
any money or other thing of value from such employer against his will
or with his consent." i &#39;

�!  b! Any person who willfully violates this section
§IL&#39;_1_1 rb=-.£in_ssLI12t sores ths2i1°,_°00r_=>r imPri§.@e¢:>°trm=1r.§ thax r

- 5

��1_

92s=

twenty years or both."

EFFECTIVE: 05/23/85

159-1.5 Section 530

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

159-1.5.1 Elements

�! "It shall be unlawful for any person through the use
of force or violence, or threat of the use of force or violence, to
restrain, coerce, or intimidate or attempt to restrain, coerce, or
intimidate any member of a labor organization for the purpose of
interfering with or preventing the exercise of any right to which he
is entitled under the provisions of this chapter. Any person who
willfully violates this section shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both." I

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

159-Z BILL OF RIGHTS OF MEMBERS OF LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

The principal rights to which a member of a labor
organization is entitled under the provisions of this act are set
in Title 29, USC, Sections 411, 412, 414, and 415.

out
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

159-2.1 Section 411

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

159-2.1.1 Bill of Rights; Constitution and Bylaws of Labor
Qrsasizstionsr .___- &#39;* 7 c , i� &#39;7 l_. .-

vkY

 l! " a! �! Equal rights - Every member of a labor
organization shall have equal rights and privileges within such
organization to nominate candidates, to vote in elections or
referendums of the labor organization, to attend membership meetings,
and to participate in the deliberations and voting upon the business
of such meetings, subject to reasonable rules and regulations in such
organization&#39;s constitution and bylaws.r"wl

92:*" "�! Freedom of speech and assembly - Every member of any
labor organization shall have the right to meet and assemble freely
with other members; and to express any views, arguments, or opinions;
and to express at meetings of the labor organization his views, upon

&#39; candidates in an election of the labor organization or upon any
business properly before the meeting, subject to the organization&#39;s
established and reasonable rules pertaining to the conduct of
meetings: Provided, that nothing herein shall be construed to impair
the right of a labor organization to adopt and enforce reasonable
rules as to the responsibility of every member toward the organization
as an institution and to his refraining from conduct that would
interfere with its performance of its legal or contractual
obligations. &#39;

"�! Dues, initiation fees, and assessments r Except in
the case of a federation of national or international labor
organizations, the rates of dues and initiation fees payable by
members of any labor organization in effect on September 14, 1959
shall not be increased, and no general or special assessment shall be
levied upon such members, except �

" AD in the case of a local labor organization,  i!
by majority vote by secret ballot of the members in good standing
voting at a general or special membership meeting, after reasonable
notice of the intention to vote upon such question, or  ii! by
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majority vote of the members in good standing voting in a membership
referendum conducted by secret ballot; or l &#39;

" B! in the case of a labor organization, other than
a local labor organization or a federation of national or * &#39;
international labor organizations,  i! by majority vote of the
delegates voting at a regular convention, or at a special convention
of such labor organization held upon not less than thirty days�
written notice to the principal office of each local or constituent
labor organization entitled to such notice, or  ii! by majority vote
of the members in good standing of such labor organization voting in a

membershinmse�sreassmusqnéeqted by 5Q9EBt_baL10t,_0r_ iiil by maj9:ity.__"
vote of the members of the executive board or similar governing body
of such labor organization, pursuant to express authority contained in_
the constitution and bylaws of such labor organization: Provided,
that such action on the part of the executive board or similar f
governing body shall be effective only until the next regular
convention of such labor organization.

"�! Protection of the right to sue - No labor &#39;
organization shall limit the right of any member thereof to institute
an action in any court, or in a proceeding before any administrative
agency, irrespective of whether or not the labor organization or its
officers are named as defendants or respondents in such action or
proceeding, or the right of any member of a labor organization to
appear as a witness in any judicial, administrative, or legislative
proceeding, or to petition any legislature or to communicate with any
legislator: Provided, that any such member may be required to exhaust
reasonable hearing procedures  but not to exceed a four�month lapse of
time! within such organization, before instituting legal or
administrative proceedings against such organizations or any officer
thereof: And provided further, that no interested employer or
employer association shall directly or indirectly finance, encourage,
or participate in, except as a party, any such action, proceeding,
appearance, or petition.

"�! Safeguards against improper disciplinary action - No
member of any labor organization may be fined, suspended, expelled, or
otherwise disciplined except for nonpayment of dues by such
organization or by any officer thereof unless such member has been  A!
served with written specific charges;  B! given a reasonable time to
prepare his defense;  C! afforded a full and fair hearing.

�! " b!_ Any provision of the constitution and bylaws of
any labor organization which is inconsistent with the provisions of
this section shall be of no force or effect."
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EFFECTIVE: U1/31/78

159-2.2 Section 412

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

159-2,-2,_1_i .§i!i1.. A<=ti9s_.¬.9.r_._.I_nf 1tinssn1en§_q§_E.i.shL_s;_-.1 ut1:ia<1&#39; _t_i9_r,1____
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_ �! "Any person whose rights secured by the provisions of
this subchapter have been infringed by any violation of this
subchapter may bring a civil action in a district court of the United
States for such relief  including injunctions! as may be appropriate.
Any such action against a labor organization shall be brought in the
district court of the United States for the district where the alleged
violation occurred, or where the principal office of such labor
organization is located."

EFFECTIVE: U1/31/78

159-2.3 Section 414

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

159-2.3.1 Right to Copies of Collective Bargaining Agreements

�! "It shall be the duty of the secretary or
corresponding principal officer of each labor organization, in the
.case of a local labor organization, to forward a copy of each
collective bargaining agreement made by such labor organization with
any employer to any employee who requests such a copy and whose rights
as such employee are directly affected by such agreement, and in the
case of a labor organization other than a local labor organization, to
forward a copy of any such agreement to each constituent unit which
has members directly affected by such agreement; and such officer
shall maintain at the principal office of the labor organization of
which he is an officer copies of any such agreement made or received
by such labor organization, which copies shall be available for
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inspection by any member or by any employee whose rights are affected
by such agreement. The provisions of Section 440 of this title shall
be applicable in the enforcement of this section."

�! Section �4O of Title 29, USC, deals with the
authority of the Secretary of Labor to bring civil actions where
appropriate.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

159-2.4 Section 415

EFFECTIVE: U1/31/73

159-2.4.1 Information to Members of Provisions of Chapter

�! "Every labor organization shall inform its members
concerning the provisions of this chapter."

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

159-3 OTHER RIGHTS TO WHICH A MEMBER OF&#39;A LABOR ORGANIZATION IS
ENTITLED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT

�! Right to inspect reports - Title 29, USC, Sections
431  =! and 461  b! E

Every labor organization required to submit a report
under subchapters III and IV of this chapter shall make the
information contained in such report available to all its members.

�! Right to inspect books � Title 29, USC, Sections 431
 c! and 461  b! &#39;

Any member may for just cause inspect books, records,
and accounts in order to verify reports made under subchapters III and
IV of this chapter.

�! Right to have literature distributed - Title 29, USC,
Section 481  c!
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Every national or international labor organization
 except a federation of national or international labor organizations!
and every local labor organization shall have the duty to comply with
any reasonable request to distribute campaign literature for any bona
fide candidate at the candidate&#39;s expense, and to refrain from
discrimination for or against any candidate with respect to the use of
membership lists and with respect to the distribution of campaign
literature of candidates. -

�! Right to inspect membership lists - Title 29, USC,
_S__e__c t_ip_n__48,l,_ c!_=____z__.._._  7 _  _.. z_.__"___.__

&#39; Any bona fide candidate may, once within 30 days
before the election, inspect a list of members who are subject to
union-security agreements, which list must be maintained and kept at
principal office of the organization.

�! Right to have an observer at the polls � Title 29,
USC, Section 481  c! 92

�Any candidate shall have the right to have adequate
safeguards to insure a fair election, including the right to have an
observer at the polls of an election and at the counting of the
ballots.

�! Right to be a candidate - Title 29, USC, Section 481
 e! -

Every member in good standing shall be eligible to b
a candidate  subject to Title 29, USC, Section 504, and reasonable
qualifications uniformly imposed!. "

8

�! Right to choose candidates " Title 29, USC, Section
481  e!

A reasonable opportunity shall be given for the
nomination of candidates and every member in good standing shall have
the right to vote for or otherwise support candidates of his choice
and to have the prescribed notice of election.

- ~  8! Right with respect to removal of officers - Title 29,
USC, Section 481  h!

If the Secretary, upon application by any member of a
local labor organization, finds the constitution and bylaws do not
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provide an adequate procedure to remove an elected officer guilty of
serious misconduct, such officer_may be removed by members in good
standing voting in secret ballot; _ 4 &#39;

 9! Right to recover damages to the union - Title 29,
USC, Section 501  b!

Any member may sue to recover damages or secure an
accounting when an officer has violated his fiduciary duties and
responsibilities and the labor organization refuses to bring such an
action.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

159-4 DEFINITIONS  TITLE 29, usc, SECTION 402!

"For the purposes of this chapter -

�! " a! �Commerce� means trade, traffic, commerce,
transportation, transmission, or communication among the several
States or between any State and any place outside thereof.

�! " b! &#39;State&#39; includes any State of the United States,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American
Samoa, Guam, Wake Island, the Canal Zone, and Outer Continental Shelf
lands defined in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act."  Title 43,
usc, Sections 1331-1343.!

�! " c! �Industry affecting commerce� means any
activity, business, or industry in commerce or in which a labor
dispute would hinder or obstruct commerce or the free flow of commerce
and includes any activity or industry �affecting commerce� within the
meaning of the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, as amended, or in
the Railway Labor Act, as amended.

- �! " d! �Person� includes one or more individuals, labor
organizations, partnerships, associations, corporations, legal
representatives, mutual companies, jointstock companies, trusts,
unincorporated organizations, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, or
receivers. &#39;

�! " e! �Employer� means any employer or any group or
association of employers engaged in an industry affecting commerce �!
which is, with respect to employees engaged in an industry affecting
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commerce, an employer within the meaning of any law of the United
States relating to the employment of any employees or �! which may
deal with any labor organization concerning grievances, labor
disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or conditions of
work, and includes any person acting directly or indirectly as an
employer or as an agent of an employer in relation to an employee but
does not include the United States or any corporation wholly owned by
the Government of the United States or any State or_political
subdivision thereof.

�! " f! &#39;Employee&#39; means any individual employed by an

consequence of, orlin connection with, any current labor dispute or
because of any unfair labor practice or because of exclusion or
expulsion from a labor organization in any manner or for any reason
inconsistent with the requirements of this chapter.

�! " g! �Labor dispute� includes any controversy
concerning terms, tenure, or conditions of employment, or concerning
the association or representation of persons in negotiating, fixing,
maintaining, changing, or seeking to arrange terms or conditions of
employment, regardless of whether the disputants stand in the
proximate relation of employer and employee.

�! " h! �Trusteeship� means any receivership,
trusteeship, or other method_of supervision or control whereby a labor
organization suspends the autonomy otherwise available to a
subordinate body under its constitution or bylaws.

 9! " i! �Labor organization� means a labor organization
engaged in an industry affecting commerce and includes any
organization of any kind, any agency, or employee representation
committee, group, association, or plan so engaged in which employees
participate and which exists for the purpose, in whole or in part, of
dealing with employers concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages,
rates of pay, hours, or other terms or conditions of employment, and
any conference, general committee, joint or system board, or joint
council so engaged which is subordinate to a national or international
labor organization, other than a State or local central body.

�0! " j! A labor organization shall be deemed to be
engaged in an industry affecting commerce if it -

" l! is the certified representative of
employees under the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, as
amended, or the Railway Labor Act, as amended; or
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"�! although not certified, is a national or
international labor organization or a local labor organization
recognized or acting as the representative of employees of an employer
or employers engaged in an industry affecting commerce; or &#39;
&#39; "�! has chartered a local labor organization or
subsidiary body which is representing or actively seeking to represent
employees of employers within the meaning of paragraph �! or �!; or

"�! has been chartered by a labor organization
representing"9r�actjvely_seeking to represent employees_within the_WWz_
meaning of paragraph �! or �! as the local or subordinate body"
through which such employees may enjoy membership or become affiliated
with such labor organization; or

"�! is a conference, general committee, joint
or system board, or joint council, subordinate to a national or
international labor organization, which includes a labor organization
engaged in an industry affecting-commerce within the meaning of any of
the preceding paragraphs of this subsection, other than a State or
local central body.

 ll! " k! �Secret ballot� means-the expression by ballot,
voting machine, or otherwise, but in no event by proxy, of a choice
with respect to any election or vote taken upon any matter, which is
cast in such a manner that the person expressing such choice cannot be
identified with the choice expressed. _

�2! "�! �Trust in which a labor organization is
interested� means a trust or other fund or organization �! which was
created or established by a labor organization, or one or more of the
trustees or one or more members of the governing body of which is
selected or appointed by a labor organization, and �! a primary
purpose of which is to provide benefits for the members of such labor
organization or their beneficiaries.

�3! " m! �Labor relations consultant� means any person
who, for compensation, advises or represents an employer, employer
organization, or labor organization concerning employee organizing,
concerted activities, or collective bargaining activities.

�4! " n! �Officer� means any constitutional officer, any
person authorized to perform the functions of president, vice
&#39;president, secretary, treasurer, or other executive functions of a
labor organization, and any member of its executive board or similar
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governing body.

�5! " o! �Member&#39; or �member in good standing,� when used
in reference to a labor organization, includes any person who has
fulfilled the requirements for membership in such organization, and
who neither has voluntarily withdrawn from membership nor has been
expelled or suspended from membership from appropriate proceedings
consistent with lawful provisions of the constitution and bylaws of
such organization. &#39;

�6! " p! �Secretary� means the Secretary of Labor.

K,-.

92___,.

ff �U1

1

_ �7! " q! �Officer, agent, shop steward, or other
representative,� when used with respect to a labor organization,
includes elected officials and key administrative personnel, whether
elected or appointed  such as business agents, heads of departments or
major units, and organizers who exercise substantial independent
authority!, but does not include salaried nonsupervisory professional
staff, stenographic, and service personnel._

�8! " r! �District court of the United States� means a
United States district court and a United States court of any place
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

159-5 JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction under the statute is assigned to the
Secretary of Labor. On 2-16-60 the Attorney General and the Secretary
of Labor signed a Memorandum of Understanding whereby the Secretary
delegated jurisdiction with respect to the above-quoted portions of
the act to the Department of Justice. Labor Department retained
&#39;urisdiction as regards civil enforcement actions and other criminalJ"violations not quoted above. The pertinent portion of the text of the
Memorandum of Understanding dealing with the investigation of criminal
violations is as follows: . 92

l "2. Investigations of Matters made Criminal by the Act

"Subject to specific arrangements agreed upon by the
De artment of Justice and the Department of Labor on a case-byrcase _P .
basis, investigation under the Act will be conducted as follows:
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" a! The Department of Labor will through its own
staff investigate those criminal matters arising under: -

"1. Title II  Reporting by labor organizations,
officers and employees of labor organizations and employers!.

"2. Title III  Trusteeship!.

"3. Section 502  Bonding! of Title V.

"4. Section 503 a!  Making of loans by labor

Title V.

"5. That part of Section 503 b! of Title V
which relates to the payment of a fine of a laboriofficial or employee
by a labor union.

" b! The Department of Justice will, under
delegation from the Secretary of Labor, investigate those criminal
matters arising under: -

"1. Section 501�!  Embezzlement of union
funds! of Title V.

"2. That part of Section 503 b! of Title V
which refers to a payment of a fine of a labor official or employee by
an employer.

i "3. Section 504  Prohibition against certain
persons from holding office! of Title V.

"4. Section 505  Containing an amendment to
section 302, Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, as amended! of
Title V."  See Part I, Section 122 of this manual.!

"5. Section 602  extortionate picketing! of
Title VI. .

&#39; "6. Section 610  deprivation of rights by force
and violence! of Title VI."

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82
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159-6 {SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS IN COVERAGE

_ �! Unions comprised solely of.employees of the United
States, or any corporation wholly owned by the United States. _

&#39; ~  a! Exception - unions comprised of employees of the
U.S. Postal Service are covered by the Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act  LMRDA! of 1959 by virtue of the Postal Reorganization
Act, Title 39, usc, Section 1209. &#39;

 b! Violations involving internal union affairs by
Federal empl9y§g_unions_are investigated_byFthe_Department_pfmLabor__�

4 UUiY by virtue of the Civil Service Reform Act, Title 5, USC, Section
1101, and Executive Order 11491, as amended in 1978.

A �! Unions comprised solely of employees of any state or
political subdivision thereof.

Exception - DOL holds that a labor organization comprised of state or
local government employees is covered by LMRDA if the local admits to
membership at least one private�industry employee.|

EFFECTIVE: U5/10/82

159-7 IPOLICY

�! Allegations, together with any pertinent information
in field office files, should be discussed with USA immediately to
determine whether violation is indicated, and if so, specific section
involved. If violation is within Labor Department&#39;s jurisdiction,
furnish USA sufficient information to enable him/her to refer
complaint to Labor-Management Services Administration, and submit
closing airtel and LHH. If violation is within our jurisdiction,
obtain USA&#39;s opinion as to whether material furnished contains a
sufficient indication of possible violation to justify investigation
by the Bureau and prosecution in Federal court or whether he/she
desires to refer the matter to local authorities.

�! If USA requests matter be referred to local
authorities, determine if violation is one that if conviction
resulted would prohibit a person from holding a union office  Title
29, USC, Section 504!. If conviction of the crime would bar subject
from holding a union office, advise local authorities upon referral.
Also, the name and mailing address of the local prosecutor to which
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the case was referred should be set forth in the closing LHM. When
serious matters  i.e., deprivation of union member rights by force
or violence! are referred to state or local authorities for_
prosecution, depending on availability of resources, the status of
prosecution should be followed 120 days after-referral. If state or
local authorities decline prosecution or fail to commence
prosecutive action within 120 days, rediscuss with USA and ascertain
if investigation is desired. The discussion with USA should be
confirmed by letter.

�! Joint interviews may be conducted with DOL on

- 17

_authorityWof_SACmand_decided"on_a_case:by:case_basis-__However,__
joint investigations with DOL may only be conducted with FBIHQ
authority and will be decided on a case-by-case basis. Requests
joint investigations should be submitted by airtel, unless
circumstances dictate otherwise, and the communication should
contain sufficient justification for the request, the opinion
USA, and a statement from the-SAC reflecting his concurrence.

for

of the

�!l FBI reports of LMRDA investigations may be
disseminated to DOL subject to the provisions of Rule 6 e!, Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, on the authority of the SAC. However,
dissemination should be decided on a case-by�case basis, and should be
with the concurrence of the USA. Questions should be resolved by

1 contact with FBIHQ.]

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82

159-3 IINTERVIEN or UNION OFFICIALS _

These interviews may be conducted on the authority of the
SAC, provided all the following circumstances exist:

&#39; �! Files of field office&#39;where interview is to be
conducted contain no information to indicate such interview would be

1 inadvisable.

i �! Interview is not premature and other available
i sources of information desired from union official have been

exhausted.

i �! Interview is absolutely necessary in interest of
conducting complete and thorough investigation: "

1
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- �! Interview will not interfere with any other
investigation of the official or union.

� �! FBIHQ is notified in advance in the event the _
interviewee is prominent, extremely controversial, or of such stature
as to focus national attention on the investigation.

EXCEPTION: Interviews with officials of national headquarters of a
I union are to be conducted on a UACB basis. The UACB communication

should set forth sufficient identifying data on the union official as
well as recommendation as to advisability of and necessity for the

EFFECTIVEE 05/10/82

||159-9| INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82

l159*9.1| Embezzlement of Union Funds  Title 29,]U.S. Code,|Section
501 c!!

&#39; �! [Embezzlement investigation should develop in detail
� shortages in funds of labor organization and independent evidence

should be secured to prove the person or persons responsible for
� shortage. Besides minute examination of accounting_or"othe;wgecords?,.  l-�.1;--&#39; -�=-92z"~»�-"92w-*--- ¢&#39;-�- "&#39;4" �" -w &#39; -&#39;4 &#39;. &#39; _»-9-1&#39; 1;»-.&#39;» &#39;-H -&#39;_=-- &#39;  " &#39;-92 -of the union, p§£s9ns;wh0&#39;are ind1cated,to have knojég�ggagfushontages--;.¢- -- -. �- -5- -~ -�-1 "� _ &#39;.&#39; _, ._&#39; &#39;:r-ct. �;-...1=92»- P ,--my-ix-e&#39;_ 1.; . " -  _ &#39;-&#39;  - . �?"d�;xg;,_.-¥s4%+4_:P*£R.%§§=§%_%<s§%§_/Essaas§,§EaT.§s+.%eR$%Eggjewé d,.-,~*?"%*&#39;=+11FY °f

oer a �~ ersons; gr, Weis p wages» ou__n¢e£1nwLh ie, $Jé~@$9w@�§;_wConsid_ _ &#39;Ftshould�be_afforde � ¬§:2§inggrecords?Isuch as?bank and_A "_~_-i�,&#39;_-�_ �I _,,;�i"~ "-_f=r&#39;*&#39;:jy;§&#39;~;~*:v-go--.>;-K":-&#39;-aA~ 9g.¢~Q;j»1,&#39;92¢ 92l924&#39;l$_I-I:rI<,:;?u-la-1-P&#39; _,.lJ:s92,.-iv-og:§,Qie_!;9._-_~:@P|3:"{&#39;lj4�"92§ �*1 92 ,_ r_
,,otherpbusiness ag�ounts,_i2g;0r*lhrough-qhich fundgéggpgpher assq�qggf*��"&#39;msY.. h&#39;=92&#39;s,§ ass. ii-l@§}Es!25%%s§++s.1?s."i1oLPs. 1=:=.r§%=1=1=*;fi�i&#39;*92-&#39;5 &#39;=h&#39;°*é�*�*"s&#39;=a�53= &#39;15 &#39;
dwhichtfefi ds;of§the�Fnionmare a1tered*or,destro ed or for some other~»,_r-;_."..1-*¢;:~�=�££�-,s;>-0 ~  , 1 "bl J" &#39;-" --" &#39; "  -- - Y

I838O��&I6�Un8V31 a e.-*rsF1
�#L"~ ;~- . ~ six &�g_....<.. �-.

�!92 Since funds of health, welfare, or pension plans are
separate from funds of labor unions or their locals, alleged
embezzlement of such welfare funds is not considered covered by
prohibition in this statute which deals solely with funds or other
assets of a union. A welfare fund is established in form of a trust,
the funds of which are contributed by employers, and such funds are
utilized for hospitalization, insurance, and pension benefits payable
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to members or their beneficiaries. As distinguished from funds of.a
welfare plan, funds of a union are derived from dues, initiation fees,
assessments, etc., payable by employees who.are union members, and
union funds are disbursed to officials of the union, as well as for
purchase of any material in connection with the official operation of
the union. In complaints received and investigations conducted, be
alert to determine facts which specify whether alleged embezzlement
pertains to money or other assets considered as property of a labor
union or money to be maintained in a welfare plan trust fund.
 Possible violations concerning funds of a welfare plan are covered

I inlPart I,92Sections 122 and 156, of this manual.!

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82

[159-9.2] Payment of Union Officer&#39;s Fine By Employer  Title
29,|U.S. Code,|Section 503 b!!

�  l!&#39; The investigative jurisdiction of the Department of[:Q * Justice is confined to that portion of this section dealing with the
-=&#39; payment of a fine by an employer imposed on a labor union officer oremployee convicted of a willful violation of this Act. It does not

prohibit an employer from paying a fine imposed on such person p
convicted of violating another law.

�! Investigations concerning indicated violations of
this section will closely parallel and generally will involve similar
items of proof necessary to establish a criminal violation of the -

&#39; I Labor Management Relations Act of 1947.  See92Part I,92Section 122, of
this manual.!

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82

29, |U.S Code,|Section 504 b!!
�I159-9.3� Prohibition Against Certain Persons Holding Office  Title

_ �! Verify from examination of court records that subject _
has been convicted of crime that falls within scope of this section
and that conviction is not under consideration by higher court. If
under appeal and final judgment not rendered, conduct no further
investigation and submit closinglairtel and LHH suitable for

.;yg
�gfg i dissemination to the DOJ.|~ I<:<P>-.
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. �! _If conviction was under state and local statute,
determine and report specific penal code citation.

�! If the subject, prior to conviction, was active in a
particular labor organization or one particular local, investigation
should not be limited to determining whether|he/shejhas
continuedlhis/herIactivities with respect to this particular
organization or local alone; it should be determined
whetherjhe/shelis active in any capacity prohibited under the Act
including other labor organizations or as a labor relations consultant
or officer, etc., of a group or association of employers dealing with I

____i�_any�labornorganization._w . ______ _. __ _ &#39; ,_im"_~,W�_mfui___,

�! Investigation should determine exactly what the
i subject&#39;s occupation has been since|the date of his/her conviction.|
i �! lTo determine subject&#39;s employment the following
1 sources of information should be considered:

f*�= I I I  a! Review the various DOL LM Reports.

t-§ &#39;  b! Contact subject&#39;s co-workers, neighbors, and
associates. However, it should be noted that interviews of co-workers

j are prohibited during a preliminary inquiry.
p  c! Contact informants and other reliable sources of
i information. c -

&#39; &#39;  d! Contact business firms from which subject has
� sought credit recently; however, note that contact with logical

credit bureaus is subject to the provisions of the Fair Credit
Reporting Act  see Part I, 62-5, of this manual!.

- J

a  e! Subject to the provisions of the Right to
Financial Privacy Act of 1978  RFPA!  see Part II, 23-6, of this

92 manual!, ascertain employment by:

� 1 1. CHHYQEFEEE banks, credit unions, and credit ,card companies.. ��"� �W 7 � ��&#39; I
�s  i LN  . - � __,,__.,.._ _ �_».�<<;.&#39;_r=.- .. _  es... .,.,�.,.,___,__._,________:_;,_,,_:_1,�,._;___,�n,_�_

1&#39;    |  ?.:=:.: _D=t@¢mi"-1% @=1Hs<=.-is--.9 §=.s;I..§»&#39;.wi..:;.s I?thggughjégémination�of deposits to subject&#39;s bank accountsT|Ef¬"��
.�___,� , ....

In each case in which it is indicated the subject is

iikal consultant, interview|his/her]employer to verify such employment and.
�!I employed other than by a labor organization or as a labor relations

�hr I-.
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determine whether the subject has engaged in any prohibited activity
1 during the period of|his/herlemployment.

�! If the subject is indicated to be employed by a labor
organization or as a labor relations consultant, endeavor to verify
such employment through independent sources, such as suggested above,
rather than by direct contact with employer. THis would include�"�

_e;amination&#39;df bank&#39;recordsipertaining to labor organization or firm1@}M
T�pf labor ieiations cgsultants to show compensationhbeing received QXQQ�
�-spgiegtgfggisejyicesirendered?"lIt¢should&#39;be�noted7that�whilevaccessf§f*

tcgbenk$re¬o?d§:§I§1§b5¥�5?ganizatio�svisin3tfEe$ered*5§?tHe�RFPA§%ih¬ET1 ;y§4|.r1gniI=" tn re .»- W, . _~-- p_�_--Sr.  �J-é_ pr J

92 - ....;,,. &#39; _ n I, ,» .;_ _  .
 8! �The Department;has�advised&#39;that when investigation

é�;%§1BsesTa§sub§eE?WisWpFEsently serving a prison sentence it should,"~-:_-&#39; -*1. L -¢�."""" " � &#39;-�"- . . _ A ¢- ~ &#39; . 1" Gil <"£&#39;2?"&#39;_&#39;.&#39;3-1&#39;.�-1"&#39;?�b . 1;;[,be�determined whether|he/shelis drawing a sal�E§$I¥$�3§?�HTbn*orir§%§»w~ - - -- "i=&#39;-fr� �-W� "sf - �n">&#39;"*n&#39;*=n1I-&#39;*&#39;-�£25� "*9-&#39;*--¢1ir-i1�"�¥:i?carried�onQthe records ofia union as-an orgies??? This should be_;@~T?J�7
 ._.... -.s»~_».-~�,:r L» .- » ~-=--.-»~=-,~~�.&#39;�1--&#39;-»~-»<-=~&#39;--~~"~<-cs:-::;~-ew:.~:;$=e::;=H developed through independent sources, such as_ment1oned above �Q 1&#39; g�:&~&#39;__~__ . 0 - _� ,1_ V . _ 92 Q1-.1� �kw; 1 . ..-_W|&#39;�"1"&#39; ---  ~ --1 &#39;3 &#39; 1"|g,~ _=9.£-_92-51--&#39;~<~-, a3dd1t1OnfU3 check should be made with;prison.o£fioial§§w e§g5£§§uL§gc,e -- 1 l . .4.» - _ P1" . _~--. -1 :92- qw-�:-_&#39;:�|&#39; .. .1 _ggg.§;4. _�__� _ _92_ _i__L1 �" -I , -� &#39; . _V_, i-.-.--.-&#39;. - - 4- &#39;-&#39;�"3�35&#39;»""_$1&#39;-h:&#39;3l"�&#39;1&#39;_-[,",.___.:_-.&#39;. -t uv .92,_. , : vi�. ."f_ _

__; L Sub]eC§�Q§j12£§£§§£?§§d�tO"3SCBft31�&#39;Fhéthsf�he/5he{h§5E§ggE?%�§§w�>5 13§Q§wQ§g§§izations§or management concerning union businesses: lab
eematters. 7 w�7 .

EFFECTIVE: O5/10/82

{I159-9.4� Extortionate Picketing  Title 29,|U.S. Code,|Section 522!
Investigation concerning indicated violations of this

section will parallel to some extent and will involve items of proof
which are similar to those necessary to establish a criminal violation
of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 or the Hobbs Act.

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/82

¢?>»
3�§%
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l59*9.5l Deprivation of Rights by Force or Violence  Title 29,|U.S.
" Code,|Section 530!

&#39; Complainants alleging violations of this section should be
interviewed thoroughly; particular stress should be placed upon having
the complainant identify witnesses to the alleged force or violence
 or threat thereof! which deprived a union member of rights guaranteed
under the Act; in addition, specific information should be obtained
from the complainant as to which rights of the individual have been
interfered with or denied.

C;

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/32

159-10 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

�! |An initial airtel with accompanying LHH  original
and three copies! should be submitted to FBIHQ within 60 days if the
investigation involves LCN members or associates. The LHH should_
contain the preliminary opinion of the USA and sufficient
identification data on the subject s! for indexing purposes.

�! IA progress letter should be submitted to FBIHQ every
180 days containing a summary of investigation conducted to date and a
statement regarding investigation contemplated during the next 180
days.]

�! �A closing airtel should be submitted to FBIHQ with
an LHM restating the predication for opening the investigation,
summarizing the investigative findings and detailing the disposition
of the investigation. The LHM should include the final opinion of
the uss. 92- I

�! |If the investigation involves non-LCN groups  i.e.,
Asian organized crime, Sicilian Mafia, etc.!, advise FBIHQ�by airtel
with accompanying LHM as described above within 60 days. The results
and/or summary should be reported by LHM  original and three copies!.|

sFFscr1vE=&#39;10/18/as
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EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88
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CHARACTER - LABOR*MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT
OF 1959 - INVESTIGATIVE MATTER _ _
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sscrzo� 160. FEDERAL TRAIN WRECK srsrurs

160"1 STATUTE

Title 18, USC, Section 1992

EFFECTIVE: 11/O8/78
_i.7____i__-�______.._. _ 7 .m

160-1.1 Elements

�! "Whoever willfully derails, disables, or wrecks any
train, engine, motor unit, or car used, operated, or employed in
interstate or foreign commerce by any railroad; or" �

"* �! "Whoever willfully sets.fire to, or places any
s 3 explosive substance on or near, or undermines any tunnel, bridge,
~ J I viaduct trestle, |track,|signal, station, depot, warehouse, terminal,Sor any other way, structure, property, or appurtenance used in the

operation of any such railroad in interstate or foreign commerce, or
otherwise makes any such tunnel, bridge, viaduct, trestle, track,
signal, station, depot, warehouse, terminal, or any other way,
structure property, or appurtenance unworkable or unusable or
hazardous to work or use, with intent to derail, disable, or wreck a
train, engine, motor unit, or car used, operated; or employed in
interstate or foreign commerce; or"

�! "Whoever willfully attempts to do any of the
aforesaid acts or things --"

"EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

¢?FR

¢;;R
user
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Part I

160-1.1.1 &#39;0ther Provisions _
�! False Reports of violations of Title 18, USC, Section&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; 1992 are covered1991  Entering a Train to Commit Crime! and Sectionby Title 18, USC, Section 35. Refer to Section 149 of this manual.

&#39; �! Double Jeopardy r Subject cannot be tried in Federal
court under this statute for same acts after being convicted oracquitted on the merits of the case in a state court.

�!
Mas. ¢.9mit§ss1.-_ ,

Venue lies in Federal judiciary district in which act

EFFECTIVE: 11/O8/78

160-2 POLICY AND PROCEDURE
�! Accept for investigation all cases involving

violations of this act.

_ �! In view of widespread public interest created bymajor train wreck, immediately advise FBIHQ by teletype of all suchincidents. &#39; -
�! No teletype necessary regarding minor incidents inabsence-of some unusual circumstances which would make such action

expedient.&#39; �! Incumbent upon the SAC to make arrangements to insurethat information regarding actual or attempted train wrecks will be
tl reported to the field office so that Bureau will have

promp yeffective coverage over this type of violation. .
�! The Bureau of-Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms  ATP!,has jurisdiction over violations of Title 18, USC, Section 844 i!,Federal Bombing Statute, which involve the malicious damaging ordestruction, by means of an explosive, of property used in interstateor foreign commerce. According to Department of Justice investigativeguidelines, ATF jurisdiction does not, however, apply to instanceswhere the FBI had investigative jurisdiction in a separate substantivearea prior to the enactment of the Federal Bombing Statute. This isthe case insofar as explosives offenses are concerned under theFederal Train Wreck Statute  FTWS!. Advise FBIHQ immediately byteletype of any attempts by the ATF to infringe upon FBI jurisdiction

Sensitive
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under FTWS.

�! As investigations of this act may result in sentences
of capital punishment  if the action results in the death of anyperson!, Agents making such investigation should bear in mind that all
evidence used in trial will be given strictest interpretation and willbe subject to closest scrutiny by trial court.&#39; Every means should betaken to obtain and preserve pertinent evidence in such form that it
will withstand scrutiny of court.

�! Immediately following receipt of information&#39; &#39; &#39; h ld1&#39;ess_¥$i.ss;~j2}2£i.*m__9£.Eh£=_i£s.E2Ps_L-Pam= t?Li.!18._.i_&#39;!.Y_°£Fi8?t 1 on .=*-_!>2_.i
___i.._-�

.-�-._k1

,,./

�ix

be made at scene. p

 B! Complete crime scene search should be immediately�made in vicinity of wreck in effort to locate any evidence which might
c be of value to investigation. &#39;sés£¢h should not be confined,togH@FN&#39; immediate vicinitypas tools and other objects hsed to wreck s;;;sia;,.

i.� If &#39;1� s§5��t;am place where_wreckhave been located as much as a ha mi e _yoccurred. - &#39; �
i l  9! Photographs should be taken of general scene and of

any physical evidence located at scene. .

�0! A thorough neighborhood investigation should be
conducted in area surrounding scene of wreck.

 ll! Officials of railroad police department and other
employees, particularly section foremen, should be questioned

&#39; &#39; &#39; f mer orregarding possibility wreck was brought about by a or
disgruntled employee of railroad company.

�2! The use of facilities of the FBI Laboratory as
id should be kept continuously in mind.investigative a

�3! In many instances train wrecks brought about asresult of objects placed on railroad tracks by children. Where it is
learned that children may have committed act which brought about the. . . ftrain wreck, consideration should be given to securing cooperation o
officials of h ls in vicinity in order that Agents may interviewsc oostudents for information which might lead to identity of children
responsible for wreck. &#39;

1 �4! Time is of essence in initiating investigations. In
order that securing of evidence through crime scene search may beenhanced, sufficient number of Agents should immediately be dispatched

n Sensitive
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Part I

to scene upon receipt of information that wreck was brought about as
&#39; &#39; h� tatuteresult of violation of t is s .

EFFECTIVE: ll/08/78

92160�3 REPORT WRITING RULES
I, �! Forward to FBIHQ copy 0 any preport prepared in this classification of investigation for the&#39;delines for the, _i_s"

preparation of such reports.
�! No report need be forwarded under any othercircumstances unless it is determined to be the most logical meansto disseminate the results of investigation accumulated, or when it&#39; t ans to disseminate suchis decided that a report is the bes meresults to other Federal agencies through FBIHQ rather than via an

92 LHH.l

EFFECTIVE: 11/os/7s

160"4 PENALTIES
M &#39;mum r $10,000 or 20 years, or both. When act results

axi92 in death, the penalty is death or life imprisonment.

EFFECTIVE: 11/07/94

l92160-592 CHARACTER - FEDERAL TRAIN wnscx STATUTE

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/73

�%
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Part I

SECTION 161. SPECIAL INQUIRIES FOR WHITE HOUSE, CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEES, AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

161-1 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions supplement those contained in Part
of this manual. _

II,

Section 17,

,.-r» .

�--..-.-

�_ ,. E;

l

EFFECTIVE: 12/1O/91 &#39;

161-2 AUTHORITY
See Part II, Section 17-1, of this manual for the �

authority to conduct these investigations.

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

161-3 NATURE OF SPECIAL INQUIRIES

l S &#39;al In uiries|are personnel backgroundAll] peci qinvestigations conducted pursuant to specific written request of the&#39; d rf the President or other government agencies for persons un e
Office oconsideration for Presidential appointments requiring Senate&#39; &#39; &#39; !&#39; t ffs offirmation  PAS!; other Presidential appointments  PA , s a
conthe White House, National Security Council  NSC!, and varioush e uire frequent access tocongressional committees;_and persons w o r q
the White House complex  telephone repair personnel, for example!.

&#39;t&#39;vit and/or the high level of positionsBecause of the sensi i yinvolved, the highest priority consistent with the established Bureaudeadline  BUDED! and absolute thoroughness are required in these
investigations.

EFFECTIVE: O7/21/95

&#39; Sensitive
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161-4 TYPES 0FlSPECIAL INQUIBYICASES
The type of|Special Inquirylinvestigation will be set outby theISpecial Inquiry|Unit92 SIU!,]FBIHQ, in the opening communicationby subclassification  l61A r l6lL.!  HIOG, Part II, Section 17,defines the various 161 subclassifications.! The type of92SpecialInquiry92investigation will fall within one of four differentcategories, which will also be set out in the opening communication.-

Set forth below in �! are the four categories of]Special&#39; the client __gmI �r linvestigations which E!1l§__£_QI!_d£§_t_e§__h8_$§¢L_L!P,0L_  _i i___i,,_afi.agency being served, t e &#39;d t
is being considered, and other considerations:

�! Expanded Name Check  ENC! - Consists of a search of
the candidate&#39;s name through FBIHQ records systems, including theCriminal Justice Information Services Division, National CrimeInformation Center  NCIC!, Criminal Law Enforcement Application CLEA!, Intelligence Information System  IIS! and ELSUR index; checks
of the field office general and any other specialized indices  exceptconfidential and ELSUR! in field offices where the candidate works andresides; and checks of the civil and criminal files of the UnitedStates Attorneys�  USA! offices at these same locations. ENCs may beconducted in lieu of a full-field investigation or prior to theinitiation of a full-field investigation. ENCs should not be confusedwith "regular name checks" which are handled by the ExecutiveAgencies, Personnel, and Administrative Support Unit, InformationResources Division, for various client agencies. Regular name checksdo not include checks of USAs&#39; offices and FBI field office indices.

�! Full-Field Investigation  FFI! - An FFI encompassesrsonal interviews and a wide range of record checks and is conducted
th

pein accordance with MIOG, Part II, Section 17. The scope of ethe osition involved and whether orinvestigation will depend upon pnot there has been a previous background investigation  BI! concerning. . t.the candidate. However regardless of the scope of the investiga ion,Ifield offices are expected to conduct whatever additional- investigation 1 t 1that may be necessary to thoroughly and comp e e yaddress any unfavorable information or issues developed. The scope ofthe various FFIs is set forth below, and will also be designated by
I the|SIU92in the opening communication:
Type of FFI Requested Scope
&#39;Level I Covers the extent of the

Sensitive
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Level II

Level III

Update Investigation

_|  a! If the|SIU]can det
States government agency previously co

uidelines PAGE 161 P 3

candidate&#39;s adult life.
Level I BIs are conducted
primarily on all Cabinet-
level, Inspector General and
senior White House staff
appointments.

Covers the past fifteen years
of the candidate&#39;s life or
since age 18, or at least the
last two years. Level II Bls
-arewconducted.£or»all-other~_�_~»---es-fJ-rs--4-
full�time Presidential
appointees not covered by
Level I and White House,
National Security Council and
Congressional committee
staff/access positions.

Covers the past ten years of
the candidate&#39;s life or since
age 18, or at least the last
two years. Level III Bls are
primarily conducted on
support, access and
maintenance positions at the
White House and part-time
Presidential appointments.

Covers the period of the
candidate&#39;s life since a
previous BI conducted by the
FBI and when candidate
has had continuous employment
or access at the White House
since the last BI.

ermine that another United
nducted a BI concerning the

1 f thosecandidate, the|SIU|will attempt to obtain the resu ts o&#39; &#39; &#39;   !| &#39; r to o ening an FBI BI. The entire scope of theinvestigation s prio pcandidate&#39;s BI will be addressed by the FBI, but the results of the&#39; " t&#39; ationother�agencies&#39; BI will be used to supplement the 161 inves ig ,[ and duplicative leads will not be set out. The92SIU|wil1 mark offitems indicated on the candidate&#39;s personal history statement i&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; another Standard Form  SF! B6! that have previously been verified by
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Part I_agency and which do not need to be addressed in the FBI BI. Theresults of the prior BIs will also be used to identify issues that mayhave developed which may need to be further addressed by the FBI.
ithat a1   !- If a field office develops information&#39; that theb&#39; BI has been conducted by another agency and it appears&#39; &#39; t

prior|SIU92is not aware of this information, the field office is oimmediately advise the92SIU92by telephone to determine if-thisinformation can be used to supplement the FBI BI. &#39;
&#39; t&#39; tion  LUI! - Conducted at the

�! Limited Update Inves iga t d within thei___iJiWh&#39;te House when an FFI has been comple e�_,�M request of then i . .&#39; &#39; l&#39;mited to an interview of the candidate;

_ L�

last five years. The LUI is iinterviews of persons who are familiar with the candidate in aprofessional capacity; and appropriate records checks, i.e., FBIHeadquarters and field office indices, law enforcement agencies,United States Attorneys� Offices, and appropriate state and/or federalagencies. Inquiries will also be conducted concerning any issueidentified on the SF 86 or developed during the course of the LUI that
has not been previously explored.

�! Limited Inquiry  LI! - Conducted to resolve aparticular issue or question usually arising from a regular name check&#39; &#39; f FFI. It is not intended to beor an ENC or after the completion o an
an FFI and only addresses the specific issue.

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

92 161-5 DEADLINES IN92SPECIAL INQUIRY|MATTERS|_ Investigative deadlines set by the92SIU92 BUDEDS�-the datethe completed results of the investigation are expected to be receivedat_FBIHQ! will be set from the date of the opening communicationaccording to the following schedule; however, deadlines may be set atshorter or longer intervals to meet the needs of the client agency.i92 The92SIU92will_allocate as much time to the field to conduct theseinvestigations as possible. In view of the fact that the maximumamount of available time is allotted to the field, field offices must&#39; &#39; e that these cases are fullyassign sufficient personnel to assurI investigated, completed and reported to the92SIU92by the BUDED.
Subclassification or Category BUDED Schedule
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I

of Investigation

21

30

Calendar Days161 A, B, c, and L

1§1 D, E, G, and I Calendar Days
161 F, H, J Five-year 75 Calendar Days
Reinvestigations - _

10 Calendar Days161K

I Lu1_1c=n_be_any_161;____W1w__W_ ______ mg4M___IgWill,be_set_based_ _i_s__m1Ir"_1_I"rri_e__

w� �1

_.w&#39;

|i"=»
-9%

QQ?

subclassification, except 161K! _ upon subclassification

LI  Can be any 161 wi11 be set by|s1u92
subclassification, except 161K! based upon the nature of

- the inquiries to be
covered

Refer to MIOG, Part II, Section l7~3.5, for specific instructions
regarding those situations in which circumstances preclude reporting
the complete investigation of a case by the BUDED.

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

161-6 INTERVIEWS

�! A sufficient number of interviews of persons
knowledgeable about the candidate must be conducted to cover that
portion of the candidate&#39;s life falling within the scope of the
investigation. In most cases the principal office s!, that is, the
office s! which covers the candidate&#39;s past five years of residence
and employments, will be expected to obtain the majority of these
interviews. The|SIU|wil1 indicate in the opening communication the
number of interviews expected of the principal office s!. Various
factors are taken into consideration when deciding if a sufficientl
number of interviews have been conducted during a BI. Some
significant factors are the candidate&#39;s age, number of employments,
length of employments and position s! held. The following chart sets
forth the general standards regarding the total number of interviews
which could reasonably be expected to be conducted  including
interviews in neighborhoods, at employments, of given references and
associates, and of other persons developed in the investigation who

Sensitive
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are knowledgeable of the candidate!; however, field offices should
ensure that each aspect of the candidate&#39;s background is covered by
interviewing individuals who would be in a position to comment
concerning that person as opposed to merely obtaining "numbers."

 Z! Should an office determine that it cannot locate
sufficient persons to be interviewed, the|SIU92shou1d be immediately

IUInotified by telephone. Prompt notification is essential so the SI
v&#39;de uidance and coordination to the offices involved in the

can pro i ginvestigation. However, when conducting interviews, field offices are
expected to determine from persons interviewed the names of other

_knowledgeab1e_individua1s_and_arrange"to_haverthose persons contacted,__Wl__in___n___nn_
if necessary, to fulfill the interview requirements.

Type of BI Interview Standards

ENC None

FFI

Level I Z5 - 30

Level II 15 - 25

Level III
10 - 15

Five~Year Reinvestigation 5 - 7

LUI 5 - 10

LI Interviews necessary only
if specifically requested

by the|SIU|

�! Also, field offices are expected to conduct whatever
investigation is required to thoroughly and completely address any
unfavorable information or issues developed during an investigation to
satisf the FBI�s obligation to ensure that full and completeYinformation is developed regarding the candidate&#39;s suitability for
federal office and/or employment.

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95
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161"? DESCRIBE NATURE OF EMPLOYING FIRM

PAGE 161 � 7

- Briefly describe the nature of the business of employing
firms when reporting employment verifications if the nature of the
firm is not readily apparent.

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

161-B AGENCY CHECKS

In Presidential appointment cases, particular attention
must be given to conducting logical and appropriate agency checks as

I set forth in Part II,|l7-6.13,|of this manual. While FBIHQ will set
leads for many of these checks, the field offices are in a position to
&#39;ud e which additional local offices of Federal agencies, state,J Scounty or city government agencies or private sources  e.g., Better
Business Bureau! also might logically have record of complaints or

��_ investigations concerning the|candidate[or the businesses with which
the|candidate|is associated. Therefore, field offices should
carefully analyze the[candidate&#39;s[background and conduct those
additional checks which could develop information bearing on

I a|candidate&#39;s|character and fitness for holding a position with the
Federal Government.

EFFECTIVE: 01/18/91

161-9 CHARACTER| See MIOG, Part 11, 17-2, for character,
classification and alpha designators.!92

l

EFFECTIVE: 01/21/95

i�?
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SECTION 162._ INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES

162-1 OBJECTIVES &#39;

�! Investigations under the Interstate Gambling
Activities  IGA! classification are directed toward ascertaining the
nature and scope of gambling activities in each field office,
including the amount of illegal participation, the identity and

o ,0-.- _ I   -

i PAGE 162 �

.i_i~l__ 19§2£i22_9£_lay0ff_and ill§sal_b2£§s race !i5s_£a§ilitiesiIth§_s9urssI,of "line" information and manner in which it is disseminated, the type
of numbers game which is prevalent in certain areas and the extent of
corruption facilitating such illegal activities.

�! Investigations under this classification are
"intelligence-type" inquiries concerning certain phases of gambling
activities and for conducting gambling surveys primarily for the
purpose of developing all information to be considered for violations
of Federal gambling statutes under the FBI&#39;s jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

162-2 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES -

�! Use of this classification_shou1d be confined to the
gathering of intelligence data with respect to gambling activities and
should not be used for general criminal intelligence inquiries.

�! New cases on individual gambling subjects, developed
as a result of IGA investigations, should be handled as substantive
matters under the appropriate substantive gambling statutes, depending
on the nature of the violations.

�! Leads to initiate investigations may result from
information provided by informants, contacts with law enforcement
agencies and from public sources.

�! It is important that each field office develop a
_well-rounded picture of the integral functions of major gambling
operations in their respective territories. This will require that
all field offices are fully aware of the make up, operational detail
and control of large-scale gambling operations within their areas and
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Partsl
interstate wire communicationwhether or not they are making use of

facilities for gambling purposes.

�EFFECTIVE: 01/31/vs

162-3 REPORT WRITING PROCEDURES p
I I I I� II �E¢5Ies o¬�EEE§é&#39;¥eport§ areidisseminated and it 15

essential that information included in them as furnished byconfidential informants be appropriately paraphrased to protect theidentities of these sources. Form FD-302 should be used to record all
information of an evidentiary nature including interviews of subjects
and potential witnesses whenever deemed appropriate.

l6Z&#39;4 CHARACTER r INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78

:
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I SECTION 163. CFOREIGN POLICE COOPERAIION

163"l POLICY _ - _

I As many Bureau cases require the investigative assistance
of foreign police and intelligence agencies, the Bureau willreciprocate by conducting investigations for such agencies in theUnited States. FBIHQ will also arrange for investigations in the &#39;
foreign countries covered by Les_=l_A§_t3g_119§_l g1_1l}?9gba1,i__9§____1!-_$- as-=:11q13§,,  ____,,_____{t_rana�stare"a"r"1b¢51&#39;_p<i1ice?� * L -

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88

163-1.1 Investigative Request
Foreign Police Cooperation  FPC! requests are to be

accepted in the following categories:
�! Requests of foreign police and security agencies forcoverage of investigative leads in our field offices in the United

States arising out of foreign investigations.
�! Requests for name checks of Bureau files and name or

fingerp
Services92Division records. -92 rint searches of the|Criminal Justice Information -
H - �! Requests by U.S. agencies abroad in matters handled
by them provided they have no adequate facilities to handle such
investigations themselves.

&#39; a! Border offices should advise FBIHQ promptly upon
ei t of requests for investigation and of any action taken pursuant

rec pthereto. FBIHQ need not be advised of routine requests on which
individual cases are not opened.

 b! Requests received at FBIHQ from Legal Attaches
and other sources will be referred to the field_by FBIHQ. In thef additional instructions or information known to the fieldabsence 0 _office which would make it inadvisable, the requested investigationshould be conducted. The investigation should be limited to the

R

&#39; Sens itive &#39; ALL I192l&#39;FOBMA&#39;I*ION comnmrn
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&#39; f t&#39;on developed S Recommendations for additional investigationin orma 1 .outside the scope of the original request should be set forth in the
cover letter transmitting the results of the investigation to FBIHQ
and should await FBIHQ approval. -

EFFECTIVE: 03/05/96

163-Z INVESTIGATIVE INSTRUCTIONS AND PROCEDURES -
7 &#39;�_ �_"�__"&#39;i&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; "-7 &#39; 7_ 7*� &#39; &#39;7&#39; 14� 177""

,,.--�Q

g..

.0 -

SIGN I Since investigative requests are received by Lega
Attaches or border offices  FBIHQ in some matters! the following
should be secured: .

�! Brief resume or background of case.

Descriptive data of subjects or suspects, including&#39; �!

photographs, if available.
Pertinent information that will aid investigation.&#39; <3!

92 <4!
investigation is desired.

A concise statement of what information or

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/as

�I163-2.1 Opening Foreign Police Cooperation  FPCI - General
Criminal Matters  GCM!

�! The following guidelines should be adhered to in all
92

g 163A  FPC�GCM! investigations:
 a! When information received by the FBI from a

foreign police agency contains no substantive U.S. statutoryviolation, but the submitting agency requires FBI assistance ininvestigating a criminal offense which occurred in the host country,the Legat should first assess the nature of the crime and open a 163
case in accordance with existing guidelines, i.e., 163A, 163B, etc."

92

 b! When a host government police agency has&#39; t&#39; t&#39;ve_provided details which appear to warrant statutory inves iga 1
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interest by the FBI, but are of no further interest to the host
government, Legats should submit same in a detailed communication to
the appropriate field office s!. If a field office opens a
ubstantive case and assumes origin, the Legat providing the initial

s
information should be so advised. To facilitate transmission of
initial information, Legats should submit an initial communication
under the zero  miscellaneous! classification of the allegedviolation, e.g., 7-0, l96&#39;0, 281-0, etc.; or if the violation is not
well defined, the 163-0 classification.

if  c! When a foreign police/security agency provides
&#39; f t&#39;on re uiring investigative_lead coverage on their behal£�W__M_}D.DrP3_1M E ,q..r. ._.._ 8 . - Fwhich also discloses a potential/existing violation of U.S. federal&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; h ldstatutes or investigative interest within FBI purview, Legats s ou
submit same under the appropriate 163 classification, with the Legat

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; t th FPC as ects of theassuming office of origin status to coordina e e pinvestigation. This does not preclude a field office from initiating
a separate spin-off case under the substantive violation, if
circumstances warrant same; however, results of Legat&#39;s inquiries
should be reported under the appropriate 163 classification.

 d! Noncompulsory Letter Rogatory and Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaty requests facilitated through the Office of

&#39; &#39; M&#39; &#39; tr ofInternational Affairs  OIA!, DOJ, from a respective inis y
J stice/Interior in the host country and subsequently furnished to

uFBIHQ for investigation by the field will be managed by the&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; D&#39;visionInternational Relations S9Ct1On  IRS!, Criminal Investigative i
 CIED, according to the above provisions.

EFFECTIVE: 03/08/96

, 163-2.1.1 Letter Rogatory Process
- �! OIA, DOJ, will send FBI�designated requests of a

&#39; d&#39; &#39; l nature known as "letters rogatory" or "compulsory
JU icia ,investigations/inquiries," directly to the AUSA with instructions for

Ythe AUSA to contact the appropriate federal law enforcement agenc ,
which will include the FBI, to assist with the investigation. In the

. . . 1 t.past, these requests were received in the International Re a ions
S t&#39;on  IRS!, Criminal Investigative Division  CID!, and sent to each

6 in the same district.

i ec iYIQ field office with instructions to coordinate the request with the AUSA
�Iii; 92
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�! Upon receipt of the request from the AUSA, each
b foffice is instructed to conduct a global and HQ indices search e ore

If the search reveals a no record response, the
opening the case.field office should open the matter as a 163A and assume origin for

&#39; ti ation If the indices search reveals an office has
the inves g .already opened the matter, each office will then use the existing&#39; ffice ofuniversal case file number with the originating office as o

&#39; &#39; A1 if the indices search reveals an ongoing investigation
origin. so,under a different classification, the office of origin should contact. . . . . d. tathe office where the investigation is being conducted to coor ina

d k before opening ael63A-case.�_

�! Upon completion of the investigation, each fieldoffice will report the results to the AUSA in your district which&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; AUSA w&#39;ll beprovided the tasking, not the office of origin. The i&#39;bl for disseminating your final product, i.e., letterhead
responsi ememorandum or FD-302 to OIA for the foreign government requesting the
Letter Rogatory/Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty  HLAT! request.

�! To ensure that foreign fugitive cases meet the
° nts for issuance of a provisional arrest warrant andrequireme

subsequent extradition, no field investigation in these matters is to
&#39; &#39; t in mostbe undertaken prior to receipt of FBIHQ authorization excepurgent cases. Legats or offices with border liaison may set out suchleads with appropriate background and descriptive information but withth aveat that no investigation is to be undertaken until�FBIHQ, IRS,

e cauthorization is received. FBIHQ will coordinate the request with
. t. 1DOJ, OIA, to ensure that the treaty and other interna iona

considerations are met.

Additionally, FBIHQ will check with Interpol Washington to determine
t for a fugitive investigation had been received

if a parallel requesby the U S National Central Bureau  USNCB! of Interpol and is beingt.handled by another agency. If another agency is already conduc ingthe fugitive investigation, interested Legats and field offices willbe advised to discontinue. Any office locating a foreign fugitive isto immediately advise FBIHQ, IRS, and the local USA&#39;s Office. �The
USA�s Office should be requested to make immediate contact with DOJ

y and OIA.  See 163-5, ias-5.2.! _
3 �! For your information, requests for investigationst IRS,i th t do NOT require compulsory process will still be directed 0
92 aFBIHQ. IRS, CID, will remain as office of origin in matters which are

&#39; &#39; t forconducted solely on a reciprocal basis pursuant to a requesassistance by the foreign government via OIA. FBIHQ will coordinate
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responses with the appropriate field office on behalf of OIA, and&#39; &#39; f &#39; h d to OIA. _responses will be directed to IRS and subsequently urnis e
�! All recipients are reminded that these changes Q

&#39; d d tpertain only to 163A FPC-GCH investigations/inquiries an o no
&#39; edures relevant to 163B  INTERPOL!, 163C

change reporting proc DOMESTIC SECURITY/DOMESTIC TERRORISM!, or 163E  NAME TRACE! cases.�

EFFECTIVE: 03/08/96

r"~

. _,.

163-3 REQUESTS FOR DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM INVESTIGATIONS
Requests for investigation by agencies of a foreign

to bev rnment concerning domestic security/terrorism matters are _IIgo ehandled under the caption of "Foreign Police Cooperation. Bureau
&#39; &#39; &#39; B files as well asassistance will be limited to checks of ureau

records of state, local and Federal law enforcement agencies.
_J

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

163-4 REQUESTS FOR NAME AND FINGERPRINT CHECKS
from a foreign police or intelligence
files and/or a search of Bureau
designated for the Executive|Agencies

Subunit Information Resources Division  IRD!.92 Requests for a search
Sof Bureau fingerprint records92shou1d onlylbe designated to&#39; the|Criminal Justice Information Services Division.| Requests fora|search92of Bureau files and/or a check of fingerprint records, which

&#39; 1 d s a request for field office investigation, should bealso inc u e92 designated to the attention of thellnternational Relations Section,

Requests received
agency for a search of Bureau
fingerprint records should be

cIn.92

EFFECTIVE: 03/05/96
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163-5 A FOREIGN FUGITIVES

A foreign fugitive cannot be arrested in the United States
based on the foreign warrant alone. Sorcalled international arrest
warrants are not valid in the United States. Current United States
law requires that a foreign government must request the arrest ofsa
fugitive from that country by formal diplomatic note and agree to J
extradite the fugitive. The fugitive must then be located in a
particular Federal judicial district, and, thereafter, a United States
provisional arrest warrant must be issued in that district for his/her
arrest prior to the actual arrest. !

6

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

163�s.1 Policy|- Moved to 163-2.1.1]

EFFECTIVE: 03/08/96

163�5.2 A Case Captions| See 163-2.1.1.!|

- All communications in Foreign Police Cooperation matters
involving foreign fugitives will contain the name of the subject and
aliases, the character, and the words "Foreign Fugitive," followed by
the name of the foreign country concerned. For example: p

JOHN DOE, aka
Sam Smith;
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION
FOREIGN FUGITIVE - FRANCE

&#39;00: FBIHQ

EFFECTIVE: 03/08/96
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163"6 REPORTING

- The reputation of the Bureau within foreign agencies will
be directly affected by the manner in which FPC cases are handled.
The ualit of the investigations, the promptness with which they&#39;areQ Yconducted, and the accuracy and completeness of the reporting of the
results thereof will come directly under the scrutiny of officials of
foreign police and security agencies. It is, therefore, incumbent. . t. tupon each Agent to whom a case of this type is assigned to inves iga e
it promptly and thoroughly and to report the results accurately and
completely. &#39; _
_.._ .. _ is-_..____ mm-. _i_____..._s7__-- . __v __-i ..- _ ~s7s_-4. ._- es.� -- vs� - -- . 7 s _ - - I  .---- - -&#39;57s__-.--k

7� M �! All communications, except LHMs, transmi ing _
Foreign Police Cooperation matter should include "Foreign Police
Coo eration" in the caption, along with the correct investigativePprogram according to the alpha designator, and should be marked for
the attention of the particular unit and division that is handling
S3158. _

The alpha designators and an explanation of each are
as follows:  See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2, 10-23; Correspondence
Guide-Field,.l*l7.1.! _

t  a! l63A�Foreign Police Cooperation - General
Criminal Hatters should be marked to the attention of the
International Relations Section  IRS!, CID.

 b! 163B-Foreign Police Cooperation - International
Criminal Police Organization  Interpol! should be marked to the
attention of the IRS, CID.

 c! l63C~Foreign Police Cooperation - Terrorism,
should be marked to the attention of the Domestic Terrorism Unit,
National Security Division.

�  d! l63E�Foreign Police Cooperation - Bureau Files
and Criminal Justice Information Services Division - Information
Requests should be marked to the attention of the Executive Agencies
Subunit, Information Resources Division  IRD!. "

�! |FBIHQ has determined that several foreign.police
ncies refer the use of an FDr302 or handwritten statement in lieu

age pof the previously required LHMs when testimony of the investigating
Agent/Officer is expected. The FD&#39;302 and handwritten statements have
b n acce ted in foreign courts without further testimony_o£ theee p _ &#39; &#39; t c&#39;ated with travelinvestigator, thus, precluding excessive cos s asso i
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and lodging which must be borne by the FBI. Therefore, use of above
communications are approved, noting that use of LHMs are still

I preferred in noncompulsory cases since they provide a reporting
l92flexibility beyond that of an FDPBOZ. All provisions surrounding the
protection of sources and disclosure of third agency information
furnished to the foreign governments still apply.

I  a! Legats and field offices are advised that lead
I coverage for federal government executive agencies within the

&#39; Washington, D.C., metropolitan area should be directed to the
Washington Metropolitan Field Office.

I  b! Legats should obtain all possible identifying
information on subjects and witnesses from the foreign police agencies

I so that field offices are able to readily identify, locate, and
interview same. Legats are to ensure that indexing of pertinent
subjects, et al., is entered into FOIHs.I
- I�!IResults of investigation should be submittedIvia
LHHIor FD-302I original and five copies!Ito the office of origin»-.s I

I I �I�!IDo not use the character "Foreign Police Cooperation"
in LHHs The caption should be limited only to the subject s! and
aliases and substantive character  i.e., Financial Institution Fraud!.

&#39;  See Correspondence Guide-Field, 2-5.5.6; Correspondence Guide HQ,
12-7�!.! -

I &#39;I�!IHark nondissemination copies of documents with proper
classification level  Top Secret, Secret, Confidential! and authority
and OADR or declassification information. Mark dissemination copies
with the classification level only and omit authority and OADR or
declassification information.  See Correspondence Guide-HQ, 12-1,

&#39;12-3, 12-7�!-!

I I�!INo classified information may be included when the
_LHH is submitted through Interpol channels. Dissemination of
classified information generally is made to foreign governments when
information disseminated may serve U.S. national security or policy
interests.

I I I I�!IThe property statement should appear on LHMs being
disseminated to a foreign government. I See Correspondence Guide-

I FBIHQ, 12-2, 12-4; Correspondence Guide-Field, 2-5.3, 2-5.5.2.!I

�W� enforcement officers in the LHH. Agents and law enforcement officers
{Fig I I 8!IDo not include the names of Agents and law,
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should be identified in the cover communication.

~ - "=.~>z2i1.¢~-~*<&#39;-=:==* A ~  .
| 9!|l5formation from confidential~ pupcga$3Q§stechniques;;{

mus t be 0 paraphrased  ,such_ _ a&#39;T�_;qway&#39; as�: to "fulidentities. _Hhen reporting information from an.iqfo£gant§~do.not-qse¬%k~l"4?""""!"&#39; 3- "*w~~ --&#39;-~_, &#39; .~.;..---- ~..--.+ _ , i � &#39; "* =�-P"  ._ ...r=~ �   3-~;�."&#39; 1- &#39;"THfsymbo1§?bf�th§?$Brdsi�source" or "informant.1. The phrase �Fr �
,.g92Or- i � I--�F:-=1" H ,,,,.�,..¢...-»--=|-.;=-w�&#39;==192-_- -,-3 ~."""*&#39;,*-P-P&#39;�>" _m, . _l] ;_se  iv"inve§Ef§§§%§��h§?�di?losed.aof§s1milar wording shoul J V-m.I;£i.&#39;;=; �_:�_-:_:�i&#39;.&#39;::__._92.:!�;&#39;;:;=;.,. .__1- 1- -J?-~~  � "   &#39; -&#39;""&#39;-�-" ~�------ -----i--...-..._... � i 1-___ e

| l0!|Personal addresses in the United States and Social
Security Numbers are to be omitted on LHMs unless they are pertinent
to the inquiry.
.t ._ l -.___._._._._m.m. ___________ m_.__.-.- _ . 1

|�1!|If the request concerns information from a loca ,
state, or other federal government agency, include in the LHH only the
information which that agency is willing to have furnished to the
interested foreign government. A statement should be included in the
cover communication indicating authority has been secured and the
agency has agreed to such dissemination.-

[�2!|In applicant-type investigations for foreign
agencies, no reference should be made to the applicant&#39;s loyalty to
the United States. In such cases, inquiries should be made as to
whether the applicant is loyal to democratic principles.

| l3!]Signed statements in foreign countries should be
taken only when specifically requested or when good judgment dictates.
If feasible, secure a foreign police officer to witness the signing of
the statement.  See Part II, Section 23-8.2  8!,  9!, and �0! of
thisimanual.!

� |�4!|Results of routine investigation conducted by FBI
field offices on behalf of a foreign government must reach FBI
Headquarters within 60 days from the date of the Bureau comunication
which forwarded the request, unless a shorter deadline is specified.
Legal Attaches are given 90 days to respond.

&#39; - | l5!|Avoid using dual characters. If a foreign police
cooperation request develops into a substantive Bureau case, the
character "Foreign Police Cooperation" should be dropped and the
proper character used.

and|�6!lA1l Bureau instructions concerning investigations
report writing are applicable to this classification, unless
specifically modified herein.
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EFFECTIVE: O3/O8/96

163-7 RULE 6�! MATERIAL

- Grand Jury material should not be disclosed to
representatives of foreign governments. If foreign government
representatives cannot conduct the investigation without Grand Jury
material disclosure, the field office from which the lead originated
should have the attorney for the government in the district where the
GrandeJury~was�convened petition the-court�for~a court order ~ -- = c "g
directing disclosure pursuant to Rule 6 e!�! C! i!.|

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88

163-3 PRIVACY ACT

�! The Privacy Act of 1974 does not preclude
dissemination of information to a foreign government- The act&#39;s
coverage is limited to records in a system of records containing_
retrievable information about U.S. citizens or aliens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence in the United States. The Privacy
Act has no application if records sought to be reviewed do not
contain personally identifiable and retrievable information. The FBI
Centra1»Records System encompasses all centralized records of not
only FBI Headquarters, but our field and Legat offices.

�! Dissemination of information from FBI Central Records
Systems to a foreign government is proper when the following
conditions have been met:

 a! Information is disclosed to a legitimate agency
of a foreign government; &#39;

&#39; 1

-  b! The FBI determines the information is relevant
to the agency&#39;s responsibilities; �

 c! Dissemination serves the best interests of the
U.S. Government;

 d! The purpose in making thebdisclosure is
compatible with the purpose for which the information was collected.|

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 10/13/88 g

163-9 RIGHT TO FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT l

�! The Right to Financial Privacy Act controls the U.S.
government&#39;s access to financial information in financial
institutions. Foreign governments frequently request access to the
financial records of individuals in the United States in connection
with criminal inquiries. A request from a foreign government for
financialWrecords_mustnemanate_£rom_a_foreigniadjudicativeibodys _. ___ e
 foreign court! in the form of a letter of request. Upon receipt of
such a request from a foreign government, the Department of Justice,
Office of International Affairs, seeks a court order under Title 28,
USC, Section 1782. The order directs a financial institution to
deliver the information to the Department of Justice for transmittal
to the foreign government.

�! Accordingly, requests emanating from foreign
governments for financial records maintained in U.S. financial
institutions, should be submitted through diplomatic channels directly
to the Department of Justice, Office of International Affairs, or may
be forwarded tolFBIHQ, Criminal Investigative Division, International
Relations Section.| -

EFFECTIVE: 03/05/96

163�10- INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION  INTERPOL!|

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/33
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163-10.1 Background| See Legal Attache Manual, 6-9.!|

 �! Interpol has a membership composed of 147 countries.
It exists for the purpose of facilitating international criminal
investigations. By providing a communications channel among the
member countries, Interpol provides a full range of law enforcement
services from records checks to the accomplishing of complex criminal
investigations. Interpol will, upon request, transmit a worldwide All
Points Bulletin  APB! or issue an internationaliwanted notice to
locate and effect the arrest of international fugitives.

1-.

<

�! Interpol member nations will only cooperate in
criminal matters, which include acts of international terrorism. No
classified, source sensitive, or foreign counterintelligence
information will be accepted for investigation. _

�! The constitution of Interpol strictly prohibits
involvement by the organization in political, religious, racial, or
military matters.

�! The U.S. National Central Bureau  USNCB! of Interpol
is located within the Department of Justice and is operated jointly by
the Departments of Justice and Treasury with a membership composed of
representatives of the FBI; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
 BATF!; Drug Enforcement Administration  DEA!; Internal Revenue
Service  IRS!; United States Marshals Service  USMS!; Postal
Inspection Service;-Secret Service; Office of the Inspector General,
Department of Agriculture; and the Department of State.

�! The USNCB of Interpol has access to and is able to
check many electronic indices and data bases through in-house
terminals. These include: FBI National Crime Information Center
 NCIC!; FBI Criminal History Records  Interstate Identification
Index!; Drug Enforcement Administration  DEA! Narcotic and Dangerous
Drug Information System  NADDIS!; U.S. Treasury Enforcement Computer
System  TECS!; USNCB Interpol Case Tracking System  ICTS!;
Immigration and Naturalization Service  INS! records; all drivers�
license and vehicle registration records of 50 states.

�! |The|responsibility for Interpol matters|is handled by
the International Relations Section  IRS!, CID. The IRS is the
Bureau&#39;s designated point of contact with the USNCB

Sensitive
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BFFECTIVE: 03/05/96

163�1O.2 �Policy  See Legal Attache Manual, 6-9.! . p

�! FBI requests for foreign investigation of matters
involving substantial FBI interest in all FBI Programs will be handled
by our Legal Attaches  Legats! unless there is an excepted concurrence
of FBI Headquarters  FBIHQ! and the appropriate Legat. All matters
under our National Foreign Intelligence Program; sensitive matters,
such as source protection;-classified matters; and civil rightsa@�-��-
matters are to be handled by our Legats.

�! Nhere the FBI is not formally accredited and where
the FBI does not have formal representation, investigative requests
from the FBI to a foreign country will be handled by Bureau
representatives at Interpol or the Department of State.

�! �With the concurrence of the appropriate Legat, or at
his/her request, simultaneous criminal FBI investigative leads in
multiple countries, requiring expeditious handling, will be handled by
Interpol. l

p �! Foreign criminal record check requests involving auto
registration, drivers� licenses, birth records, passports, outstanding
warrants  wants!, and criminal history  arrest records! in which the
request requires no additional investigation will, for the most part,
be handled by Bureau representatives at Interpol.

�! The handling of all requests by foreign countries for
criminal investigative assistance to the FBI will be left to the I
discretion of our Legats. &#39;

- �! Legats may wish to handle matters from foreign
governments, which are insubstantial, through direct contact with the
foreign Interpol channel.

, &#39; �! Frequently, situations arise whereby foreign police
entities request Legat assistance and/or involvement on their
investigations and simultaneously request assistance in the same ;
investigations through Interpol, USNCB, Washington, D.C. In those
situations where the Legat suspects that dual requests are likely to
occur, Legats are requested to ensure that the foreign police entities
indicate on Interpol communications that there has been previous
coordination with the Legat and/or investigative action by the FBI in

Sensitive B
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the U.S. This will ensure the matter is handled by the FBI
representative to Interpol, as opposed to some other agency
representative.

 8! FBI field offices on routine investigative matters
are to communicate with Interpol, USNCB, viallnternational Relations|
Section| IRS!,|Crimina1 Investigative Division  CID!, FBIHQ. No
direct communication to the USNCB by the National Law Enforcement
Telecommunications Systems  NLETS! or other means is to be undertaken
by Bureau field offices, except in urgent matters by telephone to the
FBI representative at the USNCB.&#39; Telephonic inquiries in such .
instaosssimuatmbswsgnfirmsdiby.tsl§Lyps_£9.f§l§Q- SLaLeIanQ_lp§al_las
enforcement agencies within the U.S. may contact the USNCB via NLETS
or other available systems to request investigative assistance.
Legats can directly access USNCB, Washington, D.C., via their "
Embassy&#39;s telecommunications system. The FBI representative at the
USNCB will, upon receipt of a request by telex, set forth leads to any
foreign NCB on behalf of the Legat. Legats may, at their discretion,
utilize the Interpol NCBs in the various countries in their
territories to assist them in covering criminal leads.

 9! All communications in reply to Interpol requests or
from the FBI requesting Interpol assistance will be by LHM with a
cover|electronic communication,|unless circumstances dictate the use
o£_a teletype. Regardless of character, the titles of all
communications concerning Interpo1�related matters should contain the
additional character "Interpol," and when directed to FBIHQ, should be
to the attention of|IRS,|CID.

&#39; l0! Requests from field offices for Interpol record
checks may be submitted to FBIHQ to the attention of|IRS,[CID,_by LHM
or, in urgent cases, by teletype. All available identifying data
regarding the individual should be included in the LHM, along with a
statement indicating the type of criminal activity under
investigation. Such a statement is required to ensure that the
request falls within the Interpol Constitutional guidelines. Such
record checks will include Interpol files at USNCB, the General
Secretariat in Lyon, France, and, when requested, specific Interpol
member&#39;countries.

EFFECTIVE:~03/05/96
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163-10.3 International Notices

_ �! International Notices are published by Interpol to
provide the police services of all member countries, via their NCBs,
with information about persons and property. FThe Interpol General
Secretariat validates these notices every five years.

�! The six types of International Notices are described
as follows:

 a! �RED NOTICE - Red Notices request the arrest of a
subject withla viewWto_extradition.n-These_notices.provide detailsrofw
the charge against a subject, along with warrant information and prior
criminal record. The USNCB requests the Interpol General Secretariat
to issue Red Notices only after review and approval of the Department
of Justice, Office of International Affairs.

 b! BLUE NOTICE - Blue Notices request information
regarding a person, such as his/her criminal record or verification of
his/her identity. They are also used to locate missing persons,
locate a criminal who has not been fully identified, or to locate a
wanted person whose extradition may be requested.

 c! GREEN NOTICE - Green Notices disseminate
information about persons who have or are likely to commit crimes
affecting several countries and who may be in those countries.
Specific details are given regarding prior arrests and convictions.
.Green notices are issued concerning only important international
criminals. �

 d! BLACK NOTICE - Black Notices provide information
about unidentified bodies of deceased persons who were probably using
false identities. Photographs of the body, description, fingerprints,
and dental charts, as well as other identifying information is
included. I _

 e! STOLEN PROPERTY NOTICE - Stolen Property Notices
provide information about stolen property on recovered property
suspected of being stolen. In the case of works of art or cultural
objects, a photograph or detailed description is included along with
facts concerning the theft or recovery.

 £! nonus OPERANDI NOTICE � Modus Operandi Notices
provide information concerning the modus uperandi, procedures and
hiding places used by international criminals. These notices also
serve to centralize such information at the Interpol General
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Secretariat to assist in analyzing worldwide criminal activity.

_ p �! All requests for the issuance of an Interpol
International Notice will be forwarded to FBIHQ, Attention:
International Relations Section, CID,|in LHM form with a
coverlcommunication. The cover|communication|will set forth
sufficient background and justification for such a request to permit
FBIHQ to make a determination whether the request should be forwarded
to Interpol, USNCB. Include in the cover[communication|the name of
the Assistant United States Attorney handling the case and his/her
opinion regarding extradition. �In UFAP cases, list local warrant
information_first_and.list the name, address,;and.telephone numberlofl._- __��______�_m_
the local prosecutor.

�! LHMs requesting the issuance of a Red Notice will
contain the usual case title, a brief summary of the investigation to
date, and the following numbered and captioned paragraphs:

Present family  last! name�
Family name at birth or previous family name
Forenames A

Aliases and nicknames

Sex

Date of birth
Place of birth

Father&#39;s name

Mother&#39;s maiden name

Nationality  indicate confirmed or not
confirmed!

ll. Identity  indicate verified or not verified!
Occupation
Areas, places, or countries subject may visit
Date of photograph
Identity documents  type, number, date and place

12.
13.
14.
-15.

of issue!
-16.

17.
18.

" 19.

provided for each and

Detailed physical description
Characteristics  habits, mannerisms, etc.!
Languages spoken
Warrant information  this information must be
every warrant outstanding for the subject!
a. Warrant number s!
b. Date s! of issue
c. Court s! of issue
d. Federal or state criminal citation s!  i.e.,

Title 18, usc, Section 659!
e. Type s! of offense  i.e., Theft from
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Interstate Shipment!
f. Maximum penalty for each charge or sentence,

if already convicted
g. Name of prosecuting attorney familiar with

facts of the case and his/her official address and telephone number

20. Summary of the facts of the case  date, place,
modus operandi!

21. Name s! of accomp1ice s!
22. Previous convictions  date, place, charge,

sentence!

....»&#39;

»

�! Three clear copies of the subject&#39;s photograph must
accompany the LHH. FBIHQ will automatically provide Interpol a copy
of subject&#39;s fingerprints from|Criminal Justice Information
Services|Division records.

�! LHMs requesting Blue or Green Notices should follow
the same format as for Red Notices with the omission of nonapplicable
information.

 a! Blue or Green Notice requests concerning
criminals who have not been fully identified or who are wanted and
whose extradition may be requested should substitute the following
paragraph information}

1. Family name
2. Forenames

3. Date and place of birth  indicate if
verified!

Father&#39;s name
Mother&#39;s maiden name _
Harital status

Spouse&#39;s name
Identity documents  type, number, date and

place of issue! -
9. Occupation

- 10. Nationality  indicate if verified or not
verified!

11. Identity  indicate exact or uncertain!
12. Aliases and nicknames

13. Previous addresses with dates

14. Types of crimes committed and modus operandi
15. Detailed physical description

Languages�spoken16. _gg 17. Reason for and date of last arrest and date

Sensitive
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of release  Blue Notice requests concerning_missing persons should
contain a detailed account of the disappearance!

18. Previous convictions  date, place, charge,
sentence! &#39; &#39; A

19. Address to which subject intended to go
after release

_  b! Dental charts, if available, should accompany
missing person Blue Notice requests in addition to photographs.

 c! Offices contemplating the submission of a
request-for~a~Stolen_Property-Notice_invo1vingsworks~of-art~or_L -_�-4~~~ _ e
cultural property should communicate with the|IRS, CID,|for details of
the descriptive information required for such notices.

�! The information contained in LHHs requesting the
issuance of International Notices will be subjected to close scrutiny
and verification at FBIHQ, and LHMs requiring changes will be returned
to the field for resubmission.

 8! Upon issuance of an Interpol International Notice, a
copy will be provided to the office of origin which will be
responsible for the immediate notification of FBIHQ by LHH of any
change in the notice information, including the apprehension of a
fugitive or the recovery of all or part of any stolen property. All
Legats will be provided a copy of Interpol International Notices
issued at the request of the Bureau and will be notified by FBIHQ of
modifications or cancellations thereto.

EFFECTIVE: 03/05/96

163-11 OFFICE or ORIGIN  See MAOP, Part 11, 10-16.2�!.!

�! Legal Attaches will be the office of origin  O0! in
all 163 cases which do NOT require Bureau assistance/input. &#39;

�! Ilnternational Relations Section  IRS!, CID,|wi1l
continue to function as the originating office on Foreign Police
Cooperation requests from the foreign law enforcement representatives
based in Washington, D.C.  l63A!; on requests made by foreign law
enforcement through Interpol �63B!; and on foreign requests_made
through the Office of InteI�3tiOn31 Affairs  OIA/DOJ!. |IRS, CID,[wi1l
continue to assist operational leads through the Interpol channel.

Sensitive &#39;
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I  a! The Executive Agencies|Subunit|will handle all
163E record check requests to be conducted at FBIHQ. The originator
of the request will be the 00. _

I - &#39;  b! The Bureau App1icant|Investigations|Unit  BAIU!
will handle �63E! applicant/background investigative requests in the
United States on behalf of foreign governments. These
applicant/background foreign government investigative requests are on
United States and non-United States persons who are either themselves
or are.relatives of persons who are being considered for sensitive
positions in thev�oreignvgovernment andbrequire security clearanceshug
The originator of the request will be the O0. i

I n  c! The Domestic Terrorism Unit,|National Security|
Division, will retain 00 status in all 163C Domestic �
Security/Terrorism  DS/T! investigations. i

= EFFECTIVE: 03/05/96

[|163�12| CHARACTER � FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88
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SECTION 164. CRIME ABOARD&#39;AIRCRAFT

164-1 BACKGROUND
1 ¢

�! As a result of several aggravated incidents aboard
commercial aircraft/during 1961 which included the first actual &#39;
hijacking of an aircraft in the United States, Congress on September
5, 1961, passed an amendment  Public Law 87-197! as embodied in the
Federally,� &#39;ni$_t§Q1$gsW=1_L1ji_t1e_ 42_ U56 _$e9ti9_11_14ZZ This _______i. ____ ___imi , , .

statute specifically designated the FBI to investigate violations of
aircraft piracy and related criminal acts as contained in subsections
 i! through  n! of this statute. |Title 49, U.S. Code, Chapter 465,
addresses crimes committed aboard aircraft to include aircraft

piracy, interference with.flight crews, carrying weapons or
explosives aboard aircraft and false information and threats. .
Chapter 465 replaces subsections  i!,  j!, �!,  m!, and  n! of Title
49, USC, Section 1472  Public Law 103-272!, which also moved the
section concerning the FBI&#39;s exclusive jurisdiction over those
offenses from subsection 1472 �! to Title 28, USC, Section 533.!

�! As a result of several incidents where accidents 4
involving common carriers resulted from operators being impaired by
alcohol or drugs, Title 18, USC, Sections 341, 342, and 343, were
enacted to address the obvious concern for public safety.

�! Executive Order 12564, dated 9/15/86, entitled "Drug
Free Federal Workplace," facilitated drug screening of airline pilots.

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

164-2 STATUTES

Title 49, USC, Section|46314 or Chapter 465 and Title 28,
USC, Section 538;|Title 18, USC, Sections 341, 342, 343; and Executive
Order 12564.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 12/Z3/96

164-2.1 Section|46502. Aircraft Piracy

|" a! IN SPECIAL AIRCRAFT JURISDICTION.-f�! In this
subsection�-

� - " A! �aircraft piracy� means seizing or
exercising contrglggfwanwaircraftgin_the special_aircrafth__m_�_m .
jurisdiction of the United States by force, violence, threat of force
or violence, or any form of intimidation, and with wrongful intent.

I " B! an attempt to commit aircraft piracy is in
the special aircraft jurisdiction of the United States although the
aircraft is not in flight at the time of the attempt if the aircraft
would have been in the special aircraft jurisdiction of the United
States had the aircraft piracy been completed. "

"�! An individual committing or attempting to commit
aircraft piracy-- _ s

" A! shall be imprisoned for at least 20 years;
or

" B! notwithstanding section 3559 b! of title
18, if the death of another individual results from the commission or
attempt, shall be put to death or imprisoned for life."

" b! OUTSIDE SPECIAL AIRCRAFT JURISDICTION--�! An
individual committing or conspiring to commit an offense  as defined
in the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of�
Aircraft! on an aircraft in flight outside the special aircraft
jurisdiction of the United States-- »

" AD shall.be imprisoned for at least 20 years;
or *

" B! notwithstanding section 3559 b! of title
18, if the death of another individual results from the commission or
attempt, shall be put to death or imprisoned for life.

"�! There is jurisdiction over the offense in
paragraph �! if�-

Sensitive
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" A! a national of the United States was aboard
the aircraft; ~

" B! an offender is a national of the United
States; or

" C! an offender is afterwards found in the
United States.

"�! For purposes of this subsection, the term

lO1 a!�2! of the Immigration and Nationality Act  8 U.S.C.
1101  a! �2!! ."|

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

164�2.2� Section|46504. Interference With Flight Crew Members
|and|Flight Attendants

|"An individual on an aircraft in the special aircraft
jurisdiction of the United States who, by assaulting or intimidating
a flight crew member or flight attendant of the aircraft, interferes
with the performance of the duties of the member or attendant or
lessens the ability of the member or attendant to perform those
duties, shall be fined under title 18, imprisoned for not more than
20 years, or both. However, if a dangerous weapon is used in
assaulting or intimidating the member or attendant, the individual
shall be imprisoned for any term of years or for life."|

Public Law 101-164, passed ll/21/8?, amended Section 404
of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 by prohibiting smoking on domestic
airline flights scheduled for six hours or less. Violations of these
restrictions are investigated and reported to the Flight Standards
Group of the FAA and not the FBI. However, it is possible that a
violation of Section|46504  formerly 1472 j!!|could occur, should an
attempt to enforce the "No Smoking" restriction by a flight crew
member, or attendant, evolve into an assault, intimidation or threat
towards that crew member or attendant. Should such an incident occur,
FBI investigation would be warranted.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

164-2.3| Section|46505.I Carrying|a Weapon or Explosive on an
Aircraft

" s! DEFINITION.�-In this section, �loaded firearm� means
a starter gun or a weapon designed or converted to expel a projectile
through an explosive, that has a cartridge, a detonator, or powder in
the_chamber,_magazine,_cy1inder,wormclip. _ _~WM as "t"_

" b! GENERAL CRIMINAL PENALTY.��An individual shall be
fined under title 18, imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both
if the individual�-

" l! when on, or attempting to get on, an aircraft
in, or intended for operation in, air transportation or intrastate
air transportation, has on or about the individual or the property of
the individual a concealed dangerous weapon that is or would be
accessible to the individual in flight;

"�! has placed, attempted to place, or attempted to
have placed a loaded firearm on that aircraft in property not
accessible to passengers in flight; or

"�! has on or about the individual, or has placed,
attempted to place, or attempted to have placed on that aircraft, an
explosive or incendiary device. _

" c! CRIMINAL PENALTY INVOLVING DISREGARD FOR HUMAN LIFE.
--An individual who willfully and without regard for the safety of
human life, or with reckless disregard for the safety of human life,
violates subsection  b! of this section, shall be fined under title
18, imprisoned for not more than 15 years, or both. I

" d! NONAPPLICATION.""Subsection  b!�! of this section
does not apply tor-

"�! a law enforcement officer of a State or
political subdivision of a State, or an officer or employee of the
United States Government, authorized to carry arms in an official
capacity;

"�! another individual the Administrator of the
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Federal Aviation Administration by regulation authorizes to carry a u
dangerous weapon in air transportation or intrastate air
transportation; or

"�! an individual transporting a weapon  except a
loaded firearm! in baggage not accessible to a passenger in flight if
the air carrier was informed of the presence of the weapon."|

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

[164-2.4] Section|46506. Application of Certain Criminal Laws
to Acts on Aircraft

i p "An individual on an aircraft in the special aircraft
jurisdiction of the United States who commits an act that�- p

"�! if committed within the special maritime and
territorial jurisdiction of the United States  as defined in Section
7 of Title 18! would violate section 113, 114, 661, 662, 1111, 1112,
1113, or 2111, or Chapter 109A of title 18, shall be filed under title

] 18, imprisoned under that section or chapter, or both; or ;
"�! if committed in the District of Columbia would

� violate section 9 of the Act of July 29, 1892  D.C. Code, sec.
22-1112!, shall be fined under title 18, imprisoned under section 9
of the Act, or bQrh."]

�! As enumerated in Title 49, USC,|46506,|Title 1s,
defines the following violations:

Section 113. Assault
Section 114. Maiming
Section 661. Embezzlement and Theft
Section 662. Receiving Stolen Property
Section llll. Murder
Section 1112. Manslaughter
Section 1113. Attempt to Commit Murder or

Manslaughter p &#39;
2111. Robbery 1

Section 2241. Aggravated sexual abuse
giqm Section 2242. Sexual abuse
{@§%� Section 2243. Sexual abuse of a minor or ward

Section

Sensitive
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 See MIOG,

Section 22

persons to
or to make

commit any
Co1umbia,.underipenalty of.not.more than $300 fine,.or
not more than_ninety days, or both, for each and every

offense described in subsection  a!, knowing he or she
the presence of a child under the age of sixteen years,

. PAGE 164

Section 2244. Abusive sexual contact

|Section 2245. Sexual abuse resulting in death
Part 1, 45-2 and 70-2.![ - �

�! As referred to in Title 49, USC, Section|46506,I
1112, D.C. Code states:

" a! It shall not be lawful for any person or
make any obscene or indecent exposure of his or her person,
any lewd, obscene, or indecent sexual proposal, or to
other lewd, obscene, or indecent act in the District of

imprisonmentiof
such offense.

" b! Any person or persons who shall 1 commit an

or they are in
shall be

punished by imprisonment of not more than one year, or fined in an
amount not to exceed $1,000, or both, for each and every such
offense."

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

164�2.5 Section|46507.| False Information and Threats

An individual shall be fined under title 18, imprisoned
for not more than 5 years, or both, if the individual-�

"�! knowing the information to be false, willfully
and maliciously or with reckless disregard for the safety of human
life, gives, or causes to be given, under circumstances in which the
information reasonably may be believed, false information about an
alleged attempt being made or to be made to do an act that would
violate section 46502 a!, 46504, 46505, or 46506 of this title; or

"�! A! threatens to violate section 46502 a!, 46504,
46505, or 46506 of this title, or causes a threat to violate any of
those sections to be made; and &#39;

carry out the threat

F

" T! has the apparent determination and will to
II
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EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

_ ___________~j-��-

16a-2.6 [Moved to 1ea<2.1T
&#39; .

_EEEECTIVE:l12[23/96r__4_l___r,

Title 28, USC, Sect16a-2.7 |- Piracy and Related V

" "The Federal Bureau
violation of Section 46314 or

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

| 164�2.8 |Venue

gggi-.
&#39; Sensitive

d Guidelines 7ative Operations an _ PAGE 16b � i

_.__ ___________._.¬-_,_ . _ ___ _._ _ #_,t._4_.____._-_�.__@.__!__,__¬_ .___.___ _____.__- !_f�__.j7

ion 538. Investigation of Aircraft
iolations

f Investigation shall investigate any
o
Chapter A65 of Title 49."|

&#39;. d &#39;n the Federal Rules ofVenue provisions are containe 1ter 211 of Title 18, U.S. Code.9292 Criminal Procedure and Chap

EFfECTIVE: 12/23/96
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Part I164-2.9 Title 18, U.S. Code, Sections 341, 342, and 343.Operation of a Common Carrier Under the Influence of

Alcohol or Drugs _

�! Section 341 - defines a common carrier to include an
air common carrier.

92jI -�! Section 342 - states "whoever operates or directsoperation of a common carrier while under the influence of alcohol orany controlled substance, as defined in Section 102 of the ControlledSubstances Act  Title 21, U.S. Code, Section 802!, shall bez" -

&#39; ~l PAGE 164 � s

&#39;-.1-.
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.-

I�-ii

 a! imprisoned not more than fifteen years
 b! or fined under this title

 c! or both

�! Section 343 r states for the purposes of this
statute:  a! an individual with a blood alcohol content of.10 percent or more shall be presumed to be under the influence of
alcohol; and .  b! an individual shall be presumed to be under theinfluence of drugs if the quantity of the drug in the system of theindividual would be sufficient to impair the perception, mentalprocesses, or motor functions of the average individual.

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

l64�2.l0 Executive Order 12564 - Drug-Free Workplace
�! Executive Order 12564 facilitates the random drug

screening of airline pilots.
~ �! The Order specifically states "Drug testing shall notbe conducted pursuant to this Order for the purpose of gatheringevidence for use in criminal proceedings." T

�! Prosecution of a pilot or crew member cannot be basedsolely on the results of air-carrier drugrscreening as mandated under
Executive Order l2564.92
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EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

164-3 DEFINITIONS | Title 49, U.S. Code, section 46501!
192 "�! �aircraft in flight� means an aircraft from the
moment all external doors are closed following boarding--
 &#39;1§�55aEaa�£6�5I15v&#39;55§§sageistia leave the aircraft; or
� " B! until, if a forced landing, competentauthorities take over responsibility for the aircraft and individuals
i and property on the aircraft.

"�! �special aircraft jurisdiction of the United
States� includes any of the following aircraft in flight:

lp " A! a civil aircraft of the United States.
U 1 " B! an aircraft of the armed forces of the

United States.i " C! another aircraft in the United States.
i " D! another aircraft outside the United States
92 __ .
I " i! that has its next scheduled destinationor last place of departure in the United States, if the aircraft next

lands in the United States;
" ii! on which an individual commits anffense  as defined in the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawfulo

Seizure of Aircraft! if the aircraft lands in the United States with
the individual still on the aircraft; or

l� &#39; " iii! against which an individual commitsan offense  as defined in subsection  d! or  e! of article I, sectionI of the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the. . . . &#39; . . . . d st t SSafety of Civil Aviation! if the aircraft lands in the Unite a e
1 with the individual still on the aircraft.
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" E! any other aircraft leased without crew to alessee whose principal place of business is in the United States or,if the lessee does not have a principal place of business, whosepermanent residence is in the United States.

"�! an individual commits an offense  as defined inthe Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft!when the individual, when on an aircraft in flight--
f " AJ by any form of intimidation, unlawfullyseizes, exercises control of, or attempts to seize or exercise_<==>=192;_£.§>__1 _r9__¬,-__.,£hs_,_siL=._£=if t_=._..,<21-;_.i_i.,_.i1_.i_i.  . I _ , i_r   , _r

" B! is an accomplice of an individual referred
to in subclause  A! of this clause."92

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

l64�4 STATUTORY INTERPRETATION�! As used in the statute, the term "piracy" is to bedistinguished from Title 18, USC, Section 1651, where it is referenced
to the law of nations. The elements of aircraft piracy are
specifically stated within the statute.�! Accordingly, acts which would be covered by Title 18,USC, Section 7 �!  crimes within the special maritime and territorialjurisdiction of the United States! should such acts occur -geographically within the special maritime and territorialjurisdiction of the United States, are by the present statute made. . . . . blecriminal regardless of their geographical situs. It is conceivathat a single act could be in violation of both sections of the USC.

�! In connection with the term "within the specialaircraft jurisdiction of the United States" as set forth in Title 49,USC, Section9246502, �65O�, 46506,92and the term "special aircraftjurisdiction of the United States" as defined in Title 49, USC,92 Section92k65Ol,92the FBI has investigative Jurisdiction insofar asviolations in connection with the following aircraft are concerned:
 a! civil aircraft of the United_States no matter

where in the world they are in flight; .
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 b! aircraft of the92armed92forces of the United

States no matter where in the world they are in flight;
�  c! foreign aircraft which actually land in the

United States.

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

154-1 _i_. _iR_°1-E 9._Fl*""¥ FFVERAE. *�¥.Y,1_*§I¥.9!�_,,:.*P�1"15TRAT19H_.§E1°~AL.- . e _
i Title 49, USC, Section924�903  e!92provides that "TheAdministrator92has the92exclusive responsibility92to direct92lawenforcement activity related to]the safety of92passengers onan92aircraft involved in_an offense92under Section924650292of thistitle92from the moment all external doors of the aircraft are closedfollowing boarding until those doors are opened to allow passengers toleave the aircraft. When requested by the Administrator, other-departments, agencies, and instrumentalities of the Government shallprovide assistance necessary to carry out this subsection.�

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

�92164-6 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE FEDERAL AVIATIONADMINISTRATION AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
- �! Basic policy with regard to the FBI&#39;s handling ofaircraft hijacking incidents centers on&#39;a memorandum of understandingbetween the FAA and FBI agreed upon officially on 2/26/75. The"Memorandum of Understanding Between the Federal AviationAdministration and the Federal Bureau of Investigation"  MOU! iscontained in its entirety in Part II, Section 18, of this manual.

I �! Part II of the MOU, entitled "Designation of
Authority" states:
. "A. When the aircraft is in flight.
� "1. When an aircraft is in flight, that is from the

moment when all external doors are closed following embarkation,until the moment when one such door is opened for disembarkation, the
1
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l pilot in command of the aircraft shall have normal operational control
of the flight.l

i� "2. The Administrator of the Federal AviationI Administration has exclusive responsibility for direction of any law� enforcement activity involving an offense under 902  i! or 902  n! of
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended.

"3. As appropriate, in each case involving such an
offense, the designated official of the Federal.AviationAdministration shall request the assistance of the designated

p�official of_the_Federa1 Bureau of Investigati9nL
"4. After fully considering the expressed wishes_of the

pilot in command, the responsible official of the airline operatingthe aircraft and the designated official of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the designated official of the Federal Aviation
Administration shall determine if law enforcement action isappropriate. In those instances in which the designated official
of the Federal Aviation Administration determines that lawenforcement action is appropriate, he shall request the designatedofficial of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to advise as to the
appropriate methods to be used and, after approval of thedesignated official of the Federal Aviation Administration, take
the law enforcement action that is required.

"5. Whenever such a request is made, the designatedthe Federal Bureau of Investigation shall provide such law
assistance as is necessary.

official of
enforcement

"6. The designated official of the Federal Bureau of
I Investigation and the designated official of the Federal AviationAdministration shall maintain continuing coordination between their
* respective offices during the course of such law enforcement

activity.

� "B. When the aircraft is not in flight.

� "1. when an aircraft is not in flight, that is prior to
the moment when all external doors are closed after embarkation and
after the moment when one such door is opened for disembarkation,
the designated official of the Federal Bureau of Investigationshall make the decision to take law enforcement action with respectto a hijacking. The designated official of the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation shall give full consideration to the expressed wishesof the pilot in command, the responsible official of the airlines
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Part Ioperating the aircraft,-and the designated official of the Federal
Aviation Administration prior to initiating action.

&#39; "C.- The decision of the designated official of theFederal Aviation Administration shall prevail in those instances �where a question arises as to whether an aircraft is in flight or is
not in flight."92

EFFECTIVE: O2/15/B2

PAGE 164 "

___ _ __ _,__ __, J. _�____.# _.__,._._ ,_.____J_.�-____

&#39;r&#39;r&#39;I&#39;HmI16h:7""&#39;�5E§1�TKE�TKi_1�STRUETib�S&#39;r&#39;rm"I_&#39;��_"&#39;r&#39;I_��! The Department of Justice  D01! continues to advocatesevere penalties for aircraft hijackers as a deterrent to future actsf air irac Consequently authorization from the Criminal0 P Y� 9Division, D01, must be obtained by the U.S. Attorney before he/sheenters into any agreement to forego an air piracy prosecutionunder Title 18, USC, Section9246502,92in favor of a guilty plea to alesser offense or decides otherwise not to prosecute fully an act of
air piracy. �! The Department of Justice has requested that whenUSAs decline prosecution in those unaggravated violations of Title 49,USC, Section924650492and Title 49, USC,_Section9246506,92where a crewmember is a victim, that the FBI, with the approval and recommendationof the USA, then refer the matter-to the local FAA representative,together with the results of any investigation for their considerationf oceedin against the offender civilly for violation of Federal

° PT 8Aviation Regulations  FAR! as codified in Title 14, Code of FederalRegulations  CFR!, Section 91.8, entitled "Prohibition against
interference with crewmembers."�! FAA preboard screening procedures periodically resultin nonpassengers being found in possession of concealed deadly or &#39;dangerous weapons. These individuals have no tickets to board anyaircraft but for the most part are discovered to be armed duringexamination at sterile concourse areas while either meeting or biddingfarewell to persons who are ticketed passengers. The Department ofJustice has advised that since these weapon-carrying nonpassengers .have no apparent intent to board or attempt to board an aircraft,l there is no violation of Title 49, USC, Section9246505.92 In view ofthis, it is not necessary for the field to respond to these incidentsor to submit LHM to FBIHQ. Specifically note that an indication ofintent to board or attempt to board an aircraft on the part of these
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weapon-carrying nonpassengers requires the adherence to establishedinvestigative and reporting procedures. Each field division shouldensure that local airline, airport, FAA and law enforcement officials
are aware of these instructions. 7

. �! In those unaggravated violations of Title 49, USC,Section9246505,[i.e.,  firearms only! where state or local prosecutionis declined upon USA deferral, it is current departmental policy torefer the matter to FAA for their consideration of proceeding againstthe offender civilly for violation of FAR as codified in Title 14,CFR, Section 107.21, entitled "Carriage of firearms, explosives, orincendiary devices." All offenses involving explosives or incendiarydevices&#39;will continue ta bé"§¬5§6EE£eaF5§�£he Department as criminal
violations. � See HIOG, Part I, Section 174.!�

�! Prosecution under the Hobbs Act. Considerationshould also be given to use of the Hobbs Act as a vehicle ofprosecution where an extortionate demand is made directly or pindirectly upon a commercial air carrier which would obstruct, delay,or affect commerce. The Department has instructed all USAs that whensuch an extortionate situation is encountered where it may bedesirable to charge a violation under the Hobbs Act, the Department
must be consulted.

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

16h-8 REPORTING PROCEDURES
�! Immediately advise FBIHQ by telephone or teletype,depending upon the exigency of the circumstances, of all casesinvolving aircraft piracy or where there is loss of life, danger topublic safety, or widespread public interest. Each complaint should

receive prompt and expeditious investigative attention.
�! In all violations of Title 49, USC,92Sections46502 through �6507,92a succinct LHM  original and one copy! should besubmitted to FBIHQ by FD-365 within ten working days of receipt ofinitial complaint. Upon receipt of the LHM, FBIHQ will disseminate a_copy to United States Secret Service, Intelligence Division, 1800 GStreet, s.w., Washington, n.c. 20223. 92 See HAOP, Part 11, 10-4.3;

Correspondence Guide - Field, 2*5.S.ll.!|
�! The appropriate regional office of FAA should be
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promptly advised upon receipt of all complaints with close liaison
being maintained during the course of each investigation.

�! In all cases, the field office is to disseminate
additional copies of the LHH within ten working days to the nearest
Civil Aviation Security Field Office  CASFO!, FAA Regional Office,United States Secret Service Field Office, and to the FBI field office
which covers the subject&#39;s residence. Other interested agencies, such
as the National Transportation Safety Board, Office of Special
Investigations, etc., should likewise be advised locally whenappropriate. Depending upon the&#39;exigency of the matter, immediate
notification to the above agencies may be necessary. o

, �! In those cases wherein the USA&#39;s office declinesprosecution, defers prosecution to state or local authorities, or
refers the matter to FAA for civil enforcement, or wherein it is known
that state or local prosecution is declined upon USA deferral, the
initial LHH should so indicate. One copy of this LHM should bedirected to the USA confirming the USA&#39;s opinion in lieu of a separate
confirmation letter.

�! In all cases, dissemination is to be indicated on the
FD*365 which transmits the LHM to FBIHQ with the LHM identifying those
individuals and agencies already notified of the violation.

�! When additional investigation is required, record
results so they may be later incorporated into the prosecutive report.Two copies of these reports should be submitted to FBIHQ. In each
instance, reports should set forth full facts including field office
file numbers, complete descriptive and background data concerning each-subject  best descriptive information available of an unknown subject
should also be set forth!, data concerning mental stability, the air
carrier, flight number, origin and destination, time and place ofoffense, number of passengers and crew, weapons used, type of aircraft
involved and any injuries. In hijacking situations, indicate whereflight diverted to, motive, and terrorist affiliation, if any, and
demands made by hijacker or hijackers.-

I
 8! In order that the FBIHQ substantive case file may

reflect the final outcome of each violation, the following FBIHQ
notification policy should be followed by the office of origin.
&#39;  a! In those cases wherein the initial LHH submitted
to FBIHQ by FD~365 reflects the final outcome, no further notification
is necessary. �
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 b! In those cases wherein the Accomplishment

Report, FD-515, reflects the final outcome, no further notification is
necessary.

 9!&#39; Technically, a bomb threat  or actual device! aboard
an aircraft is a violation of Title 18, USC, Section 35, Destruction
of Aircraft or Motor Vehicles  DAMV!, as well as Title 49, USC,
Section|46507.l However, as a matter of policy, all fake reports  or
actual instances! of a bomb aboard an aircraft unrelated to an
aircraft hijacking incident should be investigated and reported under
the DAMV �49! classification. Any incidents of this nature involving
an aircraft hijacking incident should be carried under the Crime_�___ _m __

�

Aboard Aircraft7Tlb@!�ElassificationT_mThe�foregoing is to create
uniformity in the Time Utilization and Recordkeeping  TURK! records,
as well as to maintain program segregation.

 c! In all other cases, including those cases in
which a USA declination or deferral was rendered subsequent to the
initial LHM/FD-365 submission and those unsolved cases closed under
SAC authority, a closinglelectronic communication|should be directed
to FBIHQ which clearly sets forth the basis for closing.

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/96

164-9 OBTAINING FEDERAL PROCESS

�! Federal process should be obtained as soon as
possible after the subject is identified and it is determined that the
subject will be prosecuted federally. _

�! In those instances wherein an aircraft hijacking
occurs, the subject is successful in avoiding apprehension and the
subject&#39;s identity_remains unknown, the field division should discuss
with the USA&#39;s office the obtaining of a "John Doe" indictment of the
unknown subject in order to toll the Statute of Limitations, Title 18,
USC, Section 3232, prior to its expiration.

EFFECTIVE: OZ/20/90
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Part I -

164-10 AIRCRAFT HIJACKING INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

�1

h field division to�! It will be incumbent upon eac &#39;
ensure that FBIHQ is advised on a current basis as to on-the*scene

. .. . . .d nt

devel
opments in each aircraft h1]3Ck1�g inci e .

� l �! A hijacked aircraft may change course rapidly at a
d to a foreign country. Upon receipt of :i;E hijacker&#39;s request and procee
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d&#39; tely notified by telephone.such information, FBIHQ should be imme ia&#39; o riate governmental agencies throughFBIHQ will notify the appr p. .. .___ _k_�nQ1s_ I

��i-1����

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

164-ll CONTINGENCY PLANNING
�! The FBl�s prime concern in all Crime Aboard Aircraft

incidents is for the safety of the passengers and crew.
�! The FBI and FAA have established an effective,coordinated effort on a Headquarters level concerning Crime AboardAircraft incident management. Practical incident management requiresthe continuation of that spirit of cooperation through to the field.Accordingly, each field office should maintain liaison with theappropriate FAA Security Office in order to ensure_a mutual effort inour joint responsibilities must be

the event of an incident where
exercised.
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 a!hpInasnubh as itf�ill be incumbent upon each fieldoffice to e§su;e@§hat§FBIHQ�is advised on a current basis as to on-thersce�etdevelbp�ents in each aircraft hijacking incident, direct andinstantaneous communications between Agents in the vicinity of the
the FBIHQ
s absolutely

c! It is suggested that sufficient telephoned ost would consist, undercommunications within the primary comman p&#39; &#39; t l ast five telephone lines available for&#39; bideal conditions, of a e&#39; &#39; &#39; l&#39;nes as an example, might eexclusive FBI utilization. Those i ,
&#39; ation_with the following:utilized for communic

s&#39; a. Field Office

5. Miscellaneous

vailable for&#39; e! Appropriate facilities should be a
terviews of the subject s! and witnesses.

the in
f r the prompt dispatch of

-Fr
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Part I t to major air terminals and military
ufficient personnel and equipmen" I. �s

airfields within the division is essentia
 g! All equipment necessary for Agents to carry out

, . _i:-_ := rn be operative and readily available. &#39;

92

I

oi} �! All enforcement agencies and appropiiate a_"_,h FBI&#39;spersonnel at air terminals should be fully aware of t e" k�n s in order to ensure maximum&#39;� nsibilities in aircraft h1]3C i gcooperation in an ac " &#39; &#39; &#39; d the continuance of a
- �common strategy."

respo &#39; &#39; tual hijacking situation an
I

�! Each field division is to remain prepared to conductthorough crime scene examinations in regard to Crime Aboard Aircraftincidents. Physical evidence collected should be submitted to FBIHQfor examination by the FBI Laboratory and/or Latent FingerprintSection when it appears that such an examination is desirable.Thorough crime scene examination becomes most critical in thoseinstances wherein a successful aircraft hijacking occurs, thesubject s! avoids apprehension, and the subject&#39;s identity remains
unknown, e.g., flights diverted to Cuba.

&#39;f&#39; d b airtel of instances�! FBIHQ is to be noti ie ylanning a Command Post Exercise  CPX! or
wherein a field division is pField Training Exercise  FIX! regarding aircraft hijacking contingencytraining. The airtel should be directed, Attention:Violent92Crimes/Fugitive92Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, with an

&#39; C &#39;tical Incident Response Group&#39;sinformation copy designated for the� riU it 92 The caption should indicate the type of&#39; craft
Crisis Management n .exercise, i.e., CPX and/or FIX; the type of training, i.e., airhijacking contingency training; the divisional name; the exercise dateand the Crime Aboard Aircraft character, with pertinent detailssynopsized in the text of the communication.

r
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Pa

| The following is prescribed by ARINC: i _

b"�/ >
W

EFFECTlVE: 02/15/82

 92� �[164-14 NEWS MEDIA INQUIRIES POLICY
&#39; �! In many cases, violations of this statute generate

intense public and media interest. The FBI&#39;s news media 1�qU1I1&S
olic is in strict compliance with instructions issued by the

2 P YDepartment of Justice concerning the release of information in
&#39; &#39; &#39; tained incriminal and civil matters. These instructions are con

Title 28, CFR, Section 50.2. i

�! For complete details regarding this topic, including
a restatement of the above CFR instructions, see Manual of
Administrative Operations and_Procedures, Part II, Section 5-1,

&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39; &#39;th N ws Media " andentitled "Policy and Guidelines for Relations wi e ,
92 Section 5-2, entitled "Contacts with News Media." &#39;
* �! Utmost discretion should be exercised in releasing

to the news media any information concerning a modus operandi92 utilized by a subject in a violation of this statute.]

EFFECTIVE: 02/15/82
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164-15 CARRIAGE OF WEAPONS

�! Title 49, usc, Section 46505, grants the FAA�
Administrator authority to except other such persons as the .
Administrator may deem necessary from prohibition of carrying deadlyor dangerous weapons in air transportation or intrastate air &#39;
transportation. ,

&#39;�! FAR as codified in Title 14, crn, Section 103.11,
addresses the carriage of weapons aboard aircraft and is considerably

abroader than Title Q9, USC, Section 46505, since it covers both
concealed and unconcealed weapons.~ FBI jurisdiction, however, is
limited to violations specifically enumerated in Section 46505 of
Title 419.

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

1164-16 CHARACTER - CRIME ABOARD AISCRAFT  CAA! - FOLLOWED BY
DESCRIPTION or CRIME; E.G., CAA � AIRCRAFT PIRACY|

EFFECTIVE: 02/15/32

[1164-11 CLASSIFICATION � 164|

EFFECTIVE: 02/15/82

.,.�,_
. .&#39;2

1
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| 164-13 SUBCLASSIFICATIONS _ _
For details concerning this topic, see the Manual of

Administrative Operations and Procedures, Part II, Section 3�1.1,&#39;
entitled "FBI Classifications and Subdivided Classifications."

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95
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SECTION 165. A INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION OF WAGERING INFORMATION

165-1 STATUTE

�Title 13, usc, Section 10s4

;_ " a5 Nhoever being engaged in the business of betting or
wagering knowingly uses a wire communication facility for the
transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of bets or wagers or

� 1

i5£6¥55£IEh assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting
event or contest, or for the transmission of a wire communication
which entitles the recipient to receive money or-credit as a result of
bets or wagers, or for information assisting in the placing of bets or
wagers, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than two years, or both.

" b! Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
the transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of information for
use in news reporting of sporting events or contests, or for the
transmission of information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers
on a sporting event or contest from a State where betting on that
sporting event or contest is legal into a State in which such betting
is legal. N

" c! Nothing contained in this section shall create
immunity from criminal prosecution under any laws of any State,
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, territory, possession, or the District of
Columbia. &#39;

" d! When any common carrier, subject to the jurisdiction
of the Federal Communications Commission, is notified in writing by a
Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, acting within its
jurisdiction, that any facility furnished by it is being used or will
be used for the purpose of transmitting or receiving gambling
information in interstate or foreign commerce in violation of Federal,
State or local law, it shall discontinue or refuse, the leasing,
furnishing, or maintaining of such facility, after reasonable notice
to the subscriber, but no damages, penalty or forfeiture, civil or
criminal, shall be found against any common carrier for any act done
in compliance with any notice received from a law enforcement agency.
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prejudice the right of any
person affected thereby to secure an appropriate determination, as
otherwise provided by law, in a Federal court or in a State or local
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tribunal or agency, that such facility should not be discontinued or
removed, or should be restored."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

165 1.1 Definition of Term Wire Communication Facility"

Title 18, USC, Section 1081. "The term �wire
communication facility� means any and all instrumentalities,
p§_r;sp_13_nel_,__and_s"ery_ices  among_0ther,_things.,__the receipt,__for,warding,._..c_.._..._a.__ _._m--_
or delivery of communications! used or useful in the transmission of
writings, signs, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by aid of wire,
cable, or other like connection between the points of origin�and
reception of such transmission."

EFFECTIVE: Ol/31/78

 ::5&#39; 165-2 POLICY
�! In regard to  d! of section 1084, dissemination of

information to the carrier regarding those individuals utilizing their
facilities in interstate or foreign commerce will be made by the
Department upon receipt of evidence of such utilization.

�! In those instances in which allegations of violations
of this type are received, it is not necessary to show that the
operator is engaged in the business of betting, etc., but merely that
he is transmitting or receiving wagering information through a wire
facility.

�! Forward such a complaint with corroborative evidence
to FBIHQ for dissemination to the Department in the form of letterhead
memorandum containing:

 a! The name and address of the telephone company
furnishing service.

 b! The name, address, and telephone number, if
available, of the subscriber known to be in violation of this section.

-  c! A short statement of facts with names of
witnesses and a brief summary of their potential testimony.

Sensitive-
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- H  d! A statement as to whether it is known if
&#39; subscriber moves from place to place or if it is the general practice

to operate from a specific location. _
4

�! Local violations should be disseminated with any
evidence available to the appropriate local or state authority in
writing after Bureau&#39;s interest secured. When disseminating without
-accompanying evidence, state in letter of dissemination that the
information being furnished not substantiated through investigation by
this Bureau;

_ �! When information is received from local or state
authorities that notification has been given by them to a carrier, -
such information should be forwarded to FBIHQ in the form of a

-letterhead memorandum. .

�! In connection with investigations of wire services,
bear in mind the possibility of prosecution as principals under Title
18, USC, Section 2, the aiding and abetting section.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

165-3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

 l! when information developed that an individual engaged
in the business of betting or wagering is using a wire communication
facility in violation of this law} &#39;

�q_92q  a! -pevelop information relative to wire-
communication facility utilized; that is, whether telephone,
telegraph, etdl k�mm&#39; &#39;

I  b!
n�

, .

Identify individuals contacting or contacted by

subject.

 <2!
receive from subject.

l  d! Interview these individuals and subject when
investigation has progressed to point where interview logical.

Determine what service they furnish to or

&#39; - .:
 e! Obéggqaliidocume agy evidencew�fg��latibng� �mt.--.

etG¢v-
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&#39; f! Utilize informants.

&#39;  g! Consider surveillances when applicable. _

�!. Upon developing information as to the existence of a
wire service: .

 a! 1ar"__
 b! �eé��fggggégéfiia§3§§�§pri£vs§ab=cribersstéiii, &#39;the nu&bar§r¢a11éa*in§g%§FR%� �� &#39; -~ - �

�

__ _ - 3 H ___ _ I�lg*_|r+�:1-.. -I _" &#39;  � _ , _ - �é r __ _
&#39; &#39;..�-_-¢_>.-. .-- 4d>_-»_.�>, L:�: :,�.L-&#39;,_r&#39;_"_J-_li5_�s__a_§:=¢-__!115..,_-*_92,&#39;_g_&#39;@_.;.. - _�_ &#39; """� ---< ,--,i ,._ -

-�--~n|~--n- ;-->-~i-r-;."-~.~- : � . -"-- � u&#39;;&#39;=»�§92=iJ&#39;ii�,&#39;i1&#39;*i4»",;3&#39;:"�-i,�,"&#39;r�E&#39;f?&#39;.*&#39;7&#39;l:¢i;�h""�i
t ti e_ "&#39;é@§ub§c§rPersu 1 - _. ,"�|&#39;,-92i&#39;- c..""&#39; T4-r &#39; &#39;-"-ti� "-..-92� , _ 1- _ I _ � _&#39;____, ~ . - 92-*1" 3�,� "§.t&#39;-?~=°*�"" _ ""5 "9? n=,f-&#39;_�&#39;%§P �Y$£E.g:@sMs!�1;sas=sas=seris.s@.� = . §rub=sr1.b¢rs- ma , a so ialfggttgr inasmgg ass; Qg;pg£g%g§¢pf@the interview is to--R-W_�_�,,.. I _ . N ._ JR _- &#39;~;_.... _..a-r6.rr| .-;_-fl� Irv; v~ � _�__~_�_:__ &#39; __ ;./7&#39; -.__:.�__:,,�_m_ I� estabIis§;§E3Euse&#39;bf the sery1céTb§?the subscriber.. ,;_ � H, B92,._:?&#39;.- - -_ . .

 c! Interview_a_;s

_~_-..,>¢i-- . - N. �___,_-,-

A  d! M1nte§g§ew»owners_and emploxeesu _ "&#39;  I �J-" "&#39;�"" "&#39; "-"&#39;_�:_ � "2 . ...;-.1-1�  V_-&#39;-&#39; �"
e*am1�s&#39; j§§§%§§§as£§&�#$$§$E$~1"5°&#39;@a"¥éogs�""- -wm�jwm

of wire service_ Ir .4-arr &#39; _
s

1-»

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 .

165&#39;� VENUE

In any district from, through, or into which such
information transmitted.  Title 18, USC, Section 3237!

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/73

165-5 CHARACTER r INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION OF WAGERING
INFORMATION

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78
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SECTION 166. INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION IN AID OF RACKETEERING

166-1 _ STATUTE

| Title 18, USC,|Sections|1952,]1958, and 1959.1

,,_.__W_.___,_E§FP¢T¥�f&#39;§LE§ ?�B[?§_-.--  -uu_..._-  - t _ -- 11.. _.-u 5...-   ._n_.

166-1.1 Section 1952 - Interstate and Foreign Travel or
Transportation in Aid of Racketeering Enterprises l See

A MIOG, Part 1, 50�4.2.!92

* commerce or uses any facility in interstate or foreign commerce,
�::i- _ " a! Whoever travels in interstate or foreign

&#39; including the mail,.with intent to--

"�! distribute the proceeds of any unlawful
activity; or

"�! commit any crime of violence to further
any unlawful activity, or

A "�! otherwise promote, manage, establish,
carry on, or facilitate the promotion, management, establishment, or
carrying on, of any unlawful activity, and thereafter performs or
attempts to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraph �!,
�!, and �!, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for
not more than five years, or both.

l " b! As used in this section92 i!,]&#39;unlawful
activity� means, �! any business enterprise involving gambling,
liquor on_which the Federal excise tax has not been paid, narcotics,
or controlled substances  as defined in section 102�! of the
Controlled Substances Act,92or prostitution offenses in violation of
the laws of the State in vhich they are committed or of the United

� States; or, �! extortion, bribery, or arson in violation of the laws
of the United States,]or �! any act which is indictable under I Q subchapter II of chapter 53 of title 31, United States Code, or under

,s.,�53i�%. section 1956 or 1957 of this title, and  ii! the term �State� includes
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a State of the United States, the District of Columbia, and any
commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States.�

" c! .Investigations of violations under this section
involving liquor shall be conducted under the supervision of the &#39;
Secretary of the Treasury."

EFFECTIVE: 08/30/93

l66&#39;l.2 Section 1958 * Use of Interstate Commerce Facilities in
the Commission of Murder"for-Hire

" a! Whoever travels in or causes another  including &#39;
the intended victim! to travel in interstate or foreign comerce, or
uses or causes another  including the intended victim! to use the
mail or any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, with intent
that a murder be committed in violation of laws of any State or the
United States as consideration for the receipt of, or as
consideration for a promise or agreement to pay, anything of
pecuniary value, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
for not more than ten years, or both; and if personal injury results,
shall be fined not more than $20,000 and imprisoned for not more than
twenty years, or both; and if death results, shall be subject to
imprisonment for any term of years or for life, or shall be fined not
more than $50,000, or both.

" b! As used in this section and section 1959 -

g " l! �anything of pecuniary value� means
anything of value in the form of money, a negotiable instrument, a
commercial interest, or anything else the primary significance of
which is economic advantage;

"�! �facility of interstate commerce� includes
means of transportation and communication; and

"�! &#39;State"inc1udes a State of the United
States, the District of Columbia, and any commonwealth, territory, or
possession of the United States.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 03/30/93

166*1.3 Section 1959 - Violent Crimes in Aid of Racketeering
Activity

" a! Whoever, as consideration for the receipt of, or
as_consideration for a promise or agreement to pay, anything of
pecuniary value from an enterprise engaged in racketeering activity,

m,MJ__�,_ornformthewpurposemofwgainingmentrance_touor_maintaining_or increasing_ri__._,_a_;__ia___
position in an enterprise engaged in racketeering activity, murders,
kidnaps, maims, assaults with dangerous weapon, commits assault _
resulting in serious bodily injury upon, or threatens to commit a
crime of violence against any individual in violation of the laws of
any State or the United States, or attempts or conspires so to do,
shall be punished-

» » for any term of years or for life or a fine of not more than $50,000,
�Q::, 92 _ "�! for murders or kidnaping, by imprisonment

J 0 or both;

1 "�! for maiming, by imprisonment for not more
than thirty years or a fine of not more than $30,000, or both;

"�! for assault with a dangerous weapon or
assault resulting in serious bodily injury, by imprisonment for not

y more than twenty years or a fine of not more than $20,000, or both;
"�! for threatening to commit a crime of

violence, by imprisonment for not more than five years or a fine of
y not more than $5,000, or both;

"�! for attempting or conspiring to commit
murder or kidnaping, by imprisonment for not more than ten years or a
fine of not more than $10,000, or both; and

"�! for attempting or conspiring to commit a
crime involving maiming, assault with a dangerous weapon, or assault
resulting in serious bodily injury, by imprisonment for not more than
three years or a fine of not more than $3,000, or both.

i " b! As used in this section-

�EEEE y "�! �racketeering activity� has the meaning set
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| forth in section 1961 of this title; and

"�! �enterprise� includes any partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal entity, and any union or
group of individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity,
which is engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or
foreign commerce."|

EFFECTIVE: 08/30/93 e

166-2 POLICY

�! At the time these cases are presented to the USA for
prosecutive opinion, he/she should be advised whether forcible entry
is foreseen in the service of arrest or search warrants.

�:CV: �! Furnish copies of all reports to the appropriate USA.
- r

�! Extortion violations which involve threats to injure
reputation or to accuse another of a crime through the use of the
mails are to be handled by the postal inspectors.

�! The Department has advised that Title 18, USC,
Section 1084 d!  ITWI!, is sufficiently broad in scope to cover
violations of Title 18, USC, Section 1952, where "facility" is being,
used for gambling purposes. Appropriate consideration should be given
to termination of telephone or telegraph facilities which are utilized
for gambling purposes, as provided in Title 18, USC, Section 1034 d!.

 See Section 165-2, of this manual concerning submission of notice to
the Department.!

�! The amendment adding arson as a&#39;vio1ation to the
statute, by its terms, applies to any arson, where facilities of
interstate commerce are used; however, the FBI will concentrate its
efforts on violations involving organized crime figures, arson�for-
profit, arson-for-hire, and/or cases where the complexity of the
investigation warrants Federal interest. Investigations should be
conducted with organized crime and arson-for-profit as the focus.
That is, where property owned by organized crime figures is
deliberately set afire, or where property is set afire by a known iii? - professional torch, with intent to defraud an insurance company, or

ST?� where property is destroyed by fire as a strong-arm tactic by
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organized crime, and facilities of interstate commerce are used to
effectuate the arson, investigation should be conducted.

�! ITAR - Arson  non-LCN! - ITAR - Arson investigations
in which no known organized crime members or associates are involved
should be investigated, when appropriate, within the Interstate Theft
Subprogram. All ITAR � Arson investigations involving LCN members or
LCN associates are to be referred to the Organized|Crime/Drug
Operations Section #2,|Criminal Investigative Division, at FBIHQ.

�! The FBI s statutory authority for conducting arson
investigations@is_underathe Racketeer-Influenced_and~Corrupt_~sswwsmm
Organizations  RICO! Statute, Interstate Transportation in Aid of
Racketeering  ITAR! Statute and Crime on a Government Reservation
 CGR! Statute. The RICO and ITAR Statutes are most frequently used.
Under the RICO Statute there are several arson�related unlawful acts
known as "predicate offenses"  Federal violations covered are Hail
Fraud, Fraud by Hire, Obstruction of Justice and Bank Fraud!,
 violations of state law covered are arson, extortion, murder and
bribery!, which form a pattern of racketeering.

 8! Inner-city arson is a scheme designed to defraud
insurance companies and is frequently investigated under the ITAR
Statute. Inner-city arson has a direct impact on the daily lives of
citizens, whereby people are killed or injured, property destroyed,
insurance premiums raised and the very quality of community life
drastically lowered. To assist the investigator in the recognition of
inner-city arson, the following are sources of arson information:

 a! Police/fire department records  obtain a list of
arson suspicion fires!

 b! Local newspapers  look for articles on arson!

 c! State fire marshals

 d! Insurance Crime Prevention Institute  ICPI!

 e! Insurance adjusters
I

 f! Informants

 9! The following are clues which indicate positive
circumstantial evidence that a fire was set for an insurance fraud:

 a! Presence of incendiary material

I Sensitive
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W _ loss
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4

. &#39; --_-4. 5

 b!
to be profitable!

 C!

 d!

 e!

�ultiple origins of fire  arson must be a total &#39;

J.   ~92;§&#39;-6!-192&#39;>&#39;s�*""""f&#39;=*,-Pis.-.-=-._ -r, . . .,.&#39; ..--= -�A;
Loca�f3�§6I�theFf1re?1n a~bu11d1ng:�ook.for2§;92-,-aw -"ff; .�,&#39;f1-�,;»:�,|»ln"IN".a.�---~>��v�"11""-r"4&#39;lKvl�¢-6&#39;-§?*""�-" &#39;- -&#39; ;;-��*�-n5..-.I$&#39;*&#39;_n-.,;;...:-H&#39;I:I§;+-~�-"Eh--n.

firefstarted near the"roofhas&#39;manysinsura�cefadjustors hill §e§Iare"a;_�N fire_aMtota1 loss once the roof is"aé§r?6yeE!�*�� &#39;_ " &#39;6

Suspicious hours  no witnesses!

Holiday fires

CI?

6  E!

 g!

In!

 i!

�&#39;!

 k!

�!

Vacant building - &#39;

Renovation of building

Recent dé§§}r6ié&#39;o£�@eEa§55ts Q

Removal of-objects  woodwork, plumbing, etc,l up

Property for sale

Previb�é r{¬§i¥

Building overinsured�

 mil Habitual claimants

 n!
policypexpirest

follows:

. __92_i,- _
Fires occurring shortly before the insurance

92-...L_~e.�.~¢:-&#39;7 . -  ~ - _ _ __ !_ -._ _
To!� Fires where insurance has recently been obtained�

~-~m..¢.- �_,~4&#39;¢~<P~ *;fr&#39;= H"~ -* gY§§_92 &#39; :»,92&#39;g,-."&#39; 1&#39; 5"-:,�..; ."".�:,£;"  V--i <- , .
 p!L Recent saIe7of#�uifding&#39;;I _

�0!Investigative techniques that are most frequently
used and have proven to be effective in arson investigations are as

 a!

 b!

 c!

 d!

Informants

Surveillance

Reviewing records

Consensual monitoring

Sensitive I
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 e! Court-ordered Title III electronic surveillance

 f! Grand Jury and/or grants of immunity

�1! Field offices should not open cases on the mere fact
that a fire is of a suspicious origin, rather they should concentrate
their efforts on violations involving organized crime figures, arson-&#39; &#39;
for-profit, arson-for-hire, and/or where the complexity of the cases
warrants Federal interest. All investigations being conducted under
this statute should be closely coordinated with FBIHQ and the
a22?°Pria§9�E§&;_mw_1_"_,ll__�,le1___"rl_n�__l0. . A ..,1e.. _1l1l._1. 1l__.l___

| �2! [Deleted|

| �3! |Deleted|

| �4! |Deleted|

* element any use, attempted use, or threatened use of physical force
 iii �5! Violent crime is defined as any crime which has as an

-J against the person or property of another; Violent crime is also
defined as any other offense that is a felony and involves a
"substantial risk" against the person or property of another.

EFFECTIVE: 08/30/93

166-3 REPORTING PROCEDURES  See HAOP, Part II, 10�9�7!.!

!�! ITAR violations in support of or related to organized
criminal enterprises are handled by the Organized Crime/Drug Sections
and will be reported accordingly.

�! ITAR � Murder and other ITAR offenses in support of
other violent crimes, committed by subjects who are not connected to
an organized criminal enterprise, are handled by the Violent Crimes
and Hajor Offenders Section  VCHOS!, FBIHQ. All offices should advise

[ FBIHQ, CID, Violent|Crimes/Fugitive Unit  VCFU!,|by teletype whenever
an ITAR - Violent Crimes case is initiated. The initial communication
sshould set forth the following:

 éggg I  a! A characterization of the target investigation;

Sensitive
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 b! A brief summary of the violent crime activity in
which the target of the investigation is involved;

 c! Basis for federal jurisdiction; and

 d! Proposed investigative approach.

| �! |De1eted| &#39;

| �! Each FBI office will advise FBIHQ, CID,|VCFU,|of all
pending ITAR � Violent Crimes investigations that involve the purchase

**-"-�"�*s£"a;ag§�s§�;asa1£EI5g"a�qo;;£es1§"sI§£;1"s§"££;"§1:£5"a¥"¢s¢L��"�t
January, April, July, and 0ctober.i The airtel should include the case
caption, office file number, and a brief summary of all drug
transactions that took place during the previous quarter in that
investigation.

I �! In the event an ITAR - Violent Crimes investigation,
"" which involves the purchase of drugs, contemplates the use of any of Zip I the following sophisticated techniques, Prior approval must be

J H obtained and the respective field office must refer to and comply with
I thelPart I, Section 28l|of the Manual of Investigative Operations and

Guidelines  HIOG!. I &#39; -

516

| �! Each field office should advise FBIHQ, vcnos,lvcFu,[
by teletype whenever an ITAR-Violent Crimes investigation is

�zilé prosecuted and/or closed.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 07/20/95

} 166-4 |THREA&#39;I&#39; T0 LIFE � DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION  See
HAOP, Part II, 9-7; KIOG, Part I, 89-6, 175-22.1,
and l79~7.! &#39;

� " The following guidelines cover the FBI&#39;s responsibility
to warn ersons of threats to their life or threats that may result in" __� _

P92�seriou§_bodily injury ahd policy regarding notification to other law
enforcement agencies of such threats.  Extracted from Resolution 20

1 dated 12/16/96. See footnotes at the end of this citation.! In all
instances, manner depending upon exigencies of situation, FBIHQ should
be advised of details of such threats together with a notification of
action taken or a recommendation as to action to be initiated UACB.

�:i©¥ , "III. Guidelines A
�i

"ii "A. Warning to the Person.

&#39; &#39; "�! Expeditious Warnings to Identifiable Persons.
Except as provided below in paragraph IIIA�!, when a Federal Law
Enforcement Agency has information that a person who is identified or
can be identified through reasonable means is subject to credible
threat to his/her life or of serious bodily injury, the Agency should
attempt expeditiously to warn that person of the nature and extent of

, the threat.

92
� Al -

1 "�! Manner, Means, and Documentation of Warning.

"a. The Agency may determine the means and manner of
the warning, using the method most likely to provide direct notice to

� the intended victim. In some cases, this may require the assistance
of a third party. The Agency must document in writing in its files
the content of the warning, and when and where, and by whom it was
delivered to the intended victim.

l

"b. An Agency may seek the assistance of another law
, enforcement agency to provide the warning. If this is done, the
i Agency must document in writing in its files the notification of the

threat,,and when, where, and the name of the other agency&#39;sA ii:§ representative to whom it was delivered, along with the other agency&#39;s
ff$¥ , agreement to provide a timely warning. .L

Sensitive
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"�! Exceptions.

p � "a. A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not
5 attempt to warn an intended victim of a threat to his/her life or

of serious bodily injury in the following circumstances:

" i! when providing the warning to the intended
victim is likely to cause equal or greater physical harm to one or
more persons; 1

______ it _ .__ l,�_ ..i_i! Y"h°�_ l&#39;-!�.�tL_i_1.�._t_E&#39;_�,�_l&#39;=�¬�.._."i�-Tti."� !=s2:~_e5b.s__ns.E»_§s_.  _ r___._u_____r
and extent of the specific threat against him/her; or

" iii! when the intended victim is:  a! a
public official who, because of his/her official position, is provided
a protective detail;  b! a participant in the Witness Security Program
that is administered by the United States Marshals Service; or  c!
detained or incarcerated. See paragraph IIIB�!.

� Agency&#39;s decision not to provide a warning in the foregoing
circumstances must be approved, at a minimum, by a Senior Field

A Manager. 2 In all cases, the reasons for an Agency&#39;s decision not to
provide a warning must be documented in writing in the Agency&#39;s

i files.

 ii Z l "b. Whenever time and circumstances permit, an

"NOTE: This paragraph does not apply to the agencies directly
responsible for providing the security for the individuals referred

i to in paragraph IIIA�!a iii!, above, when the threat is to the
N referenced individual. In such cases, documentation, if any, should

be created in accordance with the agency procedures. .

"B. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies With Protective or
92 Custodial Jurisdiction.

" l! Expeditious Notification. When a Federal Law
Enforcement Agency has information that a person described above in
paragraph IIIA�!a iii! is subject to any threat to his/her life or
of serious bodily injury, the Agency must expeditiously notify other
law enforcement agencies that have protective or custodial
jurisdiction.

"�! Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.
_;j$ The notifying Agency may determine the means and manner of the ii; Q notification. When providing notification, the notifying Agency shall

Sensitive
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92 provide as much information as possible regarding the threat and the
credibility of the threat. The notifying Agency must document in
writing in its files the content�of the notification, and when, where,
and to whom it was delivered.

"C. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies That Have Investigative
Jurisdiction. &#39;

" l! Expeditions Notification. Except as provided below
in paragraph IIIC�!, when a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has

, information that a person  other than a person described above in
i paragraph IIIA�!a iii!! who is identified or can be identified

nvwji i�through�reasonable means iE*§�B}¬Er to a credible thréa:�EB�EI£7E6}
< life or of serious bodily injury, the Agency should attempt

expeditiously to notify other law enforcement agencies that have
investigative jurisdiction concerning the threat.

"�! Threats to Occupied Structures or Conveyances. When
a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has information that a structure or�i*�g conveyance which can be identified through reasonable means is

. f subject to a credible threat which could cause loss of life or
~- .serious bodily injury-to its occupants, the Agency should provide

expeditious notification to other law enforcement agencies that have
jurisdiction concerning the threat.

92 ��! Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.
-The Agency may determine the means and manner of the notification.
The Agency must document in writing in its files the content of the
notification, and when, where, and to whom it was delivered.

"�! Exceptions.

_ "a. A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not
92 attempt to notify another law enforcement agency that has
92 investigative jurisdiction concerning a threat:

- " i! when providing the notification to the
other law enforcement agency is likely to cause equal or greater
physical harm to one or more persons; or

" ii! when the other law enforcement agency
knows the nature and extent of the specific threat to the
intended victim. �

.#¥ "b.» Whenever time and circumstances permit, an�;éS% , Agency&#39;s decision not to provide notification to another law

Sensitive &#39;
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enforcement agency in the foregoing_circumstances must be approved,
at a minimum, by a Senior Field Manager. In all cases, the reasons
for an agency&#39;s decision not to provide notification should be
documented in writing in the Agency&#39;s files.

"IV. Rights of Third Parties.

1 "Nothing in these guidelines is intended to create, or does
create, an enforceable legal right or private right of action.

Footnotes: &#39; &#39;

"1 If the equal or greater harm would occur to a
Government informant or Agent as a result of his/her participation in
an investigation, consideration should be given to extricating that
individual from the investigation or taking other appropriate
measures in order to minimize the risk. _

"2 As used in these guidelines, �Senior Field Manager� :j_ * refers to a Federal Law Enforcement Agency operational field manager
* of the-GS-15 rank or higher, or the person serving in that capacity in

r� his or her absence."| , &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 03/14/97

||166-5| POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE AND SLAVERY
swsrurss IN INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION IN AID OF

&#39; RACKETEERING  ITAR!-PROSTITUTION CASES

When conducting ITAR-Prostitution investigations, Agents
should be alert to facts which indicate that prostitutes were held or
sold into conditions of involuntary servitude or slavery through use
of force, threat of force, or coercion. Such situations may
constitute violations of the Involuntary Servitude and Slavery and
related statutes, Full details of these laws, as well as FBI policy
and procedure, are set forth in Part I, Section 50 of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 03/14/97

E� &#39;_-;¢_.&#39;;?
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SECTION 167. DESTRUCTION OF INTERSTATE PROPERTY

1167-1] STATUTE

Title 15, USC, Sections 1281 and 1282

This statute prohibits the willful destruction or injury
to property moving in interstate or foreign commerce while such
R521:-3,1�tv;é3i12i£2s21=_t£2l-.9_¬ls_9;-m9s_21";=2s£5as.t <=§££i21;=» 1;l1is_1_§1
is limited to rail, motor vehicle, and aircraft carriers.

EFFECTIVE: O1/21/86

||1a7-1.1| Section 1231

Prohibition against destruction of property in possession
of carriers; penalty; prima facie evidence of commerce

" a! It shall be unlawful for any person willfully
to destroy or injure any property moving in interstate or foreign
commerce in the possession of a common or contract carrier by
railroad, motor vehicle or aircraft, or willfully to attempt to
destroy or injure any such property.

" b! Whoever violates subsection  a! of this section
shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than ten
years, or both. i 1

" c! To establish the interstate or foreign commerce
character of any property involved in any prosecution under this
section, the waybill or similar shipping document of such property
shall be prima facie evidence of the place from which and to which
such property was moving."

EFFECTIVE:iO1/21/86

Sensitive
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||l67�1.2| Section 1282. State Prosecutions

"A judgment of conviction or acquittal on the merits under
the laws of any State or possession of the United States, the District

&#39; of Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, shall be a bar to any
prosecution under this chapter for the same act or acts."

EFFECTIVE:i01/21/86

H1674-3| E15»-"-=n¢=_ __, �_ ____ __ 4____  ___ W
�! Property is moving in interstate or foreign commerce

in the possession of a common or contract carrier. .

l �! The property is being shipped by rail, motor vehicle,
or aircraft.

 ::ii �! The property is willfully destroyed or injured.
 �ti? 4! An attempt is made to willfully destroy or injure

such property.

EFFECTIVE: 01/21/86 _

]|167-2| POLICY

�! Upon receipt of a complaint indicating a possible
violation of this statute, FBIHQ must be advised by the most
expeditious means depending upon the exigencies of the case involved
setting out briefly the facts and the action being taken.

�! If any questionable complaints are received, the
facts should be immediately discussed with the appropriate USA for a
determination as to whether a violation exists and whether he/she will
authorize prosecution in the event the subjects are identified.

�! This statute does not limit in scope the type of
property covered, mode of carriage  excepting water transport! nor
does it distinguish between a common or contract carrier.

=?�f willful intent is specifically required to constitute a violation.
 :EE§ �! Unintentional acts are excluded. The element of

Sensitive &#39;
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�! Those cases wherein the willfulness of the act is not
obvious or where circumstances do not strongly indicate concerted
efforts should be brought to the attention of the USA before
initiating any investigation so that he/she may discuss the matter &#39;
with state or local law enforcement officials and render a prosecutive
opinion.

y �! Once it has been determined either from the facts of
a case or upon receipt of the opinion of the USA that there has been a
violation of the statute, an immediate, continuous, and exhaustive
investigation must sm§£&§v¢tsd;_,u_m__m___m�,___ __r__"t_�_m____u__t_w_b

EFFECTIVE: 01/21/86

92|167�3| INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

"*3 �! Waybill must be obtained to determine the interstate §Z;} or foreign character of the property involved, together with the
&#39; &#39; identity of the individual competent to introduce it into evidence.

_ �! lAn examination must be made of the damaged goods.
Foreign substances, bullets, tool marks, and any other items of
evidence located must be submitted to the Laboratory for examination.

�! Photographs should be taken when the damage is
extensive or when deemed warranted.

�! The location of the violation should be determined in
the early stages of the investigation.

�! A thorough and meticulous crime scene search should
be conducted once the place ofYviolation has been established.

�! Thorough interviews must be conducted of all persons
connected with the shipment of the damaged property. Signed
statements should be taken from any witnesses furnishing information
of value.

EFFECTIVE: O1/21/86

Sensitive
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||167-4| ossrnucrxon or INTERSTATE PROPERTY IN CONNECTION WITH
UNION ACTIVITY &#39; _

�! If information is developed indicating the damage was
caused as a result of a strike or union activity, advise FBIHQ
immediately.

�! FBIHQ authority is not needed to interview union
members in connection with these investigations; however, FBIHQ should
be advised prior to conducting an interview of union officials.

�! In r_=°rms9t_i.9_I1l"ir£h__t_hs=s i=1Is¥vis"s- _§i�?_�3.BF}_i..2EL, &#39;_

I.
&#39;1

member Br union official should be specifically and unequivocally
advised that this Bureau is not interested in the demands or merits of
the strike; that this Bureau is charged with protecting goods moving
in interstate and foreign commerce and the investigation is to
determine whether there has been a violation of Federal law and, if
there has been, to determine the identity of those persons
responsible. _

�! All major developments must be furnished to FBIHQ by
appropriate communication, and all leads to other offices must be set
forth by teletype. . p

�! In connection with these investigations the
Department has stated:

 a! "Where explosives are used or where an attempt
is made to injure the driver of a vehicle moving on the roadways the
actor has violated the statute; in the first case because he obviously
intends to destroy the entire vehicle and any cargo it may be
carrying; in the second instance one who commits such an act so
directly dangerous to the life and safety of the driver of a moving
vehicle must be presumed to intend all of the natural consequences of
his reckless act which would inevitably include the wrecking of the
vehicle and the destruction of whatever cargo it may be carrying.
Acts short of shooting whose clear intent would also be to force the
truck into a wrecked situation would likewise be fit occasions for
prosecutions for the same ultimate objective of destruction of truck
and cargo is a presumptive conclusion." I

 b! "While the cases might be more difficult of
proof and less obvious, it cannot be said that damage  not of an
explosive nature! to a vehicle at rest is invariably outside the
statute. Where damage is done to a vehicle at rest which might
reasonably cause harm to that vehicle at a later time and while in

Sensitive
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motion would fall within the same category as previously mentionede.g., the weakening of an air brake system or of the running gear the
intended effect of which is to occur at a later time. These cases
would depend upon the specific kind of damage occurring and theprobable intended results." _ i
&#39;  c! "Attempts at damage to cargoes difficult or
incapable of damage are to be considered as covered unless the attempt
could not conceivably have been successful;"

Errscriyg; Q1/2;/86&#39; pp _ _ _ 4�__ g 7 __rgu pg� _

92|167-51 VENUE - - E 7

In the district in which the damage or destruction
occurred. If the location of the act is unknown, prosecutivejurisdiction will lie either in the district of origin or the district�Ci: &#39; of terminus of the shipment. _ p
EFFECTIVE: O1/21/86

11167-6] E mounts JEOPARDY

A judgment of conviction or acquittal on the merits under
the laws of any state or possession of the United States, the District
of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico shall be a bar to any
prosecution under this act for the same act or acts.

EFFECTIVE: 01/21/as

|92167-7| CHARACTER � DESTRUCTION or INTERSTATE PROPERTY

EFFECTIVE: 01/21/86

�Egg? i .
Sensitive c
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SECTION 163. INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF WAGERING PARAPHERNALIA

168-1 STATUTE .

&#39; Title 18, USC, Section 1953

" a! Whoever, except a common carrier in the usual course
of its business, knowingly carries or sends in interstate or foreign�. . . . . 1.
commerce any record, paraphernalia, E}§hQgl_E§5P1f1C§t¬!_blilS3�§_}Pj___4M__&#39;t8ké5;&#39;555éii"GEifI5g;"d¥"6iher device used, or to be used, or
adapted, devised or designed for use in  a! bookmaking; or  b!
wagering pools with respect to a sporting event; or  c! in a numbers,1
policy, bolita, or similar game shall be fined not more than $10,000
or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both.

_ " b! This section shall not apply to �! parimutuel
betting equipment, parimutuel tickets where legally acquired, orparimutuel materials used or designed for use at racetracks or other
sporting events in connection with which betting is legal under
applicable State law, or �! the transportation of betting materials
t b ed in the placing of bets or wagers on a sporting event into ao e usState in which such betting is legal under the statutes of that State,
or �! the carriage or transportation in interstate or foreign 1
commerce�of any newspaper or similar publication, or �! equipment,tickets, or materials used or designed for use within a State in a
lottery conducted by that State acting under authority of State law.

1" c! Nothing contained in this section shall create
immunity from criminal prosecution under any laws of any State,

h D&#39; t &#39; t ofCommonwealth of Puerto Rico, territory, possession, or t e is ric
Columbia."

Note: In regard to the use of the mail as a vehicle of
transportation, violations are investigated by the U.S. Postal Service
under Title 18, Section 1302.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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163"2 DEPARTMENTAL POLICY

�! With respect to bookmaking, Section 1953 would
prohibit transportation of items, such as flash paper intended for
recording of bets, pads of paper, adding machines, and similar
material, where it can be shown that the material used was intended
adapted for such use

�! Regarding wagering pools with respect to sporting
events, the section would prohibit transportation of sweepstakes
tickets football, basketball, and baseball pool cards, and similar
material, as "ell as snx_9the£_9Pis§t= "hishim§y_Pe uses 1n 9§££y1ns
dn�such_activities

3 Material used in numbers, policy bolita, and similar
games that is prohibited from transportation would include slips on
which numbers are recorded, tally slips, adding machine paper,
printing plates, presses, and the like. The Department does not
construe the language of the law to extend to lotteries of all kinds,
but rather it should be confined to the types enumerated and
variations thereof. Games, such as bingo or punchboards, are not
included in the statute. The Department interprets the work
"knowingly" to require a conscious act on the part of the person
carrying or sending the material, which act would require a knowledge
of the nature of the material and a knowledge and intent that the
material be transported. It does not require a knowledge of the
specific prohibition of the statute or even of the existence of the
statute

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/as

163-3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

�! The records of the carrier should be examined to
determine the name of the shipper, consignee, route, and date of
shipment

�! Any material used by the carrier or other documentary
evidence that would establish the interstate character of the shipment
should be obtained

�! When transportation is accomplished by means other
than the use of a common carrier, consider the advisability of
surveillances to establish the interstate transportation of the items.

Sensitive
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�! The development and utilization of confidential"
informants, other investigative techniques, and the use of the FBI
Laboratory should be considered. .

�! Violations of the 1nterstate.Transmission of Wagering
Information and Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering
statutes may accompany violations of Interstate Transportation of
Wagering Paraphernalia. 1.

3

e

�__ii,§EE§CIIYE3 1Q[l§l33 -. B aria r___ni__r_�__nI__ I �_ I- or _

168-4 VENUE t

In any district from, through, or into which such
paraphernalia transported.  Title 18, USC, Section 3237!

r_; EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88
92.ai

� 168-5 IREPORTING PROCEDURES

�! In 163A cases involving LCN members and/or associates
or 168B cases involving other organized crime groups  i.e., Asian
organized crime, Sicilian Mafia, etc.!, submit an airtel to FBIHQ
within 60 days of opening the case. This communication should-include
facts predicating the case and sufficient identification data on the

92 subject s! for indexing purposes.
1 �! A progress letter should be submitted every 180 days

restating the predication and a summary of the investigation.
�! The results and/or summary of investigation should be

j reported by airtel.

92 - �! In 168C cases, no reporting to FBIHQ is required.|

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88
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&#39; SECTION 172. sronrs BRIBERY

172-1 STATUTE

Title 18, bSC, Section 224, effective 6-6-64-

Section 224. Bribery in Sporting Contests

- " a! Whoever carries into effect,_attempts�to_carrybinto
1 effEct,7or*conspires with sE§&#39;6thé} person to carry into effect any

scheme in commerce to influence, in any way, by bribery any sporting
contest, with knowledge that the purpose of such scheme is to,
influence by bribery that contest, shall be fined not more than
$10,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

" b! This section shall not be construed as indicating an
intent on the part of Congress to occupy the field in which this
section operates to the exclusion of a law of any State, territory,
Commonwealth, or possession of the United States, which would be valid
in the absence of the section shall be declared invalid, and no local
authorities shall be deprived of any jurisdiction over any offense
over which they would have jurisdiction in the absence of this
section. g &#39; .

" c! As used in this section -

"�! The term �scheme in commerce� means any scheme
effectuated in whole or in part through the use in interstate or
foreign commerce of any facility for transportation or communication;

"�! The term &#39;sporting_contest&#39; means any contest
in any sport, between individual contestants or teams of contestants
 without regard to the amateur or professional status of the
contestants therein!, the occurrence of which-is publicly announced
before its occurrence,

"�! The term �person� means any individual and any
partnership, corporation, association, or other entityr"

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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172-1.1" Elements

�! A "scheme in commerce"

�! Designed to influence a sporting contest by bribery

�!! An attempt to carry into effect the scheme or actual
carrying into effect of the scheme  or alternately, a conspiracy to do
this, noting that this section contains its own conspiracy provision!

�! With knowledge of the.purpose of the scheme

EFFECTIVE: O1/31/78 . �

l72*1.2 Exceptions 92

Nothing in this section shall pre~empt the laws of any
state, territory, commonwealth, or possession of the U.S. or deprive
local authorities of jurisdiction over existing statutes in this
field. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

172-1.3 Analysis of Statute &#39;

�! &#39;This section makes it a Federal offense to attempt to
or to influence, in any way, a sporting contest by bribery. From the
legislative history it is clear that Congress intended this statute to
cover not only outright "throwing" of contest but also more subtle
practices, such as "point-shaving." The section covers both the
briber and the recipient, be he participant, coach, trainer, referee,
or anyone else who could in fact "influence" the outcome of the
contest.

�! It is also evident from the legislative history of
the section that Congress intended to extend Federal jurisdiction only
to those schemes which involve interstate use of interstate facilities
in carrying the scheme into effect.

. - �! "Bribery" is not defined by the statute, and at
common law referred only to the misconduct of public officials. The_
Department has advised, however, that it is apparent the congressional

Sensitive
PRINTED: O2/18/93
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intent was to use the word in its generally accepted context, such
that it includes the offering of any reward to any one who could
influence the contest by acting  or not acting! in a manner other than
he would have but for the bribe. 7

�! When investigation under this section encompasses a
ssible violation of the Federal Communications Act, the provisions
Title 47, USC, Section 409 �!  referred to as the FCC immunity

atute!, are applicable to the grand jury investigation.
Consideration of such action should be suggested to the USA where _
grand jury presentment is warranted.

po
of
st

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 s C -

172-2 POLICY

�! FBIHQ must be immediately informed by expeditious
means, depending upon the urgency of circumstances, of all allegations
of violations of this statute. Seeking prosecutive opinion of
appropriate USAs in the field is authorized. However, FBIHQ, because
of expected widespread public interest in cases investigated and
prosecuted under this statute, must be kept fully and currently
advised of all developments.

�! Every effort must be made to avoid charges of illegal
arrest without a warrant at the scene of a bribery payoff. Where
facts of a substantive offense, such as_offer or solicitation, are
learned prior to actual payoff, consult the USA as to the desirability
of obtaining a warrant of arrest, based on such offense already
committed, to be served at time of payoff. Opinions of the USA in
this regard must be clearly indicated in reports.

�! The USA must be consulted prior to-taking any action
with regard to renewal of offer, solicitation, or payoff which might
involve entrapment. "Any indication of entrapment must be brought
immediately to the attention of the USA and FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: U1/31/78
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172-3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

&#39; �! Information concerning bribery attempts may be
received from established sources, such as school officials;"coachesj
game officials, or the players themselves. When information is" &#39;
received from informants or sources that attempts are being made to
rig a contest or large wagers are being made that would indicate a
contest has been rigged, appropriate investigation should beconducted. " &#39;

�! Identify sports contest involved.

4

7-!�-
I

-.:..A&#39;/
:

I �! Immediately make discreet efforts through reliable
informants and sources to identify the conspirators and their targets,
whether they be players or officials.

�! Identify proposed method of communication or liaison
between conspirators and targets.

�! Attempt to effect coverage when contact is made.

�! �Cove5_contest and identify subjectshasmspectators and
record their actions by appropriate observations or means.*

EFFECTIVE: 10/13/88

172-4 VENUE

&#39; In any district from, through, or into which travel,
transportation, or communication in violation of statute has occurred
 Title 18, USC, Section 3237! o

EFFECTIVE: 10/13/88

�I
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172-5 |REPORTING PROCEDURES

�! Immediately inform FBIHQ of all allegations of .
violations of this statute. _ _

�! In 172A cases involving LCN members and/or associates
or 172B cases involving other&#39;organized crime groups  i.e., Asian
organized crime, Sicilian Mafia, etc.!, submit an airtel to FBIHQ
within 60 days of opening the case. This communication should include
facts predicating the case and sufficient identification data on the
subject s! for indexing purposes} _

.&#39;i.,_�.
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92

_bi �! �A progress letter should he submitted every 180 days
restating the predication and a summary oE�the investigation.

I �! The results and/or summary of investigation should be
reported by airtel.

" _�! In 172C cases, no reporting is required, other than
the initial advisement to FBIHQ as in �! above.

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/88

||172�6| CHARACTER � SPORTS BRIBERY

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/as

.3 ,
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SECTION 173. CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

173-1 BACKGROUND

" _ The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted into law on
7-2-64 and became effective that date with the exception of the
employment provisions which became effective 7-2-65. The principal
items which affect the Bureau&#39;s work are the titles dealing with

4_EEbLiF aggpmmggati0nsL_pgQl§g_g§ggg§igg._Qg§lig_§§gi}ities, and _ _ _ .___L -____ 8

/7�.

92_E�

employment. &#39; "

EFFECTIVE: 08/08/78

173-2 STATUTES

Public Law 88-352 � Civil Rights Act of 1964  Title 42,
Section 2000! Title 18, USC, Section 245, Public Law 92-261 - Equal
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, effective 3-24-72.

EFFECTIVE: 08/08/78

173-3 POLICY _

i �! Do not advise persons interviewed of their rights
except when interference by force or threat of force, interference
with witnesses, or other obstruction of justice is present. Be guided
by Section 7-3.2, of the Legal Handbook for Special Agents concerning

and interrogations. &#39;
confessions

�! Interview may be conducted in the presence of
attorney if requested by interviewee. Two Agents should be present at
all interviews of subjects and witnesses when the presence of an
attorney is anticipated. SAC approval should be obtained in such
instances. If circumstances indicate that the interview should not be
conducted in the presence of the interviewee&#39;s attorney, furnish full
details to FBIHQ with your recommendations. Any other interviews
should be conducted by two Agents where good judgment so dictates.

�! Do not identify source of complaint to any person

Sensitive
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interviewed or contacted during the course of an investigation. If�
necessary to effect identification of specific incident involved, it
is sufficient to state to the effect that a Civil Rights Act of 1964
investigation is being conducted of allegation that92victim identifying victim by name! has been discriminated against. &#39; &#39;

|�!Field offices may communicate directly with the 1
t t of Justice  DOJ! Civil Rights Division  CRD! attorney whoDepar men ,generates a written or verbal request for investigation, the latter of

which will also be documented by D01 and subsequently transmitted to
the field by airtel from FBIHQ. "In the event field offices strongly
disagree with_the requir ents"of_the_QQl_investigative requests__4_
andl g_,offices should contact the Civil Rights Unit, FBIHQ.92

EFFECTIVE: 08/10/94

173-3.1 Privacy Act 4 Requirements

�! When interviewing the subject, agent orrepresentative performing management functions, in order to solicit. . , . . . . . . ninformation about 5Ub]ECt or SUb]BCt s activities, the interviewi g
Agent must follow the procedure described in Section 190-5,subparagraphs �! and �! of this manual. In all civil rights-type noncriminal! investigations, the interviewee is to be provided with
form FD-496. The FD*302 used to report results of these interviews&#39; &#39; &#39; f &#39; h d a co of thisshould clearly state that the interviewee was urnis e py
statement.

�! When interviewing an individual to solicit
information concerning someone other than the interviewee  thereby
classifying that individual as a source of information!, the -
interviewing Agent must follow the procedure relating to promises of
confidentiality as described in Section 190"? of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: O3/03/73 1
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173-4 PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS

- Section 201. Provides injunctive relief against
discrimination because of race, color, religion, or national origin in
places of public accommodations; i.e., establishment offering lodging
or food for consumption on the premises, gasoline*station, and place
of entertainment if its operation affects commerce or if
discrimination or segregation by it is supported by state laws.

EFFECTIVE: 12/08/78 _

173-4.1 Establishments Covered

�! Inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which
provides lodging to transient guest, other than an establishment
within a building which contains not more than five rooms for rent or
hire and a portion of such establishment is actually occupied by the
proprietor.  Category 1!

&#39;�! Restaurant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda
fountain; or any gasoline station.  Category 2!

�! �Hotion~picture house, theater, concert hall, sports
arena, stadium, or other places of exhibition or entertainment.
 Category 3!- -

�! Any establishment which is physically located in any
covered establishment; e.g., a barbershop in a motel or hotel.
 Category 4!

i �! Private clubs are exempt except to the extent to
which they open their facilities to an establishment covered by the
act.  See instructions below for "Private Clubs" and "Private
Facilities" under Category 4.! _

EFFECTIVE: 12/08/78
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173-4.2 &#39; Preliminary Investigations
[�! By memorandum dated 10/25/78, the Civil Rights

Division  CRD! advised that responsibility for enforcement of Public
Accommodations Statutes  Title II, Civil Rights Act of 1964! has
been transferred from the Department of Justice to the respective
USAs in districts where alleged violations occur. The CRD instructs
that all new public accommodation complaints received by the FBI and
all LHMs and/or investigative reports be sent directly to the USA in
the district where violation occurred. Any request for investigation
of alleged Title II violations received from the USA&#39;s Office should
be conducted without pr1or_apprqgal Q§_the CRD The CRD will re ain_
review authority over pu 1
its general supervisory responsibility for civil rights matters
 USA Manual 8-1.000! and desires copy of LHM or report; submit two
copies of reports and three copies of LHM to FBIHQ for
dissemination. ,

_�! The CRD also directed the FBI conduct preliminary
alleged violations upon receipt of a complaint from

_conducting a preliminary investigation, follow
instructions set out below for the particular category ofestablishment involved. Notify FBIHQ and appropriate USA in writing
when instituting investigation in these matters.

investigation of
a citizen. when

. �! A CRD memorandum of 6/22/78, to the Director, FBI set
forth guidelines for conducting preliminary investigations relating topublic accommodations. The Department notes these instructions will
supersede and replace all prior memoranda covering "standard"preliminary investigations under Title II of the Civil Rights Act of A
1964. The standard preliminary investigation is normally to be 7
completed in full. Throughout the guidelines below the words "blacks
and Hispanics" are used and where appropriate these words should be
read to refer to whatever race, color, religion, or national origin is
alleged to be the basis of the discrimination.r

 h! The Department&#39;s instructions for investigation are
as fol1ows:| .

" "The ownership of any establishment or facility should
always be established although not specifically requested under each
category. Where the complaint originates with the FBI, and statements
are obtained from the victims of the details of the incident, the
victims need not be reinterviewed unless a specific request is made to
do so. The following investigation will comprise the standard
preliminary investigation applicable to all types of facilities.

Sensitive
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"Section 201 b! of the Act sets forth four categories of
establishments which are subject to coverage under Title II. The
investigation requested for each category will be listed separately.

Category �! Any inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which
provides lodging to transient guests.

"a. If it is initially determined that the
establishment has no more than five rooms and a portion of the
establishment is actually occupied by the proprietor, it is not
coveredmunder the Act. How§ygr,_priQ5_to_te£mipating_the ;__W_ 4_ M

&#39;2&#39;-_._

�92-/&#39;

.E@&_ .cg;% "iv! Determine whether the subject establishment

investigation, determineéwhether Category �! applies and, if so,
follow-the instructions listed under that category. Otherwise proceed
as follows:

&#39; "b. If the complaint alleges a refusal of
accommodations because of race, color, religion, or national origin.

- "i! Interview the victim or victims and any
witnesses for specific details.

�ii! Interview the manager or proprietor
concerning the present policy of renting
rooms to blacks, Hispanics, etc., and
ascertain the number and type of
accommodations, if any, which were available
at the approximate time of the victim&#39;s
arrival. Note the type of records used to
record and retrieve this information and, if
permitted, personally check the records for
confirmation.  It is a common practice to
hold non-guaranteed reservations only until
6:00 p.m. or shortly thereafter.
Accordingly, rooms may be available after
6:00 p.m.! Determine if it is a policy to
notify prospective guests of this
information and whether the victim was so
notified.

"iii! If it is determined that vacancies were
available, interview the desk clerk who was
on duty at the time and ascertain the reason
the victim was not given accommodations.

Sensitive
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has ever followed, for any reason, a custom
or policy of refusing accommodations to
blacks, Hispanics, etc. If so, ascertain
the approximate period of such custom or
policy and the reasons therefor. &#39;

"v! Interview a representative number of
non-management employees, minority and
non-minority, preferably away from the
establishment as to their knowledge of a
practice of refusing accommodations to

&#39; I ,_1=,_1a5=_l_§=»,,Hispani_<;_§.-_st_<=. __, _ , -_ _r,_  ,_ _____.,_  _ I .__#_,_I._I;_

"vi! Note the presence and location of_any
t discriminatory signs and photograph same.

"vii! Ascertain the name and address of the owner
or owners of establishment. If the owner is
a corporation, ascertain the name and

F��; registered address of the corporation and
&#39; the names and addresses of the officers and

92~" &#39;directors. &#39;

"c. If the complainant alleges discriminatory
ractices by the establishment, such as charging higher rates to

Pblacks, Hispanics or other minorities, setting aside certain rooms orsections for the accommodation of blacks, Hispanics, etc., or I �
� discourteous treatment or service by employees,

"i! Interview the victim and any witnesses for
specific details.

"ii! Interview the employee or employees
involved.

"iii! Interview the proprietor or manager as to
his knowledge of the incident of
discourteous treatment or service. Also,
determine his knowledge of any other
discriminatory practices and ascertain who
is responsible for the existence of such
discriminatory practices.

"iv! Interview a representative number of
employees, particularly room maids and bell

=?§& _�:i;§ hops, preferably away from the

Sensitive
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establishment, as to their knowledge of such
discriminatory practices, whether the
management is aware of such practices, how
long they have been occurring, and whether
they occur frequently

"Category �! Any restaurant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter,
soda fountain, or other.faci1ity principally engaged in selling food
for consumption on the premises, including, but not limited to, any
such facility located on the premises of a retail establishment.
 Upon receipt of complaints regarding gasoline stations, the

&#39; i§2§._th£9ush FBlH9,_fg5_§Ps=ifi¢" 7D rtment should be solrc"QP_§__u,,,._.__,._4___WA__é____ F

guidelines.!
"a. Determination of Discrimination or Segregation

"i! Interview the victim or victims and any
witnesses for specific details.

éh uii! Identify and interview the employee or other
erson involved in the particular incidentT Pi as to his or her version of what occurred.

Ascertain if the employee is under any
instructions as to providing service to
blacks, Hispanics, etc., or whether it is a
custom or practice of the establishment to
refuse service to blacks, Hispanics, etc.,
or to provide discriminatory service such as
maintaining separate areas for blacks,
"Hispanics, etc., or providing carry out

service only.

"iii! Interview other employees of the
establishment as to the custom or practice
of providing service
etc., and
regarding same.

the owner,
his or her

� incident. Ascertain
of the establishment

Interview
regardingIliv!

to blacks, Hispanics,
what instructions they are under

manager or proprietor
knowledge of the
what the present policy
is with respect to

serving blacks, Hispanics, etc. Determine
how long the policy has been in effect and

from the present.

Sensitive
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Determine whether the establishment
maintains separate serving areas customarily
used by minorities. If so, prepare a simple
diagram of the establishment showing the&#39;
location of the separate area with respect
to the main area, the location of any
separate entrance, separate washroom
facilities, and any signs designating the
area for use by minorities. Photograph the
exterior and interior of both the main and

_§sPsrats_a2saian§_asyW5isesr_iri._r_"-ii__ml__.i_ _e___e___e_

Interview a representative number of
minority patrons who utilize the separate
area and ascertain  a! How long have they
patronized the establishment.  b! Have they
at any time sought or received service in
the main area.  c! Have they ever sought-
and been refused service in the main area.
 d! Have they ever observed or know of other
minorities who have either requested or have
been denied service in the main area.  e!
What is their understanding of the
establishment&#39;s policy with respect to
serving minorities in the main area.  E!
Nhat&#39;is their reason for utilizing the
separate area, i.e., do they feel they would
be refused service in the main area, treated
discourteously, or charged different prices
for the same services and  g! if the
uti1ization_of the separate area is a carry
over from past segregated laws or customs
which existed prior to the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, have they at any
time since 1964 been notified by the
establishment that they could be served in
the main area.

Where there are no dual facilities and the
only witness is the victim, if the owner or
proprietor denies any policy of _
discrimination,_interview a representative
number of black residents in the community
and other minorities, if appropriate, as to
their knowledge of a discriminatory policy
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at the establishment.

"b. Coverage:

Hi!

viii!

"iii!

C?

uiv! I

&#39;~ T,-2; .

Any establishment under this category
located on an Interstate of United States
Highway is automatically covered and no
further investigation on coverage is
required.l

Any establishment which is adjacent to an
ei rvvrt, ,|l9245___§§£@,i,£!§_1,_.°E__l1.!31!�!._§ll§.§!-_9£_}s§.__._H  .-
automatically covered.

Any establishment which is in the immediate
vicinity of an airport, bus terminal, or
train station is, in most cases,
automatically covered. However, it is
necessary to show that these establishments
serve or offer to serve travelers who use
these facilities- Coverage would be
established if the establishment .
acknowledges that they serve or offer to
serve travelers using these facilities. The
management of such establishment should be
questioned concerning their policy. If the
response is negative or equivocal, then
complete the following investigation on
coverage which applies to all establishments
in this category not mentioned above.

Obtain from the owner or manager, a dollar
amount of his expenditures for food and
non-alcoholic beverages for each of three
�months preceding the investigation. From
this statement, identify the most costly
items purchased, such as meats, poultry,
seafoods, dairy products and produce. Obtain
the names and addresses of the suppliers of
these products.and interview them as to the
source  in-state or out of state! of these
products. In most instances, the immediate
supplier will be able to furnish this
information. If not it will be necessary to
follow through on the immediate suppliers
source until it can definitely be
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established whether the goods moved in
interstate commerce. Copies of records
purchases from suppliers should be made
it appears that the records will not be
maintained for at least six months from
date of the investigation.

of
if

the

If any facility under this category claims
to be a private club, unless otherwise
indicated, it will be sufficient to obtain
information to show whether membership is
.9P§2.¢2I¢h¢rssn2£a1 puhlisi @5592; blasts, rI__ f
Hispanics, etc., whether members have any
voice in the operation of the facility
including passing on new members and whether
the facility is actually owned by others
than the members. If there is a membership

&#39; requirement, how are members selected.

nv!

Category ncert hall, sports
arena, stadium or other place of exhibition or entertainment:

- "a. Determination of Discrimination or Segregation
victim or victims and any
specific details.the

forInterview
witnesses

Hi!

A

owner, manager, or proprietor
regarding his or her knowledge of the
incident. Ascertain the facility&#39;s present
policy with respect to admitting blacks,
Hispanics, etc., or permitting blacks,
Hispanics, etc., to participate in any
functions conducted by or held within the
premises of the facility.

"ii! Interview the

Identify and interview the employee or other
person involved in the incident as to his or
her version of what occurred. Ascertain if
the employee is under any instructions as to
admitting blacks, Hispanics, etc., or
permitting blacks, Hispanics, etc.,_to
fparticipate in functions conducted by or
held within the premises of the facility, or
whether to the knowledge of the employee, it
is a policy, practice, or custom to refuse

"iii!
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equal service to blacks, Hispanics, etc.

Interview other employees of the facility as
to the practice, policy or custom of
admitting blacks, Hispanics, etc., to the
facility or permitting blacks, Hispanics,
etc., to participate in any functions
conducted by or held within the premises of
the facility, or to refuse equal service to
blacks, Hispanics, etc.

�ovesassg c _ ¥ __l_. , m_. ll __ _ l_

With respect to theaters which commonly
present motion picture films, determine the
name of the distributor of the films
presented. Interview the distributor and
ascertain the out of state source of all
films shown within the past six months.

With respect to theaters and concert halls
which commonly present entertainment other
than motion picture films, determine the
type of entertainment which is commonly
presented. Ascertain the particular event
which was being presented at the time of the
incident and the name of the person or group
who was performing and whether they were
from out of state. Also, ascertain a Z
description of all performances which were
presented within the past six months, the
name of the person or group and whether they
were from out of state. As to all
performances presented within the past six
months, obtain the name and address of the
agency which booked the performance.

with respect to bars, lounges, or other
similar facilities;

"1! Ascertain if any live entertainment is
presented and, if so, obtain the
information requested in ii! above.

"2!A Identify any mechanical sources of
entertainment  e.g., pool tables and

Sensitive
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�iii? H3!

related equipment, pin ball machines,
juke boxes or,other devices providing
music!.

Determine the name and address of the
manufacturer and supplier of such
sources of entertainment. If readily
ascertainable, determine the
manufacturer&#39;s serial number of any
source of entertainment. �

If_any_faci1ity_under this category_m4M_m____
serves food, ascertain the dollar
amount of purchases from all sources
for the past three months. From this
amount, determine the dollar amount
which represents food purchases. Obtain
the names and addresses of the
principle suppliers of food products
and interview the suppliers to
determine the dollar amount of such
purchases which originated from out of
state.

"iv! With respect to all other places of
exhibition or entertainment, such as
athletic fields, parks, playgrounds,
swimming pools, beaches or lakes;

Ascertain whether such facilities
present events which are engaged in,
utilized by, or available to persons
from out of state. &#39;

Ascertain whether the facility utilizes
equipment of any kind,  e.g., golf
carts or equipment roller or ice
skates, automatic bowling pin setters
or bowling pins, boats, ramps, boating
equipment, diving boards or other
swimming equipment! or any other type
of recreational devices or equipment
which originated from out_of state.
Determine the name and address of the
manufacturer and supplier of all such

0 -
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entertainment devices or equipment.

"4! Determine what facilities  e.g.,
" benches, seats or other designated

areas! exist for patrons either to
watch any entertainment presented or to
observe any other patrons entertaining
themselves by use of such recreational
devices or equipment}

"5! If any facility under this category
serves f<>=»2,_.s§.ss.££si== L112. <1qL1_er

r&#39;7"»-_

.-y

amount of purchases from all sources
for the past three months. From this
amount, determine the dollar amount
which represents food purchases. Obtain
the names and addresses of the
principle suppliers of food products
and interview the suppliers to
determine the dollar amount of such
purchases which originated from out of
state.

"v! In many instances, athletic and sporting
events are provided for local groups such as
Little League, Babe Ruth and other such
groups or teams, youth and adult. In these
circumstances, it will be necessary to
identify and interview the sponsors of the
teams and ascertain their policy with
respect to participation by blacks, t
Hispanics, etc.

In the event any of the above facilities
under this category or groups, teams, etc.,
utilizing such facilities claim to be
private clubs, conduct the additional
investigation listed below under "private
clubs," unless otherwise requested.

Hvi!

"Category �! Any establishment which is physically located within
&#39; h t th rwise covered by this statute orthe premises of any establis men o e

within the premises of which-is physically located any such covered
establishment and which holds.itsel£ out as serving patrons of such
covered establishment. _
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"a. In most cases, this category will involve

covered establishments such as hotels and motels, which have located
on or within their premises other establishments which would not
otherwise be covered, such as barbershops, beauty parlors, and bars.
In such circumstances, the principal establishment is automatically
�covered. As to the other facilities it is only necessary to show that
they serve or offer to serve patrons of the covered establishment.
Some facilities such as bars or lounges will maintain that they are
private clubs. However, if patrons or guests of the principal
establishment are freely offered membership or service in the other
establishment, it may be assumed without further investigation, that
such facilities are covered. _ _ _ éé n_

"b. Private Clubs:

"i! Obtain, if available, a copy of the club&#39;s
bylaws or charter;

Determine the legal entities involved in the
ownership of the property and management of
the club  e.g., corporation, partnership,
unincorporated association, sole
proprietorship! and the names, addresses,

- and race of persons involved  e.g.,
partners!; determine the present club
officers and methods by which they were
selected; *

viii!

Determine whether any numerical limit is set
upon membership in the club; -

"iii!

Determine whether payment of any dues,
annual or lifetime, is required in
connection with membership in the club, and,
if so, in what amount;

lliv!

"v! Obtain a copy of any membership list that is
maintained; I
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vii!

Nix!
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Ascertain the number of members of the club
and whether there are any non-white members;
if there are, obtain their names and
addresses; &#39; &#39;

Determine all details of the procedures by
which a person or family makes application
for membership in, and is admitted to, the
club;

prospective member must meet to be eligible
for membership and what items, if any,
disqualify him; .

Determine whether the recommendations of
existing members are required from
prospective members;

Determine what control, if any, existing
members have over the admission of
applicants for membershiP;  e.g., whether
there is a membership committee selected by
the members to represent them!, if such a
membership committee exists, obtain the
names and addresses of its members, whether
there is a blackball system by which one or
more individual members can reject an
applicant even though he might have been
recommended by another member or members,
whether notice of pending applications is
given to existing members, whether existing
members are notified after an applicant has
been admitted;

Ascertain whether the members exercise
control over the financial operations of the
establishment and to what extent  e.g., do
they own any of the property, do they
determine how the revenues from the
establishment&#39;s operations are used, are
these revenues retained by the -

establishment&#39;s manager!;

Ascertain whether the club advertises in any
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manner and, if possible, obtain copies of
all advertisements. If copies cannot be
obtained, please describe the_
advertisements, including whether such -
advertising indicates in any way that the
subject establishment is a private club not
open to the general public;

If the subject establishment is listed in
the local telephone directory, determine
whether its_li§tins_ssn_bs_9i§;inguishsd _ _ll�

"xiv!

r"*"_-
�E

ll--J"

uxv!

"b. �!

from any other restaurant or other place of
public accommodation and whether it is
designated as a private club;

Determine the established procedures, if
any, for permitting non-members or guests of
members to use the subject establishment&#39;s
facilities  e.g., whether non�members can
rent the facilities of the club!; and

Determine whether the establishment has ever
been operated on some basis other than a
private club. If so, please obtain all
details, including date of, and reasons for,
the purported change to a private club.

Private Club Facilities

I i "This group will involve bona fide private clubs
which operate facilities which may be open to the public. Such groups
will include organizations which are clearly private, such as
fraternal or military organizations  e.g., Elks and Moose Lodges, the
VFW and the American Legion!. In order to determine whether the
facilities they operate are open to the public and therefore within
the coverage of Title II,

_| ni!

nii!

K??? "iii!

conduct the following investigation:

Ascertain what precise policy is followed in
admitting guests to the facility.

May non-members of the club be admitted who
are not invited by members. 1

What procedure is followed in determining
whether a non-member is authorized to be
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admitted.

If any customers are present on the
premises, interview a representative number
and ascertain if they are members or guests
of members. If they are neither, ascertain
under what circumstances they were permitted
to enter, whether and how often they have
patronized the establishment in the past,
and whether they were ever asked to show
whether they were guests of members. If
the? claim t° be BE°5§§bE§mP°mb°E§;_. __ �i4_ _ _ _

EFFECTIVE 12/08/vs

determine therprocedure they are required to
follow in order to be admitted  e.g.,
required to sign a guest book or required to
be accompanied by the member, etc.!."

173-4 3 Copies of Communications and Deadlines

Submit two copies of a report to FBIHQ within
21 workdays of receipt of a complaint. _

EFFECTIVE O4/O8/80

173-4 4 Repeated Complaints � Same Establishment

Where the same accommodation is involved in numerous
refusals of service, one case may be opened and victims and dates
added to the title as complaints are received. When logical
investigation has been completed, case may be closed, subject to
reopening when additional complaints are received.

EFFECTIVE 04/08/80

173-5 PUBLIC EDUCATION
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EFFECTIVE: 04/08/80

173-5.1 Definition
utionl A place of public education is any education instit

operated by a state, any subdivision of a state, any Government92agency
within a state, or operated wholly or_predominantly from or throughthe use of governmental funds or property derived from a governmental
source. &#39;

__i,,...._._ ii _*_._ .1�; .._ .._4...__4._. _ i i _ _. i h.___W__.r ii . I W -___ e .- e s-_.~i- _.-

EFFECTIVE: on/oa/so

173-5.2 Basis of Complaint

Take the following action upon receipt of a complaint

5 national origin in a place of public education.
�! Interview complainant and take signed statement t

include:

 a! Pertinent personal history and background
information.

 b! Full details of the alleged discrimination.
&#39; 0  c! All information the complainant has regarding
the operation of the public school or public school system on a
d� criminatory basis and the identities of any other persons who have

issought the use of the school on a nondiscriminatory basis.
 d! Full details of any other efforts made by the

complainant or others on complainant&#39;s behalf to rectify the alleged
th lainant todiscrimination and the ability or inability of e comp

&#39; 1 l ction on his/her own behalf or through some interested
bring ega aorganization. In this connection the complainant should not be asked

bl t sue inasmuchwhether, in his/her opinion, he/she is able or una e 0 ,
&#39; ld b a 1e al conclusion Complainant should, however, be. as this wou e g .asked for general information regarding his/her employment, whether&#39; &#39; f thehe/she owns home and automobile; if so, to furnish description 0

1 h w man dependents the complainant.};£ house and automobile. A so 0 y" &#39; &#39;1 &#39; hts7%�? supports and whether he/she is a member of any civi rig
.:_,._
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t� n that provides legal counsel in this type of casorganiza 10
E - ~

,�! If the complainant refuses to submit a signed
statement take no further action and submit an LHH setting forth

I
facts of complaint and details

EFFECTIVE: O4/OB/80

of the interview.

173*5.3 "Preliminary Investigation
�I �Q *_ f 1 SW4"�"��*_��&#39;"&#39;A&#39;_�i�*E§é?&#39;»¬E¥H|&#39;§�_&#39;7 � lid Interview a representative number 0 0

named by the complainant.

1 H �! Interview the
person or persons responsi
determine:

superintendent or other appropriate
ble for operation of the school to

���- &#39;  a! Full details of situation described by
i complainant. -

92-._&#39;.-&#39;  b! What policy and practice have been followed with
respect to operating in a nondiscriminatory manner.

 c! Whether

contemplated.

EFFECTIVE: O4/D8/80

any change in such policy or practice is

173-5.4 Reporting Deadline

i complaint.

EFFECTIVE: O4/U8/80

173-6 PUBLIC FACILITIES

Submit report within 21|workdays92of receipt of the

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 04/08/so

173-6.1 Definition _

- A public facility is one other than a place of education
which is owned, operated or managed by or on behalf of any state or
subdivision thereof.

W1iE.F.!3C_II92�,E=__Q§L03L8_0_ ,. , I... __ I.  __ _ -  _

173-6.2 Basis of Complaint

Take the following action upon receipt of a complaint
alleging discrimination because of race, color, religion, or national
origin in a place of public facility.

�! Interview complainant and take signed statement to
include: I

 a! Pertinent personal history and backgroundinformation. &#39;

Q  b! Full details of the alleged discrimination.
 c! All information the complainant has regarding

the operation of the public facility on a discriminatory basis and the
identities of any other persons who have sought the use of the
facility on a nondiscriminatory basis. &#39;

 d! Full details of any other efforts made by the
complainant or other on his/her behalf to rectify the alleged
discrimination and the ability or inability of the complainant to
bring legal action on his/her own behalf or through some interested
organization. In this connection the complainant should not be asked
whether, in his/her opinion, he/she is able or unable to sue, inasmuch
as this would be a legal conclusion.. Complainant should, however, be
asked for general information regarding employment, whether he/she
owns home and automobile; if so, to furnish description of the house
and automobile. Also how many dependents the complainant supports and
whether he/she is a member of any civil rights organization that
provides legal counsel in this type of case.

Sensitive
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�! If the complainant refuses to submit a signed
statement, take no further action and submit_an LHM setting forth
facts of complaint and details of the interview.

EFFECTIVE: 04/08/80

173-6.3 Preliminary Investigation

�! Interview a representative number of other victims
n_e1I1s.s=L1;yJ.tLass>192Pl.a_in=nI  ._  7 I, i____._.rWrr �4lF�?l- _ ._ ____--..-._

A � �! Interview the manager or other appropriate person or &#39;
persons responsible for operation of the facility to determine:

.  a!
complainant.

 b!
respect to operating

 =>
contemplated.

" EFFECTIVE: 04/08/80

Full details of situation described by

What policy and practice have been followed with
in a nondiscriminatory manner.

Whether any change in such policy or practice is

173-6.4 Reporting Deadline

| Submit report within 2l|workdays|of receipt of the
complaint. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 04/08/80

Sensitive
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173-7 EMPLOYMENT _ .

Section 703. Prohibits discrimination in employment
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Prohibited
acts extend to hiring, firing, promotions, wage scales, and all other
conditions of employment, including discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions. Exemptions are
granted for legitimate occupational qualifications based upon
religion, sex, or national origin only. Discrimination is not
punishable as a crime but the aggrieved person, Equal Employment
0 ortunit Commission  EEOC!, or under certain conditions, thePP Y

AttorneysGeneral_may_file�civil_suit.__EEOC_wasmestablished_to_receive--
and adjudicate complaints. &#39;

EFFECTIVE: 04/08/80

173-7.1&#39; Establishments Covered

�! Business establishments affecting commerce and having
15 or more employees

�! Employment agencies procuring employees for the above
firms &#39; &#39; -

�!

�!

Labor unions in industries affecting commerce

State and local governments, agencies, political
subdivisions and the District of Columbia departments and agencies
which are not subject by law to the Federal Competitive Services.

�! Federal Government employment  handled by EEOC!

�! Exceptions: The Act does not apply to state or local
elected officials, persons chosen by such officials to be on their
personal staffs, policy�making level appointees and immediate advisors
of such elected officials, or to religious educational institutions.
Preferential treatment may be given to Indians on or near an Indian
reservation.

EFFECTIVE: O4/03/30

Sensitive .
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173-7.2 Investigation - Private Employer or Labor Union

Investigation to be conducted upon receipt of a complaint:

�! Complaint against private employer or labor union
representing employees of private employer or private employment
agency

 a! Advise complainant such violations are handled
by EEOC

 bl _§$..1Ei§E_°£_&#39;EPl,§i!L§E1_i§_.L§.[�"E_YE£12.?L.E9_P9!i§l4§ _ W r--- ,

1-�,

4

&#39; .3*~.,;
I I

matter GIE��EEOcI_HE/she should do so within 180 days of the alleged
discrimination

 c! Furnish complainant with location of nearest
EEOC office .

�! Complaint against state or local government and
educational institution or unions representing government employees or
public employment agencies, such as state employment services.
Conduct preliminary investigation under each category as set forth.

EFFECTIVE! 10/U9/79

l73�7.3 Preliminary Investigation

EFFECTIVE: 10/09/79

173-7.3.1 Employer

Where complaint involves any actions or practices of the
employing governmental entity, interview complainant, preferably at
some place other than place of employment, and obtain following
information:

�! Full background of complainant for all details that
might bear onlhis/herIqualifications or eligibility for employment or
promotion by the subject employer, including age, sex, race,
education, previous employment experience and length of time, if any,
he/shelhas worked for subject employer.

Sensitive
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�! Nature of subject employer  e.g., city, county,
irrigation district!, approximate number of employees, and approximate
percentage of female and minority employees employed by the
jurisdiction or unit involved. Ascertain whether office or
installation where complainant works is located near or in a minority
neighborhood. _

�! Full details of complaint.

�! If complainant is or has been working for subject
| employer, as would be true if|complainant|comp1ains of discriminatory

a Com lainant s resent|  !|P&#39; �Iv job category and p
department and any previous jobs and departments indicating length of
time in each.

|  b! |Complainant&#39;s|wage category and its position
relative to other wage categories of the employer.

[  c! |Complainant&#39;s|duties,
persons, in the case of a race complaint, or
appropriate, in the case of a sex complaint,
similar duties.

 d! Number of minority and

| in|comp1ainant&#39;s|job category or department;

and whether any white
males or females as

perform or have performed

female employees
and in other job

categories and departments of which|comp1ainant|is aware.

 e! Names of other minority or female employees who
work for employer and departments and job categories to which they are
assigned, if known. &#39;

I  f! ]Comp1ainant&#39;sIunderstanding of the operation of
the promotion, recall and layoff systems, if any.

 g! Total number of departments, seniority lines,
roduction areas and any other information known about structure of

P
employer or employing agency.

�! If complainant is not and has never worked for the
employer, but instead is alleging discrimination in hiring:

 a! Date on which he or she applied for the job

Sensitive
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availability of the job or decided to apply for a job

 c! Whether he or she was reguired to take any test
and, if so, nature of the test - _

I  d! Name of person, if any, who interviewed|him or
her

 e! Whether he or she submitted written application

 E! Any other steps he or she was required to take
tg_gQmplgte_§mplpymentmandrapplication_process___ H rrr_ _m_wW

"&#39;-.

in

 g! When and by what means notification or rejection_
for employment given

�! If employing agency is unionized, ascertain name of
union, how many members it has, percentage of minority or female
members, whether complainant in question was brought to attention of
the union and what action, if any, was taken by the union on

complaint.

�! Determine whether similar complaint has been filed
with any other Federal or state or local agency and, if so, details
including date on which it was filed, and disposition, if any, which
that agency has made.

_  8! Determine whether complainant knows any other
minority group persons or females who have been similarly-affected by
subject employer, and, if so, their names and dates of alleged
discriminatory conduct.

 9! Obtain copies of any pertinent written material or
documents that complainant may have inlhis/her|possession, such as
copies of applications to employer and correspondence from it.

EFFECTIVE: 06/08/78
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173-7.3.2 Unions

When complainant appears to involve any actions or
practices of union which represent or seeks to represent employees of
a governmental employer, interview complainant, preferably away from~
place of employment and obtain following information:

�! Full background of complainant including all details
that might bear on qualifications for membership in subject union or
for referrals by subject union, such as age, sex, race, education,
previous employment, experience, and any municipal licenses
complainant]maympossesswqualifying_jhim/herjto_workWin_the_trade,___m�_;W__ _

�! Nature of subject union, that is whether it is an
industrial union representing employees in a plant or craft  or
building trade! union. If it is a craft union, ascertain from
complainant whether union operates a hiring hall and, if so, details
about operation of the hiring hall. p

�! Full details of complaint

�! If complainant was seeking membership in the union:

 a! Type of membership|comp1ainant|was seeking,
i.e., whether|complainantIwas seeking apprentice status or journeyman
status &#39;

_  b! Whether|comp1ainant1made any written
applications to the union and if so, dates of those applications

 c! How|complainant|came to make application to the
union, i.e., whether referred by friend or relative, interested
organization, or employment service

 d! Nhether|complainant|was required to take any
examination and nature of examinations .

_ &#39; -  e! Whether there wasjanlipterview and, if so,
person who |conducted|interview

acceptance"
any further f! Nhether|complainant|was notified of

and how, and whether|comp1ainant|has had
union

and, if so, when
contact with the

�! If complainant was claiming discrimination in.some
practice of_subject union other than that relating to admission to
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membership in the union, determine whether it related to operation of
grievance procedures, work referral system, a work permit system, or
some other union function and&#39;ascertain details of alleged

discriminatory practice.

i _ �! If on any previous occasion complainant sought
membership, to be referred for work, utilize grievance procedure or
other service benefit from subject union, ascertain all dates upon
which such occurred and full details about each of these contacts with
the union. E

W ____ Z!___B11_et11er___there,__are b1ag1c____9r_,9,t_her,,ethnic_minor_i_ty________ _, _____________
members, or female members of the union or who are working under
auspices of the union. If so, ascertain the names of those persons
from interviewee.

 8! Whether_simi1ar complaint was filed with any state or
local agency or any other Federal agency and, if so, details including
date on which it was filed, and disposition made of it, if known.

 9! Obtain copies of any written material or documents
that complainant may have in|his/her|possession pertaining to
complaint or to |complainant&#39;s]contact or connection with subject
union.

EFFECTIVE: O6/O8/78

173-7.3.3 Employment Agencies

When complaint appears to question practices of any public
employment agency, such as a state employment service, interview
complainant at some place other than place of employment, and obtain
following information: &#39; * &#39;

&#39; �! Full background of complainant including all details
regarding qualifications for employment, such as age, sex, race,
education, previous employment experience.

and types of jobs to
whether employment

�! Nature of employment agency,
which it generally refers persons. Ascertain
agency&#39;s office is in minority neighborhood.

�! Full details of complaint

Sensitive
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_ �! Type of job for which|complainant|sought employment.
Ascertain whether|complainant|had any previous experience in such
jobs. &#39; &#39; .

�! Type of job to which|complainant|was referred,
indicating nature of work and level of pay, whether any other minority
or female person held similar jobs.

�! If comp1ainant|was not referred to job, what
reasons|comp1ainant was given for the failure or inability for
referral. Ascertain whether]complainant|was refused referral on any
previous_occasion_and,_ifmso,ldetai1s. 4,. nl_r_

�! Previous experience with employment agency, including
whether|complainant|was ever referred to any other job and, if so,
nature of those jobs and dates of referrals. &#39;

&#39;  8! Full details about contact with employment agency
including applications and other forms filled out, the name of person
who interviewed|complainant,|what jobs possibilities were mentioned,
and whether|complainant| was advised formally or informally that
certain jobs about which|complainant| had expressed interest would not
be available to|complainant.

_  9! Hhether|complainant|knows any other minority group
persons or females who have been similarly affected by subject
employment agency and, if so, their names and dates of alleged
discriminatory conduct.

�0! Obtain copies of any written documents that
complainant may have in possession relating to contact or dealings
with employment agency.

EFFECTIVE: 06/08/78

17377.4 Advise All Complainants

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91
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173�7.4.l Information

Advise complainant that information furnished will be
forwarded to the U.S. Department of Justice.

EFFECTIVE: O4/19/91

173-7.4.2 Existence

Advi5?_£91&#39;¬!P}3i!}i11E_£§_Q1£l§ H-es§==_sf _3_1.&#39;!Y_3PP!Z..°.P_1&#39;_1§ at-a...s.t§_t_s

-1-R

5-J"

law or local ordinance and refer complainant to appropriate state or
local agency. Also, that in order to obtain relief on his/her
individual grievance, he/she should file complaint with EEOC, and this
must be done within 180 days after the alleged discrimination occurs.
Include fact that complainant has been so advised in investigative
report.

EFFECTIVE: O4/19/91

173"7.5 Copies of Communications and Deadlines

Submit two copies of a report to FBIHQ within 21 days of
receipt of complaint.

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

INTERFERENCE WITH FEDERALLY PROTECTED ACTIVITIES RELATING
TO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS, PUBLIC FACILITIES, PUBLIC
EDUCATION, AND EMPLOYMENT

173-8

�! Where interference consisting of force or threat of
force prohibited by Title 18, USC, Section 245, is involved, handle in
accordance with provisions of Section|44�4|of this manual using
appropriate Civil Rights Act of 1964 character and
submitting|two[copies of report to FBIHQ.

�! Where other interference is alleged, such as by
coercion, intimidation, and economic pressure, submit LHM to FBIHQ and
take no further action. ,

Sensitive
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�! The employment provisions of this act require a
specified minimum number of employees to establish jurisdiction. No
such minimum number is required under provisions of Title 18, USC,
Section 245, relating to interference with employment.

- 30

�! Title-18, USC, Section 245, covers all public
accommodations as defined by Civil Rights Act of 1964 and also covers
an establishment which serves the public and which is principally
engaged in selling beverages for consumption on the premises, e.g., a
bar.

92

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

173-9 ANNOUNCED TESTING OF ACCOMMODHTIONS OR FACILITIES

�! When information is received that persons are
planning to test the practices of a facility or accommodation in a
community in which the free use of such facilities or accommodations
has previously been interfered with by force or threats, submit
teletype to FBIHQ. Do not assign personnel to observe such testing
and/or photograph acts of interference or obstruction in the absence
of specific prior FBIHQ authority.

1
�! If there is interference involving personal injury,

threat of serious injury, or substantial damage to property, or if a
complaint is received concerning refusal of service, initiate a
preliminary investigation and submit a report within 21 days.

�! If there is no interference or refusal of service,
submit an LHM  original and|two|copies! setting forth the details of
the testing.

�! Where your office receives advance notice of testing
of public accommodations or public facilities and there is no
indication there will be any interference, obtain details concerning
the testing and promptly furnish an LHM  original and|two1copies!.

�! No commitments are to be made to groups which advise
your office of plans to test accommodations or facilities that Agents
will or will not be present to observe and photograph such
demonstrations. .

�! Furnish copy of LHM in both of the above instances to
the local office of military intelligence if within scope of present

Sensitive
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requirements to do so, and advise appropriate local authorities
orally.

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

173-10 PENALTIES

There are no substantive criminal penalties attached to
discrimination prohibited by the act. The aggrieved person, or in"

ne &#39; th ou &#39; &#39;

action. Written complaints with regard to public facilities and public
education are subject to the provisions of Title 18, USC, Section
1001. A $100 fine is provided for failure on the part of an employer,
employment agency, or labor union to post notices required by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; however, this violation will
be handled by the Commission. �

EFFECTIVE: O�/19/91

173-11 MISCELLANEOUS

�! All deadlines are counted by commencing on the first
day following receipt of complaint, i.e., complaint received 8�1-82 -
Sunday, submit 8-22-82.

�! The first paragraph of the details of the report
should so indicate if the investigation is limited or preliminary. A
limited investigation is one other than a preliminary, or mere receipt
of a complaint. -

�! Furnish a copy of all reports and LHHs to the USA,

�! Retain one copy in the field office file.

1 �! Note that a business, such as a department store,
which would not normally be covered by the act is completely covered
if it has a lunch counter or some other subsidiary unit which would be
covered by the act. A barbershop is not normally covered, but a
barbershop in a hotel or any other place subject to the provisions of
the act would likewise be covered.

�! Discrimination is not limited to refusal to admit or

Sensitive
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serve but includes any indifference in the nature or extent of
services or prices charged. _ &#39;

�! Information concerning discrimination obtained solely
from legitimate news media, personal observation by Bureau personnel,
or from any other source not known to be unreliable should immediately
be submitted to FBIHQ in a form suitable for dissemination. If the
information is obtained from published material, it will be sufficient
to submit two copies of the clipping by cover airtel. No other action
should be taken in the absence of a complaint with the exception of
information indicating interference which should be handled in "

with�llj-712 above. __�_ wm__ gWW_ gpp�� W__ AML_

J

32

�J _
mi-"2&#39;1
s-1

�  8! Any_instance of interference or violence or potential
interference or violence in connection with the desegregation of
public schools, public accommodations, public facilities, and
employment under the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is to
be brought to the immediate attention of appropriate state and local
officials. Also advise military intelligence and&#39;Secret Service if
within scope of present requirements to do so. The initial
communication to FBIHQ should show that this has been done.

 9! Upon receipt of a complaint, a request for
investigation by the USA or a request for investigation by the U.S.
Department of Justice, the field division must promptly submit Form
FD�610 within five �! workdays of receipt of complaint!. All items
on the form are to be completed on the initial submission or later by
supplemental submission. This action is to be taken prior to the
close of each case in all Civil Rights matters. Along these lines,
the field division should make an effort to provide the maximum amount
of information if all data is not immediately available. Submit a
supplemental form when additional information necessary to complete
the form is secured. In those instances where FBIHQ is advised by
telephone or teletype of a new case, the FD-610 should be submitted at
the earliest possible moment. Specific instructions regarding the
completion of the FD-610 are set forth in Part I,|282-8.1|of this
manual.

EFFECTIVE:A0l/31/94
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�!

�!

�!

�!

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

EMPLOYM

In cases of interference

_m__mthe�threatFpfW�q;ee,wadd
ACTIVITIES to character.

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91
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ACCOMMODATIONS - CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

FACILITIES - CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

EDUCATION � CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

ENT - CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

involving attempted or actual use of force or I

_INTERFERENCE_HII�W§EQERALLY_PROTECTEQWT_

1
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1 SECTION 174. BOMB THREATS
EXPLOSIVES AND INCENDIARY DEVICES

174-1 &#39; STATUTES

11:18 18, usc, Section 844 8! -| j!,|effective 10/15/70,
amended 10/12/82,|amended 10/12/84 by Public Law 98-473.]

�! ec qgi 44  � Interstate transportatipn gr _____ _,_ _8 f,__ S 11. 8._.__=1> 4 .. 8 It
receiptlof explosives or incendiary devices with92know1edge orlintent
to|kill,|injure or intimidate a person or damage property.

�! Section 844 e! - Use of telephone,
mail,|te1egraph,92or other instrument of commerce to transmit a fire or
bomb threat, or maliciously conveys false information knowing the same
to be false.

..,§5"
�! "Section 844 f! - Use of explosives, fire or

incendiary devices to damage92or destroy, or attempt to damage or
destroy,Iany-property owned, used by,lor leased to,|the U.S.
Government,|or any department or agency-thereof,[or any institution or
organization receiving Federal financial assistance. 1

_92u p .

�! Section 844 g! - Unauthorized possession of
explosives or incendiary devices in a building owned, used by,[or
leased to,[the U.S. Government|or any department or agency thereof.�

�! Section 844 h! ~ Carrying explosives or incendiary
devices during the commission of any Federal felony, or use of fire
during the commission of a felony. 1

�! Section 844 i! r Use of explosives, fire or
incendiary devices to damage, or attempt to damage, any property used
in an activity affecting interstate|or foreign|commerce.

92�! Section 844 j! - For the purposes of subsections  d!,
&#39;  e!,  f!,  g!,  h!, and  i! of this section, the term "explosive"
means gunpowders, powders used for blasting, all forms of high,
explosives, blasting materials, fuzes  other than electric circuit
breakers!, detonators, and other detonating agents, smokeless powders,
other explosive or incendiary devices within the meaning of paragraph
�! of Section 232 of this title, and any chemical compounds,
mechanical mixture, or device that contains any oxidizing-and
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combustible units or other ingredients, in such proportions,
quantities, or packing that ignition by fire, by friction, by
concussion, by percussion, or by detonation of the compound, mixture,
or device or any part thereof may cause an explosion.| _

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/87

174"2 DEPARTMENTAL GUIDELINES

mt
-.____m.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

174-2.1 Jurisdiction

Statutory jurisdiction concerning above violations lies
concurrently with FBI and Secretary of Treasury. Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms  ATF! handles Treasury&#39;s investigative
responsibilities under above statute. Guidelines issued by Department
effective 3/1/73 provide for jurisdiction as follows:

�! General

 a! Section 844 e!,  E!, and  g! - FBI.

 b! Section 844 d! and  i! - ATF.

 c! Section 844 h! - Agency having jurisdiction over
underlying felony. "

�! Exceptions

 a! Violations directed against diplomatic or quasi-
diplomatic functions - FBI. &#39;

 b! Violations which appear at outset to have been
perpetrated by terrorist or revolutionary groups or individuals - FBI.
 For the purpose of this section, the Department of Justice has
defined terrorist or revolutionary groups or individuals as "Those
groups or individuals whose motivation for violating the explosives
statutes is political in nature rather than the desire for personal or
organizational gain..."!

 c! Violations directed against Treasury Department

Sensitive
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functions � AIF.

&#39;  d! &#39;Violations directed against Postal Service
functions or involving explosives sent through the mail - Postal
Inspection Service. -

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/a7

174-2.2 Other Provisions

�! Guidelines provide that no investigation is to be
conducted unless prior authorization is obtained from the Department
except in those instances noted below. In these instances the
Guidelines provide authorization for immediate, full investigation by
the FBI without prior consultation with the Department.

 a! Any violation which appears at outset to have
been perpetrated by terrorist or revolutionary groups or individuals.

 b! Explosive  as distinguished from incendiary!
bombing or attempted bombing of college or university facilities.

 c! Bombing or attempted bombing of property owned,
possessed, used or leased by Federal Government, or by a Federal
function such as National Guard or ROTC.

 d! Any violation of|Section|844 g!, except those
involving Treasury or Postal Service buildings.

 e! Any violation against diplomats or
quasi�dip1omatic functions.

� �! Regarding 174-2.1 �!  b! above, guidelines provide
that if ATF or Postal Inspection Service has properly initiated
investigation and information is subsequently developed indicating
apparent involvement of terrorist or revolutionary groups or
individuals, jurisdiction shall be relinquished to FBI unless
Department determines that such a transfer would unduly impair further
investigative efforts.

�! Guidelines require prompt notification to the
Department by the agency having investigative jurisdiction in each
instance wherein an investigation is instituted underlSection|844. In
cases where FBI has investigative jurisdiction notification is also to

Sensitive
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be made to ATF and/or Postal Inspection Service if those agencies have
a logical interest. Follow-up liaison and dissemination is to be made
as necessary to avoid duplication of investigation. Also to be
disseminated, in a manner not to interfere with active investigations,
is information regarding types, sources, movement, and storage of�
explosives involved in such investigations.

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/87

lZ�:§ _" POLICY _ ,_ _WW

-5-

,,.»

�vs

�ig �

EFFECTIVE: 09/22/87

174-3.1 Bombings and Attempted Bombings

�! Each office is to arrange, through appropriate
liaison, to be advised of all bombing and attempted bombing incidents
within its respective territory.

�! Immediately advise FBIHQ by teletype of all actual
and attempted bombing incidents within the investigative jurisdiction
of FBI, whether explosive or incendiary. Initial communication should-
fully describe the nature and function of the target of the bombing
and cover the following points: &#39;

 a! Basis for FBI investigative jurisdiction.

 b! Whether or not investigation instituted.

 c! If investigation not instituted, identify
investigating authorities.

 d! Specific comment regarding indicated or probable .
motive. Include occupation and general reputation of victim if
bombing directed against an individual.

 e! Applicability of state and local laws and
likelihood of state or local investigative and prosecutive action.

 f! Whether or not there is any information
indicating the bombing is part of a pattern or plan by a particular
subject or against a particular victim.

Sensitive
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r  g! Specific comment that Secret Service, ATF, USA
and appropriate law enforcement and other logical agencies have been
advised; also, that ATF advised as to whether or not FBI instituting
investigation. Notice to military intelligence agencies is not
required unless they have a specific interest in the incident or
unless dissemination otherwise required by_the "Agreement Governing
the Conduct of Defense Department Counterintelligence Activities in
Conjunction with Federal Bureau of Investigation"  see Appendix 3 of
the FCI Manual! or the Memorandum of Understanding between Justice and
Defense Departments. &#39;

�.2

�! In those explosive incidents which are likely to
receive nationwide publicity and wherein it is not immediately known
if an actual bombing has occurred or if the incident is within FBI
jurisdiction, furnish FBIHQ with background and details by teletype.

EFFECTIVE: 09/22/B7

174-3.2 Bomb Threats

i �! Immediately advise appropriate law enforcement
agencies and Secret Service. Refer to 174-3.1 �!  g! above regarding
notice to military intelligence agencies. _

�! If a bomb threat is directed against Bureau
facilities or personnel, all logical leads to identify subject are to
be covered immediately. Bureau space, if involved, should be searched
by Bureau personnel familiar with the specific area. An assessment of
any suspicious item should be made by an FBI bomb technician, bomb
squad personnel, or military Explosive Ordnance Disposal  EOD! unit.
Render safe responsibilities for located bomb devices rest with the
bomb squad personnel or military EOD unit. Each field division should
have a bomb threat plan. I

i �! Notify FBIHQ in the following instances:

 a! By teletype, if threat concerns a diplomatic
establishment or a situation which may result in widespread publicity.

 b! By teletype, if threat results in request by
local authorities or private citizen for FBI investigation.

 c! By teletype, if threat is directed against

Sensitive
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Bureau facilities or personnel. If Bureau space involved, indicate
same searched by Bureau personnel.i .

_  d! By airtel  FD-365! and LHM, to be submitted same
day, or following workday if threat received after regular working
hours, if: threat concerns a military or U.S. Government
installation; identity of subject is known, alleged, or readily
available; or threat appears to be part of a pattern or plan by a
particular subject or against a particular victim. | See MIOG, Part I,
174-6.!| _

1 I

I&#39;*92i.

the threat is received. If information is received after normal
working hours, written confirmation should be made the following
workday. Include in confirmation the time and date of oral
notifications and identify, by name, persons notified. | See MAOP,
Part II 10-4.3 & Correspondence Guide-Field -2-5.5.11 & 3�41.!

»._--..,-"en-u--.-» M-~ ,--=,;~_�,&#39;_u�

�! rAll§wr{tten sass E�reéts .;s1is_§§§§g§g1gigg,;9;ihe¢;;_

1 _ A! Notification_to_SecretwService_and_other_agencies~Wh A-
must be confirmed in writing the same day the information regarding

. . I

§

6

Laboratory far,a5§§mé�6¥s£spinaiisn?sp¢ forflatentrfingerprintigr A ~-I;..___ _ . y _ &#39; _.. .. ,.. , - . &#39;-2   1examination, whether or not active investigation is being~conductffjb,
the FBI.&#39;

EFFECTIVE: 09/24/93

174-3.3 General Instructions .

�! Submit 4 copies of reports and 7 copies of LHMs.

�! When active investigation is instituted, notify FBIHQ
 by teletype, submit initial report within 30 days and submit
subsequent reports every 30 days thereafter. | See MIOG, Part I,
174-6, and HAOP, Part II, 10�4.3.!|

�! Disseminate all reports and LHMs to the USA.

�! In those instances wherein this section requires
submission of LHM to FBIHQ, a copy of the LHH should be disseminated
locally to Secret Service by FD-376. Original and one copy of FD�376
should be submitted to FBIHQ with LHH.

�! In those instances where notification to FBIHQ by

Sensitive
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teletype is required, submission should not be delayed if all
necessary information is not immediately available. Such additional
information should be submitted by supplemental teletype as soon as it
is available. - p _

�! Advise the USA telephonically of all incidents or
threats reported to FBIHQ, within FBI jurisdiction. Unless
circumstances dictate otherwise, such notification should be made
during business hours.

�! Bombings, attempted bombings and bomb threats
constituting other substantiyg_viQlations within_§§l_jg;jsQigtign, _ _
such_asmfederal Train Wreck Statute, Destruction of Aircraft or Motor

M�
ii

at

Vehicles, Civil Rights, Extortion, etc., should be handled in
accordance with existing instructions pertaining to the particular
violation involved. FBIHQ should be advised of the incident under
appropriate substantive caption. Exceptions: Situations involving
bombings or attempted bombings of Government property, and sabotage by
use of explosive, are handled as 174 matters. p

Advise FBIHQ by teletype or telephone if ATF attempts
jurisdiction in a matter being investigated by the FBI
problem is encountered with ATP.

 8!
to exercise any
or if any other

 9! All offices should maintain liaison with military
Explosive Ordnance Disposal  EOD! units and/or local law enforcement
bomb squads in order that assistance can be promptly obtained if bombs
or live explosives are encountered in connection with official
investigations. p "

�0! The U.S. Army has EOD units stationed throughout the
United States, including Alaska and Hawaii. These units, which have
assisted the FBI in the past, have personnel qualified to disarm bombs
and handle and dispose of live explosives. Due to emergency
conditions, requests for assistance from Army EOD units are usually
poral. All such oral requests are to be confirmed in writing by
letter addressed to the Commanding Officer of the EOD unit involved.
The Army has no EOD unit in Puerto Rico. Therefore, the San Juan =
Office should maintain liaison with the appropriate U.S. Navy facility
for the purpose of obtaining any necessary assistance.

�1! Bombs are to be rendered safe by qualified bomb
disposal personnel. Render safe is the responsibility of public
safety bomb squads and military EOD units. Bureau bomb technicians
and Laboratory explosives specialists are available at all times for
on-site consultation concerning bombs and explosives.

Sensitive
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�2! The cooperative facilities of the FBI which are made -
available to local authorities in bombing matters are the services of
thelLaboratory Division.|

EFFECTIVE: 09/24/93

l74"4 OTHER VIOLATIONS

The following are within the primary jurisdiction of ATF
but Agents should be alert for such violations and investigative
jurisdiction should be assumed by the FBI if they arise.during any
substantive FBI investigation.

�! Title 26, Section 586l d! -  f! � Unlawful
manufacture, possession or transfer of a destructive device.

, �! Title 18, Sections 841-843 - Unlawful importation,
manufacture, distribution or storage of explosives.

EFFECTIVE: O9/22/87

174-5 PLAN OF ACTION FOR MAJOR CASES

_ �! Each office is to have a proposed plan of action
which can become operative automatically whenever there is a bombing
or attempted bombing which will be the subject of a major
investigation.

�! These investigations are to receive top priority
under the personal supervision of the SAC and should cover all
investigative steps to ensure that evidence is preserved and logical
investigation instituted immediately.

�! Immediate consideration should be given to the
advisability of requesting Laboratory Division personnel to proceed to
the scene.
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EFFECTIVE: O9/24/93

174-6 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS �

F �! When active investigation is instituted, notify FBIHQ
by teletype; submit initial report within 3O days; and submit F
subsequent reports every 3O days or as soon thereafter as possible.

�! Submit four copies of reports to FBIHQ to allow for
dis:emi=1-=1ti.0n._etmtl1s__,.H.easqvsrtierso 1eYs.l._P.9..._U,_S.-...Department of _-has Lise m__._._ __m___l___
and other appropriate agencies.

_ �! Disseminate all reports to the USA. _

�! In those instances wherein this section requires
submission of LHM to FBIHQ, submit seven copies of LHMs to allow for
dissemination at the Headquarters level to U.S. Department of Justice;
U.S. Secret Service; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and other
appropriate agencies. A copy of the LHM should be disseminated E
local1y92to Secret Service by FD-376. Original and one copy of FD-376
should be submitted to FBIHQ with LHM. FD-376 should also be used
when disseminating information to Secret Service in other matters
concerning individuals involved in illegal bombing or bomb making.

EFFECTIVE: Q9/22/87

174-7 STATISTICAL DATA

Form FD-436 is to be submitted for every incident
involving the use, attempted use, or recovery of an explosive,
incendiary, or "hoax" bomb device, regardless of jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 09/22/87
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174*8 PENALTIES

�!p Section 844 d!,  E!, and  i!.

 a! $10,000 fine and/or 10 years� imprisonment.

 b! $20,000 fine and/or 20 years� imprisonment if
personal injury results, including any public safety officer
performing duties as a direct or proximate result of conduct
prohibited by this subsection.

H i;__  c!_iAnyiterms�of_years_ormdeath_penaltyHor_1ifem___m___mm_ ______ _______
imprisonment if death results.

�! Section 844 e! � $5,000 fine and/or 5 years�
imprisonment.

�! Section B44 g! ~ $1,000 fine and/or 1 year
imprisonment.

? _ �! Section 844 h!
L�

l  a! Not less than 1 nor more than 10 years�
imprisonment.

 b! For second and subsequent convictions, not less
than 5 nor more than 25 years� imprisonment and there shall be no
suspended or probationary sentences.

EFFECTIVE: 09/22/B7

174*9 CHARACTER - "BOMB THREATS" OR "EXPLOSIVES AND INCENDIARY
DEVICES"

EFFECTIVE: 09/22/87
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